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Samenvatting

In onze industriële samenleving worden structurele componenten en machineon-
derdelen vervaardigd uit staal vaak onder veeleisende omstandigheden uitgebaat,
en dit dikwijls voor tijdspannes van meerdere jaren. Dergelijke uitbatingsom-
standigheden kunnen microstructurele materiaaldegradatieprocessen induceren en
zodoende de materiaalintegriteit aantasten. Bijvoorbeeld, cyclische mechanische
spanning leidt tot metaalvermoeiing; het samengaan van voldoend hoge span-
ning met voldoend hoge temperatuur kan aanleiding geven totvervorming door
thermische kruip; bestraling met neutronen induceert verbrossing en verharding.
In de meeste gevallen evolueren deze materiaaldegradatieprocessen relatief traag,
maar desalniettemin is de bijhorende verslechtering van demechanische eigen-
schappen een cumulatief en verraderlijk fenomeen, aangezien dergelijke materi-
aaldegradatieprocessen kunnen leiden tot scheurgroei en uiteindelijk tot het falen
van componenten, iets wat verstrekkende gevolgen kan hebben. Daarom is de in-
schatting van de materiaalintegriteit van groot belang, zowel voor veiligheids- als
economische redenen. Typisch kan deze beoordeling van de materiaalintegriteit
worden uitgevoerd met behulp van niet-destructieve evaluatietechnieken (NDE).

In een dergelijke context is de belangrijkste doelstellingvan het gepresenteerde
onderzoek het exploreren van de mogelijkheden, de beperkingen en de sensitiviteit
van magnetische hysteretische karakteriseringstechnieken met het oog op het niet-
destructief evalueren van toenemende microstructurele materiaaldegradatie. Een
dergelijke aanpak is gemotiveerd door de kennis dat het macroscopisch mag-
netisch hysteretisch gedrag van ferromagnetische materialen beı̈nvloed is door de
microstructurele eigenschappen van het materiaal, en omdat degradatieprocessen
veranderingen kunnen veroorzaken in de microstructuur, kunnen dergelijke pro-
cessen ook repercussies hebben op het magnetisch hysteretisch gedrag. De on-
derliggende fundamentele principes betreffende deze relatie tussen microstruc-
turele eigenschappen en de magnetisatieprocessen is een cruciaal punt in ons
onderzoek: tijdens het magnetisatieproces wordt de mobiliteit van de magne-
tische domeinmuren alsook de magnetische domeinstructuurbeı̈nvloed door de
microstructuur. Bijvoorbeeld, een hoge defectdensiteit in het kristalrooster resul-
teert in een hoge graad van hindering van de domeinmuurbewegingen.
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Omgekeerd reflecteert de verandering in de vorm van de magnetische hystere-
sislussen de verandering in de microstructurele eigenschappen van het materiaal.
In principe kunnen we deze microstructurele veranderingenidentificeren en de
degradatie van de mechanische eigenschappen monitoren op een niet-destructieve
manier, met behulp van de karakterisering en de evaluatie van het magnetisch
hysteretisch gedrag.

Deze gepostuleerde methode, namelijk de karakterisering van het magnetisch hys-
teretisch gedrag, beperkt onmiskenbaar de toepassing ervan tot ferromagnetische
materialen. Desalniettemin is het toepassingsgebied nog steeds zeer breed, omdat
het merendeel van de commercieel geproduceerde ijzerlegeringen en laaggele-
geerde staalsoorten een ruimtelijk gecentreerd kubisch (ferritisch) kristalrooster
hebben, en dergelijke materialen zijn ferromagnetisch.

De aanpak van dit onderzoek is grotendeels experimenteel, en de ontwikkeling
van magnetische karakteriseringsmethodes is dan ook een belangrijk onderdeel
van dit onderzoek. Veelzijdige experimentele meetopstellingen en veldmetrische
meettechnieken zijn ontwikkeld, in combinatie met geavanceerde analysetech-
nieken ter interpretatie van de experimentele data, om de karakterisering van
de vele deelaspecten gerelateerd aan zowel het magnetisch alsook het magneto-
mechanisch hysteretisch gedrag mogelijk te maken.

Echter, in ons experimenteel onderzoek van gedegradeerde materialen zijn de
monsters vaak beperkt tot veel kleinere dimensies dan de afmetingen die voor-
geschreven zijn in internationale normen. Verder is in ons onderzoek de vorm van
de proefstukken in veel gevallen beperkt tot staven met vierkante of cirkelvormige
dwarsdoorsneden. Ook voor dergelijke proefstukken met beperkingen qua grootte
en vorm, slaagden we erin aangepaste en geminiaturiseerde meetopstellingen te
ontwikkelen – geı̈nspireerd door, en zo dicht als mogelijk aanleunend bij de ge-
standaardiseerde single sheet tester – resulterend in een goede herhaalbaarheid
voor de magnetische karakterisering van de verschillende samples onder test.

Betreffende de magnetische hysteretische karakteriseringstechnieken voor NDE
doelstellingen, is de kerntaak het definiëren van magnetische parameters die ge-
voelig genoeg zijn om de veranderingen in microstructureleeigenschappen te kun-
nen identificeren. Als een eerste stap kunnen de klassieke parameters gebruikt
worden die de magnetische hysteresislus bij saturatie karakteriseren, zoals het co-
ercitief veld, de remanente inductie en de permeabiliteit.In dit onderzoekswerk
wordt gestreefd naar een uitbreiding en verbetering van de magnetische hystere-
tische niet-destructieve evaluatiemethode door de input van experimentele data te
verhogen. Bovendien is het nuttig hierbij een hysteresismodel zoals het Preisach-
model te gebruiken, aangezien een dergelijk model het gehele magnetische hys-
teresisgedrag in rekening brengt.

Gebaseerd op een aantal experimentele studies van verscheidene materiaaldegra-
datieprocessen, worden de mogelijkheden en de beperkingenonderzocht voor
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zowel demagnetischeen demagnetomechanischehysteretische karakterisering.

Een van de belangrijkste onderzochte onderwerpen betreffende het effect van mi-
crostructurele veranderingen op hetmagnetisch hysteretisch gedrag,is de ver-
brossing en verharding van ferritisch staal omwille van neutronenbestraling. In de
nucleaire industrie kan dit effect schadelijk zijn voor hetstaal waaruit het druk-
vat van de nucleaire reactor (RPV) is vervaardigd. De onderliggende reden voor
dergelijk materiaaldegradatieproces is de vorming van defecten van nanometer-
grootte geı̈nduceerd door neutronenbestraling, namelijkde door de bestraling ver-
sterkte precipitatie van koper en de geı̈nduceerde schade aan de Fe-matrix (clus-
ters van puntdefecten).

Conventioneel wordt de status van het materiaal betreffende de verbrossing, de
verharding en de breuktaaiheid geëvalueerd aan de hand vandestructieve mecha-
nische testen op zogenaamde surveillance proefstukken, die gemaakt zijn uit het-
zelfde materiaal als het drukvat. Teneinde een verlengde levensduur van nucleaire
reactoren mogelijk te maken (bijvoorbeeld om economische redenen) en gezien
het gelimiteerde aantal proefstukken (voor de destructieve testen) dat oorspronke-
lijk is ingebracht in de reactor is er een tendens tot het ontwikkelen van niet-
destructieve evaluatietechnieken. Dergelijke technieken kunnen beschouwd wor-
den als bijkomende en/of mogelijke alternatieve technieken teneinde de materiaal-
status te beoordelen, met als bijkomend voordeel dat de surveillance proefstukken
herbruikt kunnen worden.

Ten eerste zijn tijdens dit onderzoek de verhardings- en verbrossingsfenomenen
veroorzaakt door Cu-precipitatie onderzocht, afzonderlijk van de door neutro-
nenbestraling geı̈nduceerde schade aan de Fe-matrix, en dit aan de hand van ther-
mische veroudering van Fe-Cu modellegeringen. De vorming en groei van Cu-
precipitaten tijdens het thermische verouderingsproces aan 500◦C leidt tot veran-
deringen in de bestudeerde magnetische hysteretische eigenschappen, zoals rema-
nente inductie, maximum permeabiliteit, en de breedte en depiekwaarde van de
Preisach-gerelateerde distributie van het lokale interactieveld. De verschillende
regimes die aangeduid kunnen worden in de relatie van de magnetische parame-
ters met de verouderingstijd corresponderen met de mechanische verhardings- en
verzachtingsregimes, zoals waargenomen in de veranderingvan de vloeigrens.
Wanneer de initiële en de extremale waardes (corresponderend met de groot-
ste mechanische hardheid) van de bestudeerde magnetische parameters worden
vergeleken, dan kan een verandering van ongeveer 50% (en meer, afhankelijk van
de beschouwde magnetische parameter) worden vastgesteld.Deze uitgesproken
sensitiviteit geeft het potentieel aan van magnetisch NDE voor de evaluatie van
verharding en verzachting geı̈nduceerd door Cu-precipitatie.

Ten tweede is de verbrossing en verharding omwille van de neutronenbestraling
bestudeerd. De microstructurele veranderingen die veroorzaakt worden door de
neutronenbestraling beı̈nvloeden niet alleen het mechanische gedrag, maar lei-
den ook tot variaties in het magnetische hysteretische gedrag van alle bestudeerde
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materialen, namelijk nominaal puur Fe, Fe-Cu modellegeringen, en RPV ferri-
tisch staal. De laatste categorie omvat zowel een referentiekwaliteit van RPV
staal, ‘JRQ’ (Japanese Reference Quality), alsook een set surveillance proefstuk-
ken behorende bij het drukvat van een eigenlijke nucleaire reactor, ‘BSP’ (Belgian
Surveillance Program). De twee belangrijkste parameters gerelateerd aan de vorm
van de magnetische hysteresislus die in deze context wordenbestudeerd zijn het
maximum van de relatieve differentiële permeabiliteit ende piekintensiteit van de
Preisach-gerelateerde distributie van het lokale interactieveld. Beide parameters
dalen met stijgende neutronendosis en met stijgende vloeigrens, en dit voor alle
bestudeerde materialen.

Het magnetisch gedrag is gevoelig voor beide door neutronenbestraling geı̈ndu-
ceerde verhardeningsmechanismen: een dalende trend in de hierboven vermelde
magnetische parameters tijdens de mechanische verhardingis merkbaar, ongeacht
de verhardingsoorzaak: ofwel enkel Cu-precipitatie (thermische veroudering van
Fe-Cu modellegeringen), ofwel enkel schade aan de Fe-matrix (bestraling van
puur ijzer), ofwel beide mechanismen (bestraling van Fe-Cumodellegeringen of
ferritische staalsoorten). Deze resultaten kunnen verklaard worden door het feit
dat de beweging van de magnetische domeinmuren gehinderd wordt door defecten
van nanometer-grootte, die geı̈nduceerd zijn door neutronenbestraling. De grootte
van de verandering van de magnetische parameters is hierbijtypisch 40%, het-
geen de sensitiviteit en het potentieel aangeeft van de magnetische hysteretische
karakterisering voor de evaluatie van door neutronenbestraling geı̈nduceerde ma-
teriaalverharding en -verbrossing.

Verder hebben we een magnetomechanische meetopstelling ontworpen en ge-
bouwd voor de studie van hetmagnetomechanisch gedrag. Deze opstelling is
in principe de integratie van een magnetische meetopstelling in een mechanische
testbank. Met deze meetopstelling wordt het mogelijk het magnetomechanisch
effect te bestuderen, een effect dat kan beschreven worden als het gecombineerde
effect op de magnetisatie van een aangelegde elastische mechanische spanning
en een aangelegd magnetisch veld. Magnetomechanische experimenten zijn uit-
gevoerd voor verschillende omstandigheden betreffende elastische spanning en
magnetisch veld (beide grootheden kunnen hierbij zowel statisch als dynamisch
zijn). In het geval van constant aangelegd magnetisch veld en cyclisch variërende
mechanische spanning, vertoont de magnetisatie als functie van spanning voor
laag-koolstof ferritisch staal typisch een hysteretisch,asymmetrisch, niet-lineair
en niet-monotoon gedrag. Een zekere overeenkomst in de niet-lineariteit van
dergelijk hysteretisch magnetomechanisch gedrag is merkbaar in vergelijking met
het anhysteretisch magnetomechanisch gedrag.

Dergelijke experimentele studie van het magnetomechanisch gedrag is uitgevoerd
met als doelstelling magnetische NDE-methodes te ontwikkelen voor het con-
tinu monitoren van metaalvermoeiing. Wegens het abrupte finale karakter van
metaalvermoeiing is het moeilijk voorspellingen te maken over de aanvang van het
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vermoeiingsfalen, wanneer dit enkel gebaseerd is op experimentele data verwor-
ven tijdens een beperkt aantal onderbrekingen van de cyclische belasting. Daarom
verkennen we in dit werk de mogelijkheid tot het onderzoekenvan het vermoei-
ingsproces tijdens de cyclische mechanische belasting zelf, en zodoende ook ex-
perimentele data te verwerven voor elke mechanische belastingscyclus. Voor
dergelijke doelstelling kan van het magnetomechanisch effect gebruik gemaakt
worden: tijdens de cyclische mechanische belasting wordt een magnetisch veld
aangelegd, en de variatie van de magnetisatie (omwille van zowel de aangelegde
cyclische mechanische spanning en het aangelegde veld) kancontinu opgemeten
worden tijdens de gehele cyclische mechanische vermoeiingstest.

Twee magnetomechanische methodes worden vooropgesteld, methodes die enkel
verschillend zijn wat betreft het magnetisch veld dat continu aangelegd wordt
aan het proefstuk tijdens de cyclische mechanische belasting: i.e. een constant of
een tijdsafhankelijk magnetisch veld. In beide methodes wordt tijdens elke span-
ningscyclus de magnetisatieverandering veroorzaakt doorhet magnetomechanisch
effect continu opgemeten. Beide magnetomechanische methodes resulteren in in-
formatie over de verschillende vermoeiingsstadia, alsookover het finale vermoei-
ingsstadium, en dit is het geval voor alle drie de bestudeerde ferritische staal-
soorten. De kenmerkende eigenschappen betreffende de magnetomechanische
monitoring parameters in het stabiele (tweede) stadium, vertonen potentieel om
een stop-criterium te definiëren voor het stopzetten van dewerking van stalen
componenten onder cyclische belasting. Deze methode van continu monitoren
van veranderingen in het magnetomechanisch gedrag tijdensde cyclische mecha-
nische belasting is gevalideerd door het vergelijken met decontinue evaluatie van
veranderingen in het mechanische rek-versus-spanningsgedrag: de verschillende
vermoeiingsstadia in het inelastische rek-versus-spanningsgedrag corresponderen
volledig met de overeenkomstige vermoeiingsstadia gedefinieerd aan de hand van
het magnetomechanisch gedrag.

Als algemene conclusie, veranderingen in de microstructurele eigenschappen be-
treffende de kristalroosterdefecten beı̈nvloeden de dynamica van dislocaties, maar
hebben ook een impact op de beweging van de magnetische domeinmuren in
ferromagnetische materialen; dit leidt respectievelijk tot veranderde mechanische
en magnetische macroscopische eigenschappen. Hoewel de onderliggende mecha-
nismen van het magnetische en mechanische gedrag verschillend zijn, bestaat er
een zekere interrelatie tussen het macroscopische magnetische gedrag, het magne-
tische mechanische gedrag en de onderliggende microstructurele eigenschappen
van het materiaal. De ontwikkelde magnetische en magnetomechanische karak-
teriseringstechnieken kunnen gebruikt worden voor de niet-destructieve evalu-
atie van macroscopische mechanische eigenschappen en microstructurele ken-
merken, met als doelstelling de beoordeling van de ferromagnetische materiaal-
integriteit tijdens hun werking en/of voor de kwaliteitscontrole tijdens materiaal-
productieprocessen.





Summary

In our modern industrial world, components of structures ormachines manufac-
tured from steels are often operating under very demanding service conditions and
frequently for time spans of many years. Such service conditions can impair the
material integrity since they induce material degradationprocesses, manifested
as changes in the microstructure of the material. For instance, cyclic mechanical
stress gives rise to fatigue damage progression; the combination of both elevated
stress levels and high temperatures can induce creep deformation; neutron irradia-
tion can lead to embrittlement. In most cases these materialdegradation processes
are slow processes, but nevertheless the material degradation and the associated
deterioration of the mechanical properties is a cumulativeand insidious process.
Finally, this can lead to nucleation and growth of cracks andeven to component
failure, which can have disastrous consequences. Therefore, the assessment of
the material integrity is of high importance, both for safety and economical rea-
sons. Such integrity assessment on the material level is typically performed by
non-destructive evaluation techniques.

In such context of non-destructive assessment of material degradation, the general
aim of the presented research is to explore the possibilities, the limitations and the
sensitivity of magnetic hysteretic characterization techniques in order to evalu-
ate non-destructively the progression of microstructuraldegradation phenomena.
Such approach is motivated by the knowledge that the macroscopic magnetic hys-
teretic behaviour of ferromagnetic materials is influencedby the microstructural
features of the material, and since the material degradation processes can alter
microstructural features, hence these material degradation processes can have
repercussions on the magnetic hysteretic behaviour. The underlying fundamen-
tal principle of this relation between microstructural features and magnetization
processes is one of the crucial points in our research: during the magnetization
process, the mobility of the magnetic domain walls, and the structure of the mag-
netic domains, is influenced by the microstructural features: for instance a high
crystal defect density results in a high degree of obstruction to the motion of mag-
netic domain walls.

Conversely, the change in the shape of the magnetic hysteretic loop reflects the
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variation in the microstructural features in the material.In principle, we may
identify the microstructural changes and monitor the degradation of the mechan-
ical material properties in a non-destructive fashion, by the characterization and
evaluation of the magnetic hysteretic behaviour.

This method postulation, i.e. the characterization of the magnetic hysteretic be-
haviour, obviously restricts the application of the methodto ferromagnetic ma-
terials. Nevertheless, the range of application is still very broad, since most of
the tonnage of commercially produced iron alloys and low-alloyed steels have a
body-centered cubic ferritic crystalline structure, which is ferromagnetic.

The approach of this research work is merely experimental, therefore the devel-
opment of magnetic characterization methods is a primordial and important is-
sue. We developed versatile experimental setups and field-metric measuring tech-
niques, in combination with advanced analyzing techniquesof the experimental
data, in order to facilitate and enhance the characterization of the many features
related to both the magnetic and the magnetomechanical hysteretic behaviour.

In our experimental investigations on mechanically degraded materials, the sam-
ple dimensions are however constrained to much smaller dimensions than the di-
mensions prescribed in international standards. Also the sample shape is in many
cases constrained to bars with square or circular cross sections. Even for such
samples with constrained size and shape we succeeded to design modified and
miniaturized single sheet tester (SST) configurations, inspired by and as close
as possible to the standardized SST, resulting in reasonable accuracy and good
repeatability for the magnetic characterization of the different samples under in-
vestigation.

Concerning the magnetic hysteretic characterization techniques for NDE pur-
poses, the core issue is to define magnetic parameters that are sensitive enough
to identify the changes of microstructural properties under investigation. As a
first step, the classical magnetic hysteresis parameters characterizing the satura-
tion magnetization loop, such as coercive field, remanent induction, permeability,
can be used. In this research work, the magnetic hysteretic non-destructive evalu-
ation method is extended by increasing the input of experimental data. Moreover
a hysteresis model such as the Preisach model that takes the overall magnetic hys-
teresis behaviour into account is shown to be useful for non-destructive evaluation
of microstructural changes.

Based on a number of experimental case studies for several material degradation
processes, the possibilities and limitations of both the magnetic hysteretic and
magnetomechanical characterization are investigated.

Concerning the effect of microstructural changes on themagnetic hysteretic be-
haviour, one of the main topics that is investigated in this research work, is the
irradiation-induced embrittlement and hardening of iron-based materials. In the
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nuclear industry this effect can be detrimental for reactorpressure vessel (RPV)
steels. The underlying reason of such material degradationprocess is the forma-
tion of nano-size defects during neutron irradiation, i.e.the irradiation-assisted
Cu-precipitation, accompanied with matrix damage.

Conventionally, the material status concerning embrittlement, hardening and frac-
ture toughness is evaluated destructively on the basis of surveillance specimens,
made of exactly the same material as the pressure vessel. In order to cope with ex-
tending the life time of nuclear power plants and considering the limited number
of specimens originally inserted into the reactor in order to perform such destruc-
tive mechanical tests, there is a tendency to develop non-destructive evaluation
techniques. Such techniques can be considered as additional and/or possible re-
placement techniques to assess the material condition, having also the advantage
that the surveillance specimens can be reused.

Firstly, the hardening and embrittlement processes due to Cu-precipitation, sep-
arately from the effects of the irradiation-induced matrixdamage, is investigated
during this research work by thermal aging of Fe-Cu model alloys. The formation
and growth of Cu-precipitates during the thermal aging process at 500◦C lead to
variations of the investigated magnetic hysteretic properties, such as remanence,
maximum permeability, width and peak value of the Preisach-based local inter-
action field distribution. The regimes that can be indicatedin their relation to
the aging time correspond with the mechanical hardening andsoftening regimes,
in other words the magnetic parameters fully mimic the yieldstress variation.
When compared to the initial case, the peak hardening valuesof the magnetic
parameters, such as remanence, maximum permeability, width and peak value of
the local interaction field distribution, change with approximately 50% (or more,
depending on the considerered magnetic parameter). This pronounced sensitiv-
ity indicates the potential of magnetic NDE for the evaluation of hardening and
softening phenomena induced by Cu-precipitation.

Secondly, the irradiation-induced embrittlement and hardening is studied. The
irradiation-induced microstructural changes not only affect the mechanical be-
haviour, but also lead to variations in the magnetic hysteretic behaviour for all in-
vestigated materials, i.e. nominally pure Fe, Fe-Cu model alloys, and RPV steels,
both for a reference quality of RPV steel, ‘JRQ’ (Japanese Reference Quality),
and for the surveillance samples of the reactor pressure vessel of an actual nu-
clear reactor, ‘BSP’ (Belgian Surveillance Program). The main two parameters
related to the magnetization loop shape that are investigated are the maximum rel-
ative differential permeability, and the peak intensity ofthe Preisach-based local
interaction field distribution. Both parameters decrease with increasing neutron
fluence and with increasing yield stress, and this for all investigated materials.

The magnetic behaviour is sensitive to both irradiation-induced hardening mech-
anisms: a decreasing trend in the above-mentioned magneticparameters during
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the mechanical hardening is noticeable, regardless the origin of hardening, which
can be either Cu-precipitation (thermal aging of Fe-Cu model alloys), only matrix
damage (irradiation of pure Fe), or both mechanisms (irradiation of Fe-Cu model
alloys or ferritic RPV steels). These results suggest that the magnetic domain
wall movement is hindered by the nano-sized defects inducedby irradiation. The
change of the magnetic parameters is found to be up to 40%, which indicates the
sensitivity and the potential of magnetic hysteretic characterization for the assess-
ment of irradiation-induced material hardening and embrittlement.

Concerning themagnetomechanical behaviour,we designed and constructed a
magnetomechanical experimental setup, which is in principle the incorporation of
a magnetic measurement setup inside a mechanical testing apparatus. With this
setup it becomes possible to investigate the magnetomechanical effect, which can
be considered as the combined effect of elastic mechanical stress and magnetic
field on the magnetization. Magnetomechanical experimentsare conducted for
different conditions of elastic stress and magnetic field (both as static or dynamic
quantities). In case of constant applied magnetic field and cyclic varying mechan-
ical stress, for low-carbon ferritic steels the magnetization-stress behaviour shows
hysteretic, asymmetric, non-linear and non-monotonic features. A fair correspon-
dence in the non-linearity of such hysteretic stress-magnetization behaviour and
of the anhysteretic stress-magnetization behaviour is observed.

Such an experimental study of the magnetomechanical behaviour is performed
with as aim to develop magnetic non-destructive evaluationmethods for the con-
tinuous monitoring of the metal fatigue damage process. Dueto the abrupt char-
acter of metal fatigue it can be difficult to make predictionsabout the onset of
fatigue failure based on experimental data obtained at onlya limited number of
load interruptions. Therefore we explore in this research work the possibility to
examine the fatigue process during the cyclic mechanical loading itself, in order
to experimentally obtain information for every single mechanical loading cycle.
For this purpose the magnetomechanical effect can be exploited: during the cyclic
mechanical loading the application of a magnetic field can beconsidered, and
the magnetization variation resulting from both the applied mechanical stress and
the enforced magnetic field can be continuously monitored throughout the cyclic
mechanical loading test.

Two magnetomechanical examination methods are investigated, differing only in
the magnetic field that is continuously applied to the sampleduring the stress-
controlled cyclic mechanical loading: i.e. a constant magnetic field, or a time-
varying magnetic field. In both methods the magnetization variation during each
stress cycle due to the magnetomechanical effect, is continuously measured. Both
magnetomechanical methods provide information about the different stages in the
fatigue lifetime and also about the final fatigue stage. Thisis the case for the
three investigated ferritic steels. The finer-scale features of the magnetomechan-
ical monitoring parameters in the steady-state stage, showpotential to be used in
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order to define and evaluate a stop criterion for the cyclic load operation of steel
components. This method of continuously monitoring the changes in the magne-
tomechanical behaviour during the cyclic mechanical loading is validated by com-
paring with the continuous examination of changes in the mechanical stress-strain
behaviour: the different fatigue stages in the inelastic strain-stress behaviour fully
mimic the corresponding fatigue stages in the magnetomechanical behaviour.

As a general conclusion, changes in the microstructural features of the crystal
lattice defects influence the dislocation dynamics, but also affect the magnetic
domain wall motion in ferromagnetic materials, which lead to altered mechan-
ical and magnetic macroscopic properties, respectively. Although the underly-
ing mechanisms of magnetic and mechanical behaviour are different, there exists
a certain interrelation between the macroscopic magnetic behaviour, the macro-
scopic mechanical behaviour and the underlying microstructural features of the
material. The developed magnetic characterization techniques can be exploited
for the non-destructive evaluation of macroscopic mechanical properties and/or
microstructural features, aiming for the assessment of ferromagnetic material in-
tegrity during their operation or for the quality control during material processing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In our modern industrial world, there are components of structures or machines
manufactured from steels which are often operating under very demanding ser-
vice conditions and frequently for time spans of many years.For instance, there
are steel constructions which are subjected over the years to a high number of
mechanical loading cycles of considerable stress amplitude. Other examples are
components in power plants that are intended to operate under the application of
considerable mechanical stress levels and at high service temperatures, such as
boiler tubes. In nuclear applications there are also components such as reactor
pressure vessels that are exposed to considerable neutron irradiation fluences.

Concerning the integrity of the material from which the machine or structural
component is manufactured, these demanding in-service conditions can induce
small scalematerial degradation processes, which are manifested as changes
in the microstructure of the material. These material degradation processes are
in most cases slow processes, but nevertheless the degradation of the mechanical
properties is a cumulative and insidious process. For instance, cyclic mechanical
stress can give rise to fatigue damage progression; the combination of both ele-
vated stress levels and high temperatures can induce creep deformation; thermal
ageing can give rise to precipitation hardening; neutron irradiation can lead to
embrittlement.

The above-mentioned material degradation processes can lead to a deterioration of
the macroscopic mechanical properties and/or to the nucleation of cracks. Finally,
this can lead to component failure. Failure of critical components in a construction
or machine can have disastrous consequences. Therefore, the assessment of the
material integrity is of high importance, both for safety and economical reasons.
Such assessment of the component integrity on the material property level can
typically be performed bynon-destructive evaluationtechniques.
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In such context of non-destructive assessment of material degradation, the general
aim of our presented research is to explore the possibilities, the limitations and the
sensitivity ofmagnetic hysteretic characterization techniquesin order to eval-
uate non-destructively the progression of microstructural degradation phenomena.
Such approach is motivated by the knowledge that the macroscopic magnetic hys-
teretic behaviour of ferromagnetic materials is influencedby the microstructural
features of the material, and since the material degradation processes can alter
microstructural features, hence these material degradation processes have reper-
cussions on the magnetic hysteretic behaviour.

Numerous experiments have shown that the shape of the magnetization loop is af-
fected by crystal defects, such as for instance dislocations or impurity precipitates.
The underlying fundamental principle of this relation between microstructural
features and magnetization processes is one of the crucial points in our research,
and therefore a complete chapter is devoted to treat it in more detail (chapter 2).
Qualitatively we can say that during the magnetization process, the mobility of the
magnetic domain walls, and the structure of the magnetic domains, is influenced
by the microstructural properties: for instance a high crystal defect density results
in a high degree of obstruction to the motion of magnetic domain walls.

Conversely, the change in shape of the magnetic hysteretic loop reflects the varia-
tion in the microstructural features in the material. In principle, we may identify
the microstructural changes and monitor the degradation ofthe mechanical mate-
rial properties in a non-destructive fashion, by the characterization and evaluation
of the magnetic hysteretic behaviour. Moreover, the same techniques can also be
implemented as quality control monitoring during materialproduction procedures
such as mechanical processing and/or thermal treatments.

This method postulation, i.e. the characterization of the magnetic hysteretic be-
haviour, obviously restricts the application of the methodto ferromagnetic ma-
terials. Therefore, in the following we will confine our investigation to ferromag-
netic, mostly iron-based, materials. Nevertheless, the range of application is still
very broad, since most of the tonnage of commercially produced iron alloys and
low-alloyed steels have a body-centered cubic (b.c.c.) ferritic crystalline structure,
which is ferromagnetic. Low-alloyed ferritic steels provide a good strength-to-
cost ratio, which explains why they are so widely used as commercial construction
steels.

1.1 Contextual framework

In the following section, a brief survey is given to introduce the most relevant
topics related to this research work, such as magnetic hysteresis, microstructure,
material degradation and non-destructive evaluation.
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1.1.1 Magnetic hysteretic behaviour of ferromagnetic materials

Ferromagnetic materials, such as iron or ferritic steels, can be magnetized by an
externally imposed time-varying magnetic field. In general, on the macroscopic
scale, the relation between the applied magnetic fieldH (input) and the resulting
magnetic inductionB (output) is not single-valued, but instead a magnetization
loop or hysteresis loop is described, as shown for example infigure 1.1. Other typ-
ical features of theB(H) relation are the non-linearity and the saturation property.
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Figure 1.1. Experimentally obtained hysteresis loopB(H) of a sample of low-carbon
steel. The hysteresis loop parameters coercive fieldHc and the remanent inductionBr

are also indicated on the figure.

The indicated parameters coercive fieldHc and the remanent inductionBr are
only a few of the possible parameters to characterize the hysteresis loop shape,
see section 2.1 and chapter 4 for more about the characterization of magnetic
hysteresis.

Since the study of the magnetic hysteretic behaviour is the core business of our re-
search, the complete next chapter 2 is devoted to treat the ferromagnetic behaviour
in much more detail.

1.1.2 Microstructure, crystal defects and residual stresses

The material behaviour that is apparent on the macroscopic level, such as the
magnetic but also the mechanical properties, depends on small scale structural
features of the material. Some knowledge about the different possible constituents
of the fine structure of the material - also generally termed as themicrostructure
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of the material - is therefore a prerequisite to fully understand the macroscopic
behaviour, whether dealing with magnetic or mechanical macroscopic properties.

Therefore the most important aspects - relevant to the present research - of the
microstructure of polycrystalline iron-based materials are introduced in this para-
graph.

Crystal lattice

The ferromagnetic materials under investigation in this work, such as iron and
low-alloyed ferritic steels (with typically about 99 weight-% of iron), have a crys-
talline structure, which means that the arrangement of atoms is according to a
regular and strictly periodic three dimensional pattern. Such periodic arrange-
ment in three dimensions is called the crystal lattice, and the smallest entity of
such lattice is called the unit cell.

Ferritic iron and steels have a body-centered cubic (b.c.c.) crystal lattice1. In a
b.c.c. lattice, the atoms are located on the corners and in the center of a cubic unit
cell, as is shown schematically in figure 2.10.

Polycrystalline materials

In commercial metallic materials, such regular arrangement of the crystal lattice
typically does not extend to the overall size of the materialpiece, but instead such
materials consist of a very large number of small individualcrystals orgrains.
Such materials are called polycrystalline materials. All grains which constitute
a polycrystalline material, have the same crystal lattice structure, only the lattice
orientation from grain to grain is different.

The ferromagnetic materials under investigation in this work, such as iron and
steels, are polycrystalline materials. Figure 1.2 shows a typical grain structure of
a low-carbon steel.

One of the parameters to characterize the grain structure isthe grain sizedg, de-
fined as the average grain diameter. To give an impression about the different
scales involved: for ferritic low-carbon steels, the orderof magnitude of grain
size is10−4 m to 10−6 m, whereas the crystal lattice parameter of Fe is about 3
10−10 m.

1Up to 1180 K, iron atoms are arranged in abody-centered cubic pattern. The b.c.c. phase is
known as theferrite phase of iron, and is ferromagnetic. Above this temperaturea phase transition
occurs to a face-centered cubic lattice. The f.c.c. phase ofiron is known as theaustenitephase, and
is non-magnetic.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2. (a) Optical micrograph of a polished and chemically etched piece of low-
carbon steel, showing several crystal grains separated by grain boundaries. (b) Schematic
representation of the difference in crystal lattice orientation for a sub-set of grains.

Evaluated on the macroscopic level, the lattice orientation of the various grains
in polycrystalline materials can be random, meaning that all lattice orientations
occur in more or less equal quantities. This results in practically isotropic macro-
scopic properties (no significant property differences when measured in different
directions). If on the other hand there are some preferred grain orientations (for
instance introduced by the cold rolling of sheets), then we speak about a mate-
rial with a certain crystallographic texture, which may result in anisotropy of the
macroscopic material properties.

Crystal lattice defects

It is an unavoidable reality that commercial polycrystalline materials such as low-
alloyed steels are never free from a certain degree of crystal lattice defects. This
is a fundamental consequence of equilibrium thermodynamics and is due to the
lack of mechanisms to establish thermal equilibrium [Gottstein2004].

Crystal lattice defects can be introduced during the thermal and mechanical pro-
cesses of the material production process, or they can be developed during the
in-service operation of the material. Also, impurity alloying elements disturb the
perfect crystal lattice of the dominant ferritic phase (also called the matrix).

Moreover, and maybe this sounds somewhat odd, but it is the existence and the ex-
tent of these crystal defects which determines many of the macroscopic properties
(the so-called structure-sensitive properties). In otherwords, the most interesting
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features of materials are their imperfections...

Crystal lattice defects can be classified according to theirdimensions:

Point defectsor atomic size defects are irregularities in the crystal lattice con-
sisting of one missing or additional atom, such as avacancy(missing atom in the
matrix), asubstitutionalatom (an impurity atom at a regular crystal lattice site,
replacing a matrix atom) or aninterstitial atom (extra atom, in between the matrix
lattice, from an impurity element or from the matrix itself). In figure 1.3 such
point defects are depicted schematically. Most prominent are vacancies and im-
purity interstitials. In reality, agglomerates of point defects can occur, and also
so-called extended point defects, where more than one regular site of the perfect
crystal lattice is disturbed.

Linear defectsor dislocations. Adislocationis a one-dimensional defect because
the perfect crystal lattice is only disturbed along a line, the so-called dislocation
line. The easiest way to visualize the concept of dislocations is by introducing
the edge-type dislocation, which can be regarded as an extracrystallographic half
plane ending in the actual defect, the dislocation line. Figures 1.3(b) and 1.4 show
such an edge dislocation for the simple case of a cubic primitive crystal lattice
(in a b.c.c. lattice the exact structure of the dislocation will be more complicated).
There exist also other kinds of dislocations (such as screw dislocations, mixed
(edge-screw) dislocations) and combinations of dislocations (dislocation dipoles,
dislocation loops, see figure 1.3, f and g).

a              b                       c d                       e  f             g  h

Figure 1.3. Schematic overview of several types of crystal lattice defects (white circles
represent the Fe atoms, black circles the impurity atoms of alloying elements): (a) in-
terstitial impurity atom, (b) edge dislocation, (c) self interstitial atom, (d) vacancy, (e)
precipitate of impurity atoms, (f) vacancy type dislocation loop, (g) interstitial type dislo-
cation loop, (h) substitutional impurity atom. Credit for this drawing goes to [Föll2006].
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More important than the particular classification of dislocation types however, is
the fundamental notion that dislocations of any kind are responsible for crystal
deformations, since plastic deformation of crystals actually proceeds by the gen-
eration and movement of dislocations through the crystal [Gottstein2004].

One of the parameters to characterize the dislocation structure, is the dislocation
densityρd, defined as the overall dislocation line length per unit volume (typi-
cally expressed incm−2 units). To give an rough impression about the dislocation
density range for iron and steels [Dieter1988]: even well-annealed materials are
never free from dislocations, a dislocation density of about 106 cm−2 is observed
in well-annealed iron which can be regarded as a lower limit.On the other hand,
as a practical upper limit, heavily cold-worked steel samples have dislocation den-
sities of about1011 cm−2.

Planar defectssuch as grain boundaries and phase boundaries, are the interfaces
between homogeneous regions of material.

Grain boundaries: neighbouring grains are at an arbitrary crystal lattice orienta-
tion to one another, therefore at the grain boundaries thereoccurs an abrupt and
discontinuous change in lattice orientation. The lattice disturbance itself is only a
few lattice parameters wide.

Phase boundaries: second phases (such as austenite or martensite) that are present
in the matrix or parent phase (e.g. ferrite phase), give riseto discontinuous inter-
faces in between the different phases. Between two neighbouring phases, both the
crystal lattice itself, as well as its orientation can be different.

Volume defects, such as micro-cracks, voids (3D-clusters of vacancies), particle
inclusions or precipitates (3D-clusters of impurity atoms). If their volume fraction
is small, they can be envisaged as distortions of the matrix.The most important
features of such volume defects are their spatial distribution in the matrix and their
average size.

Residual stresses

Each of the above-described crystal lattice defects (such as point defects, dis-
locations, precipitates and so on) can be envisaged as a perturbation of elastic
displacement field at the crystal lattice scale, and therefore as a source of local
internal stress fields. For instance, figure 1.4 is an illustration of the micro stress
distribution around an edge dislocation.

This consideration is in fact part of a broader framework, viz. the concept ofresid-
ual stresses[Mura1987, Kandil2001, Withers2007].
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Figure 1.4. Around an edge dislocation, both local compressive and local tensile residual
stress fields are present, as indicated in the figure.

Residual stress fields are the stress fields caused by all kinds of incompatibilities
or misfits of the crystal lattice. Residual stress fields remain in the material, even
in absence of their cause, which can be externally applied forces, thermal gradi-
ents or surface constraints. Hence, residual stresses are self-equilibrated: material
regions with compressive residual stress are always compensated by other regions
in the material having a tensile residual stress, resultingin a zero average stress
for the entire material.

Residual stresses originate during the material’s manufacturing processes which
introduce non-uniform plastic deformation into the material, such as mechanical
machining processes, forming, bending, surface treatments (shot peening), heat
treatments (quenching), joining by welding... Residual stresses can also be in-
troduced by localized volume changes associated with the precipitation of solute
atoms, or with phase transformations. The residual stress state can also continue
to develop during the in-service operational life of the material, due to material
degradation processes under elevated stress and/or temperature levels.

Classically, three different types of residual stress are defined [Withers2007], de-
pending on the scale at which the material is analyzed for residual stresses, and
according to the characteristic length scale over which they self-equilibrate. These
three types are shown schematically in figure 1.5.

Macro residual stresses (Type I). This type of residual stresses represents the
macroscopic picture of the resulting residual stress distribution due to non-uniform
plastic deformation processes, when the underlying microstructure is completely
ignored, in order words when the material is characterized at the continuum level.
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Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of the concept of macro residual stress (type I),
intergranular micro residual stress (type II) and atomic-scale micro residual stress (type
III) [Kandil2001].

Figure 1.6. Three examples of macro residual stress distributions (type I) along the mate-
rial’s cross section (convention: tensile stress is positive, compressive stress is negative):
(a) Welding typically produces large tensile stresses in the weld itself, which are bal-
anced by compressive residual stresses in the joined piecesof material, due to localized
thermal expansion and non-uniform cooling. (b)Shot peeningsurface treatment: balls
are projected with a high speed to the material’s surface. This leads to plastic deforma-
tion of the surface layers, leading to compressive residualstresses in these outer layers,
compensated by tensile residual stresses in the bulk of the sample. (c) In case ofbending,
four different regions of residual stress can be distinguished: during the bending pro-
cess the outer layers are plastically deformed: the top outer layer is plastically deformed
in tension (resulting in compressive residual stress), whereas the bottom outer layer is
plastically deformed in compression (so tensile residual stress). The center part is only
elastically deformed during bending (top middle layer in elastic tension, bottom middle
layer in elastic compression) and when the externally applied stress is removed, the outer
regions which have been plastically deformed prevent the inner elastic regions from un-
dergoing complete elastic recovery to the unstrained condition. Credit for these drawings
goes to [Withers2007].
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Here, the characteristic length over which the residual stresses self-equilibrate,
is the size of the considered material piece. Figure 1.6 gives some examples of
macro residual stresses (type I).

A more realistic picture of the residual stress distribution is of course obtained
when the actual crystal defects and the associated micro residual stresses are also
taken into account. Two types of micro residual stresses aredistinguished:

Intergranular micro residual stresses (Type II). These residual stresses reflect
the anisotropy in the behaviour of each individual grain. Differences in slip be-
haviour between differently oriented grains result in inhomogeneous deformation
at the intergranular level. Consequently the characteristic length for type II resid-
ual stresses is of the order of (several times) the grain size. Another origin of Type
II residual stresses can be the occurrence of multiple phases in the material, where
the different phases have different material properties.

Atomic-scale micro residual stresses (Type III). The origin of such residual
stresses are the actual crystal defects, such as dislocations (as depicted in fig-
ure 1.4), point defects, inclusions. Such lattice imperfections result in incompati-
ble permanent strains, the so-called eigen-strains [Mura1987]. The characteristic
length is much smaller than the grain size, i.e. several crystal lattice parameters.

The effects of the combined residual stresses (types I, II, and III) on the mechan-
ical material behaviour may be either beneficial or detrimental, depending on the
sign of the residual stress. For instance, if the residual stress is tensile, it adds to a
tensile applied stress and hence the total stresses can become sufficiently large to
cause local plastic deformation. In other words the appliedstress at which failure
occurs can become lower than in the hypothetic case without residual stresses.

Conclusion about crystal defects and residual stresses (section 1.1.2)

Such an alternative view on crystal defects, namely by the concept of residual
stress fields, is very convenient for the treatment of the effect of microstructural
features on the magnetic properties. As we will see later in chapter 2, the central
concept in this relation between microstructure and ferromagnetic behaviour is
themagnetoelastic coupling, i.e. the influence of mechanical stresses (of any kind:
micro residual, macro residual or applied) on the magnetic domain structure2.

2Qualitatively speaking, in case of tensile residual stresses for instance, due to the magnetoelas-
tic coupling it becomes energetically favourable for the magnetic moment vectors to change their
orientation, so that in positive magnetostrictive materials for example, the magnetic moment direc-
tion approaches more the tensile stress direction. Consequently, the corresponding stress-induced
changes of the magnetic domain distribution have an effect on the macroscopic magnetic hysteretic
behaviour. But now we are really running ahead, the concept of magnetoelastic coupling is treated
in more detail further in chapters 2 and 6.
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1.1.3 Effect of microstructure on the magnetic and mechanical macro-
scopic properties

Crucial in this research is the interrelation between the macroscopic magnetic
behaviour, the macroscopic mechanical behaviour and the underlying microstruc-
tural features of the material. In this section some examples are given to illustrate
the effect of the microstructure on both the magnetic and themechanical macro-
scopic behaviour.

Effect of microstructure on magnetic properties

Magnetic hysteretic properties depend on microstructuralfeatures. Qualitatively
speaking, the magnetic domain walls have to overcome various types of micro-
structural obstacles during their movement, a process which is responsible for
the magnetic hysteretic behaviour. Here, two illustrativeexamples are given: the
effect of grain size and the effect of dislocation density onthe coercive field.

(a) Grain size. Above a certain value for the grain size (of the order of 1µm
[Herzer1990]), the coercive field of iron and ferritic steels is found to decrease
with increasing grain size. As explained later in chapter 2,grain boundaries ob-
struct the domain wall motion and act as pinning sites for thedomain walls. With
increasing grain size, the overall surface of all grain boundaries decreases and
hence domain wall pinning decreases. Qualitatively speaking the coercive field
Hc is associated with the strength of domain wall pinning, thereforeHc decreases
with increasing grain size. Based on experimental and theoretical data, an in-
verse dependency of coercivityHc on grain sizedg is often given as an empirical
relation in the literature [Mikheev1981, Sablik2001]:

Hc = c1 +
c2
dg
, (1.1)

with c1 andc2 constants, which however can depend on microstructural features
other than grain size.

(b) Dislocation density. The coercive field of iron and ferritic steels is found
to increase with increasing dislocation density. Qualitatively speaking, as dislo-
cation density increases, dislocations begin to get clustered or entangled, and as
explained later in chapter 2, this results in stronger pinning sites for the mag-
netic domain walls. Hence the coercive fieldHc, which reflects the pinning
strength, increases with increasing dislocation densityρd. Kronmüller system-
atically studied the effect of dislocations on magnetic properties of single crystals
[Kronmüller1972], a study which is based on theoretical micromagnetic consid-
erations (see section 2.3) and which results in the following relation:

Hc ∼
√
ρd. (1.2)
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Figure 1.7. (a) Effect of grain size on the magnetic hysteresis loop shape, for several grain
size values (notice that 1/dg is more or less equidistant). Dislocation density has a constant
value, as indicated. (b) Effect of dislocation density on the magnetic hysteresis loop shape,
for several dislocation density values (notice that

√
ρd is more or less equidistant). Grain

size has a constant value, as indicated. All hysteresis loops in (a) and (b) are the result of
simulations dealing with 3 wt% Si non-oriented electrical steels [Dupré2002].
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This theoretical prediction is also confirmed with experimental data [Lubitz1974,
Sternberk1983].

Grain size and dislocation density do not only have an effecton the coercive field,
but also on the entire magnetic hysteresis loop shape, as illustrated in figure 1.7.
The remanent inductionBr and the maximum differential permeabilityµd,max

(with µd = dB/dH) both decrease with increasing dislocation densityρd or with
decreasing grain sizedg.

Effect of microstructure on mechanical properties

Generally speaking, crystal lattice imperfections have a mechanical strengthening
effect, since the lattice defects act as obstacles to the movement of dislocations
when a mechanical stress is applied. For instance, in absence of other lattice de-
fects a dislocation can move easily when a small stress is applied to the material
and therefore plastic deformation occurs already at quite low stress values, hence
the yield stress in such case is low. On the other hand, the more the dislocations
are hindered by lattice defects during their movement, the larger is the stress nec-
essary to yield the material macroscopically.

Different strengthening mechanisms can be distinguished depending on the type
of lattice defect contributing to the obstruction of movingdislocations:

• Solid-solution strengthening (interstitial/substitutional impurity atoms)

• Strengthening from point defects (due to vacancies)

• Work-hardening or strain-hardening (due to other dislocations)

• Grain boundary strengthening

• Martensite strengthening (phase transformation)

• Strengthening from fine particles (due to precipitates/inclusions)

Here, not all strengthening mechanisms are treated, just the same two examples
as in the preceding paragraph on magnetic properties are given: the effect of
grain sizedg and the effect dislocation densityρd on the yield strengthσy, so
the strengthening effect of grain boundaries and the work hardening effect, re-
spectively.

(a) Grain size. The yield strength of iron and ferritic steels is found to increase
with decreasing ferrite grain size. This mechanism is knownas grain boundary
strengthening. Qualitatively speaking, it is difficult fora dislocation to move from
one grain to another, especially if the neighbouring grain directions make large
angles. Grain size reduction results in larger grain boundary surface area per unit
volume, and therefore this results in more obstruction to dislocation movement
at the grain boundaries, resulting in dislocations that pile up against the grain
boundary. All this leads to higher yield strength with decreasing grain size. The
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general relationship describing the effect of grain size onyield strength is given
by the Hall-Petch relation:

σy = σf +
k√
dg

, (1.3)

with σf andk material-dependent constants; typical values for e.g. low-carbon
steel areσf = 70 MPa andk = 0.74 MPa

√
m [Gottstein2004]. The friction stress

σf is the stress required to move a dislocation in a single crystal, or in other words
the overall resistance of the crystal lattice to dislocation motion. This Hall-Petch
relation has been experimentally confirmed on many iron-based materials, and for
grain sizes from 0.1 to 250µm [Gottstein2004].

(b) Dislocation density. The yield strength of iron and ferritic steels is found
to increase with increasing dislocation density. Qualitatively speaking, the more
dislocations present in the material volume, the more they get entangled and the
more obstruction to the dislocation movement, due to the high density of other
dislocations acting as pinning sites. This mechanism is also known as work hard-
ening: the dislocation density increases with plastic deformation (cold work) due
to dislocation generation, and the dislocations start blocking the motion of each
other. This leads to higher yield strength with increasing dislocation density. The
general relationship describing the effect of dislocationdensity on yield strength
is given by the Bailey-Hirsch relation:

σy = σ0 + αGb
√
ρd, (1.4)

with G the shear modulus,b the crystal lattice parameter (base length of cubic
unit cell), andα a constant equal to 0.4, approximately. Typical values for steels
areσ0 = 100 MPa,G = 80 GPa,b = 0.3 nm [Takaki2005]3.

Conclusion about the effect of microstructure on magnetic and mechanical
macroscopic properties (section 1.1.3)

In section 1.1.3 we illustrated that the changes in the microstructural features of
the crystal lattice defects influence the dislocation dynamics, but also affect the
magnetic domain wall motion in ferromagnetic materials, which leads to altered
mechanical and magnetic macroscopic properties, respectively.

Although the underlying mechanisms of magnetic and mechanical behaviour are
different, the preceding examples indicate a certain interrelation between the macro-
scopic magnetic behaviour, the macroscopic mechanical behaviour and the under-
lying microstructural features of the material.

3When inserting the minimum and maximum dislocation densityvalues (see page 7), viz.ρd =
106 cm−2 and1011 cm−2, this formula results inσy = 101 MPa and 404 MPa respectively.
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Figure 1.8. The core business of our research can be situatedin this triangular relation
between ‘Magnetic properties’ – ‘Microstructure’ – ‘Mechanical properties’.

In the preceding examples related to the effects of grain size and dislocation den-
sity on yield strength and coercivity, some qualitative trends become apparent:
increasing the dislocation density or decreasing the grainsize leads to mechani-
cal hardening (increased yield strength), but also leads toincreased coercivity, in
other words leads to magnetic ‘hardening’. Generally speaking, such a trend - an
increase of coercivity with increasing hardness - is also often found experimen-
tally [Devine1992].

However, one should be careful in interpreting such experimental results. In real-
ity it is difficult to change only one of the microstructural features and to keep the
other features constant. For instance, a lower grain size (i.e. more grain bound-
aries per unit volume) inherently leads to more dislocations located at the border
of the grain boundaries. Therefore, during experiments thechanges in macro-
scopic properties can be influenced by more than one microstructural feature.
When aiming at experimentally investigating the effect of acertain microstruc-
tural feature, great care should be taken to estimate or to minimize the possible
effect of other microstructural properties, for instance by working with stress-
relief annealed samples, or by studying separate effects onbinary model alloys.

1.1.4 Material degradation

The microstructural features of materials and the associated crystal lattice de-
fects, which determine the macroscopic mechanical and magnetic behaviour, can
be introduced and modified during the material’s manufacturing processes, but
moreover, these microstructural defect structures can also develop further during
in-service operation. Such service-induced microstructural changes can lead to
gradual deterioration of the mechanical properties of the material, therefore the
underlying mechanisms are termed as material degradation processes.

Steel components of structures or machines are often operating under very de-
mandingservice conditions(conditions dealing with stress, temperature and/or
irradiation), and are frequently operating for time spans of many years. To give
some examples:
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• Components, such as crankshafts, are subjected during the years to a high
number of mechanical loading cycles of considerable stressamplitude;

• Components in power plants, such as boiler tubes and steam turbine blades,
operate under the application of considerable mechanical stress levels and
at high service temperatures;

• Components in nuclear applications, such as reactor pressure vessels, are
exposed to considerable neutron irradiation fluences.

Concerning the integrity of the material from which the machine or structural
component is manufactured, these demanding in-service conditions can induce
small scalematerial degradation processes, which are manifested as changes in
the microstructure of the material. These material degradation processes are in
most cases slow processes, but nevertheless the associateddegradation of the me-
chanical properties is a cumulative and insidious process.To give some examples
of material degradation processes, starting from the above-mentioned examples
of service conditions:

• cyclic mechanical stress at constant temperature can give rise toisothermal
fatigue damage progression: fatigue is a cumulative damage processunder
the application of cyclic mechanical loading, which startswith modifica-
tions in the dislocation density and dislocations substructure, followed by
the initiation and growth of micro-cracks, and the development of a domi-
nant macroscopic crack, a process which can end in fatigue fracture;

• the combination of both elevated stress levels and high service tempera-
tures can inducecreep deformation: creep is a continuous deformation
process at constant load and elevated temperature, associated with dislo-
cations overcoming obstacles by thermally assisted mechanisms such as
vacancy diffusion, a process which can end in creep fracture;

• the combination of both time-varying stresses and time-varying tempera-
tures – most frequently found in start-up and shut-down cycles of high tem-
perature components e.g. in power plants – can lead tothermomechanical
fatigue, which can be regarded as the interaction of several material degra-
dation processes such as fatigue, creep and oxidation;

• neutron irradiation can lead toirradiation-induced embrittlement which
is a decrease of toughness, due to the irradiation-induced increase of point
defect density and due to the irradiation-induced precipitation of solute
atoms, a process which can lead to brittle fracture.

The above-mentioned material degradation processes can lead to a deterioration of
the macroscopic mechanical properties and/or to the nucleation of cracks. Finally,
this can lead to component failure, which can have disastrous consequences in
critical components. Hence, in order to avoid that materialdegradation processes
such as metal fatigue, embrittlement, creep... eventuallylead to fracture or failure,
material condition monitoring is vital, both for safety andfor economical reasons.
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The assessment of the material integrity is treated in the following sections 1.1.5
to 1.1.7.

Firstly, two of the material degradation processes that aretreated further in this
research, i.e. neutron irradiation embrittlement and isothermal metal fatigue, are
introduced in more detail.

Example 1: embrittlement due to neutron irradiation

Neutron irradiation is known to cause embrittlement duringlong-term service of
iron-based materials. In the nuclear industry, such a material degradation process
can be detrimental for the reactor pressure vessel. To assure safe operation of a
nuclear power plant, the integrity of the reactor must be guaranteed for the entire
lifetime of the plant. The irradiation-induced embrittlement of the reactor pressure
vessel steels is therefore a main concern in order to cope with extended life times
of nuclear power plants.

The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is part of the primary closed loop of a nuclear
plant, and contains the nuclear reactor core, see figure 1.9.Typical dimensions
of the RPV are a height of 15 m, a diameter of 5 m and a wall thickness of 0.2
m [Odette1998]. Typical operational conditions of a pressurized water reactor
(PWR) are300 ◦C and 150 bar.

The RPV is made of a low-carbon Cu-alloyed4 ferritic steel. First types of RPVs
were constructed with welded steel plates or rings (with a typical average Cu-
content of 0.2 wt% Cu [Chaouadi2005]), resulting in even higher copper concen-
trations at the location of the welds. As explained later on,the precipitation of
Cu (for instance at the welds) is one of the causes for embrittlement, therefore the
latest generation of RPVs are ‘one-piece’ constructions with ferritic steels having
a lower average Cu-content (typically 0.1 wt% Cu [Chaouadi2005]). At the sur-
face of the ferritic reactor pressure vessel, typically an austenitic steel cladding is
added (typically 5 mm thick), mainly for anti-corrosive purposes.

In commercial reactors a neutron flux of1010 neutrons/cm2 /s typically reaches
the reactor pressure wall, which leads to the irradiation-induced embrittlement of
the ferritic steel of the RPV wall. Due to its size, its position at the heart of the
reactor, and the high degree of contamination, such a RPV is quasi-irreplaceable
in a cost-effective way.

Dealing with the material degradation process itself, on the microstructural level,
the neutron irradiation enhances the creation of nano-sizedefects, such as the

4Cu is commonly used as alloying element for reactor pressurevessel steels in nuclear power
plants, mainly because Cu-alloyed steels exhibit an improved strength at the elevated reactor oper-
ating temperatures (≈ 300◦C).
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Figure 1.9. (a) illustration of a section of the reactor pressure vessel; (b) photograph of
the mounting of the reactor pressure vessel into the BR3 testreactor building (1962, SCK-
CEN, Mol, Belgium) to give an impression about its size; (c) simplified overview of the
main components in a PWR nuclear power plant.
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increase of matrix damage (e.g. point defects, vacancy-interstitial clusters) and
the formation of Cu-rich precipitates. Both types of defects (matrix damage and
Cu-precipitates) act as obstacles impeding the dislocation motion, resulting in
undesired changes of the mechanical material properties, such as a decrease of
toughness and ductility.

Conventionally, the embrittlement status is evaluated on the basis of destructive
tests on surveillance specimens made of the same material asthe vessel. Such
surveillance samples have been originally inserted in the nuclear reactor, in such
a way that the surveillance samples become irradiated faster than the RPV wall it-
self (typically a three times higher neutron flux reaches thesurveillance samples).
These surveillance specimens are periodically retrieved and Charpy impact and
tensile tests are performed on them, to assess the integrityof the actual reactor
pressure vessel. Some typical observations of varying mechanical properties due
to irradiation are the increase of yield strength and ductile-to-brittle transition tem-
perature (DBTT), and the decrease of the strain hardening capacity, the ductility

Figure 1.10. Charpy impact and tensile test parameters: typical trends between non-
irradiated (base) and irradiated samples.
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and the upper shelf energy (USE) [Fisher1985], as is shown infigure 1.10.

However, in order to cope with extended life times of nuclearpower plants and
considering the limited number of specimens originally inserted into the reactor
in order to perform such destructive mechanical tests, there is a tendency to de-
velop non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques. Such NDE techniques can be
considered as additional and/or possible replacement techniques to assess the ma-
terial condition. Their advantage is that the surveillancespecimens can be reused,
so without losing precious surveillance material.

In such context, also magnetic non-destructive evaluationtechniques can be con-
sidered to assess the embrittlement status, because the development of irradiation-
induced microstructural defects – more precisely the variation of the micro-stress
distribution around those defects – influences the magneticdomain wall motion,
and hence leads to altered macroscopic magnetic properties, such as the magnetic
hysteretic behaviour. In this research work, such an approach is studied in more
detail in section 5.1.

Example 2: metal fatigue of ferritic steels

Subjecting a material to a high number of mechanical loadingcycles can lead to
failure, even at cyclic stress levels in the macroscopically elastic regime, so much
lower than the stress required to cause fracture by a single application of con-
tinuously increasing tensile load. Generally speaking, such failures under cyclic
mechanical loading occur after a considerable period of service (i.e. after a high
number of loading cycles), which explains why they are called fatigue failures.
Fatigue is a material degradation process that consists of aprogressive cycle-by-
cycle accumulation of damage, a degradation process which can insidiously end
in a sudden fracture, occurring without any obvious previous warning. Because of
its abrupt character, fatigue is responsible for a majorityof failures and fractures
in industrial components and constructions [Dieter1988].

Here, we focus further on the metal fatigue of ferritic structural steels. The fa-
tigue damage progression can be divided into different (partially overlapping)
stages, based on studies of the basic structural changes [Dieter1988, Cui2002,
Socha2003]:

(a) Fatigue damage initiation.Even at cyclic stress amplitudes below the macro-
scopic yield stress, the cyclic mechanical loading can plastically deform the ma-
terial locally on a microscopically small scale: such micro-plastic flow first oc-
curs in the grains that are stressed with the highest shear stress amplitude, and
near inherent material imperfections (inclusions, scratches, voids). Indeed, ten-
sile residual stress concentrations associated with such imperfections, lower the
actual applied stress at which the material starts to plastically deform locally in
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some individual grains. The initiation of damage due to cyclic deformation there-
fore consists of microstructural changes associated with localized micro-plastic
deformation in some individual grains, i.e. the development of slip bands, the gen-
eration of dislocations (increase of dislocation density), and the rearrangement of
dislocations into dislocation tangles, dislocation wallsand persistent slip bands.
These persistent slip bands can be envisaged as embryonic fatigue cracks.
Result: Nucleation of micro-sized cracks along the developed slip bands in a
number of grains.

(b) Slip-band (stage-I) crack growth. Consider a micro-crack that is initiated
inside an individual grain of a polycrystalline material. Such micro-crack can
grow further under sufficiently applied cyclic stress, along slip planes of high
shear stress. Then, to develop further, the crack must propagate into the neigh-
bouring grains, which have different lattice orientationsand therefore different
slip systems. For small micro-cracks to propagate, the crack needs to reorientate
at the grain boundary towards a particular slip direction ofthe surrounding grain.
Typically, the majority of lifetime corresponds with micro-crack (nucleation and)
growth, which is moreover a regime of stable damage progression.
Result: Formation of dominant crack(s) (with dimensions of typically a few to
ten grain diameters wide [Cui2002]).

(c) Transgranular (stage-II) crack growth. As the micro-crack propagates, the
plastic zone around the crack tip increases and the resistance to crack growth
diminishes. The crack becomes insensitive to grain boundary obstacles and to the
particular slip systems of individual grains: the crack nowdevelops in the plane
normal to the tensile stress direction, and at much faster rates per loading cycle

Figure 1.11. Illustration of stage I and stage II crack growth.
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compared to stage-I crack growth.
Result: Growth of a well-defined crack, along the plane normal to the applied
stress direction, and coalescence of micro-cracks towardsa macro-crack with such
critical macroscopic dimensions, that the remaining cross-sectional area of the
material can no longer support the maximum applied load, andthe material fails
by ultimate fracture during the last stress cycle.

Figure 1.12. A typical S-N curve for a low-carbon steel.

The material’s performance concerning the fatigue damage process is typically
characterized by aS-N curve, also known as a Wöhler curve, which gives the
cyclic stress amplitude (σa) as a function of the number of cycles to failure (nf ),
the latter in a logarithmic scale.

Such a curve is obtained by numerous destructive fatigue tests on a set of macro-
scopically seemingly identical samples, and with an accurate reproduction of the
fatique test conditions. Different levels of cyclic stressamplitude are applied to
the individual test specimens (the mean stress remains constant for all samples)
and the stress-controlled fatigue test results in the number of cycles to failure.

As illustrated in figure 1.12, the fatigue damage process inherently shows consid-
erable scatter, in spite of the precautions concerning sample preparation and test
conditions (for a certain value ofσa, up to a factor 10 difference innf is possible,
especially for high-cycle fatigue [Dieter1988]). This scatter is typical for fatigue
and indicates that initial differences in microstructuralinhomogeneities between
macroscopically identical samples, before the start of thefatigue tests, have a con-
siderable impact on the fatigue damage progression of the individual samples.

Another feature that is typical for low-carbon steels becomes apparent in S-N
curves: there appears to be a limiting stress amplitude which may be applied
indefinitely without failure. This stress amplitude is called the fatigue limit or en-
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durance limit of the steel under test. Roughly speaking, thefatigue limit of a cer-
tain steel is usually about 40% to 60% of its ultimate tensilestrength [Forrest1962].
For applied stresses lower than the fatigue limit, it is observed that micro-cracks
nucleate, but that they don’t grow through the first microstructural barrier (typi-
cally the grain boundary) [Dieter1988].

Detection of fatigue damage is crucial to avoid failure of constructions and ma-
chines, because its consequences can be catastrophic both for human lives and
equipment. To detect the onset of fatigue failure and to predict the remaining
life of a component or structure, evaluation techniques sensitive to the different
above-mentioned stages of fatigue damage progression should be used.

Due to the abrupt character of the fatigue failure, and concerning the consider-
able scatter on the individual fatigue behaviour, the continuous monitoring of the
fatigue damage progression is recommended, preferably based on NDE methods.
Several of such techniques are able to discover fatigue damage before fracture,
but most of these methods are based on the detection of cracksand their growth.

Concerning ferromagnetic materials, magnetic propertiesare known to be sensi-
tive to both cracks and microstructural changes, because such structural features
affect the mobility of the domain walls. This makes magneticfeatures suitable for
the early fatigue damage evaluation, in particular before acrack can be identified
by conventional methods. In this research, the continuous monitoring of the mag-
netization during the cyclic mechanical loading itself, based on the magnetome-
chanical effect, is studied in more detail as magnetic NDE method in chapter 6.

1.1.5 What can we do about material degradation?

The above-mentioned material degradation processes can lead to a deterioration of
the macroscopic mechanical properties and/or to the nucleation of cracks. Finally,
this can lead to failure of critical components in a construction or machine, which
can have disastrous consequences.

Knowing all this, the first aim would be to try to minimize the possibility for
material degradation to occur, by taking accurate measuresbefore taking the ma-
terials and components into operational service. This can be achieved for example
by: accuratematerials choice(e.g. 9-12wt%Cr steels have an improved resistance
to creep deformation and corrosion at elevated temperatures, compared to con-
ventional steels [Fujita1992, Matijasevic2008]);conservative design, in order to
accommodate the effects of microstructural heterogeneityand variation in the op-
erational service conditions;careful manufacturing(e.g. avoiding improper heat
treatment, inaccurate welding or faulty machining);quality control during and
after the production process, before taking the material into service.
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In spite of such precautions, materials degradation processes will nevertheless still
occur during operation under harsh service conditions, which highlights the need
for the assessment of the material integrity, so that adequate operational safety
margins can be maintained in a reliable way without economical repercussions.

Moreover, sometimes exceptional and unforeseen operational conditions can oc-
cur, which can dramatically shorten the lifetime of certaincomponents. Also
of topical interest is the need for prolonged service of gas pipelines and power
plants. Both considerations demand for the continuous assessment of the material
integrity during operation, in order to be able to evaluate the likelihood of failure
throughout the entire service life and to estimate the remaining lifetime.

Within this context our research focusses on non-destructive inspection methods
during the operational lifetime aiming atcondition monitoring and lifetime assess-
ment, to tackle the inevitable material degradation problems due to operational
and environmental in-service conditions. Worth mentioning is that similar non-
destructive techniques can be used also for the inspection during production and
fabrication processes aiming atquality controlof materials.

Dealing with materials evaluation, apart from the already made distinction be-
tween the in-service material integrity assessment and thequality control during
production, also a distinction can be made between destructive and non-destructive
evaluation methods. Moreover, a further distinction is possible between continu-
ous (on-line / in-service) monitoring, and discontinuous (intermittent) evaluation
at process interruptions.

In this research work we predominantly treat (magnetic) non-destructive evalua-
tion techniques for material integrity assessment, both bycontinuous and discon-
tinuous methods.

1.1.6 Non-destructive evaluation

Within the context of the assessment of material integrity against material degra-
dation processes, non-destructive evaluation (NDE) involves all inspection and
characterization techniques to evaluate the material performance and the integrity
of engineering structures or machine components, without damaging it, or with-
out having impact on its future usability. Most of the NDE methods lean upon
analyzing the manner how the material under investigation reacts on enforcing
a certain form of energy, which can be electromagnetic, radiative, mechanical,
acoustic, thermal, optical energy, and so on. This energy interacts with the imper-
fections and microstructural features of the material. Theunderlying relationship
between the energy input and the resulting energy output is determined by the ac-
tual material condition. Therefore by studying this relation between energy input
and output, the material condition can be deduced.
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Non-destructive techniques are of course opposed to destructive techniques. Ex-
amples of destructive techniques are the tensile test, the Charpy impact test, the
hardness indentation test, the fatigue test, and so on. Compared to destructive
tests, the non-destructive tests have the following advantages:

• the biggest advantage is of course thenon-destructive natureof the test,
meaning that the sample is not destroyed and can be reused;

• this non-destructive nature implies that the evaluation can be performed on
the actual product itself, rather than on a representative sample, which is
of high importance for such properties that can differ remarkably between
different samples of the same material batch, properties such as the fatigue
strength (see for instance the scatter on different destructive fatigue tests on
figure 1.12);

• another implication is that in principle non-destructive evaluation can be
performed onall involved material, whereas with destructive tests typically
only a subset of samples can be tested up to destruction, and it is then as-
sumed that the result obtained by the destructive test is representative for
the remaining (not tested) material from the same piece;

• non-destructive evaluation opens perspectives towardsin-service assess-
ment and on-line condition monitoring, compared with destructive tests
which only can be performed at interruptions of operationalservice or pro-
duction.

Non-destructive evaluation methods are however indirect evaluation methods, so
there is a need for calibration, laboratory tests and comparison with destructive
or other tests in order to be able to correlate the measured properties obtained by
the NDE methods with the actual property of interest, which is typically a certain
mechanical or microstructural feature.

For the assessment of material integrity, the choice for a particular NDE method
depends on the size and distribution of the inhomogeneitiesunder investigation.
Material degradation mechanisms can be classified in the following categories:

• degradation mechanisms that affect the microstructural features of the ma-
terial, and therefore change the intrinsic material properties (examples of
such mechanisms are embrittlement, thermal aging, metal fatigue, creep);

• degradation mechanisms that impose some macroscopic physical damage,
either by metal loss (e.g. corrosion) or by the initiation ofcracks (e.g. stress-
corrosion, metal fatigue).

Hence, because of the differences in defect size (micro- or macroscopic size) and
differences in the distribution of defects (localized or uniformly distributed; only
at the surface or also in the volume of the material), appropriate NDE techniques
should be put forward.
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As been said, several physical phenomena can be employed fornon-destructive
evaluation, giving rise to a broad variety of methods based on for instance ultra-
sonic, radiographic, optical and also electromagnetic phenomena. Well known
and frequently utilized are [Halmshaw1987, Raj2003, Jiles2008]:

• Visual inspection techniques, possibly assisted by a colored liquid pene-
trant, to make more contrast for the detection of small surface cracks;

• Ultrasonic techniques, which evaluate changes in acousticimpedance, due
to defects and/or cracks;

• X-ray diffraction techniques, to obtain insight into the material;
• Eddy current inspection of conducting materials;
• Magnetic flux leakage (MFL) and magnetic particle visual inspection (MPI)

on ferromagnetic materials: the material under test is magnetized and the
flux leakage that occurs locally at places where there are discontinuities on
or near the surface of the material (cracks or inclusions) are detected by
measuring the magnetic leakage field with field sensors (MFL method) or
detected visually by using magnetic particles (MPI method).

1.1.7 Magnetic hysteretic non-destructive evaluation

Apart from the NDE techniques listed in the previous paragraph, which are widely
used in industrial environments, the characterization of the magnetic hysteretic
behaviour also shows potential NDE purposes. The subtle interplay between
magnetic hysteretic behaviour and the microstructural features, residual stresses,
small localized defects,... inspired investigators to develop magnetic hysteretic
non-destructive evaluation techniques, especially for the evaluation of material
degradation processes that lead to changes in microstructure and crystal defect
densities, hence affecting the intrinsic material properties.

As been said, most of the NDE methods lean upon analyzing the manner how
the material under investigation reacts on enforcing a certain form of energy. The
enforcement of electromagnetic energy is a good candidate for NDE. Magnetic
hysteretic NDE techniques are generally based on the knowledge that the devel-
opment of microstructural defects and the variations of theinternal micro stress
distributions around those defects influence the magnetic domain wall motion,
leading to altered macroscopic magnetic hysteretic properties. In principle, we
may identify microstructural changes, even before the initiation of cracks, and
evaluate the deterioration of mechanical properties of ferromagnetic materials in a
non-destructive manner by the characterization of the electromagnetic behaviour.

The core issue in relation to magnetic hysteretic NDE techniques is to define mag-
netic parameters that are sensitive enough to identify the changes of microstruc-
tural properties under investigation. As a first step, the classical magnetic hystere-
sis parameters characterizing the saturation magnetization loop such as coercive
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field, remanent induction, permeability, and electromagnetic losses can be used
for NDE purposes [Bose1986, Lo2000].

In this research, the magnetic hysteresis non-destructiveevaluation method is ex-
tended by increasing the input of experimental data for the evaluation technique.
This is done by considering a whole set of magnetization loops from low to high
magnetic induction levels, instead of taking into account only the saturation mag-
netization loop. A hysteresis model such as the Preisach model [Bertotti1998]
that takes the overall magnetic hysteresis behaviour into account (the Preisach
hysteresis model is introduced in section 4.2) can be usefulfor non-destructive
evaluation purposes: the Preisach distribution function is shown to be dependent
on microstructure [Basso1995, Dupré1999, Melikhov2001].

1.2 General aim and motivation

The general aim of the proposed research is the development of magnetic char-
acterization techniques in order to advance the fundamental study of the interre-
lation between the macroscopic magnetic behaviour, the macroscopic mechani-
cal properties and the underlying microstructure of ferromagnetic materials. Such
magnetic techniques can be employed for the non-destructive evaluation of macro-
scopic mechanical properties, microstructural features and/or localized flaws, aim-
ing for the assessment of ferromagnetic material integrityduring their operation
(or for the quality control during material processing).

Indeed, during long-term operation the effects of mechanical elastic stress (static
or cyclic), elevated temperature and/or neutron irradiation, induce slow but nev-
ertheless insidious microstructural degradation processes which gradually impair
the intrinsic mechanical properties of the utilized materials, and which can also
lead to the nucleation of localized cracks, flaws and/or other inhomogeneities.
Hence, in order to avoid that material degradation processes such as metal fatigue,
embrittlement, creep eventually lead to fracture or failure, material condition mon-
itoring is vital, both for safety and for economical reasons. Such assessment of
the material integrity during operational service is typically performed by one or
multiple non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods.

Due to the always increasing concern for improved safety in industrial environ-
ments and engineering structures, but also in the society ingeneral, there remains a
continuous need for the development of alternative and improved NDE technolo-
gies, which can offer greater capability when used in combination with already
existing non-destructive and/or destructive techniques.Indeed, the sensitivity of
the material integrity assessment can be enhanced by using acombination of mul-
tiple methods for the same materials evaluation task.
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Most of the NDE methods lean upon analyzing the manner how thematerial
under investigation reacts on enforcing a certain form of energy. The enforce-
ment of electromagnetic energy is a good candidate for NDE. Indeed, it is gen-
erally known that the development of defect structures and the underlying micro-
structural changes influence the dislocation dynamics, butalso affect the magnetic
domain wall motion in ferromagnetic materials, leading to altered mechanical and
magnetic macroscopic properties, respectively, as is alsoshown in the examples
treated in section 1.1.3. The underlying fundamental principles of this relation
between microstructural features and magnetization processes is at the heart of
this research work and will be treated in much more detail in chapter 2.

Conversely, changes in the ferromagnetic behaviour reflectthe variation in the
microstructural features in the material and/or the changeof the mechanical stress
state. In principle, we may identify the microstructural changes and monitor the
degradation of the material’s mechanical properties in a non-destructive fashion,
by the characterization and evaluation of the magnetic and magnetomechanical
hysteretic behaviour.

In this research, we explore and investigate the possibilities, the limitations and
the sensitivity of the macroscopic magnetic and magnetomechanical hysteretic
characterization of ferromagnetic materials to non-destructively evaluate the pro-
gression of microstructural degradation phenomena. The main goal is to deliver a
proof of concept of magnetic hysteretic NDE methods by experimental sensitivity
studies in a laboratory environment, for several material degradation processes. In
a further stadium which can be part of future research, the results of such investi-
gations can serve as the necessary knowledge to develop prototype experimental
systems for the in-situ material integrity inspection of critical components of ac-
tual engineering structures and industrial installations.

1.3 Research strategy and outline of following chapters

The general aim of this research is to explore the possibilities and the sensitiv-
ity of the magnetic and magnetomechanical hysteretic characterization to non-
destructively evaluate the progression of microstructural degradation phenomena
in ferromagnetic materials.

This main objective is subdivided in the following subtasks:

1. The fundamental principles dealing with the relation between the magne-
tization processes and the microstructural features of iron-based materials
are elucidated first. The ferromagnetic behaviour and its relation with the
microstructure of the material is treated on a merely theoretical basis in
chapter 2. The general aspects of ferromagnetic behaviour are introduced,
both on the macroscopic and the microscopic level. The internal mecha-
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nisms and the underlying origin for ferromagnetic behaviour are discussed,
with special emphasis on the influence of the microstructural features. To
gain an in-depth knowledge about this topic, the general framework of the
micromagnetic theory is very useful. The micromagnetic theory is based on
the minimization of the free energy of a ferromagnetic system of interact-
ing magnetic moments, and is a comprehensive formalism to fundamentally
describe ferromagnetic behaviour and its internal mechanisms.

2. Another subtask is the development of magnetic characterization methods
i.e. (a) versatile experimental setups and measuring techniques, in combi-
nation with (b) advanced analyzing techniques of the experimental data,
in order to facilitate and enhance the precise characterization of the mani-
fold features related to both magnetic and magnetomechanical hysteretic
behaviour. Inchapter 3 the experimental magnetic and magnetomechani-
cal setups are described, with special attention to the general principles and
the necessary experimental tools, and to the actual interpretation of the ob-
tained experimental results. Inchapter 4 the advanced analysis and char-
acterization of the magnetic hysteretic behaviour is treated. The Preisach
hysteresis model is introduced, a model which can serve as aninstrument
for magnetic NDE.

3. Next, a sensitivity study of the magnetic characterization methods is car-
ried out for the non-destructive evaluation of microstructural changes, such
as the changes induced during material degradation processes. Based on a
number of experimental case studies for several material degradation pro-
cesses, carried out inside a laboratory environment duringthis research, the
possibilities and limitations of the field-metric magnetichysteresis charac-
terization are investigated. Inchapter 5 the magnetic hysteresis behaviour
is characterized to evaluate the material in case of irradiation-induced em-
brittlement, plastic deformation and non-homogeneous residual stress dis-
tribution, whereas inchapter 6 the magnetomechanical behaviour is ex-
ploited to evaluate the material during fatigue damage progression.





Chapter 2

Ferromagnetic behaviour

In this chapter, the internal mechanisms and the underlyingorigin for ferromag-
netic behaviour are discussed, with special emphasis on theinfluence of the micro-
structural features, as introduced in section 1.1.2.

The general aspects of ferromagnetic behaviour are introduced, both on the macro-
scopic and the microscopic level. In section 2.1 typical macroscopic magnetic
observations are highlighted, such as the non-linearity, saturation and hysteresis
features of the magnetic constitutive law (i.e. the magnetization as a function of
the magnetic field), but also the macroscopic magnetoelastic coupling is intro-
duced, which manifests itself through the magnetostrictive effect and the magne-
tomechanical effect. Next, section 2.2 introduces the underlying (microscopic)
basic concepts leading to such typical ferromagnetic behaviour, concepts such as
atomic magnetic moments, spontaneous magnetization and magnetic domains.

Section 2.3 deals with the micromagnetic theory, a general and comprehensive for-
malism to fundamentally describe ferromagnetic behaviourand its internal mech-
anisms. In essence, the micromagnetic theory is based on theminimization of
the free energy of a ferromagnetic system of interacting magnetic moments, tak-
ing into account all energy terms that are relevant for ferromagnetic behaviour:
both the short-range atomic scale contributions (such as exchange energy, mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy energy, and magnetoelastic energy) and also the long-
range contributions (magnetostatic energy and externallyapplied field energy).

Micromagnetism provides a theoretical framework for the interaction of micro-
structural defects and inhomogeneities on the one hand and the equilibrium mag-
netic domain configuration on the other hand, since the defects and inhomo-
geneities slip into the micromagnetic equations via the magnetoelastic energy
term as a residual internal stress distribution. Thereforethe magnetoelastic en-
ergy plays a central part in this present study.
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Making use of the micromagnetic energy concepts, section 2.4 treats the typical
magnetization processes occurring when a time-varying magnetic field is applied
to a bulk ferromagnetic sample, again with special attention to the influence of
microstructural defects on these magnetization processes. A domain wall model
is derived giving some qualitative results about the influence of defect density and
pinning strength on macroscopic magnetic parameters such as coercive field and
initial permeability.

2.1 Ferromagnetic behaviour on a macroscopic scale

2.1.1 Maxwell equations and constitutive lawB(H)

To provide some general context, let us start with introducing some basic princi-
ples of electromagnetism, valid on a macroscopic scale. To describe the combi-
nation of electrical and magnetic phenomena, both for static and dynamic condi-
tions, Maxwell postulated a set of equations carrying his name [Maxwell1873].
In our present study, a magnetostatic subset of Maxwell’s treatment will turn out
to be satisfactory.

Maxwell introduced several types of magnetic fields defined by themagnetic con-
stitutive law(a general formula, true for all circumstances):

B(H) = µ0H + µ0M(H), (2.1)

with the magnetic fieldH and the magnetic inductionB defined in each point
of space, and with the magnetizationM only defined for magnetizable material.
Therefore the relationB(H) depends on the considered medium: for vacuum for
instance,M = 0 and the relationB = µ0H is valid, withµ0 the magnetic per-
meability of vacuum,µ0 = 4π 10−7 Vs/Am (or H/m). If however a magnetic
material is present then an externally imposed magnetic field strengthH(t) mag-
netizes the material, giving rise to the magnetizationM(t) in every point of the
magnetic material volume, withM depending onH.

The thus defined fieldsH(t) andB(t) have to fulfil the following – low frequency
magnetic or ‘magnetostatic’ – subset of Maxwell’s equations, withj(t) represent-
ing the current density andE(t) the electrical field strength:

∇× H = j

∇× E = −dB
dt

(2.2)

∇ ·B = 0
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Alternatively, these basic (macroscopic) electromagnetic equations can be envis-
aged as follows. A currentI(t) flowing through a conductor generates a magnetic
field strength vectorH(x, y, z, t), in each point of space(x, y, z). In turn, the
magnetic field strength gives rise to the magnetic flux density or magnetic in-
ductionB(x, y, z, t), again in each point of space but dependent on the present
medium or material. The change in time of the magnetic fluxφ coupled with a
winding having a cross sectionS, defined asφ =

∫
S B · dS, induces a voltage

V (t) in this winding.

As will be outlined further in chapter 3, these electromagnetic principles pro-
vide the general framework to perform magnetic measurements, more precisely
to measure – independently from each other – the macroscopicquantities mag-
netic field strengthH(t) and magnetic inductionB(t). As a matter of fact, the
principal aim to perform such magnetic measurements is actually to determine
experimentally the magnetic constitutive law, in other words the macroscopic re-
lation betweenH andB.

In the following treatment and also throughout this work, only unidirectional
conditions are considered. This means that the magnetic field is applied along
one particular direction,H(t) = H(t)eH , and the macroscopic magnetization
and magnetic induction are considered along the same direction eH , also leading
to scalar quantities for the macroscopic magnetic induction and magnetization,
respectivelyB(t) = B(t) · eH andM(t) = M(t) · eH . The scalar unidirectional
constitutive law is then written as follows:

B(H) = µ0H + µ0M(H). (2.3)

For so-called paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials, therelation betweenM
andH is linear for a large range of magnetic field strengths:M = χH, with
χ the (constant) magnetic susceptibility (χ < 0 for diamagnetics andχ > 0
for paramagnetics). Alternatively,B versusH is also linear for such materials:
B = µ0µrH, with µr the (constant) relative permeability, defined asµr = 1 + χ.
For diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials the magnitude of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility |χ| is roughly of the order10−5, soµr ≈ 1 is a good first approxima-
tion.

On the other hand, when aferromagneticsubstance is subjected to a unidirec-
tional magnetic fieldH(t), it becomes strongly magnetized, giving rise to much
higher susceptibilities, of the order of103. Moreover, the macroscopic consti-
tutive law B(H) for ferromagnetic materials has the typical features ofnon-
linearity, saturationandhysteresis. The non-linearity and the saturation features
are illustrated in figure 2.1(a), showing the single-valuedinitial or virgin magne-
tization curve for a sample of pure iron; an initial magnetization curve is theB
versusH trajectory that is traversed by increasing the magnetic field fromH = 0
to Hmax, starting from the demagnetized state (see further, section 2.2.3). The
saturation feature is due to the fact that there is a maximum possible value for
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the magnetization, the saturation magnetizationMsat (see further, section 2.2).
The non-linearity and the saturation features of the constitutive law can be de-
scribed, in case of the single-valued initial magnetization curve, by making the
relative permeability field dependent, i.e.µr = µr(H), and thus the constitutive
law describing the virgin magnetization curve reads:

B(H) = µ0µr(H)H. (2.4)

The third characteristic feature for ferromagnetic materials is the hysteretic be-
haviour of the constitutive law, as illustrated in figure 2.2. When a time-dependent
magnetic field waveformH(t) is applied, there exists no unique relation between
the magnetization of the material and the applied magnetic field. For instance
when a periodical magnetic field waveformH(t) is applied and once the ini-
tial magnetization curve is traversed, no single valued magnetization curve is de-
scribed, but instead amagnetization loop(or ahysteresis loop) is followed period-
ically. As a specific example of the more general magnetic hysteretic behaviour,
a quasi-static symmetric first order saturation magnetization loop is shown in fig-
ure 2.2. Moreover there is energy dissipation associated with the hysteretic be-
haviour, denoted by the hysteresis lossWhyst:

Whyst =

∫

Ωm

(∮
HdB

)
dV, (2.5)

with Ωm the volume of magnetized material. This energy dissipationcorresponds
with the counter-clockwise traversal of the hysteresis loop. On figure 2.2(a) also
two characteristic quantities of the saturation hysteresis loop are introduced, the
coercivityHc defined asH(B = 0), and the remanenceBr = B(H = 0).

More generally, the hysteretic behaviour can be envisaged as follows. When start-
ing from a certain condition(H(t0), B(t0)) at timet0, the point(H,B) at time
t1 > t0 not only depends on the present value of the magnetic fieldH(t1), but
also on its history. As a matter of fact, in practice all internal (H,B) points inside
a saturation magnetization loop can be reached, depending on the past and present
magnetic field values. It is obvious that the general hysteretic behaviour cannot
be described by a single-valued function as (2.4), but that instead a more compli-
cated description for the hysteretic constitutive lawB(H) is necessary. Therefore,
a more systematic approach is needed to model the general hysteretic behaviour.
One of the possibilities to describe the hysteretic features and to take its character-
istic memory properties into account, is by making use of thePreisach formalism.
Further on, in section 4.2 the Preisach hysteresis model is introduced, since it is
one of our basic tools for the characterization of the magnetic hysteretic behaviour
in order to evaluate material degradation.

It is evident that the relative permeability is an importantquantity for ferromag-
netic materials, both related to the hysteresis loop and theinitial magnetization
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Figure 2.1. (a) Initial (or virgin) magnetization curve fora sample of pure iron, illustrating
the features non-linearity and approach to saturation. A graphical interpretation of the
permeability definitions (see formula’s (2.6) and (2.7)) isalso indicated: the slope of the
dotted/dashed lines is proportional to the labelled permeability variable at the considered
magnetic field value (H = 500 A/m, depicted by the black dot). (b) Relative permeability
µr and relative differential permeabilityµrd, both as a function of magnetic fieldH ,
associated with the single-valued initial magnetization curve shown in part (a) of this
figure. Also indicated is the initial relative permeabilityµri.

curve. As been said before, the permeability depends non-linearly onH and this
relation is not single-valued due to magnetic hysteresis. In this context, it is nec-
essary to make distinction between the relative permeability µr and the relative
differentialpermeabilityµrd:

µr(H) =
1

µ0

B(H)

H
(2.6)

µrd(H) =
1

µ0

dB(H)

dH
(2.7)
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Figure 2.2. (a) Symmetric first-order hysteresis loop, corresponding to the same sample
of pure iron as in figure 2.1. This quasi-static hysteresis loop is obtained by applying a
periodical magnetic fieldH(t) with 0.5 Hz excitation frequency, starting from the demag-
netized state. First the initial magnetization curve is traversed (H from 0 to maximum)
and then the hysteresis loop is cycled periodically. The coercive fieldHc and the remanent
inductionBr are also indicated on the figure. (b) Relative differential permeabilityµrd

as a function of magnetic fieldH , corresponding to the initial magnetization curve and
to the descending and ascending branch of the hysteresis loop. Note that the maximum
relative differential permeabilityµrd,max occurs at|H | ≈ Hc.

Figure 2.1 illustrates both definitions by showing the two different permeabili-
ties as a function of magnetic fieldH, corresponding to the single-valued initial
magnetization curve. On the other hand for hysteresis loops, the relative perme-
ability µr can become zero or infinite along the hysteresis loop respectively at the
pointsBr andHc. Therefore the differential relative permeabilityµrd is a more
convenient property dealing with hysteresis loops, as shown in figure 2.2(b).

Throughout this work we will utilize predominantly the relative differential per-
meabilityµrd and especially its maximum value,µrd,max.
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The initial relative permeabilityµri is defined aslim(H→0,B→0)µr, and equals
µrd(H = 0, B = 0) as shown in figure 2.1(b), withµr andµrd both correspond-
ing to the initial magnetization curve.

A final remark: in this section we discussed the constitutivelaw for ferromagnetic
substances as the hysteretic relation between the magneticinductionB and the
magnetic fieldH, since these two properties lead to the definition of the (relative)
permeability. Alternatively, the introduced concepts canalso be applied towards a
description of the constitutive law in terms of magnetizationM(H) or magnetic
polarizationJ(H) = µ0M(H). This is justified when dealing with soft magnetic
materials (as is the case in this study) and as long as the material is not strongly
saturated. Under these conditionsH ≪ M , and according to (2.3) the following
approximation is valid:B(H) ≈ µ0M(H) = J(H).

2.1.2 Magnetostriction and the magnetomechanical effect

Apart from the constitutive lawB(H) orM(H), there is a second class of macro-
scopic observations that needs to be introduced. On the one hand, it is observed
that when a ferromagnetic specimen is subjected to a magnetic field, its magne-
tization as well as its length change. On the other hand, whena ferromagnetic
specimen is subjected to a mechanical stress, both its length as well as its magne-
tization change.

Both macroscopic phenomena indicate that there is an interaction between the
magnetic behaviour and the elastic mechanical behaviour. These two phenomena
are termedmagnetostrictionandmagnetomechanical effectrespectively, and are
the macroscopic outcome of what is called magnetoelastic interaction.

Magnetoelastic interactions are the underlying reason forthe influence of the ex-
ternally applied stress and/or the localized stress distribution around microstruc-
tural defects on the magnetization of a ferromagnet. The magnetoelastic interac-
tion will be discussed in detail in the general context of themicromagnetic theory,
see section 2.3.4.

Magnetostriction

When a bulk ferromagnetic sample is exposed to a magnetic field, it becomes
magnetized but also its macroscopic dimensions change. This effect is called
magnetostriction. The change in length∆l is often considered in the direction
parallel to the magnetization vectorM, and the associated (magnetically induced)
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Figure 2.3. (a) Magnetostrictive behaviour of a Fe single crystal, magnetized in a〈100〉
direction, illustrated by the single-valued relationshipλ(H) between the applied magnetic
field H and the longitudinal magnetostrictionλ in the direction of the applied field. (b)
Magnetostrictive behaviour of polycrystalline iron, magnetized along an arbitrary direc-
tion, illustrated by the single-valued relationshipλ(J) between the magnetic polarization
J = µ0M and the longitudinal magnetostrictionλ. Also shown as reference in (b) is
the anisotropic magnetostrictive behaviour of an iron single crystal, magnetized along
a 〈100〉, a 〈111〉 and a〈110〉 direction. Saturation magnetostriction (atJs = 2.15 T):
λs,poly ≈ −7 10−6; λ100 = 22 10−6; andλ111 = −21 10−6. Single crystal data from
[Webster1930]; polycrystal data from [Bozorth1951].

strain is referred to as ‘longitudinal magnetostriction’,defined as:

λ =
∆l

l0
=
l − l0
l0

, (2.8)

with l0 the original length of the demagnetized sample. According to this def-
inition, positive magnetostriction means that the material elongates parallel to
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the magnetization direction. The magnetostrictionλ depends non-linearly on the
magnetic fieldH and exhibits saturation (and hysteresis [Bozorth1951]). The non-
linearity and the saturation ofλ(H) are illustrated in figure 2.3(a). The saturation
magnetostrictionλs is defined as the value ofλ corresponding with the technical
saturation magnetization, i.e. the magnetization corresponding to a single domain
structure. The relative change in dimensions is usually quite small, typically|λs|
is of the order of10−5 for iron and ferritic steels1.

For a large range of applied magnetic fields, the material volume remains approx-
imately equal, therefore a longitudinal elongation corresponds with a contraction
in the transverse direction:λt = −λ/2.

For polycrystalline iron and ferritic steels, and within the magnetic polarization
range of practical interest (i.e.J = µ0M from zero to 1.7 T), the longitudinal
magnetostrictionλ is positive, see figure 2.3(b). However, at even higherJ , the
magnetostriction becomes negative, and finally the saturation magnetostriction of
polycrystalline Fe appears to be aboutλs ≈ −7 10−6 (experimentally determined
on a polycrystalline Fe sample [Cullity1972]). The polycrystalline magnetostric-
tive behaviour depends on the magnetostriction of the different crystal grains, on
the crystallographic texture, and on the localized internal strain distribution be-
tween the different grains [Cullity1972]. As an illustration, in figure 2.3(b) the
anisotropic longitudinal magnetostrictive behaviour of an iron single crystal is
shown, magnetized along different cubic crystallographicdirections.

Magnetostriction is perhaps known best as one of the causes for the humming
noise of electrical power transformers: when an alternating magnetic field is ap-
plied, the transformer’s ferromagnetic core vibrates due to the magnetostriction
and sends out a sound wave.

Magnetomechanical effect

Although the magnetostrictive effect is rather small, on the macroscopic level
there exists also an inverse effect with more substantial outcome. This effect is
called theinverse magnetostrictive effector themagnetomechanical effect.

Consider a material with positive magnetostriction. This material will elongate
when being magnetized. On the other hand, applying a tensile2 stress (σ > 0)
elongates the material and therefore it will increase the magnetization (if the initial
M 6= 0, see section 6.1). For infinitesimal and reversible changesin magnetic
field and mechanical stress, these coupled effects can be described conceptually

1To appreciate the magnitude of the magnetostrictive strain: for iron |λs| ∼ 10−5 and with an
elasticity modulusE equal to 210 GPa, the corresponding elastic stress is of the order of 2 MPa.

2The following convention is valid throughout this work: tensile stress is positive (σ > 0),
compressive stress is negative (σ < 0).
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Figure 2.4. (a) Quasi-static magnetization loops measuredon a hot-rolled low-carbon
steel sample for several constant applied tensile stresses, within the elastic region (yield
stressσy = 390 MPa). For clarity, only the loops at 0, 125 and 300 MPa areshown here.
(b) Maximum of the relative differential permeability, as afunction of constant applied
elastic tensile stress, obtained from the same experimental data as (a). In (a) also the effect
of tensile elastic stress on the remanent induction and the coercive field is visible.

as follows [Bozorth1951]:

dM
dσ

(σ,H0)

∣∣∣∣
σ=σ0

∼ dλ
dH

(σ0,H)

∣∣∣∣
H=H0

, (2.9)

with σ0 andH0 constant stress and constant field, respectively. One of thetypical
macroscopic features of this inverse magnetostrictive effect is that it causes the
permeability to be dependent on applied elastic stress, seefigure 2.4.

Notice in figure 2.3(b) that the magnetostriction of polycrystalline iron (and by
extension of ferritic steels) is positive and increasing atlow magnetic fields, but
starts to decrease and even becomes negative at highH. Accordingly, the mag-
netic behaviour under stress of iron and ferritic steels is also complex and shows
two tendencies, see figure 2.4: the permeability first increases but then decreases
with applied tensile elastic stress. The magnetomechanical effect is treated in
more detail in chapter 6.
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Macroscopic magnetoelastic coupling

In the two previous paragraphs the magnetostriction and themagnetomechanical
effect are introduced. As a matter of fact, both phenomena can be considered as
specific cases within a more general conceptual framework termed asmacroscopic
magnetoelastic coupling, as shown schematically in figure 2.5.

magnetic field H(t) magnetization M(t)

strain e(t)stress s(t)

INPUT OUTPUT

ferromagnetic
material

Figure 2.5. Concept of macroscopic magnetoelastic coupling, shown schematically as an
input-output system with the applied magnetic field and the applied mechanical stress as
inputs and the resulting bulk magnetization and longitudinal strain as outputs.

In the most general case the ferromagnetic material under test is subjected to both
a time-dependent applied magnetic field and a time-dependent applied mechani-
cal stress. During the experiments in the frame of this research, both inputs are
uniform and uniaxial, and moreover parallel to each other. On the other hand, the
resulting bulk magnetization and also the elongation are examined simultaneously
along the same direction as the magnetic field. In other words, all four examined
macroscopic properties can be considered along the same direction and can be
expressed as scalar properties.

The general relations between the considered macroscopic properties magnetic
field H, magnetizationM , stressσ and strainε can then be written in this con-
ceptual framework as follows:

[
M
ε

]
=

[
F1(H,σ)
F2(H,σ)

]
=

[
χ(H,σ) f1(H,σ)
f2(H,σ) s(H,σ)

] [
H
σ

]
(2.10)

with χ the magnetic susceptibility,s the mechanical compliance, and with the
cross termsf1 andf2 representing the macroscopic magnetoelastic coupling.

Within this general framework themagnetostriction, illustrated in figure 2.3, can
be written conceptually as follows:

ε = F2(H,σ = 0), (2.11)

whereas a specific aspect of themagnetomechanical effect, namely the change in
magnetic hysteretic behaviour for different constant elastic stress valuesσk, as
shown in figure 2.4, can be written as:

M = F1(H,σ = σk). (2.12)
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In order to investigate experimentally the magnetomechanical effect, a combined
mechanical and magnetic setup is being built at EELAB. In section 3.3 this mag-
netomechanical setup is described (see figure 3.24 for a schematic overview within
the conceptual framework of figure 2.5). Making use of this setup, in chapter 6 the
magnetomechanical effect is investigated in more detail, for the cases where only
one of the inputs (H or σ) is periodically changing with time, whereas the other
input is kept constant. In case of constant mechanical stress and cyclic magnetic
field not only the effect of tension but also of compression onthe magnetiza-
tion loops is examined (section 6.1.3), whereas in section 6.1.4 also the hysteretic
behaviour of magnetization as a function of time-dependentapplied mechanical
stress is investigated for constant values of applied magnetic field. Finally in sec-
tion 6.1.5 the case is treated where both inputsH andσ are periodically changing
with time.

As has been said, the general framework of figure 2.5 and (2.10) is merely con-
ceptual for the magnetoelastic coupling phenomena on the macroscopic level: an
explanation for the magnetoelastic coupling has to be foundon a micro-scale
level. As a matter of fact, the underlying basic principles for this magnetoelas-
tic coupling observed on a macroscopic level, are the micro-scale interactions
between the magnetization and the mechanical strain in the crystal lattice – which
are termed asmagnetoelastic interactions– and which are treated further in this
chapter in section 2.3.4 as themagnetoelastic energycontribution within the mi-
cromagnetic formalism.

2.2 Ferromagnetism on a microscopic scale

The typical hysteretic behaviour of ferromagnetic materials, accompanied by rel-
ative permeabilities of the order of103 (as shown for instance in section 2.1.1,
figures 2.1 and 2.2 for pure iron), and also the typical magnetoelastic behaviour of
ferromagnetic materials (section 2.1.2), are the macroscopic outcome of magneti-
zation processes on a microscopic scale. On the microscopiclevel the following
three basic concepts are essential to understand why a particular material shows
ferromagnetic behaviour, briefly:

1. the existence and permanent nature of theatomic magnetic dipole moments,

2. theparallel alignmentof neighbouring atomic magnetic moments due to
strongmutual interaction between the atomic magnetic moments, leading
to spontaneous magnetization, and

3. the organization of all the atomic magnetic moments into astructure of
magnetic domains.
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Possessing a magnetic dipole moment per atom (basic concept1) is a necessary
condition for ferromagnetic behaviour, but however it is not a sufficient one. For
instance,paramagnetic substances also have a net magnetic moment per atom.
However, the atomic magnetic moments of a paramagnetic substance are ran-
domly aligned in absence of applied magnetic field, in other words there are no
significant mutual interactions between the individual magnetic moments (basic
concept 2 not fulfilled). When a magnetic field is applied in a certain direction, the
magnetization process consists of aligning some of the magnetic dipole moments
into the field direction. Macroscopically this results in a single-valued magnetiza-
tion curveM(H), so without hysteresis. However for paramagnetic substances,
thermal agitation plays a major role, opposing the rotationof the magnetic mo-
ments towards the applied field. Therefore very large magnetic fields and/or near-
zero absolute temperatures (≈ 0 K) are necessary for paramagnetic substances to
align the majority of the magnetic moments towards the applied magnetic field, in
other words to approach saturation. At room temperature andfor a large range of
magnetic field strengths, the thermal agitation dominates the field energy resulting
in a constant magnetic susceptibility value for paramagnetic materials roughly of
the order10−5.

On the contrary,ferromagnetic substances typically have108 times higher mag-
netic susceptibilities, exhibit a non-linear and hysteretic M(H) relationship, and
moreover approach technical saturation at ‘relatively low’ magnetic fields, when
compared to paramagnetic behaviour. These macroscopic observations illustrate
the huge differences between ferromagnetic and paramagnetic behaviour, and can
be explained by making use of to the basic concepts (2) and (3)stated above.
Actually, these two concepts correspond qualitatively with the two original pos-
tulations initiated by Weiss to understand the particular ferromagnetic behaviour,
when compared to paramagnetic behaviour [Weiss1907]. These concepts can be
described as follows: in absence of an externally applied magnetic field, a ferro-
magnetic substance is divided into a number of subregions called magnetic do-
mains (postulation 1), and a magnetic domain itself is a magnetically ordered
region for which all atomic magnetic moments are aligned parallel to each other
(postulation 2). Hence a magnetic domain is spontaneously magnetized, even
in absence of an externally applied magnetic field. For ferromagnetic materials,
the total magnetizationM on the macroscopic level can then be envisaged as the
vector sum of the local spontaneous magnetization vectorsMs of all magnetic
domains in the considered material volume.

Furthermore, as we will see later on, a change of the externally applied magnetic
field leads to a rearrangement of these magnetic domains, which in turn results in a
modified macroscopic magnetization. The magnetization processes involved with
these rearrangements of magnetic domains lead to the typical ferromagnetic fea-
tures such as high susceptibility at low magnetic fields, hysteresis, non-linearity
and saturation.
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In the following paragraphs the underlying basic concepts of ferromagnetism
(atomic magnetic moments, spontaneous magnetization and magnetic domains)
are treated in more detail.

2.2.1 Atomic magnetic dipole moments [Cullity1972]

Macroscopic ferromagnetic behaviour originates from the presence of magnetic
dipole moments on the atomic scale: bulk ferromagnetic materials can be funda-
mentally described as a collection of magnetic dipole moments per unit volume,
which can also be represented as a net magnetic moment per individual atom. This
assumption of associating a magnetic moment locally to eachatom is denoted as
the localized moment theory3.

The basic principles of the localized moment theory are summarized in this sec-
tion, starting from more substantial treatments in [Cullity1972, Dauwe2004].

In general, the magnetic dipole moment per atom is determined principally by
the electrons (since the magnetic moment of the nucleus is negligibly small and
moreover it does not affect the macroscopic magnetic properties). There are two
contributions to the electron magnetic moment, related to (1) the orbital angular
momentum of the electron, and to (2) the intrinsic spin of theelectron. The orbital
motion of an electron around a nucleus, with orbital angularmomentumL, may
be regarded – in a classical view – as a microscopic current loop which results in
the orbital magnetic momentmL = − e

2me
L, whereme is the electron mass and

e is the electron charge. Additionally, an electron possesses an intrinsic spin with
the properties of an angular momentum, i.e. the spin angularmomentumS: the
electron behaves as if it is spinning around its own axis. In aquantum mechanical
view there is an intrinsic magnetic momentmS associated with this electron spin.
Quantum theory learns us that both the orbital and spin magnetic momentsmL

andmS are constrained to discrete values.

For crystalline materials, the ferromagnetic behaviour asa function of applied
magnetic field can be considered to originate from rearrangements of spin mag-
netic moments, rather than of orbital magnetic moments [Cullity1972]. This is
explained as follows: generally speaking, when a (macroscopic) magnetic dipole
momentm is placed in an externally applied magnetic fieldH, the magnetic

3There is also a different viewpoint to fundamentally explain ferromagnetism, calledcollective
electron theoryor band theory. The basic assumption there is that the outer shell electrons are more
or less free to move around in the crystal lattice [Cullity1972, Herring1960]. In the context of our
study the localized moment concept is more convenient, since it permits a simpler treatment of a
central ferromagnetic concept, namely the exchange interaction (see further in section 2.2.2 and
section 2.3.1). Also, dealing with the domain wall thickness and energy (see section 2.3.9), the
theoretical results based on localized moments are in good agreement with experimentally obtained
values [Kittel1949].
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moment tends to be aligned parallel to the field, which can be described by the
potential energyWp [J]:

Wp = −µ0m ·H. (2.13)

This is also expected to occur with the electronic magnetic moments of crystalline
materials, when an external magnetic field is imposed along an arbitrary direction
in the crystal lattice. However, the orientations of the orbital moments are strongly
bound to the crystal lattice orientations (‘orbit-lattice’ coupling), whereas on the
other hand, the spin moments are only weakly coupled to the orbital moments
(‘spin-orbit’ coupling). Hence, the strong orbit-latticecoupling impedes the or-
bital moment to change its direction, whereas due to the weakspin-orbit coupling,
the spins are more or less free to rotate towards the magneticfield. As a conse-
quence, the spin moments contribute predominantly to the magnetization process,
rather than the orbital moments.

To summarize, the spin magnetic moments of the electrons contribute to the net
magnetic dipole moment per atom. Depending on the electronic structure of a par-
ticular atom there are two possibilities: (1) all electron moments cancel each other
out, resulting in no atomic magnetic moment; or (2) most electron moments can-
cel out whereas the uncompensated spin moments give rise to acertain net atomic
magnetic moment. These atomic magnetic moments have a fixed amplitude and a
variable orientation. For ferromagnetic materials, such as Fe in its body-centered
cubic (b.c.c.) crystalline state and below 770◦C (Curie temperature of Fe, see
section 2.2.4), there is such a resulting net atomic magnetic dipole moment.

We can estimate the order of magnitude of the atomic magneticdipole moment
as follows: |m| = MsVatom, with Ms the spontaneous magnetization andVatom

the equivalent volume of one atom. A b.c.c. unit cell (with lattice edge length
a) contains two atoms (one atom at the center of the cube, plus 8times 1/8 of
the atoms at the corner points), thusVatom = (a3)/2. For b.c.c. Fe (α-Fe) with
a = 0.286 nm, this givesVatom = 1.170 · 10−29 m3. Thus for b.c.c. Fe (Ms

= 1.745 · 106 A/m) the atomic magnetic moment is of the order of|m| = 2 ·
10−23 Am2. Alternatively expressed as a number of Bohr magnetons (which is a
quantummechanical measure of a single spin magnetic moment, µBohr = 9.274 ·
10−24 Am2), this gives|m|/µBohr = 2.2, which roughly corresponds with Fe
having two uncompensated spin magnetic moments, i.e. 5 out of the 8 electrons
of the3d electronic shell of Fe having spin up, and 3 out of 8 having spin down.

2.2.2 Interacting magnetic moments: exchange coupling

In the previous paragraph we have seen that some substances can have a net mag-
netic moment per atom. Moreover, for a part of such substances there exists a
mutual interaction between these individual atomic magnetic moments. In case of
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Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of the so-called Bethe-Slater curve (taken from
[Cullity1972, Bozorth1951]), depicting the exchange integral as a function ofda/d3d with
da the interatomic distance between two neighbouring atoms, andd3d the diameter of the
incomplete3d shell. The values are marked for some transition metals withincompletely
filled 3d electronic shell (namely Mn, Fe, Co and Ni, which respectively have 5, 6, 7 and
8 electrons in the3d shell). This figure is the result of approximative calculations with
varyingda and fixedd3d by [Slater1930, Sommerfeld1933].α-Fe has a body centered
cubic lattice and is ferromagnetic, whereasγ-Fe has a face centered cubic lattice and is
not ferromagnetic.

the ferromagnetic substances this interaction leads to a strong tendency for neigh-
bouring atomic magnetic moments to align parallel to each other, whereas for the
anti-ferromagnetic substances, anti-parallel alignmentis favoured.

The underlying reason for this mutual interaction can be explained by the quantum-
mechanical concept ofexchange couplingbetween the spin angular moments
of electrons belonging to adjacent atoms [Heisenberg1928]. The associated ex-
change force is a non-classical quantum-mechanical force which depends on the
relative orientation of the spin angular moments of neighbouring atoms and also
on the interatomic distanceda. The coupling between spin angular moments
caused by this quantum-mechanical exchange effect can be described by the Heisen-
berg Hamiltonian or energy function:

H = −2
∑

j 6=i

Jij(dij)Si(ri) · Sj(rj), (2.14)

with Jij the quantum-mechanical exchange integral corresponding to two atoms
i andj, with Si the spin angular momentum of atomi and withdij the distance
between the two considered atoms. The exchange integralJij for atom pairs of
αFe–αFe, Ni–Ni and Co–Co appears to be positive, as shown schematically in fig-
ure 2.6, and hence parallel spin alignment results in minimum energy (according
to (2.14)) for these three ferromagnetic substances.
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2.2.3 Spontaneous magnetization and magnetic domains

In the previous paragraphs we have seen that ferromagnetic substances have a
net magnetic moment per atom, and that there is a strong tendency to parallel
alignment of the atomic magnetic moments. However, to obtain the typical –
hysteretic and non-linear – ferromagnetic behaviour on themacroscopic level, the
concept of a magnetic domain structure [Weiss1907] is aconditio sine qua non.

In ferromagnetic materials, the atomic magnetic moments are ordered in certain
regions, calledmagnetic domains. In each such ferromagnetic domain, all atomic
magnetic momentsm are aligned parallel to each other, due to the exchange in-
teraction discussed above. As a consequence of the parallelalignment of the
magnetic moments, these magnetic domains exhibit aspontaneous magnetization,

Figure 2.7. Simplified schematic view of the magnetization process at the magnetic do-
main level under the application of an increasing external magnetic field. Only a portion
of a single crystal is considered (enclosed by a dashed line), in which initially (with ap-
plied magnetic fieldH = 0, and magnetizationM = 0) there are portions of two domains
magnetized spontaneously in opposite directions, see (a).The magnetic domain wall is
the boundary between the domains (depicted by a straight line in the schematic view).
Subplot (b) shows the domain wall motion under the application of a magnetic field,
leading to an increase of the magnetic domain volume for which the angle between its
magnetization vectorMs and the applied fieldH is lowest, until in (c) the domain wall
has moved out of the considered region. At still higher externally applied fields, the spon-
taneous magnetization of the single domain rotates towardsthe magnetic field direction,
resulting finally in magnetic saturation in the field direction, see (d).
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Ms, even in absence of an external magnetic field. In other words, even when the
applied magnetic field is removed, the atomic magnetic moments composing a
magnetic domain remain aligned parallel (the domains are ‘self-saturated’), and
with this zero-field situation there still corresponds a certain magnetic domain
structure. The orientation of the spontaneous magnetization is different from do-
main to domain, whereas their magnitude equals the same value Ms for each
domain (see also section 2.2.4). The interface region between two neighbour-
ing magnetic domains, where the magnetic moments have to change orientation
from one domain orientation to another, is termed amagnetic domain wall. Fig-
ure 2.7(a) illustrates the concepts magnetic domain, spontaneous magnetization
and magnetic domain wall.

For a given magnetic domain configuration, the total macroscopic magnetization
M of a ferromagnetic sample can be determined as the vector sumof the local
spontaneous magnetization vectorsMs of all magnetic domains in the considered
material volume, provided that the sample consists of a large number of magnetic
domains. The macroscopic magnetization is thus dependent on the relative ori-
entations and the volumes of all magnetic domains inside theconsidered macro-
scopic volume of the material sample. Furthermore, a changeof the externally
applied magnetic field leads to a rearrangement of the magnetic domains, which
in turn results in a modified total magnetizationM. Figure 2.7 introduces some
of the different magnetization processes involved on the scale of magnetic do-
mains (see also section 2.4.1), when an increasing magneticfield is applied to the
material.

Several questions still remain unanswered for the moment, for instance why multi-
ple magnetic domains are formed. The formation of a particular magnetic domain
structure and the changes of the domain configuration due to the application of
an external magnetic field can be explained best in the framework of a micromag-
netic formalism, which is a general comprehensive theory based on the different
energy contributions that are involved in ferromagnetic systems, see further in
section 2.3.

2.2.4 Curie temperature

The alignment of the neighbouring atomic magnetic moments constituting a fer-
romagnetic domain is only perfectly parallel at zero absolute temperature. For
T > 0 K, the thermal energy of the individual magnetic moments causes a pre-
cession of the atomic magnetic moment around the local magnetic field direc-
tion. Moreover, the precession becomes more significant as temperature increases.
Therefore, the thermal agitation of the atomic magnetic moments partially coun-
teracts/disturbs the parallel alignment of the magnetic moments constituting the
magnetic domains, causing the spontaneous magnetizationMs(T ) to decrease
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Figure 2.8. Spontaneous magnetizationMs as a function of temperatureT , in case of iron
(Curie temperatureTc = 1043 K; spontaneous magnetization at zero absolute temperature
Ms,0 = 1.745 · 106 A/m).

with increasing temperature, as can be seen in figure 2.8, in case of iron.

However, for moderate temperatures (T < 300 K) the thermal effect is rather
insignificant: for instance at room temperature (293 K) the spontaneous mag-
netization of Fe is only1.7% less than its maximum valueMs,0 at zero absolute
temperature, corresponding with complete parallel alignment. At sufficiently high
temperatures however the thermal agitation becomes dominant, and finally above
a certain temperature, which is called theCurie temperature, the material loses its
ferromagnetic order. The Curie temperatureTC is a material dependent property,
e.g. for pure iron its value is 1043 K (770◦C). Above the Curie temperature, the
net magnetic moment per atom still exists in iron and iron-based materials, but the
individual atomic magnetic moments are now randomly oriented in the absence of
a magnetic field. This leads to paramagnetic behaviour for such materials above
TC . Therefore, the Curie temperature marks the transition from the ferromagnetic
ordered phase to the paramagnetic disordered phase of iron.

2.2.5 Magnetostriction

In section 2.1.2 we introduced magnetostriction on the macroscopic – experimen-
tal – level. Now that the basic ferromagnetic concepts are introduced, such as
spontaneous magnetization and magnetic domains, we are capable to give an in-
terpretation of magnetostriction on the magnetic domain level [Lee1955]. Experi-
ments on an iron single crystal, magnetized to saturation ina〈100〉 direction, show
that the length of the crystal in that direction is increased. An explanation is found
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Figure 2.9. Field-induced magnetostriction of a iron single crystal, shown schematically
on a simple domain structure. The spontaneous magnetostriction is depicted by the –
exaggerated – elongation of the crystal lattice, as a matterof fact in reality∆L/L is of
the order of10−5 (from [Cullity1972]).

in the fact that the unit cell of ferromagnetic iron is not exactly cubic but slightly
tetragonal, which means that the lattice consists still of three orthogonal axes, but
one axis, the one parallel to the local spontaneous magnetization, is slightly longer
(≈ 1.00001 times longer) than the other two axes. Accordingly,a magnetic do-
main of a single crystal in the demagnetized state, spontaneously magnetized in a
〈100〉 direction, is also spontaneously elongated in the same〈100〉 direction.

We can distinguish two types of magnetostriction: spontaneous magnetostriction
and field-induced magnetostriction. Spontaneous magnetostriction corresponds
with the magnetic ordering transition that occurs when cooling down the mate-
rial below Curie temperature: aboveTC the lattice of paramagnetic b.c.c. iron
is perfectly cubic, belowTC the ferromagnetic lattice becomes body-centered
tetragonal, elongated in the direction of local spontaneous magnetization. The
field-induced magnetostriction, as illustrated in figure 2.9, can be regarded as fol-
lows: increasing the uniaxial magnetic field corresponds with the conversion of
the demagnetized sample (with several domains that are strained spontaneously
in different directions), into finally a saturated single-domain specimen, which
is now spontaneously strained (elongated) in one direction, namely the magnetic
field direction.

2.2.6 Reference magnetic states

In section 2.1 and section 2.2 the macroscopic observationsand the underlying
basic concepts of ferromagnetic behaviour are introduced.Before continuing, the
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proper treatment of the ferromagnetic hysteretic behaviour demands for some kind
of reference magnetic state, which connects the macro-level to the micro-level.
For such a reference magnetic state, the link between the macroscopic magnetiza-
tion and the underlying magnetic domain structure should beknown a priori. This
reference magnetic state then serves as a starting point to traverse the macroscopic
magnetic hysteresis trajectories. Two possibilities of reference conditions are the
saturated magnetic state and the demagnetized state.

The saturated magnetic statecorresponds with the highest achievable macro-
scopic magnetization. On the magnetic domain level, the saturated state corre-
sponds to the material consisting of one single magnetic domain with its spon-
taneous magnetization vectorMs parallel to the applied magnetic fieldH, as
already explained in figure 2.7. Hence the resulting macroscopic magnetization is
equal to the spontaneous magnetization of the magnetic domain,M = Ms. How-
ever, figure 2.8 shows that the spontaneous magnetization istemperature depen-
dent, and that the maximum spontaneous magnetization valueMs,0 is reached at
T = 0 K. This value can be considered as theabsolute saturationmagnetization,
Msat,abs = Ms,0. Due to thermal agitation of the magnetic moments (as explained
in section 2.2.4), the spontaneous magnetizationMs at room temperature is some-
what lower than this upper limit. For temperatures higher than 0 K, the magne-
tization value corresponding to the single domain configuration with Ms parallel
to H, is called thetechnical saturationmagnetization,Msat,tech = Ms(T ) <
Msat,abs = Ms,0 [Jiles1998]. Remember that the difference betweenMs at room
temperature andMs,0 is small, only 1.7%. Starting from such domain configura-
tion, further increasing the magnetic field counteracts thethermal agitation of the
magnetic moments. This is called forced magnetization and brings the saturation
magnetization closer to the absolute saturation magnetization. However, to obtain
absolute saturation, the required magnetic field needs to bevery large.

Starting from the saturated reference magnetic state, and when decreasing the
magnetic field, a unique trajectory is followed, which is thedescending branch of
the saturation magnetization loop.

The demagnetized statecorresponds to a particular magnetic domain structure
for which the averaged macroscopic magnetization turns outto be zero(M =
0), under the condition that the applied field is zero(H = 0). This reference
state is reached when an alternating magnetic field is externally applied with a
slowly decreasing field amplitude, beginning at a sufficiently high field amplitude
corresponding to (technical) saturation and ending at zerofield amplitude. This
procedure is calleddemagnetizingthe material.

Starting from the demagnetized reference magnetic state, and when increasing the
magnetic field, the initial or virgin magnetization curve isfollowed.
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2.3 Micromagnetic theory

Of primary interest in our study is the relation between the macroscopic magnetic
hysteresis properties of bulk ferromagnetic samples (having typical dimensions
in the range of10−3 m to 10−2 m), and the material’s microstructural features.
Therefore we search for a general physical framework that can give insight in
the underlying phenomena giving rise to this relation between the microstructural
features introduced in section 1.1.2, and the macroscopic magnetic properties.

In previous paragraphs (see sections 2.2.1–2.2.2) we have seen that ferromag-
netism is inseparably associated withquantum mechanical conceptslike electron
spin, giving rise todiscreteatomic magnetic moments, and also the exchange in-
teraction between these atomic magnetic moments. However,in order to describe
macroscopic features of samples with dimensions of the order of 10−2 m, the use
of a pure quantum mechanical numerical model on aninteratomic scale(10−10

m), starting from all separate quantum mechanical magneticmoments and their
interactions, is practically impossible with today’s computing capabilities.

At the other end of the spatial spectrum, theMaxwell equationsdescribe electric
and magnetic fields on amacroscopic length scaleand in aclassical continuum
framework. In the Maxwell formulation the macroscopic magnetic features are
taken into account by making use of a constitutive law between the magnetic field
H and the magnetic inductionB (see section 2.1):B = µ0(H + M) = µ0µrH. In
this equation the magnetizationM is the volumetric ‘macroscopic average’ over
the considered material volume (the entire material sample) of all atomic magnetic
moments. Alsoµr is a global property for the macroscopic specimen. Due to this
implicit volumetric averaging, the Maxwell formulation can of course not explain
the magnetization processes on the magnetic domain level.

In this section 2.3, we introduce themicromagnetic modelwhich bridges the
gap between the macroscopic and the quantum mechanical theories. Within the
micromagnetic framework, the quantum mechanical nature ofthe magnetic mo-
ments is ignored and the local magnetization is approximated as acontinuous
classicalquantity. Moreover, the micromagnetic model can be positioned at an
intermediate scalebetween the atomic resolution and the magnetic domain scale,
see further. The basic features of the micromagnetic formalism are the following
[Brown1963, Fidler2000, VandeWiele2005]:

• The main micromagnetic variable describing the magnetic state of the fer-
romagnetic crystal, is thelocal magnetization vectorMloc(r). This prop-
erty varies continuously with positionr in the crystal. In essence, this lo-
cal magnetization represents the atomic magnetic moment per unit volume:
Mloc can be considered as the ‘microscopic average’ of atomic magnetic
moments. A conventional theoretical assumption, following Landau and
Lifshitz [Landau1935, Landau1960], is that the local magnetization vector
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has a constant amplitude, equal to the spontaneous magnetization Ms of
the considered (homogeneous) material4, whereas the direction varies con-
tinuously with position. Therefore the local magnetization can be written
as:

Mloc(r) = Ms [α1(r) e1 + α2(r) e2 + α3(r) e3] , (2.15)

with ek the unit vectors of an arbitrary chosen Cartesian coordinate system,
for instance parallel to the three orthogonal cube edges of the iron crystal
lattice〈100〉 , and withαk(r) the corresponding direction cosines.

• In order to perform micromagnetic simulations, aspatial discretizationof
all considered continuous quantities is necessary. Therefore the ferromag-
netic sample under consideration is divided into a number ofbasic cells of
equal volume(∆s)

3, with ∆s the spatial discretization length. The chosen
spatial discretization length∆s is the result of a compromise. On the one
hand, in order to still describe all relevant interactions between the mag-
netic moments,∆s should be sufficiently small. Consider that due to the
strong exchange interaction of iron the change in orientation of neighbour-
ing atomic magnetic moments always remains small (maximum variation
is typically less than 1 degree, inside magnetic domain walls, see sec-
tion 2.3.9). Therefore∆s can be taken as approximately one order of mag-
nitude larger than the atomic resolutiona (lattice edge length for b.c.c. iron:
a = 0.286 nm). On the other hand to describe macroscopic magnetic be-
haviour on ‘large’ samples (typical dimensions of10−2 m), an enormous
number of basic cells is needed; to speed up the computation time, we
therefore aim at∆s to be as high as possible. Increasing∆s from 1 nm
up to 10 nm results in the achievement of more or less identical magnetic
equilibrium states [VandeWiele2007], identical on the level of magnetic do-
main structures, so∆s = 10 nm is a good compromise, also with respect to
the width of a domain wall (about 200 nm for a 180◦ domain wall in iron,
see further in section 2.3.9).

• The total energy of a bulk ferromagnetic sample is given by the Gibbs free
energy. In particular, we are interested in all contributions of the Gibbs free
energy which depend on the local magnetization vectorMloc. In the follow-
ing paragraphs 2.3.1–2.3.5, the differentmagnetic free energy contribu-
tionsare treated separately in more detail, and are expressed as afunction of
the local magnetization directions. The Gibbs free energy has the following
free independent (input) variables: the magnetic fieldH, the elastic stress
tensorσ(r), and the temperatureT (the latter is kept constant throughout
this work).

4Remark: for a fixed temperature,|Mloc| is considered to be constant, equal toMs. Moreover,
the temperature dependence ofMs can be ignored for temperatures far below the Curie temperature
of the material, see figure 2.8.
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• The core problem is then to find the equilibrium local magnetization di-
rection as a function of position, that correspond to the lowest total free
magnetic energy. A common approach to theminimization of the mag-
netic free energyis by utilizing the Landau-Lifshitz equation, see further in
section 2.3.7.

• The result of the minimization leads to the existence of regions of parallel
Mloc, and of regions in which the direction ofMloc changes rapidly with
positionr. Hence, themagnetic domains and domain wallsare the natural
outcome of the micromagnetic simulations. In other words, the existence of
domains and domain walls are not an assumption or postulation in the mi-
cromagnetic theory [Brown1963]. Domain walls are treated in more detail
in section 2.3.9.

In sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.5 the magnetic free energy contributions of different origin
are introduced separately. We will see that each magnetic free energy contribu-
tion (exchange, magnetocrystalline anisotropy, magnetostatic, magnetoelastic or
external field energy) is in favour for a different local magnetization configuration
(for a summary see section 2.3.6). The combination of all contributions then leads
to an equilibrium local magnetization configuration, see sections 2.3.7 to 2.3.9.

2.3.1 Exchange energy

The exchange energy forms the physical basis for a central concept in ferromag-
netism i.e. the mutual interaction of the individual atomicmagnetic moments,
which in ferromagnetic substances leads to a strong tendency to the adjacent
atomic magnetic moments to align parallel to each other. As been mentioned
before in section 2.2, this mutual interaction between neighbouring magnetic mo-
ments can be explained by the quantum-mechanical concept ofexchange interac-
tion, as expressed by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, see equation (2.14).

In the micromagnetic formalism we need however a continuum expression of the
quantum-mechanical exchange concept. Since it turns out that the angles be-
tween neighbouring spins are small (e.g. for the spins that constitute the mag-
netic domain walls of iron-based ferromagnetic materials,the angle is typically
less than 1 degree, see also section 2.3.9) a semi-classicalapproximation of the
quantum theory can be used [Kronmüller2003]. In this context, we may repre-
sent the quantum-mechanical spin momentum by a classical vector. The energy
corresponding with the exchange interaction can then be written as:

Wexch(ri) = −2
∑

j 6=i

Jij(rij) Si · Sj = −2S2
∑

j 6=i

Jij(rij) cos θij (2.16)
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with Si the spin angular momentum at positionri, andJij the exchange inte-
gral depending on the distancerij between the two considered atoms. The angle
between the spin vectorsSi andSj is denoted byθij , and the net spin angular mo-
mentum per atom isS. Exchange forces are short range forces, meaning that they
decrease rapidly with distancerij . Hence restricting the summation to the near-
est neighboursj of atomi is justified. Assuming additionally that all such nearest
neighbour interactions are equal (in other words the exchange energy is isotropic),
thenJij can be replaced byJ , the exchange integral between two neighbouring
spins. Both assumptions together give:

Wexch(ri) = −2JS2
N∑

j 6=i

cos θij (2.17)

with the summation over all(N) nearest-neighbour pairsi andj. For ferromag-
netic substances the exchange integralJ is positive, in other words the exchange
energy of the parallel spin alignment between nearest neighbours is lowest, and
therefore parallel alignment is favoured.

Alternatively, for a micromagnetic continuum descriptionin terms of the local
magnetization vectorMloc, the following expression of the exchange energy can
be used [Herring1951]:

wexch(r) =
A

M2
s

3∑

i=1

|∇Mloc,i(r)|2 = A

3∑

i=1

|∇αi(r)|2 (2.18)

Wexch =

∫

Ωm

wexch(r) dV (2.19)

with Mloc,i representing the component ofMloc along axisi of a Cartesian co-
ordinate system, and withαi the direction cosines ofMloc relative to this Carte-
sian coordinate system. In the following the three cubic crystallographic axes
〈100〉 are chosen as Cartesian coordinate system, henceα1 = cos(Mloc; [100]),
α2 = cos(Mloc; [010]) andα3 = cos(Mloc; [001]). Ωm is the material volume
andMs is the spontaneous magnetization. Material parameterA is called the ex-
change stiffness and characterizes the strength of the exchange interaction.A is
positive in ferromagnetic materials, giving minimumWexch when magnetic mo-
ments are parallel.

To conclude, when hypothetically taking into account only the exchangeenergy,
the complete parallel alignment of all atomic magnetic moments in the ferromag-
netic material sample should be favoured. This exchange energy term is isotropic,
which means that it is independent of the spatial direction in which the crystal is
magnetized. However, in reality ferromagnetic crystals are not isotropic, which is
described by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy term.
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2.3.2 Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy

Generally speaking, anisotropy indicates that material properties depend on the
direction along which they are measured. Magnetic properties of ferromagnetic
single crystals show anisotropy with respect to the crystallographic axes: it ap-
pears that spontaneous magnetization vectors tend to alignalong certain definite
crystallographic directions. For obvious reasons this is called magnetocrystalline
anisotropy5.

Consider the following experiment of unidirectional magnetic measurements on a
single crystal of body-centered cubic (b.c.c.) iron. When amagnetic field is ap-
plied parallel to one of the〈100〉 crystallographic directions (which are the direc-
tions along the cube edges of the unit cell), the experiment shows that saturation
can be achieved easily with quite low magnetic field strengths, see figure 2.10.
For b.c.c. iron these〈100〉 directions are therefore denoted as crystallographic di-
rections of ‘easy’ magnetization. On the other hand, when the experiment is per-
formed with a magnetic field along one of the〈111〉 crystallographic directions
(which are parallel to the cube diagonals of the unit cell), much higher magnetic
field strengths are necessary to bring the single crystal to saturation, in other words
the single crystal is hard to magnetize in that direction. Therefore for b.c.c. iron
the〈111〉 directions are termed ‘hard’ crystallographic directionsfor the magne-
tization.

In this context,magnetocrystalline anisotropymeans that the atomic magnetic
moments preferably align with one of the ‘easy’ crystallographic directions. Other
directions are energetically unfavourable: the magnetocrystalline anisotropy en-
ergy is the extra energy that arises when the atomic magneticmoments are not
aligned along one of the easy crystallographic axes. The magnetocrystalline anis-
otropy energy per unit volume for a material with a cubic crystal lattice can be
expressed as an even function of the three direction cosinesαi of the local magne-
tization relative to the three cubic (orthogonal) crystallographic axes〈100〉. De-
noting the direction cosines asα1 = cos(Mloc; [100]), α2 = cos(Mloc; [010]) and
α3 = cos(Mloc; [001]), the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy per unit volume
is described approximately as a function of fourth and sixthorderαi terms:

wanis(r) = K1(α
2
1(r)α

2
2(r) + α2

2(r)α
2
3(r) + α1(r)

2α2
3(r)) (2.20)

+ K2(α
2
1(r)α

2
2(r)α

2
3(r)),

5In case of macroscopic ferromagnetic properties, also other anisotropies can be defined, e.g. (a)
shape anisotropy: due to the specific geometry of the specimen, generally speaking the geometri-
cally longest axis is easiest to magnetize, its origin is found in the magnetostatic energy contribution
(see further, section 2.3.3); (b)stress anisotropy: for a material with positive magnetostriction, the
direction of a tensile applied stress is easier to magnetize(or harder, for a compressive applied
stress), its origin is found in the magnetoelastic energy contribution (see further, section 2.3.4).
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Figure 2.10. (a) Body centered cubic unit cell, with indication for b.c.c. iron of easy,
medium, and hard magnetization directions; (b) magnetization curves for a b.c.c. iron
single crystal as a function of different crystallographicdirections in the cubic lattice
(from [Bozorth1951], original data from [Honda1926]). 1 Gauss= 10−4 T; 1 Oersted
≈ 80 A/m.

Figure 2.11. Visualization of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy of iron as a func-
tion of the direction of the magnetic moment, relative to thecubic unit cell directions.

Wanis =

∫

Ωm

wanis(r) dV (2.21)

with K1 andK2 the first and second magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant. For
b.c.c. iron at room temperature [O’Handley2000]:K1 = 48 kJ/m3 andK2 = 5
kJ/m3. In figure 2.11,wanis(r) is visualized for b.c.c. iron, when only taking into
account the most important fourth order (K1) terms.

To conclude, when hypothetically taking into account only the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy and the exchange energy terms, the complete alignment of all
atomic moments parallel to a direction of easy magnetization is favoured. The
exchange interaction tends to align all magnetic moments parallel, no matter in
which direction, whereas the actual direction of magnetization is determined by
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the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. This parallel alignment should lead to macro-
scopic saturation magnetization of the single crystal, in other words to the exis-
tence of one single magnetic domain. Therefore, an explanation is needed why a
configuration with multiple domains arise. The driving termfor multiple domain
formation is the magnetostatic energy.

2.3.3 Magnetostatic energy

The concept of magnetostatic energy was proposed by Landau and Lifshitz and
explains the formation of a multiple magnetic domain structure [Landau1935].

The magnetostatic energy arises from the classical interaction of an individual
magnetic moment with the magnetic field produced by all othermagnetic dipole
moments, called the magnetostatic fieldHms. Therefore the magnetostatic energy
is a long-range effect of dipole-dipole interactions, in contradiction to the aniso-
tropy energy and the exchange energy, which are short-rangeeffects. Due to its
classical nature, the derivation of the magnetostatic fieldis based on Maxwell’s
equations, more precisely on the subset for magnetostatic problems, with no cur-
rent sources present:

∇× Hms = 0 (2.22)

∇ ·B = 0 ⇒ ∇ · Hms = −∇ ·Mloc = ρm (2.23)

with ρm the fictitious magnetic charge density, which arises whereverMloc turns
out to be varying in space. For the continuum micromagnetic formalism, the
magnetostatic energy can be described in terms ofMloc andHms as follows:

Wms = −1

2
µ0

∫

Ωm

Mloc · Hms dV =
1

2
µ0

∫

Ωt

|Hms|2 dV, (2.24)

with Ωm the ferromagnetic material volume, andΩt the total volume (ferromag-
netic material + surrounding air). So, according to (2.24),Wms is minimum for a
domain configuration that leads to a magnetostatic field as small as possible.

To illustrate the concept of the magnetostatic energy as driving force for the for-
mation of magnetic domains, consider a uniformly magnetized single crystal with
its spontaneous magnetization aligned to an easy crystallographic direction as de-
picted in figure 2.12(a). There is a discontinuous change in magnetization at the
external surfaces with their outward normal parallel to themagnetization, which
can be envisaged as a source of magnetic charges (marked ‘N’ and ‘S’ in the fig-
ure). This gives rise to the demagnetizing or magnetostaticfield, both inside and
outside the material (see also figure 3.2 for an alternative representation of the
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(a)                       (b)                  (c)                  (d)                  (e)

Figure 2.12. Magnetic domain formation, with indication ofthe magnetostatic field lines
and the occurrence of magnetic charges (‘N’ and ‘S’, or northand south). Dashed lines
are the domain walls, the arrows indicate the orientations of the domains. Only the mag-
netostatic field lines outside the material are shown. As a matter of fact, the domain
configurations shown here from (a) to (e), are ordered from high to low total Gibbs free
energy. More explanation is in the accompanying text.

demagnetizing field). For clarity, in figure 2.12 only the stray field lines outside
the material are shown. It is clear that the magnetic moment configuration (a) –
one single domain – leads to large magnetostatic fields.

The magnetostatic energy can be lowered by assuming a structure with multiple
domains having anti-parallel magnetization, as in figure 2.12(b) and (c). Since
all domains stay aligned with an easy crystallographic axis, the anisotropy en-
ergy of the domains itself stays invariant. In between the domains however, the
magnetic moments gradually change their orientation in theso-called magnetic
domain walls (see figure 2.15; more about domain walls in section 2.3.9). In
such domain walls, the adjacent moments constituting the domain walls are not
aligned parallel to each other, and also not aligned parallel to an easy crystallo-
graphic axis. Therefore, bothwexch andwanis are increased in the domain wall
regions. If this additional so-calleddomain wall energyis less than the decrease
of the magnetostatic energy, the multiple domain configurations are energetically
favoured and finally the domain configuration is set with the minimum sum of
domain wall energy and magnetostatic energy.

It is clear that the anisotropy energy of the domains itself should be minimum. In
fact, for b.c.c. iron with the three orthogonal〈100〉 axes as easy crystallographic
directions, this leads to two possibilities, both corresponding to minimum aniso-
tropy energy for the domain volumes, i.e. neighbouring domains with anti-parallel
or with perpendicular spontaneous magnetization vectors.The domain walls in
between such configurations are called 180◦ and 90◦ domain walls, respectively.

On the other hand, the magnetostatic energy is minimal if there are no magnetic
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charges present at the outer surfaces of the considered material volume. As a mat-
ter of fact, for cubic crystals such condition can be achieved, without affecting the
anisotropy energy of the domain volumes, by a domain configuration comprising
additional so-called closure domains (domains surroundedby the material surface
and by 90◦ domain walls), see figure 2.12(d). Closure domains lead to the closure
of the magnetic flux inside the material, therefore their name. Consequently no
magnetic charges are present, and the magnetostatic energyis minimum.

As already been said, the domain configurations in figure 2.12are ordered from
high to low total Gibbs free energy. Finally, in order to explain why configura-
tion (e) has a lower total Gibbs free energy than (d), the minimum of the sum of
the additional domain wall energy and the so-called magnetoelastic energy has to
be considered. In the next paragraph we will first introduce the concept of mag-
netoelastic energy and then explain why configuration (e) isenergetically more
favourable than (d), see p. 65.

To conclude, the magnetostatic energy contribution favours a change inthe ar-
rangement of the local magnetic moments into a multiple domain structure with
main domains and closure domains (in other words domains with in between re-
spectively 180◦ or 90◦ domain walls), in such a way that magnetic charges and
the corresponding (stray) magnetostatic fields tend to disappear. Nevertheless, a
structure with multiple domains inherently leads to an increase of the anisotropy
and exchange (and magnetoelastic) energy in the small interface regions between
the domains, called magnetic domain walls (see further in section 2.3.9), but as
long as this energy increase is smaller than the decrease in magnetostatic energy,
the creation of additional domains is favoured. As already been said, in the search
for the optimum domain configuration, also the following magnetoelastic energy
contribution plays a role.

2.3.4 Magnetoelastic energy

When a magnetic field is applied to a ferromagnetic specimen,its magnetization
changes, but also a change of physical dimensions is observed, in response to
that change in magnetization. Conversely, when an externalmechanical stress
is applied to a ferromagnetic specimen, it becomes strained, but also a change
of magnetization is observed (if however the ferromagneticspecimen is not in
a demagnetized state, see further in section 6.1). These phenomena are termed
magnetostriction and magnetomechanical effect respectively (see section 2.1.2),
and they both can be considered as the macroscopic outcome ofthe interaction
between magnetic and elastic processes.

The general term for such class of phenomena is‘magnetoelastic interaction’and
the magnetoelastic energy that is treated in this paragraphis that part of the mag-
netic free energy of a crystal which arises from the interaction between the mag-
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netic moments and the mechanical strain of the crystal lattice. The magnetoelastic
energy is stored as a distortion of the crystal lattice or as an internal stress in the
crystal lattice. For an unstrained lattice the magnetoelastic energy is minimum.

More in particular, as treated in section 1.1.2, also crystal defects induce a charac-
teristic local internal stress distribution in the iron lattice that can be described by a
proper elastic stress tensor. The interaction of the local magnetic moments on the
one hand and the total elastic stresses introduced in the crystal lattice on the other
hand are responsible for the influence of microstructural inhomogeneities (lattice
defects) on the microscopic magnetization processes (in the first place domain
wall pinning) and accordingly on the resulting macroscopicmagnetic properties.

Total elastic strain tensor

In order to derive the magnetoelastic energy, we follow a more general approach
[Kronmüller2003, Brown1966]: we start with a general description of the elastic
interactions of a ferromagnetic solid, taking into accountall possible contributions
of both mechanical and magnetic origin, which leads to a total elastic strain tensor:

εtot(r) = εappl(r) + εdef (r) + ελ,sp(r) + ελ,el(r). (2.25)

Although these contributions to the total strain tensor have different origins, each
contribution is defined within the framework of the linear elastic continuum me-
chanics theory (see appendix A): between elastic strains and elastic stresses the
generalized Hooke’s law holds:σ = c ·· ε, with σ andε respectively the symmet-
ric stress and strain tensors of rank two, defined in three dimensions. The material
dependent fourth rank elastic stiffness tensor is denoted asc, and′ ·· ′ corresponds
to the double internal product. In appendix A the tensor notation is reviewed with
special emphasis on the description of the generalized Hooke’s law.

The different contributions to the locally varying total elastic strain tensor (2.25)
have the following origins:

• εappl is the strain caused by externally applied elastic stressσappl.

• εdef denotes the internal elastic strain due to the stress tensorfield σdef (r)
originating from structural defects, such as dislocationsor point defects.

• ελ,sp corresponds to the spontaneous magnetostriction due to spin ordering,
and is also called the free magnetostrain tensor field. Remember that when
iron is cooled down below its Curie temperature, the perfectcubic crystal
lattice of the paramagnetic Fe (T > Tc) becomes slightly body centered
tetragonal in case of ferromagnetic Fe (T < Tc), which means that the lat-
tice is slightly longer in the direction of the spontaneous magnetization, see
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also section 2.2.5. This elongation of the crystal lattice corresponds to the
spontaneous magnetostriction, parallel to the spontaneous magnetization.
The spontaneous magnetostriction tensor for a single crystal with cubic lat-
tice can be described as follows [Kronmüller2003]:

ελ,sp =
3

2




λ100

(
α2

1 − 1
3

)
λ111α1α2 λ111α1α3

λ111α1α2 λ100

(
α2

2 − 1
3

)
λ111α2α3

λ111α1α3 λ111α2α3 λ100

(
α2

3 − 1
3

)



 (2.26)

with αi the direction cosines of the magnetization relative to the three cubic
crystal axes, and withλ100 andλ111 the magnetostriction constants, corre-
sponding to the saturation magnetostriction of a single crystal in the〈100〉
and〈111〉 direction, respectively.

• ελ,el describes the elastic strain tensor related to inhomogeneous sponta-
neous magnetostrictive deformation. The total strain tensor due to magne-
tostriction,ελ = ελ,sp + ελ,el, should describe a compatible deformation
state, without any abrupt changes in displacement. This strain compati-
bility condition can be written as follows∇ × (∇ × ελ) = 0. Once the
spontaneous magnetostrictive strainελ,sp is known, the corresponding elas-
tic magnetostrictive strainελ,el can be calculated in order to obtain strain
compatibility. In case of homogeneous spontaneous magnetostrictive strain
tensorελ,sp (for instance a single domain), the strain compatibility isful-
filled and thereforeελ,el = 0, whereas for an inhomogeneous spontaneous
magnetostrictive strain tensor,ελ,el 6= 0.

In the following, it is shown that the magnetostrictive terms ελ,sp andελ,el are
responsible for the interaction between on the one hand the externally applied and
internal residual stressesσappl andσdef , and on the other hand the magnetic state.

Magnetoelastic interaction energy

In the previous paragraph we considered all possible contributions of the total
elastic strain tensor. In this paragraph we shall derive themagnetoelastic energy
densitywme, starting from the elastic energy densitywel:

wel =
1

2
(εtot ·· c ·· εtot) − (σtot ·· εtot) , (2.27)

wel = −1

2
(εtot ·· c ·· εtot) , (2.28)

with εtot defined as (2.25). The first term of (2.27) describes the internal elastic
self energy density, whereas the second term corresponds with the elastic inter-
action energy density. For elastic stresses and strains (2.27) can be rewritten as
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(2.28) sinceσtot = c ·· εtot is valid. Accordingly, the elastic energy can be written
as follows:

Wel =

∫

Ωm

wel(r) dV = −1

2

∫

Ωm

[ εtot(r) ·· c ·· εtot(r) ] dV. (2.29)

Substituting the expression (2.25) for the total strain tensor into (2.28) gives :

wel = −1

2
(εappl ·· c ·· εappl) − 1

2
(εdef ·· c ·· εdef ) (2.30)

− 1

2
(ελ,sp ·· c ·· ελ,sp) − 1

2
(ελ,el ·· c ·· ελ,el)

− (εappl ·· c ·· εdef ) − (εappl ·· c ·· ελ,sp) − (εappl ·· c ·· ελ,el)

− (εdef ·· c ·· ελ,sp) − (εdef ·· c ·· ελ,el) − (ελ,sp ·· c ·· ελ,el).

Since we are in search for the magnetoelastic energy we can now erase all terms
which are purely mechanical (term 1, 2 and 5), and keep only the terms of mag-
netic origin, leading to the following expression for the magnetoelastic energy
density:

wme = −
[
1

2
(ελ,sp ·· c ·· ελ,sp) +

1

2
(ελ,el ·· c ·· ελ,el) + (ελ,sp ·· c ·· ελ,el)

]
−

[(εappl ·· c ·· ελ,sp) + (εappl ·· c ·· ελ,el) + (εdef ·· c ·· ελ,sp) + (εdef ·· c ·· ελ,el)] .

(2.31)

The first three terms of (2.31) are only depending on one of thecontributions
to the total magnetostrictive strain,ελ = ελ,sp + ελ,el. Moreover, starting from
the compatibility requirement ofελ (i.e. ∇ × (∇ × ελ) = 0), it can be shown
[Kronmüller2003] that the following identity is valid:

ελ,sp ·· c ·· ελ,el = −ελ,el ·· c ·· ελ,el. (2.32)

The last four terms of (2.31) are the magnetoelastic interaction energies, and can
be rewritten in a more convenient form, i.e.−(σappl + σdef ) ·· (ελ,sp + ελ,el).

Combining all this finally gives the following expression for the magnetoelastic
energy density:

wme = − 1

2
ελ,sp ·· c ·· ελ,sp

+
1

2
ελ,el ·· c ·· ελ,el (2.33)

− (σappl + σdef ) ·· (ελ,sp + ελ,el).
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As a summary, the magnetoelastic energy densitywme (2.33) consists of three
main terms, each with a different meaning:

• The first term of (2.33), denoted further aswme1 depends on the sponta-
neous magnetostriction strain, and corresponds to a magnetostrictive con-
tribution to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy: when inserting (2.26)
into this first term of the magnetoelastic energy densitywme1, and by mak-
ing use of the expression (A.12) in appendix A,wme1 can be written in
Voigt’s notation (see Appendix A) as follows:

wme1 = −1

2
ελ,sp ·· c ·· ελ,sp = Kλ,sp

∑

i6=j

α2
iα

2
j + Cλ,sp, (2.34)

with Kλ,sp = (9/4)[(c11 − c12)λ
2
100 − 2c44λ

2
111], and the constant energy

densityCλ,sp can be further omitted. Notice that (2.34) is proportional to∑
α2

iα
2
j and thereforewme1 has the same form as the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy energy (2.21). Accordingly,Kλ,sp adds to the anisotropy con-
stantK1. For iron-based materials however this effect is negligible since
|Kλ,sp/K1| ≈ 10−3.

• The second term of (2.33) can be considered as the self energyof the elastic
magnetostrictive strains:

wme2 =
1

2
ελ,el ·· c ·· ελ,el. (2.35)

• The third term of (2.33) is called the magnetoelastic coupling energy:

wme3 = −(σappl + σdef ) ·· (ελ,sp + ελ,el), (2.36)

and describes the interaction between on the one hand the externally applied
and the internal residual stresses,σappl andσdef , and on the other hand the
magnetic state, via the magnetostrictive strain tensorελ = ελ,sp + ελ,el.

As has been said, since the first term simply adds to the anisotropy and is more-
over negligibly small (wme1 ≈ 0), only the second and third term ofwme are of
practical importance.

Further, a frequently applied practical approach is to consider only the sponta-
neous magnetostrainελ,sp and to disregardελ,el in the second and the third term of
wme. Hencewme2 = 0, and the third term reads:wme3 = −(σappl+σdef ) ·· ελ,sp.
As a matter of fact, this is only correct for homogeneous local magnetization. For
the frequently existing inhomogeneous magnetization condition in multi-domain
configurations, the elimination ofελ,el is called therelaxed approach. It is clear
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that such approximation leads to loss of strain compatibility in multi-domain con-
figurations, in contradiction to the general and ‘constrained’ approach of (2.33).
However, for low magnetostrictive materials, as is the casefor the iron-based ma-
terials in this study, the relaxed approach is acceptable [Shu2004] and hence the
total magnetoelastic energy formulation is reduced to:

wme ≈ wme,relax = −(σappl + σdef ) ·· ελ,sp. (2.37)

Substituting (2.26) in (2.37) then leads to:

wme,relax = −3

2
λ100

3∑

i=1

σiiα
2
i −

3

2
λ111

∑

i6=j

σijαiαj , (2.38)

where the stress tensorσij may correspond to externally applied stressesσappl

and/or internal stresses resulting from defect structuresσdef . Moreover, when
the magnetostriction is assumed to be isotropic, and whenσ is an unidirectional
stress withθ equal to the angle between the direction ofσ and the spontaneous
magnetizationMs, then:

wme,relax = −3

2
λs σ cos2 θ, (2.39)

with λs the isotropic saturation magnetostriction.

Case: Magnetoelastic energy of closure domains

Now that the magnetoelastic energy is introduced, we can go back to the context
of figure 2.12, illustrating the origin of the domain structure based on energetic
principles. Open question is why domain configuration (b) offigure 2.13 is ener-
getically more favourable than domain configuration (a).

(a)                   (b)                             (c)

x

[100]

[010]

Figure 2.13. (a) and (b) are a repetition of the domain configurations (d) and (e) of fig-
ure 2.12. (c) shows the effect of magnetostriction on the closure domains: dotted lines
indicate on an exaggerated scale the unconstrained closuredomain.
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Since for ironλ100 > 0, the[100] closure domain in figure 2.13(c) tends to elon-
gate towards the dotted lines, if it is not constrained by theneighbouring[010]
and[010] main domains. Maintaining the compatibility between the closure do-
main and the main domains requires that the closure domain isunder compressive
stress(σ < 0), giving rise to an increase of magnetoelastic energy according to
equation (2.39). The extra magnetoelastic energy stored inthe closure domains
is proportional to their volume. In order to reduce this additional magnetoelastic
energy, the volume fraction of closure domains compared to main domains can be
reduced by additional but smaller closure domains and hencealso additional but
smaller main domains, see configuration (b) versus (a) in figure 2.13. On the other
hand, more domains obviously requires more domain walls, which means more
domain wall energy (i.e. anisotropy energy and exchange energy in the domain
wall regions, see section 2.3.9). Therefore the equilibrium configuration corre-
sponds to the situation where the sum of the magnetoelastic energy of the closure
domains and the domain wall energy is minimum.

Case: Magnetoelastic energy of externally applied stresses

The magnetoelastic energy of externally appliedunidirectionalstressσappl along
directioneσ can be written as follows, when ignoring the intrinsic magnetostric-
tive stress (thus following the relaxed approach) and underthe assumption of
isotropic magnetostrictionλs, according to (2.39):

wme = −3

2
λs σappl cos

2 θ, (2.40)

with θ equal to the angle between the spontaneous magnetization and the applied
uniaxial stressσappl. This expression has the same format as an uniaxial (magne-
tocrystalline) anisotropy energy, and is therefore calledstress-induced anisotropy:
the effect of the externally applied stress can be envisagedas the introduction of
an extra direction of easy magnetization, in addition to themagnetocrystalline
easy directions. This stress-induced easy direction is parallel to the external stress
directioneσ for positiveλsσappl product, and perpendicular toeσ for negative
λsσappl product. For iron, however, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy remains
dominant sinceK1 ≫ (3/2)λsσappl for all realisticσappl andλs values6.

2.3.5 Energy due to externally applied magnetic field

The applied field energy is the energy that arises when a magnetic momentm or
alternatively the local magnetization vectorMloc(r) is placed in an externally im-

6For iron(2K1)/(3λs) ≈ 3200 MPa, which is much higher than the yield stress for iron or low
carbon steels (typical value:σy ≈ 300 MPa).
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posed magnetic field. The associated energy density can be described as follows:

wappl(r) = −µ0Happl(r) ·Mloc(r). (2.41)

When hypothetically taking into account only the applied field energy, this mutual
energy between magnetization and applied magnetic field term tends to align all
magnetic moments parallel to the applied magnetic fieldHappl.

2.3.6 Conclusion - Magnetic free energy terms

In the previous paragraphs we treated the different contributions to the total mag-
netic free energy. As a conclusion:

• theexchange energycontribution favours the parallel alignment of neigh-
bouring atomic magnetic dipole moments (short-range dipole-dipole inter-
actions);

• the anisotropy energy contribution favours the alignment of all atomic
magnetic moments along certain discrete directions, whichare fixed to the
crystal lattice. For iron, there are 6 directions of easy magnetization:[001],
[001], [010], [010], [100] and [100]. The anisotropy energy is caused by
those magnetic moments having a different direction compared to the crys-
tallographic easy directions (short-range dipole-lattice interactions);

• themagnetostatic energycontribution favours a change in the arrangement
of the local magnetic moments into a structure of multiple domains, with
domain walls in between (i.e. 180◦ or 90◦ domain walls, due to the mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy energy of b.c.c. iron), in order to minimize the
(stray) magnetostatic fields around the ferromagnetic material. The mag-
netostatic energy is caused by the field that arises from all other magnetic
dipoles (long-range dipole-field interactions);

• themagnetoelastic energycontribution is due to the presence of mechani-
cal stresses and strains: (1) internal stresses due to crystal defects, (2) exter-
nally applied stress leading to stress-induced uniaxial anisotropy (the effect
of the applied stress can be envisaged as the introduction ofan extra direc-
tion of easy magnetization), and (3) stresses and strains due to the magne-
tostrictive behaviour (short-range magnetoelastic interactions);

• the externally applied field energycontribution favours the alignment of
all magnetic moments parallel to the applied magnetic field.This energy
is caused by the presence of an externally applied field (long-range dipole-
field interactions).
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Table 2.1. Relevant material parameters at room temperature (293 K), for b.c.c. iron (α–
Fe) [Kronmüller2003].

Parameter Symbol Value

Lattice edge length a 0.286·10−9 m
Spontaneous magnetization Ms 1.715·106 A/m
Exchange stiffness A 21 ·10−12 J/m
First magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant K1 48 ·103 J/m3

Second magnetocrystalline anisotropy constantK2 5 ·103 J/m3

[100] saturation magnetostriction λ100 22 ·10−6

[111] saturation magnetostriction λ111 -21 ·10−6

Stiffness tensor element c11 241 GPa
Stiffness tensor element c12 146 GPa
Stiffness tensor element c44 112 GPa

In the description of the above-mentioned magnetic free energy contributions,
only a small number of material dependent parameters are involved. Here, we
recapitulate the most important ones in table 2.1. Most of the mentioned mate-
rial parameters are temperature dependent, such as the spontaneous magnetiza-
tionMs (see figure 2.8), the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constantsK1 andK2,
the exchange stiffnessA and the saturation magnetostriction constantsλ100 and
λ111 [Bozorth1951]. In table 2.1 the room temperature values aregiven for pure
b.c.c. iron. The material parameters are also dependent on chemical composition:
to give an example it is known that the anisotropy constantK1 decreases with
increasing Si-content in electrical steels [Bozorth1951].

2.3.7 Minimization of total magnetic free energy

Magnetic systems aim at minimum free magnetic energy. Considering the differ-
ent energy terms, it is clear that the equilibrium configuration that minimizes the
total magnetic free energy is the result of some kind of competition (trade off)
between all the different energy contributions. For instance, a magnetic system
with additional domains and hence an increased domain wall surface inherently
leads to an increase of the anisotropy energy, exchange energy and magnetoe-
lastic energy in the small interface regions between the domains called magnetic
domain walls (see further in section 2.3.9), but as long as this energy increase is
smaller than the corresponding decrease in magnetostatic energy, the creation of
additional domains is favoured.

Firstly, in this paragraph 2.3.7 the minimization of the total magnetic free energy
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is the central issue. The minimization technique used in micromagnetics is based
on the Landau-Lifshitz equation, which describes the dynamic variation of the
local magnetization vector towards its equilibrium. Finalresult is then the equi-
librium configuration of the magnetic domains and domain walls, for a given input
(applied magnetic field, applied mechanical stress). Secondly, this micromagnetic
approach may be utilized for the simulation of macroscopic magnetic behaviour,
see paragraph 2.3.8. Finally, in paragraph 2.3.9 the staticequilibrium of a mag-
netic domain wall is investigated, leading to concepts as domain wall width and
domain wall energy per unit area.

The micromagnetic theory considers the total magnetic freeenergy density of the
ferromagnetic material:wtot = wexch +wanis +wme +wms +wappl. Those five
contributions are treated already in sections 2.3.1–2.3.5. An equilibrium distribu-
tion of the local magnetization vectorMloc(r) corresponds with a minimum of the
total magnetic free energy. Aiming at finding the local magnetization at equilib-
rium, the variational derivative is considered of the totalenergy densitywtot, with
respect to the local magnetization [Brown1963]. This variational approach can
also be envisaged in terms of the so-called effective magnetic field Heff at a po-
sition r inside the ferromagnetic material, which is proportional to the variational
derivative ofwtot:

Heff(r) = − 1

µ0

3∑

i=1

∂wtot

∂Mloc,i
ei, (2.42)

with ei(i = 1...3) the unit vectors of a Cartesian coordinate system. Each of the
five energy contributions can thus be considered as a contribution to the local ef-
fective magnetic field:Heff = Hexch + Hanis + Hme + Hms + Happl. Hence
the local magnetic fieldHeff at a certain positionr inside the ferromagnetic ma-
terial differs from the externally applied magnetic field, due to contributions of
magnetic stray fields, and of exchange coupling, magnetocrystalline anisotropy
and magnetoelastic interaction energies. The effective magnetic field can be de-
scribed in more detail as a function of the direction cosinesαi of Mloc, as follows
[Brown1963]:

Heff,i =
2A

µ0Ms
∇2αi−

1

µ0Ms

∂wanis

∂αi
− 1

µ0Ms

∂wme

∂αi
+Hms,i+Happl,i. (2.43)

As a matter of fact, (2.42) corresponds with the following expressionwtot =
−µ0Mloc·Heff . At equilibrium the local magnetization vector is therefore parallel
to the local effective magnetic field. This can be envisaged as a torque due to
Heff acting onMloc, which tends to align the local magnetization parallel to the
effective field as the system proceeds towards equilibrium:

Heff × Mloc = 0. (2.44)

This equation describes thestaticmicromagnetic equilibrium condition.
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However, the core problem in micromagnetics – finding the equilibrium directions
of the local magnetization – can not be solved in a straight-forward way by static
minimization techniques: the energy landscape of a micromagnetic system is usu-
ally too complex and contains many local maxima, minima and saddle points, for
instance because of the stochastic distribution of microstructural defects such as
dislocations, vacancies, precipitates and so on. Moreover, this energy landscape
is not invariant: consider a small increase of the externally applied field. Conse-
quently the effective field (and the total free magnetic energy) changes slightly,
and the system is no longer in equilibrium:Mloc is not parallel anymore with
Heff , and evolves towards a new equilibrium. However, whenMloc changes, the
different contributions to the effective field also vary (for instanceHanis, Hexch,
Hme andHms are all dependent onMloc), which can be envisaged as a continu-
ously changing energy landscape with possibly modified minima and maxima.

Based on all these considerations, to find the actual equilibrium Landau and Lif-
shitz suggested to take also into account the particular dynamic approach to-
wards the actual equilibrium, instead of only considering the static equilibrium
[Landau1960]. The non-linear dynamics of micromagnetic systems is usually de-
scribed by the Landau-Lifshitz equation:

∂Mloc

∂t
= γL (Heff × Mloc) +

αLγL

Ms
(Mloc × (Heff × Mloc)) (2.45)

with γL the gyromagnetic factor andαL the damping coefficient. The Landau-
Lifshitz formalism results in the damped precession movement of the local mag-
netization vector around the effective field: the first term at the right hand side
of (2.45) causes precession ofMloc aroundHeff , and the second term represents
the damping (see also figure 2.14). The precession corresponds to the typical mo-
tion of a spin magnetic moment in a magnetic field, which is mainly governed by

Heff

M (H M )loc effx x loc

Mloc

H Meff x loc

Figure 2.14. Visualization of the precession and damping terms of the Landau-Lifshitz
equation (2.45).
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its Larmor precession around the magnetic field: the Larmor precession period
is typically smaller than a nanosecond, so in order to simulate the damped pre-
cession movement ofMloc towards its equilibrium, time steps are required in the
order of picoseconds [Kronmüller2003]. The damping mechanism, on the other
hand, is a proposition by Landau and Lifshitz, which is generally considered to be
a reasonable theoretical hypothesis [Jiles2002].

2.3.8 Micromagnetic simulation of macroscopic behaviour

Micromagnetic simulations are a useful tool for the analysis of ferromagnetic
behaviour on small spatial and time scales, for instance formicrometer or sub-
micrometer applications such as magnetic recording (information storage) and
magnetic sensors [Fidler2000]. With present computing capabilities it is nowa-
days possible to apply the micromagnetic theory for the numerical modelling of
three-dimensional ferromagnetic crystals with dimensions of the order of 10µm
and larger [VandeWiele2008a].

Moreover, in the micromagnetic theory, microstructural defects can be taken into
account as an internal stress tensor field via the magnetoelastic energy, whereas
non-magnetic inhomogeneities can be considered via the magnetostatic energy.
Therefore, starting from a predefined microstructural state, the micromagnetic
model permits to investigate the macroscopic magnetic behaviour of realistic ma-
terials. Aiming at the micromagnetic computation of the macroscopic hysteretic
behaviour of polycrystalline material samples (with dimensions in the mm and cm
range), in order to investigate the influence of the microstructure on the macro-
scopic magnetic behaviour, is however very complex and challenging. Two of the
main difficulties are:

1. both long-range and short-range interactions are involved. Especially the
long-range magnetostatic energy prevents the treatment ofthe energy min-
imization problem as a set of local problems in individual volumes of the
material [VandeWiele2007]. This demands for a multi-scalestrategy to sim-
ulate all relevant features on length scales from the atomistic scale up to the
size of the sample;

2. the distribution of the different microstructural features is stochastic and
shows a high degree of structural disorder. In previous paragraphs we
treated the micromagnetic formalism for single crystals ofpure iron. Apart
from the lattice defects such as dislocations, point defects,impurities and
so on, it is clear that for polycrystalline materials also the grain size dis-
tribution, the texture, and also secondary phases or precipitates have to be
taken into account. Especially grain boundaries and phase boundaries will
be locations of additional energy.
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Nevertheless, one of the strengths of the numerical micromagnetic approach to
investigate macroscopic magnetic behaviour is that it becomes possible to exam-
ine in theory the effect of one particular microstructural parameter, which is hard
to achieve or to control in case of experimental determination of the magnetic
hysteresis loops on samples with different microstructures.

2.3.9 Domain wall energy and domain wall width

The distribution of the individual magnetic moment directions can be envisaged
as consisting of a number of regions for which the local magnetization is parallel
everywhere (‘magnetic domains’), separated by transitionregions in which the
magnetization direction changes with position (‘magneticdomain walls’), as il-
lustrated in figure 2.15. Domain walls were first studied by Bloch [Bloch1932],
who derived theoretically that the change of the magnetization direction from one
domain to the other is not discontinuous but occurs over a finite width, which is
however usually small compared to the magnetic domain dimensions.

The domain wall width is mainly determined by the energy balance between the
exchange and magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (but also the magnetoelas-
tic energy can have a considerable influence, see further). On the one hand the
exchange energy decreases if the change in direction between neighbouring mag-
netic moments is smaller, hence the exchange interaction favours a large domain
wall width. On the other hand the anisotropy energy decreases if the individual
magnetic moments are aligned more and more with a crystallographic direction
of easy magnetization, hence the anisotropy favours a smalldomain wall width.

The domain wall width can be calculated as the static micromagnetic equilib-
rium between the different relevant short-range energies (exchange, anisotropy
and magnetoelastic energies). As a case study, let’s consider a planar(001)−180◦

Bloch domain wall. In figure 2.16 a Cartesian coordinate system is introduced
with unit vectors parallel to the〈100〉 crystallographic directions, and withez

domain 1

domain 2

domain wall

Figure 2.15. Rough sketch of the directional change of the magnetic moments comprising
a 180◦ Bloch domain wall.
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Figure 2.16. Schematic overview of a180◦ Bloch domain wall, with its surface normal to
ez. In the figure, the gray-coloured object represents the domain wall, with width δ. The
magnetization of the adjacent domains is taken parallel andanti-parallel withex, whereas
inside the domain wall the magnetization direction changeswith positionz normal to the
domain wall surface.

normal to the domain wall surface. Inside a Bloch wall the magnetization vectors
remain parallel with the domain wall surface whereas the magnetization direction
changes with positionz normal to the domain wall surface. The magnetization
Mdw at positionz inside the domain wall can be described in terms of the angle
ϕ(z) = ∠(Mdw, ex):

Mdw = Ms [αx(z)ex + αy(z)ey] = Ms [cosϕ(z)ex + sinϕ(z)ey ] , (2.46)

[αx(z), αy(z), αz(z)] = [cosϕ(z), sinϕ(z), 0] . (2.47)

Inside the180◦ Bloch domain wall of figure 2.16, the short-range energy density
contributions (wanis, wme andwexch) defined for0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π, are as follows:

1. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy density of thedomain wall can
be worked out by substituting (2.47) into (2.21):

wanis(ϕ) = K1α
2
xα

2
y = K1 cos2 ϕ sin2 ϕ =

K1

4
sin22ϕ. (2.48)

Figure 2.17 gives a visualization ofwanis(ϕ): the magnetocrystalline en-
ergy density has minima atϕ = 0, π/2 andπ.

2. The determination of the magnetoelastic energy density of the domain wall
starts from the general expression (2.33). In case of no externally applied
stress and assuming that no internal stress due to defects are present, the
third term of (2.33) vanishes and only the first and second term remain. The
magnetoelastic energy of the domain wall therefore reads:

wme = − 1
2 ελ,sp ·· c ·· ελ,sp + 1

2 ελ,el ·· c ·· ελ,el. (2.49)
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The first term of (2.49) can be written in terms ofϕ by substituting (2.47)
into (2.34):

wme1(ϕ) =

(
9

4
(c11 − c12)λ

2
100 −

9

2
c44λ

2
111

)
sin2 ϕ cos2 ϕ.

On the other hand, the elastic magnetostriction tensorελ,el for the 180◦

Bloch domain wall in figure 2.16 can be determined starting from ελ,sp as
expressed by equation (2.26) and using equation (2.47) [Kronmüller2003].
Further, the second term of the magnetoelastic energy (2.49) can be elabo-
rated by making use of expression (A.12) of Appendix A, whichthen gives:

wme2(ϕ) =
9

4
(c11 − c12)λ

2
100 sin4 ϕ+

9

2
c44λ

2
111 sin2 ϕ cos2 ϕ.

Combining both terms finally results into the magnetoelastic energy of the
domain wall:

wme(ϕ) = wme1(ϕ) + wme2(ϕ) = Kλu sin2 ϕ, (2.50)

with Kλu = 9
4λ

2
100(c11 − c12) ≈ 103 J/m3 for iron. It can be seen that the

magnetoelastic energy of a180◦ Bloch domain wall shows the features of
uniaxial anisotropy. Figure 2.17 gives a visualization of (wanis +wme) as a
function ofϕ. The magnetoelastic energywme has only a small contribution
to the energy density (wanis + wme), but as a consequence the middle of
the domain wall (ϕ = π/2) becomes energetically less favourable than both
ends of the domain wall:wanis + wme has minima atϕ = 0 andϕ = π.

3. The exchange energy of the domain wall can be worked out, starting from
(2.18) and (2.47):

wexch(ϕ) = A

[(
∂αx

∂z

)2

+

(
∂αy

∂z

)2
]

(2.51)

= A
[
cos2 ϕ+ sin2 ϕ

] (∂ϕ
∂z

)2

= A

(
∂ϕ

∂z

)2

.

However, the relationship between the magnetization angleϕ and the positionz
is not known a priori. In the following we treat two approaches: in approach (A)
a linearϕ(z) relationship is assumed and the specific domain wall energy is mini-
mized in order to obtain the equilibrium domain wall width, whereas in approach
(B) theϕ(z) relationship is determined by considering the static micromagnetic
equilibrium condition.
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equation (2.54), i.e. the specific domain
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as obtained by the postulation of a linear re-
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Approach A: assumption of a linearϕ(z) relationship, and minimization of
specific domain wall energy

The specific domain wall energyγ, defined as the domain wall energy per unit
area of the domain wall, can be written as follows for a180◦ domain wall:

γ =

∫ δ/2

−δ/2
w(z) dz =

∫ π

0
w(ϕ)

(
∂z

∂ϕ

)
dϕ, (2.52)

with w = wanis +wme +wexch the domain wall energy density. Inserting (2.48),
(2.50) and (2.51) into (2.52) then gives:

γ = γanis + γme + γexch =
K1

4

∫ π

0
sin22ϕ

(
∂z

∂ϕ

)
dϕ (2.53)

+ Kλu

∫ π

0
sin2 ϕ

(
∂z

∂ϕ

)
dϕ+A

∫ π

0

(
∂ϕ

∂z

)
dϕ.

Further, when postulating a linearϕ(z) relationship,ϕ(z) = π
2 + π

δ z, (−δ/2 <
z < δ/2), the specific wall energy can be worked out in terms of the domain wall
width δ:

γ =

(
K1

8

)
δ +

(
Kλu

2

)
δ +

(
Aπ2

)

δ
=

(
K̃1

8

)
δ +

(
Aπ2

)

δ
, (2.54)
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with K̃1 defined asK̃1 = K1 + 4Kλu ≈ 1.0086 K1. Minimization of (2.54)
results in the following expressions for the equilibrium domain wall width and the
equilibrium specific domain wall energy, in case of a180◦ Bloch domain wall:





δ180◦ = 2

√
2π
√
A/K̃1

γ180◦ = π√
2

√
AK̃1

(2.55)

SubstitutingK̃1 ≈ 1.0086 K1 into (2.55), and with the room temperature values
of K1 andA in case of pure iron (see table 2.1 on page 68), this finally gives:

{
δ180◦ ≈ 185 nm (≈ 647 a)
γ180◦ ≈ 2.24 · 10−3 J/m2

Case: externally applied stress Until now in section 2.3.9, we only considered
magnetic domain walls without externally applied stress orinternal stress due to
defects. We can now consider the effect of an externally applied uniaxial stress
on the domain wall width. Assuming only a tensile or compressive elastic stress
σ parallel toex and assuming isotropic saturation magnetostrictionλs, the addi-
tional magnetoelastic contribution to the domain wall energy can be written as
(2.40):

γme,σ =
3

2
λsσ

∫ π

0
sin2 ϕ

(
∂z

∂ϕ

)
dϕ. (2.56)

This extra energy term has the same form as the already treated magnetoelastic
term due to magnetostriction, see (2.53). Therefore this can be treated by an extra
uniaxial anisotropy constant adding toKλu, therefore:

K̃1 = K1 + 4(Kλu +
3

2
λsσ). (2.57)

With thisK̃1, the equilibrium domain wall width and specific domain wall energy
can be calculated by (2.55). It is clear that the effect depends on the sign of the
productλsσ. Table 2.2 combines some results. Tensile elastic stress along ex

leads to decreased domain wall width, sinceϕ = π/2 becomes energetically less
favourable compared to the stress-free condition.

Approach B: direct determination of equilibrium ϕ(z) relationship

When examining figure 2.17 again, it is clear that for a180◦ Bloch domain wall
(defined for0 < ϕ < π), the directionϕ = π/2 is energetically favourable,
since it corresponds with a crystallographic direction of easy magnetization. The
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Table 2.2. Equilibrium domain wall width and equilibrium specific domain wall energy,
obtained by approach A, for three cases of uniaxial stress:σ = 0 MPa, 100 MPa and -100
MPa, parallel toex. In this calculation the saturation magnetostriction takes the following
(positive) value:λs = 10−5.

σappl K̃1/K1 δdw δdw/a γdw

(MPa) (-) (nm) (-) (J/m2)

−100 0.884 198 691 2.10 · 10−3

0 1.0086 185 647 2.24 · 10−3

100 1.134 175 610 2.37 · 10−3

assumption in previous paragraph of a linear relationship between the magnetiza-
tion angleϕ and the positionz is therefore questionable.

The approach in this paragraph is to determineϕ(z) as a result of the static mi-
cromagnetic equilibrium conditions, as outlined in section 2.3.7.

The Bloch domain wall configuration of figure 2.16 can be considered in polar
coordinates, with constant polar angleθ = π/2 and with azimuthal angleϕ de-
pending on position. The static micromagnetic equilibriumconditions (2.44) can
be expressed in polar coordinates [Kronmüller2003]. Since the polar angle is con-
stant in our problem, the static micromagnetic equilibriumcondition reduces to a
single equation depending onϕ:

2A ∇2ϕ− ∂(wanis +wme + wms + wappl)

∂ϕ
= 0. (2.58)

Considering thatϕ only depends onz, and that the long-range energy contribu-
tionswms andwappl can be considered to be independent onϕ:

2A
∂2ϕ

∂z2
− ∂(wanis + wme)

∂ϕ
= 0. (2.59)

By integrating twice, this equation becomes:

z(ϕ) =

∫ ϕ

0

√
A√

wanis(ϕ′) − wanis(0) + wme(ϕ′) − wme(0)
dϕ′, (2.60)

with wanis(ϕ
′) given by (2.48) andwanis(ϕ

′ = 0) = 0. In case of no external
stress and no internal stress due to defects,wme(ϕ

′) is obtained by (2.50) and
wme(ϕ

′ = 0) = 0.

The resulting equilibriumϕ(z) relationship for a180◦ Bloch domain wall is given
in figure 2.19. It is apparent that the domain wall width can not definitely be de-
termined in approach B, sinceϕ = 0 andϕ = π mathematically correspond to
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Figure 2.19. Dependence of magnetization angleϕ on positionz for three cases: (1)
equilibriumϕ(z) obtained by approach B; (2) postulated linear relationshipof approach
A taking into account the obtained equilibriumδ obtained by approach A; (3) hypothetical
case withwme = 0 (approach B). Corresponding domain wall widths:δ(1) ≈ 224 nm;
δ(2) ≈ 185 nm;δ(3) ≈ 480 nm.

z → −∞ andz → +∞ respectively. The following approach is followed: a
piecewise linear approximation ofϕ(z) is constructed having as slope the maxi-
mum value of dϕ/dz, both forz < 0 andz > 0. The domain wall width is then
defined as the difference of thez-values atϕ = 0 andπ of such piecewise lin-
ear approximation. The equilibrium domain wall width and specific domain wall
energy (2.52) then have to following values:

{
δ180◦dw ≈ 224 nm (≈ 782 a)
γ180◦dw ≈ 2.03 · 10−3 J/m3

Regarding the large conceptual difference between approach A and B, there is a
fair correspondence with the results obtained with approach A, both for equilib-
rium δ andγ.

The magnetoelastic energywme, which is however low in magnitude compared to
wanis (see figure 2.17), has significant consequences on the equilibriumϕ(z) rela-
tionship obtained by approach (B). In figure 2.19 the equilibriumϕ(z) relationship
is also given in case of hypothetically omittingwme into (2.60). This hypothetical
result can hardly be considered as a180◦ domain wall, but more likely as two
separated90◦ domain walls (δ ≈ 60 nm) with in between a magnetic domain of
360 nm wide (≈ 1260 lattice parametersa).
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2.4 Influence of microstructural defects on magnetiza-
tion processes

In this section we treat the typical magnetization processes that occur under the
application of a changing magnetic field, with special attention to the influence of
microstructural inhomogeneities (lattice defects) on themagnetization processes.

Figure 2.20 gives a small illustrative example of how variations in microstruc-
tural features can alter the magnetic behaviour of bulk ferromagnetic materials.
The major magnetic hysteresis loop is shown for two samples with the same di-
mensions, obtained from the same material (a low-carbon ferritic structural steel).
The first sample originates from the as-received material sheet and the second one
is taken from a cold-rolled sheet with 10% reduction of thickness. Cold rolling
is a plastic deformation process which results in an increase of the dislocation
density, see section 5.2.2 for more information and more results concerning cold-
rolling. It can be seen that the cold rolled sample has a higher coercive field, a
lower remanent induction and a lower maximum differential permeability than the
as-received sample.
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Figure 2.20. Magnetization loop of a cold-rolled sample compared to an as-received
sample, as an illustration to what extent microstructural changes (in this case mainly an
increase of dislocation density) can affect the magnetization loop shape.
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2.4.1 Magnetization processes

When the applied magnetic field is changed, the applied field energy of a ferro-
magnetic body alters and therefore the equilibrium of the free energy is disturbed.
As a result, the magnetic domain configuration rearranges inorder to minimize the
free energy under the new condition of applied magnetic field. In the behaviour
of the magnetic domains under the action of a changing applied magnetic field
two main mechanisms can be distinguished:domain wall motionandmagnetiza-
tion rotation. Figure 2.21 shows an initial magnetization curve with the regions
designated in which each magnetization process is dominant.

Iron and steels have a high magnetocrystalline anisotropy,therefore the rotation
of the magnetization out of an easy direction requires much applied field energy.
Hence in weak to moderate magnetic fields the magnetization mainly changes by
domain wall motion. Domain wall motion reduces the overall applied field energy
of the ferromagnetic body: the magnetic domains with magnetization orientation
closest to the applied magnetic field direction are energetically favoured and their
volume will increase under the application of a magnetic field, at the expense of
neighbouring magnetic domains which are not favourably oriented to the applied
magnetic field direction. In the next paragraphs 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 we focus further
on the (reversible and irreversible) domain wall motion process, more specifically
in connection to the presence of microstructural defects and their influence on the
domain wall motion.

At sufficiently large applied magnetic field levels most of the domain walls have
disappeared, in other words most of the material volume is occupied by large mag-
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Figure 2.21. Indication of dominant magnetization processes along the initial - or virgin -
magnetization curve of an low-alloyed ferritic steel.
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netic domains with magnetization direction closest to the applied field direction.
The principal magnetization process at large applied fieldsis the rotation of the
magnetization vector into the direction of the applied magnetic field.

2.4.2 Pinning of domain walls by internal stresses

The microstructure of bulk polycrystalline ferromagneticmaterials shows a high
degree of structural disorder due to randomly distributed lattice imperfections
such as dislocations, point defects, but also grain boundaries, second phases and
so on, as been introduced in section 1.1.2. These stochastically distributed micro-
structural defects give rise to short range fluctuations in the local Gibbs free en-
ergy densityw as a function of positionr. More specifically, the microstress field
associated with defects such as dislocations can alter locally the magnetoelastic
energy, whereas microstructural inhomogeneities such as second phases and grain
boundaries can give rise to discontinuous magnetization variations, and hence to
fluctuations in the magnetostatic energy.

For soft ferromagnetic materials such as iron and steels, itturns out that one of
the main magnetization mechanisms is magnetic domain wall motion. In the par-
ticular case of planar domain wall motion, the multidimensional energy landscape
w(r) can be envisaged as a one-dimensional potential energy functionw(x), with
the statex representing the position of a single magnetic domain wall.As an
illustration, a conceptual example of such potential energy profile is shown in
figure 2.22.

In the following we concentrate on the local fluctuations in magnetoelastic en-
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Figure 2.22. Illustrative micromagnetic energy profile characterized by short range fluc-
tuations due to structural disorder. The local energy minima represent the stable magneti-
zation configurations. These energy minima act as pinning sites for the magnetic domain
wall during its motion.
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ergy, arising from the stress tensorσdef associated with microstructural defects
such as dislocations and point defects (section 1.1.2). Through the magnetoelastic
coupling as described in section 2.3.4 these highly inhomogeneous microstresses
give rise to stochastic fluctuations in the magnetoelastic energy, as illustrated in
figure 2.22. In this conceptual framework the equilibrium position of a domain
wall is at a local energy minimum, whereas the local maxima inthe energy profile
act as energy barriers which obstruct the domain walls in their movement.

Under the application of an external magnetic field a force isexerted on the mag-
netic domain wall, but as long as the magnetic field is lower than some critical
value, the domain wall remains in the same potential well, say (A) at figure 2.22.
In such case, the domain wall returns to the original local minimum, when the
applied field is switched off. This is calledreversible domain wall motion.

On the other hand, in order to enable the domain wall to reach anew local energy
minimum (B in figure 2.22) sufficient applied field energy is necessary to pass the
domain wall over the energy barrier (C) between two energy minima. This pro-
cess is calledirreversible domain wall motion: when the applied field is switched
off the domain wall remains in the new energy minimum (B). Moreover, the ex-
ternally applied field needs to be large enough to overcome the pinning of the
domain wall within a certain energy minimum. The unpinning causes a sudden
movement of the domain wall to the next energy minimum, accompanied with
a sudden change of the volume of neighbouring domains. This jerky motion of

Figure 2.23. Illustration of the Barkhausen effect [Bozorth1951]. Due to the microstruc-
tural defects the displacement of the domain wall occurs by irreversible jumps from one
local energy minimum to the next. As a function of a continuous change in applied field
this gives rise to a discontinuous course of the magnetization curve. As a result the in-
duced voltage (the derivative of the flux) contains several large peaks, which is known as
Barkhausen noise.
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the domain wall through the randomly fluctuating energy profile from one local
minimum to the next leads to discontinuous changes in the macroscopic magne-
tization, also known asBarkhausen jumps[Barkhausen1919], as is illustrated in
figure 2.23.

2.4.3 Simplified model to estimate the effect of internal stress on co-
ercive field and initial permeability

A quantitative description of the influence of microstructural inhomogeneities on
the magnetization processes in bulk ferromagnetic materials making use of all
the micromagnetic energy concepts treated in section 2.3 isa very complex task
and is out of our scope here [VandeWiele2008a]. Nevertheless, making use of
the so-called strain theory [Kersten1938, Becker1938], wecan give a simplified
qualitative impression of the dominant features in the relation between the domain
wall motion and the internal stress fields around microstructural defects. Such
simplified model makes it then possible to estimate the effect of internal stress on
coercive field and initial permeability.

Let us consider the planar movement of a single domain wall under the action
of an applied magnetic field. Figure 2.24 shows parts of two magnetic domains
separated by a 180◦ domain wall with domain wall surface areaSdw. The applied
field Happl makes an angleθH with M2, the magnetization of domain 2, an angle
which is smaller than the angle betweenHappl and M1, the magnetization of
domain 1.

Under the application of an external magnetic field orientedas such, the displace-
ment of the 180◦ domain wall in the positivex-direction (making domain 2 larger
at the expense of domain 1) causes a decrease in applied field energy: making
use of (2.41) the applied field energy density in the volumeSdw∆x (the gray re-
gion in figure 2.24), is for situation (a):wappl,(a) = −µ0HapplMs cos(π − θH)
(considered region is part of domain 1), whereas for situation (b): wappl,(b) =
−µ0HapplMs cos θH (considered region is now part of domain 2). Hence the
change in applied field energy is:

∆Wappl =
(
wappl,(b) − wappl,(a)

)
Sdw∆x (2.61)

= −2µ0HapplMs cos θHSdw∆x.

Concerning the other micromagnetic energy terms, the exchange and anisotropy
energies can be regarded as being concentrated in the domainwall and since the
domain wall area doesn’t change here these two energy contributions can be con-
sidered to stay invariant during the domain wall movement. On the other hand
the change in magnetostatic energy is neglected here for this two domain config-
uration under study (figure 2.24). Hence the two dominant micromagnetic energy
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Figure 2.24. Sketch of two magnetic domains separated a 180◦ magnetic domain wall.
The domain wall is represented by a bold line. Subfigure (a) depicts the situation before
domain wall motion, whereas (b) shows the configuration after the domain wall motion
as an effect of the applied magnetic field oriented as shown.

terms that change during domain wall motion are the applied field energy and the
magnetoelastic energy.

As been said in section 2.4.2, the randomly distributed microstructural inhomo-
geneities in ferromagnetic solids (such as dislocations, point defects, impurities
and so on) give rise to a magnetoelastic energy contributionwhich fluctuates ir-
regularly as a function of domain wall positionx, see figure 2.22. According to the
strain theory, these short range fluctuations in magnetoelastic energy experienced
by the domain wall can be considered to arise from variationsin the localized
internal stress field associated with the microstructural inhomogeneities.

In order to estimate the effect of the internal residual stress on the domain wall
motion, here the irregularly fluctuating magnetoelastic energy distribution is sim-
plified and modelled by a unidirectional internal stress of which the magnitude
varies sinusoidally with positionx:

σi(x) = σ̂i cos

(
2πx

Li

)
, (2.62)

with amplitudeσ̂i and periodicityLi. Notice that the average ofσi(x) is zero, as it
should be for internal residual stresses. Further, assuming isotropic magnetostric-
tion (with λs the isotropic saturation magnetostriction) and followingthe relaxed
approach (see section 2.3.4), the magnetoelastic energy can be written similar to
(2.40) as follows:

wme(x) = −3

2
λs σi(x) cos2 θσ = −3

2
λs σ̂i cos

(
2πx

Li

)
cos2 θσ, (2.63)

with θσ equal to the angle between the local magnetization and the internal stress
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vectorσieσ. Notice that for positiveλs, positionx = 0 corresponds with a mini-
mum for the magnetoelastic energy.

Now that the two dominant micromagnetic energy terms that change with domain
wall motion - i.e. the energy of the applied field and the magnetoelastic energy -
are treated, the equilibrium condition can be expressed as follows:

dwappl

dx
+

dwme

dx
= 0, (2.64)

or by making use of (2.61) and (2.63):

−2µ0HapplMssdw cos θH +
3πλsσ̂i

Li
sin

(
2πx

Li

)
cos2 θσ = 0, (2.65)

with sdw the domain wall area per unit volume:sdw = Sdw/Vmd, with Vmd

the considered volume of the magnetic domains. For small displacementx the

following approximation is valid:sin
(

2πx
Li

)
≈ 2πx

Li
, and (2.65) can be solved:

x =
µ0HapplMssdwL

2
i cos θH

3π2λsσ̂i cos2 θσ
. (2.66)

As a result of this simple model, the initial susceptibilityand coercive field can be
derived as a function of the internal stress parametersσ̂i andLi.

Initial susceptibility

The magnetization along the applied field direction,M = M · eH, changes as
follows with the small displacement∆x of a 180◦ domain wall (see figure 2.24):

∆M = Ms(cos θH − cos(π − θH))sdw∆x (2.67)

= 2Ms cos θHsdw∆x.

The initial differential susceptibilityχd,i is a measure for the ease with which a
domain wall can be moved.χd,i can be defined as follows:

χd,i =
dM

dHappl
=

dM
dx

dx
dHappl

. (2.68)

Making use of (2.67) fordM
dx and of (2.66) for dx

dHappl
this gives:

χd,i =
2µ0s

2
dwM

2
sL

2
i cos2 θH

3π2λsσ̂i cos2 θσ
(2.69)
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We may conclude that:

χd,i ∼
L2

i

σ̂i
, (2.70)

so the initial susceptibility is high for small pinning energy (small internal stress
amplitudeσ̂i), and for a small pinning site density (large periodic distanceLi

between internal stress centers).

Coercive field

The coercive fieldHc is a measure for the typical applied field strength at which
domain walls unpin from microstructural defects, a processby which a substantial
part of the magnetization is reversed. Alternatively formulated in the framework
of the randomly fluctuating potential energy profile (figure 2.22) the coercive field
can be envisaged as the critical field needed to carry a wall from one local energy
minimum to another local energy minimum, in other words to overcome a certain
energy barrier.

The applied field delivers thedriving forcefor the domain wall motion: the effect
of the applied field can be considered as exerting a force on the magnetic domain
wall, whereas the opposing force originates from the local residual internal stress
field of the distributed microstructural defects. Let us elaborate this concept of
driving force somewhat further: the force exerted on a domain wall by the applied
field Happl, capable of moving the domain wall in thex direction perpendicular
to the magnetic domain wall surface can be written conceptually as follows:

F = −dWappl

dx
. (2.71)

So, in our specific case of a 180◦ domain wall (figure 2.24) this driving force can
be derived starting from (2.61):

F = (2µ0MsSdw cos θH)Happl, (2.72)

and the equilibrium condition (2.64) can be alternatively expressed as:

F =
dWme

dx
. (2.73)

The critical applied magnetic field needed to overcome the energy barrier corre-
sponds with the maximum driving force exerted on the domain wall. On the one
hand, deriving the maximum driving forceFmax starting from (2.63) and (2.73):

Fmax = max

(
dWme

dx

)
=

3πVmdλsσ̂i cos
2 θσ

Li
. (2.74)
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On the other hand, according to (2.72) the relation betweenFmax and the critical
applied magnetic fieldHappl,crit is:

Fmax = (2µ0MsSdw cos θH)Happl,crit. (2.75)

Hence the critical applied field, which is a measure for the coercive field is:

Happl,crit =
3πλsσ̂i

2µ0MssdwLi cos θH
(2.76)

We may conclude that:

Hc ∼
σ̂i

Li
, (2.77)

so the coercive field is low for small pinning energy (small internal stress ampli-
tudeσ̂i), and for a small number density of pinning sites (large periodic distance
Li between internal stress centers).

Some remarks

The simple model for domain wall motion described in this section section 2.4.3
contains some simplifications:

• the model takes into account only the interaction of a singledomain wall
with the defect stress field;

• the high degree of disorder in the distribution of microstructural defects
which is inherent to real solids, is neglected here, since the magnetoelastic
energy is implicitly described by a periodical function;

• the tensor of internal residual stress is replaced by a unidirectional stress
vector;

• the domain wall motion is assumed to be planar (also called rigid wall ap-
proximation), so movement of domain walls by domain wall bowing is ne-
glected in this model; also the magnetization rotation processes are not con-
sidered here;

• the change in magnetostatic energy resulting from magnetization variations
around defects is neglected.

Therefore the modelling results have to be interpreted withcaution. Nevertheless
the trends of the coercive field and initial permeability dependence on the defect
density and on the pinning energy correspond qualitativelywith the experimental
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results, see for instance the data presented in chapter 5 about the influence on the
magnetic properties of point defects and precipitates due to neutron irradiation,
and about the influence of dislocations introduced by plastic deformation (see
also figure 2.20).

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the general theoretical framework is given for the ferromagnetic
behaviour with special attention to the influence of latticeimperfections that are
inherent to real magnetic materials such as iron and ferritic steels. First the ba-
sic concepts of ferromagnetism are introduced, both on the macroscopic and the
microscopic level.

The main part of this chapter is devoted to the micromagnetictheory of competing
energy contributions which are the origin for the equilibrium magnetic domain
structure. Based on the micromagnetic energy concepts a domain wall model is
derived that gives some qualitative results about the influence of defect density
and pinning strength on macroscopic magnetic parameters such as coercive field
and permeability.

In the following chapters the emphasis is on experimental work related to material
degradation. The qualitative trends derived from the domain wall model can be
instructive to interpret the experimental results.



Chapter 3

Magnetic measurement methods

In this chapter, the magnetic measurement methods used in the present study and
the constructed measurement setups based on these methods are discussed. In
almost all cases the experimental approach taken during theperformed research is
based upon thefield-metric methodunder the condition of unidirectional quasi-
static excitation, with the specific aim to determine the macroscopic scalar relation
between the magnetic fieldH(t) and the magnetizationM(t) of the sample.

The general principles of this method are discussed in section 3.1, whereas in
section 3.2 more details are given about some of the specific measurement setups
based on the field-metric method that are designed and constructed at EELAB
in the frame of my PhD and that are used throughout the experimental research
outlined in the following chapters. Of primary interest is the typical hysteretic
behaviour present in the constitutive relationM(H) of ferromagnetic materials.
The magnetic measurement methods and setups under consideration are deployed
to experimentally explore all features of this hysteretic magnetic behaviour.

In section 3.3, the magnetomechanical experimental setup is introduced. In prin-
ciple, this setup is the incorporation of one of the magneticmeasurement setups
described in section 3.2, inside a mechanical testing apparatus. This magnetome-
chanical setup has the additional possibility, apart from applying a time-dependent
magnetic field to the sample and simultaneously measuringM(t) andH(t), to
also apply a time-dependent mechanical stress to the sample(mechanical loading
is possible both in tension and in compression), and at the same time to measure
both stressσ(t) and strainε(t). With this setup it becomes possible to investigate
the effects of the magnetoelastic coupling on a macroscopicscale (chapter 6).

On the other hand, during the course of my PhD research, some small excur-
sion is also made towards a second type of experimental method, called themag-
netic drag force method, which starts from a completely different approach but
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is however still strongly related to the magnetic hysteretic behaviour. This second
method is introduced in section 3.4.

3.1 Field-metric method: general principles

3.1.1 Introduction

In the framework of this research, thefield-metricmethod is used to determine
the macroscopicscalarconstitutive relationM(H) of a ferromagnetic sample un-
derunidirectionalandquasi-staticexcitation conditions. For isotropic and nearly
isotropic materials, such as the iron-based materials usedin this study, the as-
sumption of a scalar dependence of the macroscopic magnetization M on the
macroscopic magnetic fieldH is reasonably valid. The termfield-metricmeans
that the performed magnetic characterization of the material starts with the com-
bined simultaneous determination of two time-dependent quantities, the magnetic
field H(t) and the magnetizationM(t) of the sample. The experiments are per-
formed under the specific condition ofunidirectionalexcitation, which means that
a time-dependent magnetic field is applied in one specific direction to the ferro-
magnetic sample under test (typically parallel to the longest sample dimension),
i.e. H(t) = H(t)eH , and the resulting magnetization of the sample is measured
parallel to the direction of the applied magnetic field, i.e.M(t) = M(t) · eH .
Also the sample’s magnetic fieldH is determined parallel toeH .

The core elements of the considered measurement setup basedon the unidirec-
tional field-metric method are typically: (1) a closed magnetic circuit comprising
the ferromagnetic material under test; (2) two windings, placed around the ma-
terial under test: an outer excitation winding is used to apply the time-dependent
magnetic fieldH(t), and secondly an inner measurement winding, wound as close
as possible around the ferromagnetic material is used to determine the resulting
magnetizationM(t) or alternatively the magnetic inductionB(t); and (3) in some
particular cases localH-sensors. The hardware combination of the closed mag-
netic circuit, excitation coil andB-measurement coil (and if applicable localH-
sensors) is also called apermeameter.

These core hardware elements, treated in more detail in the following sections, are
only a part of the complete experimental setup. In figure 3.1 the general concept
of the complete magnetic measurement setup that is built around the permeameter
or magnetic circuit is shown schematically. A power amplifier supplies the current
to generate a magnetic field in the excitation coil, and the magnetic circuit mag-
netizes the sample as uniform as possible. The resulting magnetic properties are
measured with appropriate sensors and if necessary analog signal conditioning
is performed on the measured signals. By using a data-acquisition card (DAQ)
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Figure 3.1. Schematic overview of the different hardware components in a typical mag-
netic measurement setup.

plugged in a PC, an analog-to-digital conversion is performed on the measured
signals making it possible to perform additional processing within a software pro-
gram written inLabVIEW. This software program also takes into consideration the
user defined measurement parameters and conditions, and visualizes the measure-
ment results. The data acquisition card, driven by the software program, controls
the measurement process and generates the analog signals that serve as input for
the linear power amplifier.

With the field-metric method and the experimental setups based on the field-metric
method that are described later in this chapter, the constitutive relationM(H) can
be determined for excitation frequencies in the range off ≈ 0 (quasi-static) to
typically 1 kHz. However, one should be cautious when interpreting the measured
M - andH-values, since this interpretation is inherently connected to the under-
lying experimental principles of the field-metric method. As we will see later, the
inductive method used to measure the magnetization (section 3.1.3) inherently re-
sults in an average magnetization value,Mmeas = Mavg, averaged out over the
cross section of the sample, whereas both direct and indirect methods to determine
the magnetic field (section 3.1.4) inherently result in the magnetic field value at
the surface of the sample,Hmeas = Hsurf .

On the other hand, for reasons explained in more detail in chapter 4, of primary
interest in this research dealing with magnetic NDE is the investigation of the re-
lation between the microstructural features and the hysteretic behaviour atquasi-
staticexcitation conditions, in other words at excitation frequencies for which the
occurrence of eddy currents can be neglected. Therefore, inthe following para-
graphs the field-metric method is described with particularinterest for the appli-
cation of the method at quasi-static excitation frequencies. Quasi-static excitation
conditions imply that in absence of eddy currents the macroscopic quantitiesM
andH are uniform over the cross section of the sample, and in otherwords the
experimentally determined quantitiesMmeas(= Mavg) andHmeas(= Hsurf ) are
representative for the macroscopically uniformM andH of the whole material
sample. Notice however that at excitation frequencies for which the effect of eddy
currents cannot be neglected, the measuredM andH values always have to be
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regarded asMavg andHsurf , because the eddy currents lead to the attenuation of
the magnetic field and magnetization with increasing depth.

3.1.2 Closed magnetic circuit

The field lines of the magnetic inductionB always form closed loops (∇· B = 0,
in other wordsB is solenoidal). The region occupied by these closedB-field
lines is called amagnetic circuit. Magnetic circuits are typically categorized as
‘closed’ or ‘open’, respectively indicating if the flux follows a well-defined path
or not: a magnetic circuit is defined as ‘closed’ if a flux path lies entirely within a
magnetic material with high permeability,µr ≫ 1, whereas the magnetic circuit
is categorized as ‘open’ if the flux, in order to close its path, has to pass partially
through a non-magnetic material, such as air.

A general problem when dealing with measurements on magnetic materials is the
occurrence ofdemagnetizing fields, which unavoidably arise wherever the mag-
netization vector is discontinuous (∇ · M 6= 0). In analogy with electrostatics
(∇ · D = ρ), this discontinuity ofM can be understood as if fictitious magnetic
charges are formed, which generate a magnetic field:∇ · M = ρm = −∇ · H.

Figure 3.2. Illustration of the demagnetizing field conceptin absence of any externally
applied field (from [Fiorillo2004]): for reasons of clarity, a cylindrical magnetic sample
is considered remanently magnetized along its longitudinal axis, and the remanent mag-
netization is assumed to be uniform, see (a). In (b) the resulting demagnetizing field is
sketched, whereas in (c) the magnetic inductionB = µ0(H+M) is given. Notice that in
free spaceB = µ0H, as indicated by the field lines ofH andB in free space, see (b) and
(c). TheB-lines close outside the depicted area of (c).
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The concept of demagnetizing fields can be illustrated best in case of open mag-
netic samples. Let’s consider in figure 3.2 a cylindrical sample of ferromagnetic
material, that is remanently magnetized along its longitudinal axis, i.e. in absence
of any externally applied magnetic field. At the sample ends the magnetizationM
is discontinuous, and as a consequence a magnetic field is generated both inside
and outside the material. Inside the material this magneticfield counteracts the
magnetization, therefore it is called a ‘demagnetizing field’, Hd. Approximately,
the demagnetizing field can be considered to be linearly dependent on magnetiza-
tion: Hd = −NdM , with Nd the demagnetizing factor, which depends primarily
on sample geometry and magnetic permeability [Fiorillo2004].

In general, both the externally applied magnetic fieldHa and the demagnetiz-
ing field Hd contribute to the total oreffectivemagnetic field inside the sample,
He = Ha + Hd, and to the magnetic field distribution around the sample. As
been said, the demagnetizing factorNd and by extension the demagnetizing field
is strongly dependent on the geometry of the magnetic circuit. Therefore, when
conceiving a magnetic measurement circuit, it’s importantto minimize the role
of demagnetizing fields, since they generate macroscopic magnetization inhomo-
geneities in the investigated samples and give rise to inaccuracies in the determi-
nation of the effective magnetic field, see section 3.1.4.

Within this context, it’s therefore preferred to perform the field-metric measure-
ments on a sample that is on itself amagnetically closed circuit, such as for in-
stance a circumferentially magnetized ring core made from the material under test.
This has the advantage that the material can be magnetized without the genera-
tion of demagnetizing fields, which simplifies the determination of the effective
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Figure 3.3. Typical configuration of the magnetic measurement circuit in case of straight
open samples such as strips or bars: to artificially close themagnetic circuit two U-shaped
high-permeability yokes are used. Also the typical configuration of both excitation and
measurement coils are shown. The experimental configuration is designed in such a way
that both magnetization and magnetic field are as uniform as possible along the longitu-
dinal axis of the sample (over the considered measurement volumes).
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magnetic fieldH of the sample, as we will see later.

It’s necessary to underline however that the ferromagneticsamples investigated
here always have a straight shape, such as strips, bars and rods. In other words
these samples are on itself magnetically ‘open’ circuits. Moreover, in practice
these shapes and their dimensions are unchangeable due to additional practical
considerations, such as for instance the incorporation of the ferromagnetic sam-
ple and the surrounding magnetic circuit in a mechanical testing apparatus (see
section 3.3). Therefore, since it’s not possible to construct closed circuits from
the material under test itself, the best practice is to closethe magnetic flux path
‘artificially’ by adding two symmetrical closing yokes madeof high-permeability
material, placed above and under the sample under test. In figure 3.3, this typical
configuration of the magnetic circuit for straight samples is drawn schematically.

To illustrate the closed magnetic circuit configuration forstraight samples of fig-
ure 3.3, magnetostatic finite element (FE) computations arecarried out for the
following four configurations:

(1) excitation coil only (no sample, no yokes),
(2) excitation coil and sample (no yokes):‘open magnetic circuit’,
(3) excitation coil and closing yokes (no sample),
(4) excitation coil, closing yokes and sample:‘closed magnetic circuit’.

In other words, the first three situations consider only parts of the complete con-
figuration, (4). In the FE computations, for all four configurations the same di-
mensions of the considered parts are used, as shown in figure 3.4. The sample
length is 100 mm, whereas the interior length between the yoke pole pieces,lm,
is 40 mm. Sample diameter is 2 mm. The relative permeabilities of sample and
yoke are respectively 1000 and 5000. In figure 3.4 the magnetic field patterns are
shown for configurations (3) and (4).

Figure 3.5 gives insight in the spatial dependence of the magnetic field component
Hx, parallel to the sample’s longitudinal axisex, for all four investigated config-
urations. When comparing situations (1) and (3), one can seein figure 3.5(a) that
the addition of closing yokes results in a high degree of uniformity of Hx as a
function of x, something which is even more apparent in case of the complete
configuration (4), where the longitudinal magnetic field is quasi uniform for the
central 90% of the sample in between the yoke pole pieces (-20mm< x < 20
mm).

For situation (2), representing an ‘open’ magnetic circuitconfiguration (coil +
sample), the effective magnetic field in the sample is much lower compared to
the other configurations, due to the strong demagnetizing field that occurs in case
of an open magnetic circuit. The effective magnetic field in the sample can be
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estimated as follows:He =Ha +Hd =Ha −NdM and withM = χHe, giving:

He =
Ha

1 +Ndχ
(3.1)

In our example the magnetic susceptibility isχ = µr − 1 = 999. The demag-
netizing factorNd can be estimated based on the sample geometry and magnetic
susceptibility: in our example of a cylindrical sample witha length to diameter
ratio of 50,Nd is in between 1.7 10−3 (limit for χ → ∞) and 8 10−3 (limit for
χ → 0) [Fiorillo2004]. The applied field in our example can be estimated as the
value at (x = 0, z = 0) for configuration (1), see figure 3.5:Ha = 943 A/m.
For configuration (2), following (3.1) this results in an estimated effective field
He between 349 A/m (forNd(χ → ∞)) and 105 A/m (forNd(χ → 0)). On
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Figure 3.5. Spatial distribution of the magnetic field componentHx, parallel to the sam-
ple’s longitudinal axis, for all four considered configurations indicated in the legend: (a)
Hx(x) at (z = 0), i.e. the sample center line if a sample is present; and (b)Hx(z) at
(x = 0). The utilized(x, y, z) coordinate system corresponds to figure 3.4. Remark: for
all four computations, the value forneI (with ne the number of turns of the excitation
winding andI the applied excitation current) is chosen to be 40 Ampère-turns. With the
magnetic path lengthlm chosen to be equal to the interior length between the yoke pole
pieces, the applied magnetic field can be estimated asHa = neI/lm = 1000 A/m (see
section 3.1.4 for more details related to this remark).
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the other hand, as shown in figure 3.5, the FE computation of the open magnetic
circuit configuration (2) results in an effective magnetic field value of 300 A/m at
the center of the sample (x = 0, z = 0). Calculating back this corresponds to a
demagnetizing factorNd = (Ha −He)/(χHe) = 2.1 10−3 (for χ = 999), which
is close to the(χ→ ∞)-value.

ConcerningHx(z) in figure 3.5(b), withz < 1 representing the sample andz > 1
the surrounding air: for the closed magnetic circuit configuration (4), the magnetic
field in the surrounding air increases only slightly with distance away from the
sample surface, a feature which will be employed further in the direct method for
the determination ofH, see section 3.1.4.

The double yoke closed magnetic circuit configuration is also the configuration
adopted in the existing international standards of the International Electrotechni-
cal Commission (IEC), that apply to the magnetic field-metric measurement on
one single straight shaped sample, i.e. by using the single sheet tester for strips
and sheets [IEC60404-3], see section 3.2.1, or by using the permeameters for bars
and rods [IEC60404-4], see sections 3.2.2–3.2.3. We shall see later that the re-
stricted sample shapes and also their dimensions, that brought us to this type of
closed magnetic circuit, also play an important role in the choice for the optimal
magnetic field determination method (section 3.1.4).

3.1.3 Determination of the magnetic inductionB(t)

The determination of the magnetic inductionB(t) is based on Lenz-Faraday’s
law of electromagnetic induction. When a time-dependent magnetic fluxφ(t) is
linked with a measuring coil ofnm turns, a voltageVin(t) is induced over this
coil, and this voltage is equal to the time-derivative of thecoupled magnetic flux:

Vin(t) = −dψ

dt
= −nm

dφ

dt
. (3.2)

The physical magnetic flux can then be determined by integration of the induced
voltageVin(t):

φ(t) = − 1

nm

∫ t

0
Vin(τ)dτ. (3.3)

For quasi-static variations of the magnetic flux, as is predominantly the case in the
experimental work, the best practice is to perform this integration by an analog
electronic integrator. The basic part of this device is an operational amplifier used
in the inverting-integrating mode, as shown in figure 3.6. The relation between
the input and output signal is as follows:

Vout(t) = − 1

RC

∫ t

0
Vin(τ)dτ. (3.4)
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Figure 3.6. Analog electronic integrator (schematic).

In such devices the inevitable DC offset voltage at the inputof real-life operational
amplifiers should be minimized as much as possible, since this offset input voltage
causes the output signal of the integrator to drift. Therefore, to minimize this
output drift, a JFET-opamp is used with low input bias current specification and
also an offset regulator (potentiometer) is added to the opamp circuit to manually
fine tune the input offset voltage as close to zero as possible, whenever this is
necessary before starting the actual measurements [DeWulf2002].

When combining the previous formula’s (3.3) and (3.4), the output voltage of
the analog integrator can also be interpreted as the amplification of the physical
magnetic flux with a gain ofnm/RC:

Vout(t) =
( nm

RC

)
φ(t) (3.5)

Typical values forRC are in the range of 1 to 10 ms, and with a typicalnm of
about 100 this results in a gain of104 to 105.

This inductive method is typically used to measure the magnetic inductionB(t)
of a ferromagnetic sample, by placing the coil, over which the induced voltage is
measured, as close as possible around the sample. The total measured magnetic
flux φmeas(t) inside this measuring coil of cross sectional areaScoil consists of
two contributions, i.e.φmat, which is the flux inside the ferromagnetic material
with cross sectional areaSmat, andφair, the flux in the air surrounding the sample
but which is still linked with the measurement coil:

φmeas(t) = φmat(t) + φair(t)

=

∮

Smat

B(t) · dS +

∮

(Scoil−Smat)
µ0H(t) · dS. (3.6)
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In most practical cases the second term of formula (3.6) can be ignored (in other
wordsφmeas ≈ φmat), especially when dealing with high-permeability materials
and whenScoil/Smat is close to 1, which can be practically approached for sam-
ples with large cross sections. The magnetic induction of the material,Bmat, can
in this case be determined with good approximation as:

Bmat(t) =
1

Smat

∮

Smat

B(t) · dS ≈ φmeas(t)

Smat
. (3.7)

In some practical cases, however, the cross section of the ferromagnetic sample,
Smat, is too small compared toScoil and especially when measuring at high mag-
netic field levels, it can be appropriate to compensate for the air flux by performing
the following correction with magnetic field :

Bmat(t) =
φmeas(t)

Smat
− (Scoil − Smat)

Smat
µ0H(t), (3.8)

assuming that the magnetic field is uniform inside the excitation coil, both in the
material and in the surrounding air, an assumption which is reasonably valid for
the closed magnetic circuit, see figure 3.5(b), configuration (4). Notice that by
using this method, the resultingBmat in formula’s (3.7) and (3.8) is actually the
average value of the magnetic induction, averaged out over the cross section of
the sample. The coil to measureBmat also has a finite length, which implies that
the resultingB is actually a volumetric average or in other words a macroscopic
bulk property of the material.

Notice that with the same approach also the following correction can be performed
in order to obtain the magnetic polarization:

J(t) = µ0M(t) =
φmeas(t)

Smat
− Scoil

Smat
µ0H(t). (3.9)

The air flux compensation described by formula’s (3.8) and (3.9) can be performed
afterwards in software, onceφmeas(t) andH(t) are measured simultaneously.
Good precision of this air flux compensation in software is reached when the
input resolution being used to measure bothφmeas(t) andH(t) is high, which is
the case in our setup since these measurements are typicallyperformed by using
an acquisition card with 16-bit analog-to-digital conversion of the input signals.

Another way to determine the magnetic polarisationJ = µ0M , is by adding
an air flux compensatorin hardware [IEC60404-2, IEC60404-3]. In principle,
this device is a mutual inductor consisting of two coupled windings in air, that
is connected to its corresponding magnetic measurement circuit as shown in fig-
ure 3.7 by placing both primary excitation windings in series, and both secondary
windings in series opposition. An essential feature of thisdevice is that the com-
pensator windings have to be fine-tuned in such a way that, in absence of the
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Figure 3.7. Air flux compensation carried out in hardware (schematic).

ferromagnetic sample under test, the induced voltages in both secondary wind-
ings (of the compensator and of the magnetic measurement circuit) cancel each
other out, resulting inVout ≈ 0 (in practice the compensator is fine-tuned in such
a way thatVout is less than0.5% of the voltage induced in the secondary coil of
the magnetic circuit alone [IEC60404-2]). If this condition is fulfilled, thenVout

measured with the ferromagnetic sample inserted in the magnetic measurement
circuit is proportional to the time derivative of the magnetic polarisationJ . The
magnetic polarisationJ(t) is then simply found by integratingVout(t).

Before fine-tuning the number of turns of the compensator’s windings (typically
of the secondary coil), the following equation can be helpful to approximately
design the compensator:

[
n1n2S

l

]

measurement circuit

=

[
n1n2S

l

]

air flux compensator

(3.10)

In this equationn1 andn2 are the number of turns of respectively the primary and
secondary coils, andS and l are respectively the cross section and the solenoid
length of the primary coil.

The most obvious solution seems to be using a second identical but empty mag-
netic measurement circuit as air flux compensator, but even then it’s still necessary
to fine-tune the compensator’s windings in order to obtain the conditionVout ≈ 0
in absence of the sample in the actual magnetic measurement circuit. Moreover,
a good practice is designing the air flux compensator with a smaller cross section
than the measurement circuit, in order to allow more (primary and) secondary
windings, which in turn increases the accuracy of the fine-tuning.
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3.1.4 Determination of the effective magnetic fieldH(t)

When aiming at magnetically characterizing a ferromagnetic sample by determin-
ing its constitutive relation, apart from the magnetization also the effective mag-
netic field of the sample should be determined. However, it’simportant to realize
that it is impossible to actually measure the magnetic fieldinsidea solid speci-
men. Nevertheless, the effective magnetic field can be approximately determined
by using one of the following approaches:

1. indirect method: under certain specific conditions it can be justified to
postulate a constant magnetic path length, and the effective magnetic field
is then determined based on Ampère’s law, with as experimental input the
measured excitation current;

2. direct method: alternatively, and especially when the conditions under (1)
are not fulfilled, local measurements of the magnetic field inair in the close
vicinity of the sample, can give an indication of the effective magnetic field,
by linear extrapolation of this data towards the sample surface.

Both approaches will be treated in more detail in the following paragraphs. As
been said before, both methods intrinsically result in the magnetic field at the
surface of the sample. Since during this research we mainly deal with quasi-static
excitation conditions, resulting in uniform magnetic fields over the cross section
of the sample, the determined value forH is indicative for the uniform effective
magnetic field in the material.

General description

The magnetic fieldH is generated by the currentI in an excitation coil withne

turns. The general expression for the magnetic fieldH in a closed magnetic circuit
of lengthl is given by Ampère’s law:

∮

l
H · dl = neI. (3.11)

Dealing with the determination of the effective magnetic field existing in a straight
ferromagnetic sample under test, it is important however tocarefully consider the
possible influences of all additional parts of the closed magnetic circuit, apart
from the ferromagnetic sample itself. As been said before, the magnetic circuit
is typically closed by placing two additional closing yokesabove and underneath
the sample. Moreover, let’s consider in figure 3.8 the most general (and also worst
case) scenario where the contacts between sample and yokes are not mechanically
perfect, in other words there exist some tiny (parasitic) and non-controllable air
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Figure 3.8. Magnetic network model of the experimental configuration consisting of the
sample under test, flux-closing yokes and parasitic air gaps, representing the imperfect
contacts between sample and yokes. The sample-yoke contacts are represented by vari-
able reluctances to illustrate the non-controllable character of the parasitic air gap length.

gaps between the sample and the two closing yokes. The magnetic circuit is not
perfectly closed in that case, resulting in the generation of demagnetizing fields.

To consider the influence of the closing yokes and also the parasitic air gaps, a
useful alternative approach is to describe the magnetic network in terms of reluc-
tances: the reluctance of a part of the magnetic circuit is defined asR = l/µS,
with µ, l andS respectively the permeability, the length and the cross section of
the flux-carrying part. The resulting expression corresponding to the magnetic
circuit of figure 3.8 is:

(Rsample + Ryoke/2 + Rcontact)φ = Rtotalφ = neI. (3.12)

Let’s consider two illustrative examples to estimate the relative contribution of
each of the three components to the total reluctance. In bothexamples the relative
permeabilities of sample and yoke areµr,sample = 1000 andµr,yoke = 5000; the
flux-path lengths of the sample and one yoke arelsample = 40 mm andlyoke = 100
mm.

• Example 1: Assume perfect sample-yoke contacts, andSyoke/Ssample =

10. This situation results inRsample equal to97.6% of Rtotal whereas
Ryoke/2 is the remainder2.4% of Rtotal.

• Example 2: Assume imperfect contacts resulting in four parasitic airgaps
of 10µm each, andSyoke = Ssample. In this case the reluctancesRcontact

andRyoke/2 are equal to each other and contribute each for 1/6 toRtotal,
soRsample is in this situation only 4/6 ofRtotal.
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Roughly speaking, with the conditions of the first example the indirectH-method
can be applied, whereas for the conditions of the second example the directH-
method should be used.

Indirect method: based on measured excitation current

In some cases, especially for samples in the shape of strips or sheets with small
thickness compared to their width and length, and with very smooth surfaces, it
can be justified to neglect the influence of both the closing yokes and the imper-
fect contacts between sample and yokes. In more detail, these conditions are the
following:

1. the cross section of the sampleSsample is much smaller than the active
flux-carrying cross section of a closing yokeSyoke (as a rule-of-thumb:
Syoke/Ssample ≥ 10);

2. the permeability of closing yoke is as high as possible, and preferablyµyoke

is higher than the permeability of the sample; these first twoconditions
minimize the reluctanceRyoke;

3. both the samples and the pole faces of the closing yokes arecarefully grinded
and polished in order to achieve optimal contacts between sample and yokes;
this minimizes the reluctanceRcontact.

Under these conditions, the reluctancesRyoke/2 andRcontact can be neglected
compared to the reluctance of the sample:

H lm = Rsample φ ≈ ne I. (3.13)

In other words, under these conditions it’s justified to determine the effective mag-
netic fieldH as follows:

H =
ne

lm
I. (3.14)

Once the magnetic path lengthlm of the sample is postulated, the magnetic field is
determined as directly proportional to the measured excitation currentI. The pos-
tulated magnetic path lengthlm is typically chosen to be equal to the inner width
between the closing yoke legs, as is also the adopted solution ‘by convention’
in the international standard dealing with the single sheettester [IEC60404-3].
The single sheet tester is treated in more detail in section 3.2.1. In fact, the pos-
tulation of a constant magnetic path length is a simplification, since the mag-
netic path length depends on the magnetic induction and the excitation frequency
[DeWulf2002].
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Nevertheless, this indirect method has the advantage to result in good repro-
ducibility, which is important when standardizing measurements for industrial
comparison between different laboratories. However, notice that if this method
of postulating a magnetic path length is erroneously used incase of imperfect
contacts resulting in non-negligible air gaps between sample and yokes, this has
strong and detrimental impact on the repeatability of the measurement.

Direct method: based on local magnetic field measurements

This method is based on the fact that across an interface between two different
materials (such as between air and a ferromagnetic material) the tangential com-
ponent of the magnetic field,Ht, is continuous:Ht,air = Ht,mat. On the other
hand, the (unknown) macroscopic effective magnetic field atthe sample surface
of (nearly) isotropic ferromagnetic material is known to beparallel to the ex-
citation coil axis. Therefore, if one is able to measure the magnetic field in air,
exactly at the sample surface and parallel to the excitationcoil axis, then the effec-
tive magnetic field at the surface of the sample can be determined. Moreover, for
quasi-static excitation frequencies (which is predominantly the case in this study),
the effective magnetic field inside the sample is quasi-uniform over the cross sec-
tion of the sample (in other words no significant skin effect occurs), and therefore
the determined effective magnetic field at the surface of thesample,Ht,mat, is
actually a measure for the uniform effective magnetic fieldH inside the sample.

For the local measurement of the magnetic field in air, there exist several alter-
natives, e.g. transverse Hall sensors, giant magneto-resistance (GMR) sensors,
H-coils. These localH-sensors can be calibrated in a known and spatially inde-
pendent magnetic field, for instance generated by Helmholtzcoils [Fiorillo2004].
H-coils are probes based on exactly the same inductive principles as the method to
measureB (see section 3.1.3), but now the coils are placed in free space, resulting
in induced voltages proportional to the time-derivative ofµ0H.

However, due to the finite dimensions of theH-sensors, the magnetic field in air
cannot be measured exactly at the surface. To overcome this,several localH-
measurements in the surrounding air can be performed at different distances close
to the surface, andHt,air is then estimated by linear extrapolation towards the
sample surface [Nakata1987, Perevertov2005, Stupakov2006]. This approach is
justified by the observation that in a small region close to the sample surface, the
magnetic field increases weakly and more or less in a linear fashion with distance
away from the sample surface, as is illustrated by the following numerical results.

Magnetostatic finite element computations are carried out for two configurations:
the first configuration (a) is a closed magnetic circuit with perfect contacts be-
tween sample and yokes, whereas configuration (b) is the samemagnetic circuit
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Figure 3.9. Magnetic field patterns, numerically calculated for two configurations: (a)
closed magnetic circuit, with perfect contact between sample and yokes; (b) closed mag-
netic circuit, with parasitic air gaps of10−5 m between sample and yokes. Only 1/4 of
the geometry is shown, as indicated schematically (not on scale) underneath the field pat-
tern plots. The interior length between the yoke pole pieces, lm, is 40 mm. The relative
permeabilities of sample and yoke are respectively 1000 and5000.

but now with parasitic air gaps of 10µm between sample and yokes1. In fig-
ure 3.9 the magnetic field patterns are shown for both configurations, indicating
the considerable demagnetizing effect of the air gaps. Since the direct method
to determineH will be applied to samples with rectangular or circular cross sec-
tions, respectively two-dimensional and axisymmetric numerical simulations are
performed (for the latter the axisymmetry axis is along thex-direction).

Figure 3.10 and figure 3.11 show the spatial dependence of themagnetic field

1Actually, configuration (a) is identical to situation (4) ofthe numerical study of the closed
magnetic circuit (see pp. 94–97).
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Figure 3.10. Numerical results of the two-dimensional FE computations. Spatial distri-
bution of the magnetic field componentHx, parallel to the sample’s longitudinal axis, for
two configurations of the closed magnetic circuit: (1) perfect sample-yoke contact (air
gap = 0µm); and (2) imperfect sample-yoke contact (air gap = 10µm). (a)Hx(x) as
a function ofx, at the sample center, at distanceshz above the sample surface, and as a
result of the linear extrapolation towardshz = 0, for both air gap conditions. (b)Hx as a
function ofz at (x = 0) mm and 10 mm, for both air gap conditions.
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Figure 3.11. Numerical results of the axisymmetric FE simulation. Spatial distribution
of the magnetic field componentHx, parallel to the sample’s longitudinal axis, for two
configurations of the closed magnetic circuit: (1) perfect sample-yoke contact (air gap =
0µm); and (2) imperfect sample-yoke contact (air gap = 10µm). (a)Hx(x) as a function
of x, at the sample center, at distanceshz above the sample surface, and as a result of the
linear extrapolation towardshz = 0, for both air gap conditions. (b)Hx as a function ofz
at (x = 0) mm and 10 mm, for both air gap conditions.
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componentHx, respectively for the two-dimensional and the axisymmetric case.
For all computations the value forneIe (with ne number of excitation windings
andIe excitation current) is chosen to be 40 Ampère-turns. Hence, the indirect
method to determineHx always results inHx = neIe/lm = 1000 A/m, for both air
gap configurations and for both axisymmetric and two-dimensional cases. When
compared to the magnetic field at the sample surface in both figures 3.10 and
3.11, it is seen that the indirect method results for all investigated cases in an
overestimation due to the not considered influence of the reluctance if the yoke
reluctance and - if applicable - of the imperfect contacts.

Concerning the direct method: the two-dimensional computation results in an al-
most linear increase of the magnetic fieldHx with distancehz above the sample
surface (see figure 3.10), hence the linear extrapolation provides an accurate deter-
mination of the magnetic field at the sample surface, in case of situation 1 (without
air gap) for -15 mm< x < 15 mm (central 75% oflm), and in case of situation 2
(with air gap) for -12 mm< x < 12 mm (central 60% oflm). In the axisymmetric
case however, the assumption of linear dependence ofHx(z) is less accurate, but
still reasonably valid. The linear extrapolation at the central 50% of lm, based
on theHx-values athz = 1 mm and 2 mm, leads to a slight overestimation, for
situation 1 (no air gap) with 0.4%, and for situation 2 (air gap = 10µm) with 2%,
which is however a large improvement compared the overestimation when using
the indirect method, respectively with 2.5% and 15%.

It is clear that this direct method to determine the effective magnetic field (by local
H measurements and extrapolation towards the surface) is in fact a more general
method which can be deployed in all circumstances, but typically this method is
only used when the necessary conditions to utilize the indirect method (determin-
ing the magnetic field as proportional to the excitation current by postulating a
magnetic path length) are not fulfilled. This is when the influences of the closing
yokes and/or the imperfect contacts are too large to be neglected. The underly-
ing reason is that the measurement of the excitation current(indirect method) is
in practice a much more simple task than the variety of operations that has to be
performed when using the direct (Hall sensor array) method.These operations
can lead to additional measurement errors, such as for instance during the posi-
tioning of theH-sensors and the amplification of the output signals. Moreover,
this direct method is based on the assumption of a linear behaviour of magnetic
field with distance above the sample surface, an assumption which can introduce
an additional systematic error to the magnetic field determination. Therefore all
extra efforts of this direct method are only valuable in situations where the indirect
method introduces too large systematic errors.

In sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 two examples are given of measurement setups based
on the direct determination of the magnetic field, respectively for samples with
square (or rectangular) cross section, and for samples withcircular cross section.
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3.2 Specific measurement setups based on the field-metric
method

In this section several measurement setups based on the field-metric principles
are discussed. As been said before, one of the practical constraints of the per-
formed experimental research is the fact that the samples being investigated in
the different research topics have different and unchangeable sample shapes and
dimensions, such as strips and bars with rectangular or circular cross section.
Moreover, the constrained dimensions of the samples under investigation are in
general much smaller2 than the dimensions specified in standardized magnetic
measurement equipment for electrical steels, such as Epstein frame [IEC60404-2]
or single sheet tester [IEC60404-3]. It is important to realize that no universal
field-metric magnetic measurement setup exists, able to characterize all kinds of
sample shapes and dimensions, and also that the modificationand miniaturization
of the magnetic measurement methods and setups to suit the small-sized sam-
ples under investigation, have to be performed carefully and in a well-considered
manner.

So, in order to experimentally determine the constitutive relationB(H) or equiva-
lentlyM(H), we have to cope with these different sample shapes and dimensions.
In other words, the sample is the starting point around whichthe whole measure-
ment setup is designed. The most obvious modifications concern of course the
core elements of the measurement setup, i.e. excitation coil, measurement coil
and the construction of the closed magnetic circuit, which dimensions have to be
modified in such a way to suit the samples. Moreover, the appropriate method
to determine the effective magnetic field has to be chosen carefully based on the
considerations discussed above in section 3.1.4, which predominantly depend on
the considered sample shapes and dimensions. For instance,for samples with
large thickness compared to the thickness of the closing yokes, it can be neces-
sary to determine the effective magnetic field based on localmeasurements of the
magnetic field in the surrounding air (direct method).

In general when conceiving and developing a certain measurement setup, three
considerations are important: accuracy, repeatability and reproducibility.

• The termaccuracyis defined as the degree of conformity of a measured
quantity to its actual ‘true’ value. Here, the determination of the ‘true’ or in-
trinsic constitutive relationM(H) of the material itself is practically impos-
sible, in the first place due to the approximative nature of the determination
of the effective magnetic fieldH: both methods outlined in section 3.1.4

2The smallest samples that are successfully characterized in this research work (see sections
5.1.1 and 5.1.2) are 1.3 mm by 1.3 mm by 27 mm, whereas the standardized sample width is 30 mm
or 300–500 mm (respectively for Epstein frame and single sheet tester), the standardized sample
length is 300–500 mm, and the thickness is typically 0.3 mm to1 mm.
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introduce systematic deviations. Moreover, since the determination of the
effective magnetic field and the homogeneity of the magnetization also de-
pend on the geometrical features of the samples and the properties of the
surrounding magnetic circuit, the developed setups have tobe regarded as
technical solutions to the magnetic measurement problem. These setups
result, rather than in the intrinsic magnetic characterization of the material
itself, in the magnetic characterization of the whole ‘component’, consist-
ing not only of the sample, but also of the closed magnetic circuit.

• The termrepeatabilityis defined as the degree of agreement between inde-
pendent results obtained with the same method, on an identical sample, and
under the same conditions (same operator, laboratory and apparatus). For
all the constructed measurement setups the repeatability is checked, and a
high level of repeatability is reached. This is important for the investiga-
tions in the following chapters because, regardless the accuracy problems,
a good repeatability justifies the use of each setup to relatively compare the
magnetic measurement results on samples of a certain sampleset (with the
same sample shape and same dimensions) in order to evaluate the variations
of a certain (mechanical or microstructural) parameter.

• The termreproducibility is defined as the degree of agreement between in-
dependent results obtained with the same method on identical test material,
but now under different conditions (different operator, laboratory and ap-
paratus). In order to obtain good reproducibility, our approach is always
to construct experimental setups as close as possible within the framework
of the international standards that exist in the field of the magnetic char-
acterization of a single sheet or strip by means of a single sheet tester
[IEC60404-3], or the characterization of bars or rods by using an appro-
priate permeameter [IEC60404-4]. In the frame a Round Robintest orga-
nized by the Universal Network for Magnetic Non-destructive Evaluation
[UNMNDE], see pg. 180, our laboratory EELAB have had the opportunity
to compare our developed miniaturized magnetic setups withthe setups
designed by other laboratories around the world, especially the setup for
Charpy-shaped samples, which will be described further in section 3.2.2.
A fair reproducibility is observed with laboratories whichalso decided to
utilize a direct method to determine the magnetic field.

3.2.1 (Miniature) Single Sheet Tester (SST)

The single sheet tester (SST) is a standardized experimental setup intended to
magnetically characterize electrical steel sheets, i.e. samples with small thickness,
but considerable width and length (500 mm). In principle, the specific configu-
ration of the SST core elements (excitation coil, measurement coils and closing
yokes) don’t differ much from the general configuration shown in figure 3.3, see
also section 3.1.2. Figure 3.12 shows schematically how theSST is incorporated
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Figure 3.12. Schematic overview of the complete experimental setup in case of a single
sheet tester as permeameter.

in the complete experimental setup. For reasons of reproducibility, one of the
main features in the international measurement standard [IEC60404-3] is that the
magnetic fieldH is determined as proportional to the measured excitation cur-
rentIe : H = (ne/lm)Ie, with ne the number of turns of the excitation winding
(indirect method, see section 3.1.4). In the internationalmeasurement standard
the magnetic path lengthlm is postulated by convention as the interior length be-
tween the yoke legs. However, from the discussion in section3.1.4 it is clear that
this method to determineH introduces a systematic error, and in order to mini-
mize this systematic error a number of conditions should be fulfilled (as outlined
in section 3.1.4, indirect method). In the measurement standard [IEC60404-3], a
number of precautions are therefore taken into account in order to both minimize
the systematic error and maximize the repeatability of the magnetic characteriza-
tion by SST measurements. These precautions deal with dimensions of samples,
closing yokes and coils, choice of the closing yoke material, careful consideration
of the yoke-sample contacts,...

However, in our experimental investigations on mechanically degraded materials,
the sample dimensions were usually constrained to much smaller dimensions than
the standardized sheet dimensions (300 to 500 mm wide and 500mm long). These
limited sample dimensions compared to the standardized ones will force us to
modification and miniaturization of the standardized concepts: in the case of small
strip shaped samples (e.g. samples with a thickness of 1 mm, alength of circa
30 mm, and a width of 10 mm, to give an idea about the order of magnitude),
the dimensions of the closing yokes and the coils can be modified to enclose the
small strip samples. Moreover, this design can be performedin such a way to still
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(a) (b)

15 mm40 mm

Figure 3.13. (a) Miniature SST for strip samples with as dimensionsl ≥ 60 mm;b ≤ 25
mm;d ≤ 2 mm. The closing yokes are made from U-shaped FeSi laminations of 0.5 mm
thickness; the laminations are stacked parallel to the sample width. (b) Miniature SST
for strip samples with as dimensionsl ≥ 27 mm;b ≤ 10 mm;d ≤ 1.5 mm. The closing
yokes are made from nanocrystalline soft magnetic material(Finemet); the laminations
are stacked parallel to the sample length. This setup is designed to perform magnetic
measurements on samples manufactured from broken (irradiated) Charpy specimen, see
section 5.1.

meet the conditions that are necessary to justify the indirect determination of the
magnetic field as proportional to the excitation current. Basically this means that
it is necessary to minimize the reluctance of the closing yokes, by maximizing its
cross section and by choosing a high-permeability materialfor manufacturing the
yokes, e.g. high-quality Fe-Si electrical steel (µr ≈ 5 · 103) or nanocrystalline
magnetic material (µr ≈ 50 · 103), and to also minimize the reluctance of the
contacts between sample and yokes, by carefully grinding the pole faces of the
yokes and if necessary polishing the surface of the sample.

In other words, even for small strip samples it is possible todesign a ‘minia-
ture’ SST configuration, inspired by and as close as possibleto the standard-
ized SST, resulting inreasonable accuracy(i.e. reasonable systematic errors)
andgood repeatabilityfor the magnetic characterization of small strip samples
[DeWulf2003]. Similar to the standard SST, the arbitrary magnetic path length of
the miniature SSTs is chosen as the interior length between the closing yoke legs,
as can be seen in figure 3.13 which depicts two typical miniature SSTs that are
constructed in the framework of this research.

3.2.2 Setup for samples with square cross section (Charpy type)

This particular experimental setup is designed in order to perform magnetic mea-
surements on the typical (not broken) samples being used in Charpy impact tests.
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The Charpy impact test is a standardized mechanical destructive test to experi-
mentally determine fracture toughness, by measuring the energy that is required
to break a material under high strain rate (impact) loading:prior to fracture, duc-
tile materials absorb a high amount of energy, compared to brittle materials which
tend to absorb only a very small amount of energy. When carrying out Charpy
tests on a set of similar samples but at different temperatures, the transition of
brittle behaviour at low temperatures, to the ductile behaviour at high tempera-
tures, typical for b.c.c. metals like iron-based alloys andsteels, can be studied.
More details and experimental results of Charpy impact tests can be found in sec-
tion 5.1 and section 5.2.

The dimensions and the shape of Charpy samples are standardized: the specimens
are 55 mm long bars with a square cross section of 10 mm by 10 mm,and with a
V-shaped notch of 2 mm deep introduced in the middle of one of the long sample
sides, see figure 3.14. For samples with such dimensions its magnetic character-
ization is not straight-forward. Because the Charpy samples are short, miniature
closing yokes have to be used. Here closing yokes are chosen with an inner width
of 40 mm between the yoke legs. Moreover, since the cross section of the spec-
imens is large, and of comparable size to the cross section ofsuitable closing
yokes, the reluctance of the closing yokes cannot be neglected and therefore the
appropriate method to determine the effective magnetic field is based on thelocal
measurementof the tangential field followed by extrapolation towards the sample
surface (direct method, as introduced in section 3.1.4).
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Figure 3.14. Design of the permeameter to magnetically characterize Charpy-type sam-
ples.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.15. Pictures of some parts of the Charpy-sample permeameter: (a) the Hall
sensor array is positioned on top of a Charpy sample, with thethree Hall sensors mounted
in a small PVC block (here only one of the two closing yokes is shown), (b) both sample
and Hall sensor array are put into the coil pair holder, whichcomprises the excitation and
measurement coil.
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Figure 3.16. Schematic overview of the complete experimental setup in case of the per-
meameter with Hall sensor array.

In figure 3.14 the modified permeameter to perform magnetic measurements on
Charpy-type samples is shown schematically. The sample is positioned between
two flux-closing yokes, and around the sample both the excitation coil and the
B-measurement coil are placed. Both coils are designed in such a way to have
the necessary space available to also integrate the Hall sensor array consisting
of three transverse Hall sensors. The pictures in figure 3.15show in more detail
how these different parts of the permeameter are constructed, such as the Hall
sensor array and the modified coils. A general overview is given of all necessary
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Figure 3.17. General overview of all hardware components incase of the measurement
setup for Charpy-type samples. Core element is the permeameter (P), already shown
schematically in more detail in figure 3.14. The Kepco linearpower amplifier (A) supplies
the excitation current, which is measured by the 4-point method using a high precision
current sense resistor (R) . The analog integrator (I) is connected to theB-measurement
coil and integrates the induced voltage. The Hall sensors are powered by a dc-voltage
supply (S). The output signals of the Hall sensors are pre-amplified by a signal condition-
ing module (C), consisting of two stages (instrumentation amplifier + inverting amplifier).
The DAQ-connector (D) provides the input signal for the linear power amplifier and also
transmits all measured signals to the data-acquisition system incorporated in a PC, on
which the measurement software is running.

hardware components for this particular method, schematically in figure 3.16 and
by a picture in figure 3.17.

The Hall sensors have a sensitivity of40mV/(kA/m), and the overall dimensions
of one Hall sensor component inx, y andz directions as indicated in figure 3.14
are respectivelydx = 1.6 mm,dy = 4 mm anddz = 3 mm (the active Hall element
is only a small fraction of that). The three Hall sensors are placed in such a way
to measure the magnetic field component in thex-direction above the sample sur-
face,Hx, when the notched sample side is facing down. With these three Hall
sensors, the magnetic field componentHx in the vicinity of the sample is mea-
sured, for three discrete vertical positionsz above the sample surface. Therefore
the active Hall elements are carefully positioned at a distancez, as close as pos-
sible above the sample surface, respectively atz = 1.25 mm; 2.10 mm and 2.85
mm (+/- 0.05 mm); at the center of the sample in they-direction; and at a distance
x away from the sample center (x = 0), respectively atx = 10 mm; 7 mm and 13
mm.

Concerning the positioning in thez-direction:z = 1.25 mm is the closest possible
location, due to the finite dimensions of the Hall sensor housing. Concerning the
positioning in thex-direction: during preliminary experiments it was seen that the
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influence of the notch at the lower sample side is also sensed on the upper sample
side if the Hall sensor is too close to the sample center, and moreover, close to the
closing yoke legs the magnetic field distribution also becomes inhomogeneous,
see for instance figure 3.10. Taking together both considerations, only the region
5 mm≤ x ≤ 15 mm is appropriate for the local magnetic field measurement.

In order to determine the effective magnetic field at the sample surface, an ap-
proximately linear behaviour of the tangential magnetic field dependence on the
vertical distancez away from the sample is a necessary condition to enable linear
extrapolation of the signals of the three Hall sensors towards the sample surface.
With the particular configuration of the excitation coil comprising both the sample
and the Hall-sensors that is used here, see figure 3.14, the assumption thatHx is
increasing in a linear fashion as a function of distancez above the sample surface
was preliminary checked experimentally by placing one Hallsensor at different
z locations. At least in the close vicinity of the sample wherethe Hall sensors
are actually placed, this linear behaviour is reasonably valid. Figure 3.18 gives an
idea of the individual Hall sensor measurements and the resulting effective mag-
netic field values obtained by extrapolation, whereas in figure 3.19 the quasi-linear
increase ofHx with positionz is illustrated.

In this context of the Charpy-type samples it is interestingto compare both meth-
ods for the determination of the effective magnetic fieldH, as introduced earlier
in section 3.1.4. Therefore, in figure 3.20 the magnetic fielddetermined by both
methods is evaluated as a function of the excitation currentIe. At the beginning
of this section we concluded that, since the conditions to determine the magnetic
field as proportional to the excitation current (indirect method) are not fulfilled
(because of the particular dimensions of the standardized Charpy specimen), it is
highly preferable to determine the magnetic field by extrapolation of the locally
measuredH (direct method). As expected, a considerable discrepancy is there-
fore detected when comparing the more accurately determined effective magnetic
field Hextrapol (direct method) with the calculatedHexcit (indirect method). In
figure 3.20 the two following features are apparent: (a)Hextrapol is considerably
lower thanHexcit due to the non-negligible reluctance of the closing yokes caus-
ing a considerable magnetomotive force drop in the closing yokes (this is espe-
cially noticeable at high absolute excitation currents); and (b) the relation between
Hextrapol andIe shows hysteretic behaviour (this is especially noticeableat exci-
tation currents close to zero). The effective magnetic fieldHextrapol actually lags
behind the excitation current:Hextrapol changes sign afterIe does.

Remember that the method of extrapolating local magnetic field measurements
was introduced to more accurately determine the effective magnetic field in cases
where not only the influence of the closing yokes is non-negligible, but also
in cases where imperfect contacts exist between sample and yokes. This was
checked experimentally by introducing extra air gaps of 0.05 mm on each of the
four contacts between sample and yoke legs. As can be seen in figure 3.21, in the
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Figure 3.19. Alternative view of the same data as in figure 3.18. Here, the measured
magnetic field signalsHHall,i(t) (i = 1 . . . 3) are given as function of positionz above
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of clarity, only the data for a reduced number ofB values is depicted. The linear extrap-
olation of this data towardsz = 0 is also shown graphically, resulting in the effective
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Figure 3.20. (a) Magnetic field determined by both direct andindirect methods, as a
function of the excitation current, during the measurementof a number of magnetization
loops on a Charpy-type sample. (b) Same data as (a), but zoomed in at the origin, to show
in more detail the hysteretic relation betweenHextrapol andIe. The different minor loops
(Ie, Hextrapol) seen here correspond to different measured minor magnetization loops
(Hextrapol, B).
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Figure 3.21. Relation between excitation current and effective magnetic field determined
by extrapolation of localH measurements, for two situations: with and without the ad-
dition of four extra air gaps of 0.05 mm between the sample andthe four yoke legs. The
curve that is depicting the situation without the extra air gaps is actually identical to the
one shown in figure 3.20.

case of extra air gaps much more excitation current is neededto obtain the same
effective field as without these extra air gaps. Nevertheless for both situations
(with/without air gaps) the magnetic characterization of the Charpy-sample re-
sulted in comparable results, for instance the difference on maximum differential
permeability was less than5%.

3.2.3 Setup for samples with circular cross section

This particular experimental setup is designed in order to perform magnetic mea-
surements on rods with circular cross section. These sampleshapes are predomi-
nantly used in relation with the magnetomechanical setup (see section 3.3). When
aiming at the evaluation of the magnetic and magnetoelasticbehaviour at high
compressive stresses (both static and cyclic mechanical loading), samples with
circular cross section are better suited than strip samples, because the latter have
the disadvantage to buckle already at moderate compressivestress levels, which is
not the case for samples with circular cross sections at the stress levels considered
here. More precisely, the samples utilized in the magnetomechanical setup are
hourglass-shaped, machined out of cylindrical rods. The central sample region
with smaller cross section which is subjected to the higheststress levels is further
investigated and characterized both mechanically and magnetically.
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Figure 3.22. Schematic design of the permeameter to magnetically characterize cylindri-
cal samples.

The modified permeameter to perform magnetic measurements on cylindrical
samples is shown schematically in figure 3.22. The sample is positioned be-
tween two flux-closing yokes, of which the pole pieces are machined in such a
way to accommodate the cylindrical specimen and to provide an as close as possi-
ble sample-yoke contact. This is realized by machining in each yoke half-circular
notches, with the same radius as the samples under investigation, which is also the
solution adopted in the magnetic measurement standard [IEC60404-4]. However,
it is clear that a good contact with curved surfaces is more difficult to achieve than
with flat surfaces in case of strip samples.

Moreover, for the particular permeameter of figure 3.22 the ratio between the
cross section of the yoke and the cross section of the sample is about 4, which
provides us with an additional reason, besides the contact problem, to prefer the
direct method for the magnetic field determination. Its practical realization shows
much similarities with the permeameter for samples with square cross sections,
introduced in section 3.2.2. In general terms the schematicoverview of figure 3.16
is also applicable here: again, a Hall sensor array consisting of transverse Hall
sensors is used, and the magnetic field at the surface of the sample is obtained by
linear extrapolation. Remember however that the FE computations in section 3.1.4
(direct method, (pp. 104–107) show that in case of cylindrical samples, a linear
extrapolation leads to a slight overestimation of the actual magnetic field at the
sample surface.

In figure 3.23 the magnetic field determined by direct and indirect methods is eval-
uated as a function of the excitation currentIe. Compared to the case discussed
in section 3.2.2, the difference between both methods is less pronounced here.
When comparing the cross-sectional dimensions of sample and yoke for both sit-
uations, and noticing that the permeability of the Charpy-samples is much higher
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Figure 3.23. Magnetic field determined by both direct and indirect methods, as a function
of the excitation current, during the measurement of a majormagnetization loop on a
cylindrical sample.

than the cylindrical samples under investigation, the effect of the closing yoke
reluctances should be qualitatively lower in case of the cylindrical sample perme-
ameter compared to the Charpy-type sample permeameter treated in section 3.2.2.
The experimental result of figure 3.23 also indicates that the sample-yoke contacts
for the cylindrical samples are of good quality.

3.3 Magnetomechanical setup

Basically, the magnetomechanical setup is the incorporation of one of the mag-
netic measurement setups described in section 3.2, inside amechanical testing
apparatus. This magnetomechanical setup has the possibility, apart from apply-
ing a time-dependent magnetic field to the sample and simultaneously measuring
M(t) andH(t), to also apply a time-dependent mechanical stress to the sample,
and to measure at the same time both stressσ(t) and strainε(t).

Such a combined mechanical and magnetic experimental setupallows us to inves-
tigate the effects of magnetoelastic coupling, in other words the magnetomechani-
cal behaviour of the material, see section 6.1. In the most general configuration of
this magnetomechanical setup, as shown schematically in figure 3.24, both inputs
H andσ can be time-dependent.

In this study, this setup is predominantly used to investigate the cases where only
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magnetic field H(t) magnetization M(t)

strain e(t)stress s(t)

INPUT OUTPUT

excitation coil

measurement coil
mechanical

load

F(t)

magnetic circuit

DL(t)

elongation

Figure 3.24. Diagram of the magnetomechanical setup as an input-output system, with
the applied magnetic field and the applied mechanical stressas inputs, and the resulting
magnetization and strain as outputs.

one of these inputs (H or σ) is periodically changing with time, whereas the other
input is kept constant.

On the one hand, the magnetic characterization can be performed under static
mechanical conditions:M(H) hysteresis loops can be measured under (elastic)
static stressσ (tension or compression).

On the other hand, the magnetization variation caused by a time-varying (elastic)
stress applied on a sample under constant applied magnetic field can be studied, in
other words the measurement ofM(σ) hysteresis loops can be performed under
constant applied magnetic field, during one mechanical loading cycle. As an ap-
plication, during mechanical fatigue tests the variationsin the magnetomechanical
behaviour are monitored, see section 6.2.

The mechanical part of this setup is designed at EELAB [Derese2003] in such a
way to have the necessary space available to build the magnetic circuit around the
sample, see figure 3.25. The mechanical testing apparatus consists of two parts.
The first part is the electrical drive and transmission part,including a brushless
DC-motor driven by an inverter, a(92.8 : 1) speed reduction, and a screw-like
transmission that converts the motor torque into an uniaxial force. The motor is
actually a permanent magnet synchronous machine with field orientation, having
the advantages of a DC-machine such as a high torque at low speeds (important
feature during cyclic mechanical loading tests), but without the disadvantages of
abrasive brushes, resulting in longer life expectancy without maintenance (also a
very important feature, especially when applying this setup for fatigue testing of
ferromagnetic samples).

The second part of the mechanical setup is the part located around the sample. The
force applied to the sample and the sample elongation are measured, respectively
by a load cell and by a linear quadrature incremental encoder. The resolution of
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Figure 3.25. Overview of the complete magnetomechanical setup, with special attention
to the mechanical part.

the linear encoder is 25 nm and the repeatability is 100 nm. The linear encoder is
actually a quadrature encoder which means that it has two output channels making
it possible to sense not only position, but also the movementdirection.

All components of the apparatus, especially the transmission parts, are designed
to allow a maximum uniaxial force of 17 kN. During the mechanical loading, the
peak values of the uniaxial force in both movement directions can be controlled
to their set points by adjusting the maximum torque setting of the brushless DC-
motor, also in both movement directions.

The samples investigated with this setup are typically rectangular strips or cylin-
drical rods. The magnetic circuits that are used are the miniature SST for the strip
samples (section 3.2.1), or the permeameter described in section 3.2.3 for the
cylindrical rod samples. Both types of samples are hour-glass shaped: only the
central narrower part (length≈ 70 mm) of the sample is characterized both mag-
netically and mechanically. Due to the maximum uniaxial force of the mechanical
apparatus (Fmax = 17 kN), the cross-sectional dimensions of the samples are re-
stricted when aiming at tensile straining the samples up to fracture. For instance,
for materials with an ultimate tensile strength of approximately 500 MPa (such
as for instance low carbon steels), the dimensions of the sample’s central part are
typically limited to a cross section of 24mm2. Then, the ultimate tensile strength
corresponds to 70% of Fmax (safety margin).
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To assemble the strip or rod samples in the mechanical testing apparatus, different
joints or clamps are constructed, as shown in figure 3.26.

(a)

(b)

Load cellLinear encoder Measurement and
excitation coil

Figure 3.26. Sample-dependent part of the magnetomechanical setup for (a) cylindrical
rod samples, and (b) rectangular strip samples. For reasonsof clarity, the also sample-
dependent flux-closing yokes placed underneath and above the sample are not present in
this picture.

3.4 Magnetic drag force method

Consider a ferromagnetic strip being moved longitudinallythrough the magnetic
field existing in the vicinity of one or more permanent magnets, see figure 3.27 to
focus on one particular strip-magnet configuration. In thiscontext, the magnetic
drag force method is based on measuring the force that resists the longitudinal
motion of the strip. This longitudinal force originates from the magnetic hys-
teretic material behaviour of the ferromagnetic strip: theforward and backward
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Figure 3.27. Schematic arrangement of the drag force setup:a ferromagnetic sample
strip under test (SUT) is being moved along its longitudinalaxis underneath a stationary
permanent magnet (PM), with the magnetic moment of the PM parallel to the strip’s
longitudinal axis and also parallel to the movement direction.

movement through the magnetic field generated by the permanent magnet causes
the local magnetization to traverse closed3 magnetization loops, hence the me-
chanical work done to move the strip forward and backward equals the hysteresis
losses of the strip.

In the next paragraphs the magnetic drag force method is treated in more detail.
The initial research and development of the magnetic drag force method is carried
out in close collaboration with the R&D companies Magnova (Pittsfield, MA,
USA) and MagCanica (San Diego, CA, USA) and resulted in a number of joint
papers [Garshelis2006, Vandenbossche2007a, Sergeant2008, Garshelis2008].

3.4.1 Drag force principle and experimental setup

A basic configuration for the magnetic drag force method [Garshelis2006] is
shown schematically in figure 3.27, whereas the practical realization of the drag
force apparatus can be seen in figure 3.28. The ferromagneticstrip under test
(SUT) is maintained at a small but fixed distanceG (typically in the order of 1
mm) away from a permanent magnet (PM). Both the SUT and the PM are con-
strained to disallow the mutual attractive forceFattract. The Teflon guiding blocks
(guides) only allow movement of the strip in its longitudinal directionex. On the
other hand the permanent magnet is mounted at the bottom end of a pendulum.
This pendulum, made of aluminium and hung from instrument bearings, makes
contact with a load cell. Therefore the only degree of freedom for the magnet-

3The actual closure of the magnetization loops is achieved only if the magnetic state before and
after the sample movement is identical. In practice, this isrealized by first bringing the sample to an
initial magnetic state by moving the sample forward and backward, and then performing the actual
drag force measurement during a second forward and backwardmovement, with identical start and
end positions.
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pendulum
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driving
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permanent
magnet

strip

guides

Figure 3.28. Picture of the practical realization of the drag force apparatus, with indication
of the typical components. The location of the single permanent magnet inside the magnet
holder at the bottom end of the pendulum, is also indicated. Not shown in the picture is
the linear encoder to measure the longitudinal positionx.

pendulum ensemble is an incremental movement alongex, necessary to allow the
measurement of the force in theex direction.

The combination of the motor and the driving rollers make it possible to move
the SUT back and forth along its longitudinal directionex, at a constant velocity
v = vex slow enough to avoid the influence of eddy currents (v is typically 4
mm/s). The motion of the SUT, through the magnetic field existing in the vicinity
of the permanent magnet,is resisted by a forceFdrag originating from the mag-
netic hysteretic behaviour of the specimen. Since the SUT istypically a long
strip with small thickness which is in motion, the measurement of Fdrag is more
conveniently made by its reaction on the PM, which is therefore supported in such
manner as to both rigidly resistFattract and provide for the measurement ofFdrag

by making contact with a load cell. The load cell can only detect force in one di-
rection. Therefore the pendulum is biased to bear slightly against the load cell in
the absence of any drag force, in such a way to ensure that the magnet-pendulum
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.29. Schematical overview (not on scale) of some possible sample-magnet config-
urations, with one, two or four permanent magnets having magnetic moment orientations
parallel (a-c) or normal (d-f) to the longitudinal axis of the strip.

ensemble always exerts a force in one direction on the load cell, this is: for all
drag force values in either movement direction. The force onthe SUT is a repul-
sive force acting to resist the motion of the sample, whereasthe reaction on the
PM is in the opposite direction, tending to drag the PM along in the direction of
the motion, hence its appropriate appellation ‘drag force’.

In the particular case of figure 3.27 only one PM is used and itsmagnetic moment
m is directed parallel to the longitudinal axis of the strip (m = mex). Also other
configurations are possible, for instance with multiple magnets (over and under
the strip) and with magnets having moment orientations bothparallel to and nor-
mal to the direction of motion, see figure 3.29 for some examples of possible
configurations. Here in this work we will focus further on theparticular configu-
ration shown in figure 3.27 (situation (a) of figure 3.29). Thepermanent magnet
being used is a 38 MGO NdFeB magnet, with a magnetic momentm = 1.92Am2.
Other typical specifications of the magnet are the energy product(BH)max = 38
MGO (MegaGaussOersted)≈ 300 kJ/m3, the remanent inductionBr ≈ 1.2 T,
and the coercive fieldHc ≈ 800 kA/m. The dimensions of the permanent magnet
are 3.17 mm in the longitudinal direction of the strip [x], 12.7 mm in the vertical
direction [y] and 50.8 mm in the direction of the strip width [z]. The investigated
ferromagnetic strip samples are at least 280 mm long [x], between 0.13 mm and
1.6 mm thick [y], and always 25 mm wide [z]. Since the magnet width is twice
the sample width, the magnetic field can be considered uniform across the sample
width [z].

In the following,x denotes the magnet position with respect to the strip center, see
figure 3.27. Before the actual drag force measurement, the sample is first moved
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forward and then backward underneath the magnet in order to bring the sample
to an initial magnetic state atx = x1. The ferromagnetic strip sample is driven
by a motor to move with a constant but slow speedv. During the actual drag
force measurement, the sample is moved forward fromx(t1) = x1 to x(t2) = x2

(trajectory A), and then backward fromx2 to x(t3) = x1 (trajectory B). Att3
the magnetic state is equal to the initial one att1, in other words, the traversed
magnetization loops are closed. Therefore the mechanical work done to move the
strip fromx1 to x2 and back tox1 equals the hysteresis losses of the strip. On the
one hand the mechanical work can be written as:

Wmech =

∫ t3

t1

Fdrag(t) ·v(t) dt =

∫ x2

x1

[Fdrag,A(x) −Fdrag,B(x)] · ex dx.

(3.15)

On the other hand the hysteresis losses in this particular situation are given by:

Whyst =

∫

V

(∮

loop
H · dB

)
dV =

∫

V

(∫ t3

t1
H · dB

dt
dt

)
dV, (3.16)

with V the volume of the strip. Finally, after defining thedrag force differenceas:

∆Fdrag(x) = [Fdrag,A(x) − Fdrag,B(x)] · ex, (3.17)

the energy balance corresponding to the above-mentioned drag force experiment
is as follows:

Wmech = Whyst
∫ x2

x1

∆Fdrag(x) dx =

∫

V

(∫ t3

t1
H · dB

dt
dt

)
dV. (3.18)

The permanent magnet hangs on the bottom end of a pendulum in such a way
that, in absence of movement and associated drag force, the magnet bears slightly
against the load cell, giving rise to a force offset,Foffset. During the forward and
backward movement of the sample, the measured force obtained by the load cell
is Fmeas(t) = Foffset + Fdrag(t). Hence, the drag force difference∆Fdrag(x),
a main variable of the drag force method, can be experimentally determined as
the difference between the measured forces at identicalx positions,∆Fmeas(x),
without the necessity to knowFoffset.

Additionally a linear encoder is used to measure the longitudinal positionx of the
sample relative to the permanent magnet (the linear encoderis however not shown
in the picture of figure 3.28). The linear encoder makes it possible to evaluate
the measured forceFmeas and the drag force difference∆Fdrag as a function of
positionx.
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3.4.2 Typical experimental results

A typical drag force measurement result obtained on a low-carbon steel sample is
depicted in figure 3.30(a). The measured forceFmeas is plotted against longitudi-
nal positionx during the sample movement in both directions. When comparing,
at equal positionsx, the measured force corresponding to both movement direc-
tions, some typical qualitative features become apparent,common features that
are manifested as fine-scale variations exhibiting local minima and maxima in the
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Figure 3.30. Experimental results of the drag force measurement obtained on a low-
carbon steel sample (grade AISI C1018) of 1.6 mm thickness: (a) measured force for both
movement directions, as a function of magnet positionx relative to the sample center,
(b) drag force difference∆Fdrag as a function of positionx (solid line), after making
abstraction of the end effects related to the change in direction (dotted lines).
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measured force data. Remarkably, these fine-scale variations are closely identical
for both movement directions, and moreover their measurement is also repeatable,
providing an effective ‘signature’ unique to each investigated strip. The origin of
these fine-scale features present in the force signature is atopic for further inves-
tigation; one hypothesis is that the fine-scale variations are assumed to be related
to local microstructural imperfections.

Another feature visible in figure 3.30(a) is the vertical displacement between the
measured force plots for both movement directions. This vertical displacement
is in fact the graphical representation of the drag force difference∆Fdrag(x), as
defined by (3.17). Notice that this variable is an intermediate quantity in the en-
ergy balance as shown in formula (3.18). In spite of the typical fine-scale features
in the drag force ‘signature’ (figure 3.30(a)), the drag force difference shown in
figure 3.30(b) is more or less constant, illustrating the homogeneous properties of
the sample.

3.4.3 Which hysteresis loops?

The drag force originates from the magnetic hysteresis behaviour of the ferro-
magnetic sample under test: when a sample with magnetic hysteretic properties
is involved, the magnetizationM as a function of magnet positionx is asymmet-
ric relative to the magnet center, which arises from the hystereticM(H) relation
of the sample material, resulting in a longitudinal force acting on the sample. In
the theoretical case when the sample exhibits no magnetic hysteresis, the mag-
netization distribution is symmetric, resulting in no net drag force difference. In
this context, the question remains which particular hysteresis loops are actually
traversed during the forward and backward movement.

The treatment of this question by numerical modelling of thephenomena pro-
vides more in-depth understanding about the drag force method. It’s evident that
the numerical calculation depends on the particular magnetconfiguration. The
geometry used in the following numerical drag force calculation is again the typ-
ical single magnet configuration of figure 3.27, with the magnetic moment of the
permanent magnet parallel to the longitudinal axis of the sample. The drag force
profile is calculated by a numerical time-stepping model [Sergeant2008]: at every
time step in the calculation, the magnet is slightly moved over a fixed sample4.
This numerical model is based on two-dimensional (x, y) magnetostatic finite el-
ement computations, including the magnetic hysteretic material behaviour using
the Preisach model (this hysteresis model is treated in moredetail in section 4.2).

The classical finite element (FE) problem [Silvester1990] is formulated in terms
of the vector potentialA, defined as follows:B = ∇×A. As there are no current

4Remember that in the actual experiment the sample is moved relative to a fixed magnet.
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sources in the problem (jc = 0), the equations to be solved are:

∇×
(
(µ)−1 ∇× A

)
= 0, or: ∇× (∇× A) = µ0 (∇× M). (3.19)

However, in a problem with hysteresis it is not possible to solve the vector po-
tential FE problem using the permeability tensor defined asµ = B/H, because
this permeability may become negative, zero or infinite, which can lead to numer-
ical instabilities. To overcome this, the equations are reformulated in such a way
that the magnetic hysteretic material behaviour is described through differential
permeabilities. Consequently the basic unknown for the FE problem becomes the
time derivative of the vector potentialA. Following such approach, the equation
to be solved in case of the magnet is, withMm the magnetization of the magnet:

∇×
(
∇× ∂A

∂t

)
= µ0

(
∇× ∂Mm

∂t

)
. (3.20)

For the sample, we introduce the differential permeabilitytensorµd which relates
the time derivatives of the magnetic induction and the magnetic field vectorsB
andH:

∂B

∂t
= µd

∂H

∂t
. (3.21)

In the ferromagnetic sample, the equation is then as follows:

∇×
(

(µd)
−1 ∇× ∂A

∂t

)
= 0. (3.22)

The differential permeability is function of the positionx in the sample, there-
fore the sample is space-discretized into a number of grid points in which the
differential permeability is determined by the classical scalar Preisach hystere-
sis model, based on the magnetic field history. To handle the 2D-behaviour of
H = Hxex +Hyey, the following approximation is considered: because for the
configuration of figure 3.27 the field is mainly along thex-axis, the scalar hys-
teresis model is applied only toHx, whereas forHy a single-valued non-linear
characteristic (so without hysteresis) is used. The non-diagonal elements of the
permeability tensorµd are zero.

Once the magnetic induction and magnetic field vectors are calculated at each
particular time instant, the force is obtained by using the principle of the Maxwell
stressesT:

F =

∮

S′

TdS =

∮

S′

[
µ0(n ·H)H − µ0

2
(H ·H)n

]
dS, (3.23)

with S′ a surface which is closely surrounding the considered ferromagnetic mem-
ber (here the sample) and which is lying completely in free space just outside the
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Figure 3.31. Schematic overview of the different numericalsteps in order to calculate the
force profiles as a function of magnet positionx relative to the strip center, correspond-
ing to a certain trajectory of the sample, typically consisting of a forward and backward
movement.

ferromagnetic sample, and withn the outward unit vector normal to the surface
S′. The complete numerical scheme comprising time-stepping,FEM calculations
and permeability evaluations, is summarized in figure 3.31.

With this numerical drag force model, simulations are carried out on a ferromag-
netic sample of 1.6 mm thick and 150 mm long, and for the typical geometry of
the experimental setup as shown in figure 3.27 (single magnetwith magnetic mo-
mentm parallel toex). The results of one particular simulation are combined in
figure 3.32.

Initially, the magnet is at the right of the sample in position (0), and the sample
is in a remanent state (H = 0 A/m,B = -0.3 T). During the initialization course
(0)→(1), plotted with dotted lines in figure 3.32, the longitudinal forceFx in N
per meter length in thez-direction becomes high (264 N/m) as the magnet moves
to the left, comes closer to the sample end, and attracts it. After that, the force
profile becomes more or less flat up to position (1). Between (0) and (1) the
sample center passes the permanent magnet and is magnetizedtowards positive
saturation at position (0’), and back to a negativeH at position (1), the actual
starting position for the drag force determination.

At starting position (1) the movement direction is changed and we follow the solid
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Figure 3.32. Numerical results of a simulated drag force experiment, comprising an ini-
tialization course (0)→(1) (dotted lines), and the actual forward (1)→(2) and backward
(2)→(3) movement (solid lines). The arrows in sub-plots (a) and (b) indicate the move-
ment direction of the magnet. In (a) the simulated force profile is shown as a function of
time, whereas (b) depicts the same data as a function of the magnet position relative to the
sample. The corresponding calculatedB(H) trajectory and traversed closed hysteresis
loops at the center of the sample is shown in sub-plot (c).

line from position (1) to (2). The force is higher due to magnetic hysteresis. Fi-
nally, at position (2) the movement direction is changed again. The sample is
brought back to the starting position (3) = (1), see figure 3.32(b). During the tra-
jectory (1)→(2), the sample is magnetized towards positive saturation at position
(1’) and back to negativeH, and even so for the trajectory (2)→(2’)→(3). At po-
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sition (3), the magnetic state of the sample is the same as at the starting position
(1), and the magnetization loops are closed.

The drag force difference∆Fdrag(x) is obtained by subtraction: at equalx the
force profile while the magnet moves to the right (upper solidline) minus the
force profile while the magnet moves to the left (lower solid line). The area
enclosed by the solid line in figure 3.32(b) is actually the visualization of the
left hand side of formula (3.18), the formula which describes the energy balance
between mechanical work and hysteresis loss. It is checked that the hysteresis
loss

∫
V

(∮
HdB

)
dV , calculated on the basis of the two closed hysteresis loops,

i.e. loops (1)→(1’)→(2) and (2)→(2’)→(1) in figure 3.32, equals the mechani-
cal work

∫ x2

x1
∆Fdrag(x) dx, provided that the numerical step∆x is sufficiently

small.

It was also checked that in case of a single valuedB(H) characteristic (without
hysteresis involved), the force profiles for both forward and backward movement
directions actually coincide, in other words the force profile Fx(x) for trajectory
(1)→(2) is identical toFx(x) for trajectory (2)→(3). This obviously results in no
net drag force difference, reflecting the fact that the hysteresis loss is also zero in
this case.

3.4.4 Possible applications

Inherent to the drag force approach and its typical magnet configuration (fig-
ure 3.29 shows some possible configurations), the magnetic field in the sample
is not uniform. Consequently, the drag force method is not intended to be an
alternative for accurate conventional hysteresis loss measurements.

Considering the underlying mechanism giving rise to the drag force during the
sample movement, i.e. the traversal of magnetization loopsin the ferromag-
netic sample or in other words the reorganisation of the magnetic domain con-
figurations, it is expected that the microstructural changes that affect this mag-
netic domain reorganisation and consequently the macroscopic magnetic hys-
teretic behaviour, are also reflected in the experimentallyobtained drag force
profiles. Therefore, the drag force method shows potential in the field of non-
destructive evaluation of ferromagnetic materials. In this context the measured
force and the drag force difference can be explored as a function of longitudinal
position of the sample relative to the permanent magnet(s),without bothering too
much about the particular traversed magnetic hysteresis loops during the move-
ment of the ferromagnetic strip under investigation.

Since the drag force method is fast and robust, and since it provides repeatable
information which is qualitatively related to magnetization processes and the un-
derlying microstructure of the material, possible applications can be found in the
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field of quality control during the manufacture of ferromagnetic materials. Based
on the measured force profiles or the drag force difference, the material quality
can be monitored on a continuous basis during the production, after intermediate
thermal and mechanical fabrication processes, and also afterwards to ensure the
consistent quality of the finished products.

In this work we will focus further on the possible application of the drag force
difference∆Fdrag as a function of longitudinal sample position. As an example,
in section 5.3 the drag force method is utilized to evaluate non-destructively the
micro residual stress distribution introduced on both sides of a ferromagnetic strip
by cyclic mechanical bending, based on the evaluation of thevariations in the drag
force difference.





Chapter 4

Magnetic hysteretic
characterization

4.1 Introduction about magnetic NDE

Magnetic hysteretic NDE techniques are generally based on the knowledge that
the development of microstructural defects and the variations of the internal micro
stress distributions around those defects influence the magnetic domain wall mo-
tion, which consequently leads to altered macroscopic magnetic hysteretic proper-
ties. In principle, we may identify microstructural changes, and the deterioration
of mechanical properties of ferromagnetic materials in a non-destructive manner
by the characterization of the magnetic hysteretic behaviour.

The magnetic measurement setups treated in chapter 3 are capable to operate in a
frequency range from quasi-static (can be as low as typically 0.05 Hz) to typically
1 kHz. However, in the context of magnetic hysteretic NDE ourfocus is predomi-
nantly on the rate-independent or quasi-static magnetic hysteretic behaviour. Fol-
lowing the principle of loss separation [Bertotti1988], the magnetic behaviour can
be divided into three major contributions: (1) the rate-independent or quasi-static
hysteretic part, (2) the classical dynamic part, and (3) theexcess dynamic part.
All three contributions are dependent to some extent on microstructural features,
but in our context of magnetic NDE on low-carbon construction steels, only the
quasi-static contribution is of practical importance in relation with microstructural
changes. The excess dynamical part depends on grain size: for low-carbon steels
having small grain size, the excess dynamical part is small and can be neglected.
Concerning the classical dynamical part, the material parameter that is dependent
on microstructure is the conductivity, but to determine conductivity, more accurate
methods can be put forward, such as a four-point resistivitymeasurement.
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The core issue in relation to magnetic hysteretic NDE techniques is to define mag-
netic parameters that are sensitive enough to identify the changes of microstruc-
tural properties under investigation. As a first step, the classical magnetic hystere-
sis parameters characterizing the saturation magnetization loop such as coercive
field, remanent induction, permeability, and electromagnetic losses can be used
for NDE purposes [Bose1986, Lo2000]. Such conventional magnetic hysteresis
parameters are introduced already in section 2.1.

Indeed, one of the most popular visualizations of the rate-independent magnetic
hysteretic behaviour is the saturation loop, but the magnetic hysteretic behaviour
is much more than the saturation loop. In this research work,the magnetic hys-
teretic non-destructive evaluation method is extended, byincreasing the input of
experimental data for the magnetic evaluation technique. This is done by consid-
ering a whole set ofminormagnetization loops from low to high magnetic induc-
tion levels, instead of taking into account only themajorsaturation magnetization
loop.

In order to take such experimentally obtained overall magnetic hysteretic be-
haviour into account, the use of a hysteresis model such as the Preisach model is
proven to be very useful, especially in order to elegantly describe and further ana-
lyze the set of experimentally obtained minor hysteresis loops. The classical scalar
Preisach hysteresis model is treated in the next section 4.2. The Preisach distribu-
tion function is shown to be dependent on microstructure [Basso1995, Dupré1999,
Melikhov2001].

For the magnetic hysteretic characterization aiming at magnetic hysteretic non-
destructive evaluation, also other alternative approaches, which also start from
a set of experimentally obtained minor hysteresis loops, are proposed by other
research groups [Tomáš2004, Takahashi2006a].

4.2 Classical Preisach hysteresis model

The classical Preisach hysteresis model elegantly describes the quasi-static (or
rate-independent) hysteretic magnetization process [Preisach1935, Bertotti1998,
Mayergoyz2003]. Such description is performed using an infinite collection of
elementary magnetic dipoles with asymmetric rectangular hysteresis loops, see
figure 4.1, which are defined by two statistically distributed parameters, namely
the elementary loop coercive fieldhc and the elementary loop mean fieldhm, or
alternatively by two related parameters, namely the switching fieldsα andβ, with:

{
α = hm + hc

β = hm − hc
(4.1)
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Figure 4.1. Elementary Preisach dipole, with annotation ofthe elementary switching
fieldsα andβ (α ≥ β), and ofhc, the elementary or local coercive field of the Preisach
dipole (hc ≥ 0), andhm, the elementary or local interaction (or mean) field of the Preisach
dipole.

Remark that the existence of elementary Preisach dipoles with asymmetric char-
acteristic hysteresis loop (this is the case forhm 6= 0) can be justified physically
by considering the mutual interaction between the different elementary dipoles
[Dupre1995] – the magnetic dipole senses not only the externally applied mag-
netic field, but also the interaction magnetic field originating from other magnetic
dipoles – therefore the local mean fieldhm is also called the local interaction field.

For a given elementary dipole(hc, hm) (or alternatively(α, β)), the polarityη
can be+1 or−1, depending on the actual value of the magnetic fieldH(t) and/or
on the history of the magnetic field,Hhis. The polarityη(hc, hm,H(t),Hhis)
is +1 when the magnetic fieldH(t) > (hm + hc) and−1 whenH < (hm −
hc), as can be seen in figure 4.1. Between those two cases the polarity depends
on Hhis, which denotes the last extremal value ofH lying outside the interval
[hm − hc, hm + hc]: the polarityη equals+1 whenHhis > (hm + hc), or −1
whenHhis < (hm − hc). In terms of switching fieldsα andβ the polarityη can
be written alternatively as follows:

η(α, β,H,Hhis) =

{
+1: if H(t) > α or (β < H(t) < α andHhis > α)
−1: if H(t) < β or (β < H(t) < α andHhis < β)

The hysteretic magnetic behaviour can be described by the Preisach distribution
function (PDF)P (hc, hm) or alternativelyP (α, β), which represents the statisti-
cal density of the elementary dipoles(α, β). The magnetization in the Preisach
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model is expressed as an integral over the entire elementarydipole collection:

M(H,Hhis) = Mrev(H) +Mirr(H,Hhis), (4.2)

Mirr(H,Hhis) =
1

2µ0

∫ +∞

−∞
dα
∫ α

−∞
η(α, β,H,Hhis)P (α, β)dβ. (4.3)

More details about the Preisach hysteresis model can be found in [Dupre1995,
Makaveev2003].

The Preisach distribution function can be extracted directly1 out of a number of
experimentally obtained magnetization loops. Here, typically a whole set of mea-
sured quasi-static first-order symmetric magnetization loops, from low to high
magnetic induction levels, serves as experimental input for the determination of
the Preisach distribution function. In figure 4.2(a) an example of such a set of
so-called symmetric minor hysteresis loops is shown.

This direct mathematical method encompasses the followingsteps:

1. The inherent experimental noise on the measured set of magnetic hystere-
sis loops is filtered away by the construction of splines which correspond
as close as possible to the ascending branches of the hysteresis loops (the
descending branch is symmetric to the ascending one), and which also fulfil
the criterion dB

dH (H) > 0. This is primordial since in the following steps
differentiation will be carried out.

2. The Preisach distribution function actually corresponds to the irreversible
magnetic behaviour, see (4.3). Hence a subdivision into thereversible and
the irreversible part of the magnetization has to be carriedout. This is per-
formed by considering the permeability at the reversal point (for instance
at the start of the descending branch, as shown in figure 4.2).At the rever-
sal point only reversible magnetization processes occur (such as reversible
domain wall motion or domain wall bowing, see section 2.4), hence the
permeability at the reversal point can be considered as the reversible per-
meabilityµrev.

For each measured hysteresis loop the reversible permeability can be de-
duced at the reversal point, which then results in an expression µrev(Hi),

1It is important to recognize that the method that is used hereto determine the Preisach distribu-
tion function is a direct mathematical transformation of the experimentally obtained set of magnetic
hysteresis loops (by utilizing the Everett approach, see text). In other words, the PDF is not the re-
sult of some fitting procedure, where a predefined analyticalexpression for the PDF is assumed and
some parameters are fitted. Although an analytical distribution function, such as a Lorentzian, can
be appropriate in case of electrical steels, this is certainly not the case when dealing with hysteresis
loops obtained on fatigued or plastically deformed construction steels [Vandenbossche2005]. Hence
such analytical approach is not suited for magnetic NDE and microstructural characterization.
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Figure 4.2. (a) Measured magnetization loops, (b) Reversible magnetization curve, (c)
Irreversible magnetization loops, all three corresponding with the same experiment on an
Fe-Cu model alloy sample.
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with Hi the set of values of the magnetic field at each reversal point.Start-
ing from the set of measured hysteresis loopsM(H), the single valued re-
versible magnetizationMrev as a function ofH, and the set of irreversible
hysteresis loops can then be obtained as follows:

Mrev(H) =
1

µ0

∫ H

0
µrev(Hi)dHi (4.4)

Mirr(H) = M(H) −Mrev(H) (4.5)

Figure 4.2(b) and (c) shows the reversible magnetization and the irreversible
magnetization loops, obtained starting from the measured set magnetization
loops, shown in part (a) of the same figure.

3. The set of irreversible hysteresis loops is then arrangedinto so-called two-
dimensional Everett maps [Everett1955, Mayergoyz2003].

The Everett functionEirr(α, β) can be defined as follows: when the mag-
netic fieldH varies, starting from an extremal field valueα to a field value
β, in such a way that no past extremal values ofH are evaded from the
material memory, thenEirr(α, β) is the absolute value of the irreversible
magnetization variation that corresponds with the magnetic field trajectory
from α to β. This can be alternatively written as a formula:

Eirr(α, β) = µ0 |Mirr(H = β) −Mirr(H = α)| , (4.6)

with α an extremal value for the magnetic fieldH.

4. As a last step the PDF is obtained by differentiating the Everett function:

P (α, β) = −∂Eirr(α, β)

∂α∂β
. (4.7)

The PDF does not change during the magnetization process andcharacterizes the
microstructure and the material under investigation. In this context, the features
of the Preisach model can be used as a tool for magnetic NDE: the PDF acts as a
“snapshot” for the microstructural state of the material.

In the framework of the Preisach model the following properties can be defined:
the local interaction field distributionQm(hm) and the local coercive field distri-
butionQc(hc):

Qm(hm) =

∫ +∞

0
P (hc, hm)dhc, (4.8)

Qc(hc) =

∫ +∞

−∞
P (hc, hm)dhm. (4.9)

Starting from these distributions, the following parameters can be defined:
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Figure 4.5. (a)Local coercive field distribution and (b) local interaction field distribution,
corresponding to the Preisach distribution function shownin figure 4.4.
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• Qc,max: peak intensity of the local coercive field distributionQc(hc)

• Qm,max: peak intensity of the local interaction field distributionQm(hm)

• hm,fwhm: full width at half maximum of the distributionQm(hm)

• S = As/A0: the shape parameter of the distributionQm(hm)

• W = Aw/A0: the wing parameter of the distributionQm(hm)

with A0,As andAw defined as follows:

A0 =

∫ +∞

−∞
Qm(hm)dhm, (4.10)

As =

∫ FWHM/2

−FWHM/2
Qm(hm)dhm, (4.11)

Aw =

∫ +∞

FWHM
Qm(hm)dhm, (4.12)

In the following chapter, the Preisach-based parametersQc,max,Qm,max, hm,fwhm,
S andW are utilized for magnetic NDE purposes.





Chapter 5

Effect of microstructural
degradation on magnetic
behaviour

In this chapter the effect of microstructural changes on themagnetic hysteretic be-
haviour is investigated, for three distinct cases of material degradation processes:
irradiation-induced Cu-precipitation and matrix damage,leading to embrittlement
and hardening (section 5.1), changes in dislocation density and distribution, due
to plastic deformation (section 5.2), and variations in thelocalized macro residual
stress distribution, due to cyclic bending (section 5.3).

For the first two cases, magnetic hysteretic characterization methods are applied,
utilizing both the conventional magnetic hysteresis loop parameters (such as per-
meability, remanence, coercivity, and so on) and also the advanced parameters
which are defined in the frame of the Preisach hysteresis model, as introduced in
section 4.2. For the third and last case – the macro residual stress variations due to
cyclic bending – the so-called magnetic drag force experimental method is being
used, an experimental method which is introduced in section3.4.

5.1 Embrittlement and hardening, due to neutron irra-
diation or thermal aging

Neutron irradiation of b.c.c. (body-centered cubic) iron-based materials is known
to cause undesired changes of the mechanical behaviour suchas hardening and
embrittlement. This effect can be detrimental for reactor pressure vessel steels
during long-term service in the nuclear industry. Therefore this material degra-
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dation process of hardening and embrittlement of nuclear reactor pressure vessels
(RPV) is a main concern for the nuclear industry in order to cope with extended
life times of nuclear power plants. Indeed, the reactor pressure vessel is a crucial
structural component of a nuclear power plant (see section 1.1.4, example 2, for
more details), and the plant life management is to a large extent governed by the
integrity of the reactor pressure vessel [Davies2002].

The process of hardening and embrittlement is the macroscopic outcome of un-
derlying microstructural changes: the neutron irradiation is known to enhance the
diffusion processes, the clustering of solute atoms (such as copper1) and the cre-
ation of nano-sized defects, and is therefore responsible for the formation and
growth of copper-rich precipitates (CRPs) and the increaseof matrix damage
(e.g. vacancy-interstitial clusters). Both the nano-sized Cu-rich precipitates and
the matrix damage impede the dislocation motion, resultingin undesired changes
of the mechanical material properties, such as a decrease oftoughness and ductil-
ity, and an increase of hardness, yield stress and ductile-to-brittle transition tem-
perature [Fisher1985].

Conventionally, the material status concerning embrittlement, hardening and frac-
ture toughness is evaluated by destructive tests (e.g. Charpy impact and tensile
tests) on surveillance specimens, made of exactly the same material as the pres-
sure vessel. Therefore a number of so-called surveillance capsules, each con-
taining a number of such surveillance samples, are originally inserted inside the
nuclear reactor pressure vessel, before taking the nuclearreactor into operation.

At fixed time intervals (say, every five years) a certain surveillance capsule is
taken out of the reactor pressure vessel, during a major power plant revision, in
order to perform destructive tests such as Charpy impact tests and tensile tests
to assess the embrittlement, the hardening and the fracturetoughness properties
[Chaouadi2007]. Normally, the remains of those destructive tests, i.e. the bro-
ken sample pieces, are not inserted back into the reactor, but they are stored in a
controlled environment outside the reactor for further investigation2.

Typical observations of such destructive tests can be foundin section 1.1.4 (ex-
ample 2), and also further in this section 5.1: with increasing neutron irradiation
fluence or neutron dose, the yield stress and the ductile-to-brittle transition tem-
perature increase, whereas the ductility and the upper shelf energy3 decrease.

1Cu-alloyed steels are commonly used as materials for reactor pressure vessels in nuclear power
plants, mainly because these steels exhibit an improved strength at the elevated reactor operating
temperatures (≈ 300◦C).

2Actually, the RPV steel samples of a certain Belgian surveillance program, on which the mag-
netic hysteresis measurements are performed (sample set ‘BSP’, see further in section 5.1.3) are cut
from these broken Charpy or tensile test sample pieces, which, in a way, act as snap shots of the
material state history of the RPV steel.

3The upper shelf energy is the energy required for a ductile fracture during the Charpy impact
test, see also section 1.1.4.
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However, in order to cope with extended life times of nuclearpower plants and
considering the limited number of specimens originally inserted into the reactor
in order to perform such destructive mechanical tests, there is a tendency to de-
velop non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques. Such NDE techniques can be
considered as additional and/or possible replacement techniques to assess the ma-
terial condition. Their advantage is that the surveillancespecimens can be reused,
so without losing precious surveillance material.

In such context, also magnetic non-destructive evaluationtechniques can be con-
sidered to assess the embrittlement [Takahashi2006a, Altpeter2001, Chi1999], be-
cause the development of irradiation-induced microstructural defects – more pre-
cisely the variation of the micro-stress distribution around those defects – influ-
ences the magnetic domain wall motion, and hence leads to altered macroscopic
magnetic properties, such as the magnetic hysteretic behaviour.

The subjects treated further in this section 5.1 can be situated in the general frame-
work of the irradiation-induced embrittlement and hardening of reactor pressure
vessels used in the nuclear industry. The following research work is carried out
in collaboration with SCK·CEN, the Belgian nuclear research center, which has
achieved a high level of expertise in this field, especially about mechanical and
microstructural testing of irradiated materials. We at EELAB had the opportu-
nity to perform magnetic hysteretic experiments on irradiated samples provided
by SCK·CEN, and inside the hot-cells of the Institute for Nuclear Materials at
SCK·CEN.

In the following three paragraphs, the magnetic hystereticcharacterization is ap-
plied to (1) thermally aged Fe-Cu model alloys, to investigate the effect of Cu-
precipitation separately from the matrix damage; (2) irradiated pure iron, to study
the effect of matrix damage separately from the Cu-precipitation; (3) irradiated
Fe-Cu model alloys and (4) actual reactor pressure vessel steels, to investigate the
combined effects of Cu-precipitation and matrix damage.

5.1.1 Hardening and softening due to thermal aging of Fe-Cu model
alloys

In order to study in detail the hardening and embrittlement processes due to Cu-
precipitation, separately from the effects of the irradiation-induced matrix dam-
age, the investigation of the thermal aging of Fe-Cu model alloys at approxi-
mately 500◦C is a common and adequate practice since many years [Othen1991,
Charleux1996, Chaouadi2005]. Indeed, during thermal aging experiments of Fe-
Cu model alloys, one observes hardening processes due to Cu-precipitation, quite
similar to the irradiation-enhanced Cu-precipitation hardening [Deschamps2001,
Chaouadi2005].
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For the Fe-1wt%Cu model alloy under investigation, a major part of the alloyed
Cu is still in solid solution in the initial material state before thermal aging:
the solubility limit at 500◦C is 0.17 wt% Cu for an Fe-Cu binary model alloy
[Perez2005] (solubility limit: maximum concentration of solute, Cu, dissolvable
in solvent, Fe). Hence, during the thermal aging process at 500◦C, the solute Cu
is able to precipitate gradually. By deliberately choosingthe annealing temper-
ature sufficiently low (as been said, typically 500◦C) compared to the solubility
limit (i.e. 750◦C for 1 wt%Cu [Perez2005]), the predominant microstructural
variation during the thermal aging process is the formationand growth of Cu-
precipitates, which is well documented in literature [Othen1991, Charleux1996,
Deschamps2001, Chaouadi2005].

Apart from the Cu-precipitation, no other significant microstructural changes are
observed during the thermal aging at 500◦C of Fe-1wt%Cu binary model alloys,
which makes the thermal aging process a suitable tool to investigate the effect of
Cu-precipitation on the macroscopic properties, separately from other microstruc-
tural changes. Therefore the origin of the variation in the macroscopic material
properties being further investigated (both mechanical and magnetic properties) is
related to the size and morphology of the developing Cu-precipitates.

In Fe-1wt%Cu model alloys, the formation and growth of Cu-precipitates at the
beginning of the thermal aging process results in mechanical hardening (the high
density of small Cu-precipitates results in strong obstruction to the dislocation
motion), whereas for aging times higher than a certain critical value – the so-
called over-aging regime – mechanical softening occurs (the decreased density of
somewhat larger Cu-precipitates impedes the dislocation motion less and less).

In the following, we explore the possibility of the advancedevaluation of magnetic
hysteretic properties, for the assessment of the hardeningand softening of a Fe-
1wt%Cu model alloy, due to the copper precipitation induced by thermal aging.
We found that the specific microstructural variations due tothermal aging, which
are related to the size and morphology of the copper-rich precipitates (CRPs),
cause substantial variations of the macroscopic magnetic hysteretic properties.

Table 5.1. Impurity composition (in ppm) of the investigated Fe-1wt%Cu model alloy.

Cu Mn Ni W Cr P N C S
9500 270 255 180 145 110 58 35 20

Sample preparation and characterization

The Fe-1wt%Cu model alloy is prepared by melting an ultra low carbon steel in
air, followed by adding the appropriate amount of pure copper. Details about the
preparation are presented in [Konstantinović2007]. The chemical composition of
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the alloy can be found in table 5.1. After being cooled down, the material is heated
up to 1050◦C, followed by hot rolling. In order to obtain a full solid solution of
the copper, a normalization heat treatment for 1h at 850◦C is carried out, followed
by water quench.

Different samples are cut from the same sheet and then subjected to a thermal
aging process: heat treatment is performed at a constant temperature of 500◦C
in an argon atmosphere, for six different aging timesta: 0.17h, 1h, 3h, 15h, 80h
and 120h. The heat treatment is followed by fast quenching into iced water. An
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Figure 5.1. (a) Subset of the tensile test results, viz. engineering stress versus engineering
strain curves for the samples aged for 0h, 15h and 120h. (b) Yield stressσy as a function
of aging time. The initial value of the yield stress isσy(0) = 252 MPa.
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additional seventh sample is also cut from the same sheet, asa reference sample,
denoted as 0h aging time.

Thermally aged samples from the same batch are characterized both macroscop-
ically and microscopically, macroscopically by mechanical tensile tests and mi-
croscopically by small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments.

Tensile testsare performed with an Instron machine at a constant strain rate of
1.4 · 10−4s−1, on specimens that are 24 mm long, with a cylindrical gauge sec-
tion of 2.4 mm in diameter and 12 mm in length. More details (and also more
results) concerning the tensile tests can be found in [Konstantinović2007]. Fig-
ure 5.1(a) visualizes a subset of the experimentally determined engineering stress-
strain curves. As shown in figure 5.1(b), the sample aged forta = 15h has the
highest yield stressσy and therefore it represents the peak hardening regime. For
samples with lower aging times,σy increases as a function ofta, whereas for the
samples that are aged for more than 15h,σy decreases withta. This is fully in
agreement with previously published results [Fujii1968].Further, the flow curve
(i.e. true stressσ as a function of true plastic strainεp) can be expressed by
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Figure 5.2. Strain hardening indexn and strength coefficientK as a function of aging
time. These parametersn andK are defined byσ = K(εp)

n, with σ the true stress and
εp the true plastic strain.
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Hollomon’s power lawσ = K(εp)
n, in the case of uniform plastic deformation,

in other words until the onset of necking. The strain hardening indexn and the
strength coefficientK are shown in figure 5.2 as a function of aging time. The
strength coefficientK mimics the behaviour of the yield stress, whereas the strain
hardening indexn continuously decreases with aging time indicating the lossof
strain hardening capability with aging time.

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experimentsare performed by SCK at
the Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland, for details see[Vandenbossche2007b].
The SANS experimental technique is based on the principle that an initially par-
allel neutron beam is scattered by nano-size defects. With SANS, small nano-size
heterogeneities of the investigated sample, such as precipitates and fluctuations in
chemical composition, can be detected and their size distribution can be quanti-
fied. Here, the SANS experimental results are used to quantify the size distribution
of the Cu-rich precipitates. As can be seen in figure 5.3 and table 5.2, the SANS
data confirm the expected increase of the precipitate size and the decrease of the
precipitate density as a function of thermal aging time.
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Figure 5.3. Size distribution of the Cu-rich precipitates (CRPs) as obtained by SANS ex-
periments. Notice the asymmetry in the size distribution, which results in a mean diameter
that is higher than the peak diameter, see also table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Size and density of the Cu-rich precipitates (CRPs) as a function of aging time,
as obtained by SANS experiments.

aging time total CRP density peak CRP mean CRP
(h) (1015/cm3) diameter (nm) diameter (nm)
3 915 1.69 1.74
6 727 2.08 2.21
18 185 3.49 3.83
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Experimental results of the magnetic hysteretic characterization

Magnetic measurements are performed on rectangular samples (dimensions 1.3
x 1.3 x 26 mm) with a specially designed miniature single sheet tester, having
a magnetic path length of 20 mm. The principles and the specific experimental
details concerning magnetic measurements with a single sheet tester are treated in
chapter 3. To avoid substantial dynamic effects, all magnetic measurements are
performed at an excitation frequency of 0.2 Hz.

To fully characterize the magnetic hysteretic behaviour, for each specimen a set
of 40 quasi-static first order symmetric magnetization loops is measured, for a
range of peak magnetization values, with steps of∆(µ0M) ≈ 0.04 T. The exper-
imentally obtained magnetization loops are then analysed as a function of aging
time: (1) based on the conventional hysteresis loop parameters, and (2) based on
Preisach hysteresis model features.

(1) A selection of the experimentally obtained magnetization loops is shown in
figure 5.4: for three samples, i.e. the initial one and the samples aged for 15h
and for 120h, the magnetization loop at a peak magnetizationlevel of 1.2 T is
visualized. Even though these are not saturation loops theygive already an indi-
cation of the specific variation of the conventional hysteresis parameters such as
remanence, coercivity and permeability as a function of thethermal aging pro-
cess. In figure 5.5 we plot as a function of aging time the relative variation of the
conventional hysteresis parameters such as remanence, coercivity and maximum
differential permeability relative to their initial values prior to the thermal aging
process. Figure 5.6 shows for each of the investigated samples, as a function of
yield stressσy, the variation of the most sensitive parameter, i.e.µr,d,max, which
is the maximum of relative differential permeabilityµr,d:

µr,d =
1

µ0

dB
dH

. (5.1)

(2) Next, we analyse the variations of the magnetic hysteresis behaviour as a func-
tion of aging time by using the Preisach hysteresis formalism as introduced in
chapter 4. In the framework of the Preisach model the the local interaction field
distributionQm(hm) and the local coercive field distributionQc(hc) can be de-
fined, by integrating the Preisach distribution functionP (hc, hm) in function of
the parametershm, the local interaction (or mean) field, andhc the local coercive
field, see also chapter 4:

Qm(hm) =

∫ +∞

0
P (hc, hm)dhc, (5.2)

Qc(hc) =

∫ +∞

−∞
P (hc, hm)dhm. (5.3)
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maximum atta = 15h.
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Figure 5.6. (a) Maximum of relative differential permeability µr,d,max and yield stress
σy as a function of aging time, for each of the investigated samples. (b) Alternative view
on the same data, with aging times as indicated on the graph.

Figure 5.7 shows the local field distributions as a function of aging time. The peak
value of bothQm(hm), denoted byQm,max, andQc(hc), denoted byQc,max first
decreases, then increases, showing a minimum for the samplethermally aged for
15 hours. Figure 5.8 visualizes the variation of the peak values of the local coer-
cive field and local interaction field distributions, relative to their peak values prior
to the thermal aging process, together with the variation ofhm,fwhm, which is the
“full width at half maximum” of the local interaction field distributionQm(hm).
Alternatively, figure 5.9 shows in absolute values the variation of the peak value
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Figure 5.7. (a) Local interaction field distributionQm(hm) for several thermal aging
times. The peak position remains the same for all aging times(hm = 0 A/m), whereas the
peak value ofQm shows a minimum for the peak hardening sample (ta = 15h). (b) Local
coercive field distributionQc(hc) for several thermal aging times. The peak position of
this distribution remains the same for all aging times, i.e.hc ≈ 135 A/m, in agreement
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hm,fwhm vary substantially, whereasQc,max only varies slightly.

of the local interaction field,Qm,max, and of the yield stress,σy, for each of the
seven investigated thermally aged samples.

Discussion

From the behaviour of the investigated mechanical and magnetic parameters as
a function of the thermal aging at 500◦C we identify three main regimes: aging
times lower than 15h (regimeI ), aging times around 15h (regimeII ) and aging
times larger than 15h (regimeIII ). When analyzing the conventional magnetic
hysteretic parameters and the Preisach parameters shown infigure 5.5 and fig-
ure 5.8 respectively, we see that these magnetic parametersas a function of aging
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Figure 5.9. Peak value of the local interaction field distribution,Qm,max, and yield stress,
σy, as a function of aging time, for all seven investigated thermally aged samples.

time fully mimic the behaviour of the yield stress, or its reciprocal value, depend-
ing on whether the magnetic parameter increases or decreases with aging time
in regimeI (ta < 15h). Accordingly, regimeI has been found to correspond to
the solid solution hardening regime, regimeII to the peak hardening, and regime
III to the over-aging (softening) regime. This behaviour of mechanical hardening
followed by softening can be related to the morphology of theCu-rich precipitates
(CRPs). The formation and growth of CRPs is well documented in literature, for
instance microstructural analysis (based on high resolution transmission electron
microscopy, and X-ray absorption techniques) has shown [Deschamps2001] that
with increasing aging time the mean CRP size increases (up toapproximately 3
nm at peak hardening, and further increasing in the over-aged regime), and that
also the distance between the CRPs increases. Our SANS experiments (see fig-
ure 5.3 and table 5.2) confirm the increase of the CRP size and the decrease of the
CRP density for the thermally aged Fe-1wt%Cu samples investigated here.

Current understanding of the hardening and softening behaviour is based on the
idea that the hardening occurs due to the resistance createdby the precipitates to
the dislocation movement. The Cu-precipitates form obstacles to the dislocation
motion. If, in addition, dislocations are assumed to be flexible, different sec-
tions of the dislocation line will be able to move partially independent from each
other. So, above a certain critical precipitation size (which can be also regarded
as critical distance between precipitate clusters, see above), the created stress in
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the matrix will no longer induce resistance to dislocation motion, and the material
should re-establish a lower elasticity limit [Russell1972].

Furthermore, advanced experimental studies, for instancewith high resolution
TEM and X-ray absorption techniques [Othen1991, Othen1994, Deschamps2001,
Perez2005], and also simulations, based on the so-called molecular dynamics cal-
culations [Hu1999, Blackstock2001], indicate that the Cu-precipitation sequence
characteristic for Fe-Cu alloys is as follows:

BCC→ 9R→ FCC.

Starting from Cu in solid solution, BCC Cu-precipitates areformed, which are
fully coherent with the Fe-matrix, but are metastable (the lattice parameter of
BCC Cu (0.296nm) is slightly higher than in case of BCC Fe (0.287nm)). These
Cu-rich precipitates increase in size with increasing aging time.

When the CRPs reach a critical size (≈ 3 nm to 4 nm, regardless of the total
Cu-concentration [Othen1994]), the coherency strain energy becomes too large,
and a strain-induced martensitic transformation to the 9R lattice structure occurs,
which is FCC-like with a high density of twins (twins which help to minimize the
misfit with the iron matrix). In other words, the Cu-precipitates evolve towards
incoherent phases in the Fe-matrix. Figure 5.10 shows in qualitative way the
differences between coherent and incoherent precipitates.

At larger sizes (≈ 17 nm [Othen1994]), the CRPs further evolve to the equilibrium

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10. Schematic drawing of a coherent and an incoherent precipitate, giving an
impression about the local residual stresses around such crystal defects. (a)Coherent pre-
cipitate: the precipitate adapts to the same lattice structure as theFe-matrix (b.c.c.), and
moreover all lattice planes of the matrix continue through the precipitate. However, differ-
ences in lattice parameter in matrix and precipitate resultin elastic distortions, hence local
residual stresses are present in both Fe-matrix and precipitate. (b)Incoherent precipitate:
both phases have different crystal structure and a phase boundary is present between ma-
trix and precipitate, with large interfacial energy. Drawings taken from [Gottstein2004].
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FCC phase. In any of these cases, the Cu-precipitates inducea certain distortion of
the Fe-crystal lattice, resulting in a internal micro stress field distribution, which
is localized not only inside the precipitates, but also in the Fe-matrix close to the
precipitates.

On the other hand, concerning the magnetic behaviour, it is known that the mag-
netic domain wall movement is influenced by internal micro stress fields, as treated
in chapter 2, due to the magneto-elastic interaction of domain walls with micro
stress fields. Applied here to the case of thermal aging of Fe-Cu model alloys, the
observed variations of the investigated macroscopic magnetic parameters due to
the thermal aging process can be related to the interplay of the magnetic domain
walls and the localized micro stress fields around the Cu-rich precipitates (CRPs).
These stress fields originate from the distortion of the Fe-crystal lattice induced
by the CRPs.

Furthermore, atomistic simulations [Hu1999] utilizing the molecular dynamics
method, indicate that the growth of precipitates and the phase transformation of
the CRPs (from coherent BCC to incoherent 9R) induce changesof the micro
stress fields: as a function of CRP size, the magnitude of the internal compressive
stress fields in the vicinity of the CRPs first increases and then decreases. The
largest (compressive) internal stresses are found for a CRPsize of approximately
2.5 nm, according to the calculations of [Hu1999], which matches more or less
with the peak hardening regime, see figure 5.3.

The variation of the magnetic properties as a function of aging time is in agree-
ment with this evolution of the micro stress fields during theCu-precipitation
process. For instance, the maximum differential permeability µr,d,max is a mea-
sure of the mean free path length of the magnetic domain wall movement once the
magnetic domain wall is depinned, which is indicated also bythe simplified qual-
itative model of the effect of internal defect stresses on the permeability and the
coercivity, see section 2.4.3. Due to the micro stress field distribution the mean
free path length is assumed to decrease during the hardeningstage and to increase
during mechanical softening, which is in agreement with theexperimentally ob-
served variation ofµr,d,max during the thermal aging process. Also, the variations
of peak valueQm,max and the widthhm,fwhm (full width at half maximum) of
the local interaction field distribution, as a function of the aging time, indicate that
the largest interaction between the domain walls occurs at peak strength, where
the internal micro stress level is the highest.

Conclusion about thermal aging of Fe-Cu

The formation and growth of Cu-precipitates during the thermal aging process at
500◦C leads to variations of the investigated magnetic hysteretic properties, such
as remanence, maximum permeability, width and peak value ofthe local inter-
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action field distributionQm(hm) (which is defined in the frame of the Preisach
hysteresis model). Moreover, the regimes that can be indicated in their relation to
the aging time correspond with the mechanical hardening andsoftening regimes,
in other words the magnetic parameters fully mimic the yieldstress variation.

The hardening regime corresponds to small coherent Cu-precipitates, which ob-
struct the dislocation motion and the magnetic domain wall movement, whereas
the softening regime corresponds to larger and well separated incoherent Cu-
precipitates, which are softer obstacles to both dislocations and magnetic domain
walls. Furthermore, the extremum values of all investigated magnetic parameters
correspond with the mechanical peak hardening, at an aging time of 15h.

Moreover, when compared to the initial case, the peak hardening values of the
magnetic parameters, such as remanence, maximum permeability, width and peak
value of the local interaction field distribution, change with approximately 50% or
more. This pronounced sensitivity indicates the potentialof magnetic NDE for the
evaluation of hardening and softening phenomena induced byCu-precipitation.

5.1.2 Irradiation-induced embrittlement of nominally pur e iron and
Fe-Cu model alloys

As introduced earlier, neutron irradiation gives rise to hardening and embrittle-
ment of iron, iron alloys and ferritic steels, due to irradiation-induced micro-
structural processes such as (1) Cu-precipitation and (2) Fe-matrix damage (point-
defect clusters).

In the previous section 5.1.1 on thermally aged Fe-Cu model alloys, we explored
the possibility of the magnetic hysteretic characterization for the assessment of
the mechanical hardening due to Cu-precipitation, separately from irradiation-
induced matrix damage. We found that the specific microstructural variations due
to thermal aging related to the formation and growth of copper precipitates, cause
substantial variations of the macroscopic magnetic hysteretic properties.

In this section 5.1.2 we extend this approach towards the magnetic evaluation of
irradiated pure iron. The experiments on the pure iron samples make it possible to
study in detail the hardening and embrittlement processes due to the irradiation-
induced matrix damage, separately from the effects associated to Cu-precipitation.

The obvious next step is then of course to investigate the combined effects of
irradiation-induced Cu-precipitation and matrix damage.This is performed first
on irradiated Fe-Cu model alloys, which have a lower dislocation density and
lower impurity content than the actual RPV ferritic steels.This topic is also
treated in this section 5.1.2. Finally, in the following section 5.1.3, the same mag-
netic hysteretic characterization techniques are appliedto the irradiation-induced
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hardening and embrittlement processes of the actual RPV ferritic steels.

Summarizing, in this section 5.1.2 the magnetic hystereticcharacterization is ap-
plied to on the one hand a set of irradiated pure iron samples and on the other hand
sets of irradiated Fe-0.1wt%Cu and Fe-0.3wt%Cu model alloysamples. These
three sample sets were part of one particular irradiation campaign at SCK·CEN,
which is designated as ‘REVE’.

Sample preparation and characterization

The pure iron and the Fe-Cu model alloys are prepared by melting an ultra low
carbon steel in air. For the Fe-0.1wt%Cu and Fe-0.3wt%Cu model alloys, the
appropriate amount of pure copper is added. A final heat treatment at 1075 K for
1 h, followed by a water quench, results in dislocation densities of about1010/cm2

for all three materials [Verheyen2006]. The average grain size and some details
about the composition are listed in table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Nominal composition and average grain size, of the pure Fe and the Fe-x%Cu
model alloys.

Material Nominal composition Average grain size
pure Fe < 200 ppm impurities 250µm

Fe0.1%Cu 0.1wt%Cu; and< 30 ppm C 125µm
Fe0.3%Cu 0.3wt%Cu; and< 30 ppm C 177µm

For each of the three materials, different samples are cut from the same sheet and
then irradiated in the Belgian test reactor BR2 at 573 K and 150 bar, using a fast
neutron flux of about9 · 1013 neutrons/cm2 /s, a value which is more than 100
times higher than the typical neutron flux of a commercial nuclear reactor. More
details about the sample preparation and the neutron irradiation are presented in
[Verheyen2006].

In the following, for each of these three materials, five sample sets are investi-
gated: one as-received and four irradiated sample sets withneutron fluences of
18, 36, 70 and130 · 1018 neutrons/cm2 .

Tensile tests are performed on all sample sets, as reported in [Verheyen2006]. The
irradiation-induced hardening is indicated by a consistent increase of the yield
stress with neutron fluence or neutron dose, see figure 5.11. This increase in yield
stress saturates more or less at fluences higher than20 · 1018 neutrons/cm2 . which
is in agreement with previously published results [Chaouadi2005]. Furthermore,
one can see that the yield stress variation depends on the initial Cu-content in solid
solution: the addition of more Cu induces more hardening.
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Figure 5.11. Variation of yield stress (measured at room temperature) as a function of
neutron fluence, for the investigated pure Fe and Fe-Cu modelalloy samples. The error
bar plotted on the graph for pure Fe is also indicative for theresults on the other materials.

Magnetic hysteretic characterization

All pure Fe and Fe-Cu model alloy samples being used for the magnetic char-
acterization have a length of 26 mm and a square cross sectionof 1.3 mm by
1.3 mm. These samples are cut to these dimensions, before theneutron irradia-
tion process. As a matter of fact, the actual objective of such a typical sample
shape and size is to perform internal friction (IF) measurements at SCK·CEN
[Konstantinovic2008]. However, as is discussed later, such IF sample shape is not
an optimal choice for magnetic measurements, but nevertheless these irradiated
IF sample sets are useful to investigate the sensitivity of the magnetic hysteresis
evaluation of irradiation-induced hardening and embrittlement.

Magnetic hysteretic measurements are performed on all three sample sets (pure
Fe, Fe-0.1Cu and Fe-0.3Cu), inside a hot-cell at SCK·CEN which allows re-
mote and safe manipulation of active samples, making use of aspecially designed
miniature single sheet tester (SST), with closing yokes made of nanocrystalline
soft magnetic material (Finemet). The principles and the specific experimental de-
tails concerning magnetic measurements in general, and more specifically about
single sheet testers, are treated in chapter 3.

To fully characterize the magnetic hysteretic behaviour, for each specimen a set of
40 quasi-static first order symmetric magnetization loops is measured, for a range
of peak magnetization values with steps of∆(µ0M) ≈ 0.04 T. To avoid substan-
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tial dynamic effects, all magnetic measurements are performed at an excitation
frequency of 0.2 Hz.

The experimentally obtained magnetization loops are then analyzed as a func-
tion of neutron fluence. In the previous section section 5.1.1, about the harden-
ing of thermally aged Fe-Cu model alloys, it appears that valuable information
concerning the progression of the mechanical hardening is present in the change
of the magnetic hysteresis loop shape. The loop shape can be indicated by the
relative differential permeabilityµr,d(H) (see equation 5.1), the Preisach distri-
bution function, and the Preisach-related distribution ofthe local interaction field
Qm(hm) (see chapter 4, and equation 5.2). Therefore, we focus here on two
main parameters, which are the maximum ofµr,d(H) and the peak intensity of
Qm(hm), denoted respectively asµr,d,max andQm,max. Remember that for the
thermally aged Fe-Cu (see section section 5.1.1, both theseparameters decreased
significantly with increasing aging time during the hardening stage.

Initial experiments are performed to estimate the repeatability of the magnetic
measurements. Preliminary measurements outside the hot-cell indicated that the
sample positioning is achievable in a repeatable way, in other words when per-
formed outside the hot-cell, the sample positioning has a negligible effect on the
repeatability of the magnetic measurements. However, inside the hot-cell the po-
sitioning of the closing yoke on top of the sample has to be performed with remote
manipulators. This remote positioning of the closing yoke on top of the sample,
combined with the quite small and square cross section (1.3 x1.3 mm) of the
IF-shaped samples, results in some repeatability problems: due to the existence
of some non-controllable parasitic air gaps between yokes and sample there is
some scatter on the magnetic measurement results. Estimates of the repeatability
on the measurement of the maximum differential permeability are 7% deviation
for the Fe and Fe-Cu samples, whereas the highest measured irradiation-induced
permeability variation is about 35% for all materials.

Results and discussion

In figures 5.12 and 5.13, the magnetic characterization results in terms ofµr,d,max,
the maximum value of the relative differential permeability, andQm,max, the peak
intensity of the local interaction field distribution, are depicted as a function of
neutron fluence for the irradiated pure Fe and Fe-Cu model alloys. Error bars are
added to indicate the possible fluctuations due to the inaccuracy of the sample
positioning, as discussed above.

For all three materials, bothµr,d,max andQm,max decrease with increasing neu-
tron fluence. Such a trend of the magnetic properties as a function of increasing
defect density is confirmed both by theoretical assumptionsand by earlier inves-
tigations, see section 5.1.1: the mechanical hardening stage of thermally aged Fe-
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Figure 5.12. Variation ofµr,d,max, the maximum value of the relative differential perme-
ability, as a function of neutron fluence, for the investigated pure iron and Fe-Cu model
alloy samples. The plotted error bars for pure Fe, are indicative for all data points on the
graph, also for the results on the Fe-Cu model alloys.
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Figure 5.13. Variation ofQm,max, the peak intensity of the local interaction field distri-
bution, as a function of neutron fluence, for the investigated pure Fe and Fe-Cu model
alloy samples. The plotted error bars for pure Fe, are indicative for all data points on the
graph, also for the results on the Fe-Cu model alloys.
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1wt%Cu model alloys corresponds also with a decrease ofµr,d,max andQm,max.
Concerning the magnetic behaviour, it is known that the magnetic domain wall
movement is influenced by internal micro-stress fields located around microstruc-
tural defects, as introduced in chapter 2. The decrease of the investigated mag-
netic parameters with increasing fluence can be explained asa consequence of the
increasing hindrance of the magnetic domain wall movement by the nano-sized
defects induced by neutron irradiation, i.e. Cu-rich nano-precipitates and point
defect clusters known as matrix damage.

Moreover, it can be seen that the magnetic behaviour is sensitive to both irradiation-
induced hardening mechanisms (precipitation of Cu-rich nano-clusters, and for-
mation of point-defect clusters known as ’matrix damage’):the same decreasing
trend in magnetic parameters during the mechanical hardening becomes appar-
ent, regardless the underlying origin of the hardening, which can be either Cu-
precipitation during thermal aging of Fe-Cu (section 5.1.1), only matrix damage
in case of irradiation of pure Fe, or both mechanisms in case of irradiated Fe-Cu
model alloys.

Remark that for two out of three materials (i.e. pure Fe and Fe-0.1%Cu) and
for the highest neutron fluence (130 · 1018 n/cm2), the magnetic characterization
results deviate from the monotonously decreasing trend of both magnetic parame-
ters. Nevertheless still a clear distinction can be made between non-irradiated and
irradiated samples. Further investigation is necessary todetermine whether this
deviating result can be attributed to (1) the inaccuracy of the sample positioning
(as described earlier in this paragraph), or (2) to irregularities during the sample
preparation (each data point corresponds to a different sample, and it is known for
instance that the magnetic properties can be altered by the cutting procedure or by
the orientation of the sample with respect to the rolling direction), or (3) whether
there is some plausible explanation (such as irradiation-induced softening) linked
with the specific microstructure of highly irradiated materials [Takahashi2006b].

5.1.3 Irradiation-induced embrittlement of nuclear reactor pressure
vessel steels

In this section the magnetic characterization of the irradiation-induced harden-
ing and embrittlement is performed on actual reactor pressure vessel steels that
are utilized in the nuclear industry. Two different sample sets of irradiated RPV
ferritic steels are investigated, which are designated further as ‘JRQ’ and ‘BSP’.

The first sample set, denoted by‘JRQ’ (which stands forJapanese Reference
Quality), consists of both Charpy impact test samples and tensile test samples.
These samples are cut – before the neutron irradiation process – out of a certain
plate of ferritic RPV steel (ASTM A533 grade B class 1). The JRQ steel plate
has been introduced by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), as a ref-
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erence material for the intercomparison of international scientific studies dealing
with the irradiation-induced embrittlement of RPV steel [IAEA2001]. The JRQ
steel plate was subjected to the following heat treatments:normalized at 900◦C,
water quenched, tempered at 665◦C for 12 hours, and stress relieved at 620◦C
for 40 hours [IAEA2001]. The chemical composition of the JRQferritic steel is
given in table 5.4.

In the following, four JRQ sample sets are investigated, oneas-received, and three
sample sets irradiated each at a different nuclear reactor,hence the samples are
irradiated with different neutron flux levels. The resulting neutron fluence values
of the three irradiated samples are5.7, 10 and21 · 1018 n/cm2 [Sevini2004].

The second sample set, denoted by‘BSP’ (which stands forBelgian Surveillance
Program), is a set of irradiated surveillance samples – Charpy impact test and
tensile test specimens – which actually monitor the hardening and embrittlement
status of the reactor pressure vessel of a certain operatingBelgian nuclear reactor.
More details about this sample set and about the nuclear reactor are not available
for the general public.

We had the opportunity to magnetically characterize BSP samples out of five dif-
ferent surveillance capsules, which are taken out of the nuclear reactor pressure
vessel after five different neutron fluence values. Unfortunately, an unirradiated
sample of the BSP reactor pressure vessel steel was not available for the magnetic
characterization.

Table 5.4. Nominal chemical composition of the JRQ A533-B steel, in wt%.

Cu Ni P C Si Mn Cr Mo Fe
0.14 0.82 0.017 0.18 0.24 1.37 0.13 0.5 bal.

Mechanical characterization

To mechanically characterize the irradiation-induced hardening and embrittle-
ment, both tensile tests and Charpy-V impact tests are performed on all samples
of both materials (1 unirradiated and 3 irradiated samples for JRQ, 1 unirradiated
and 5 irradiated samples for BSP). The results of both mechanical tests are sum-
marized in figure 5.14: the yield stress increases with increasing neutron fluence,
and the Charpy impact tests indicate an increase of ductile-to-brittle transition
temperature (DBTT, defined at an energy level of 41 J) and a decrease of up-
per shelf energy (USE) with increasing neutron fluence. For both materials BSP
and JRQ, also the mechanical data is available for the unirradiated material state.
Comparing both materials, one can see that the hardening rate (increase rate or
decrease rate of the mechanical parameters, with respect tothe neutron fluence) is
much higher for the irradiated JRQ steel, as compared to the irradiated BSP steel.
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Figure 5.14. (a) relative yield stress increase compared tothe unirradiated state,
σy(i)−σy(0)

σy(0) , (b) ductile-to-brittle transition temperature, DBTT, and (c) upper shelf en-
ergy, USE, for both JRQ and BSP sample sets, as a function of neutron fluence. DBTT
and USE are obtained with Charpy impact tests.
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As is especially apparent for the JRQ sample set, irradiatedCu-rich RPV steels
exhibit strong initial hardening at small neutron fluences,mainly due to the irra-
diation enhanced-Cu-precipitation, combined by matrix damage. Even for small
contents of Cu in commercial RPV steels (typically 0.1 wt% Cu) in combination
with neutron irradiation, the irradiation-enhanced precipitation of Cu occurs. The
Cu-precipitates play an important role at the early stages of irradiation, but it sat-
urates at a certain neutron fluence (when the majority of the Cu in solid solution
is precipitated). At larger neutron fluences, the hardeningdue to matrix damage
becomes more dominant than the Cu-precipitation hardening[Chaouadi2005]. In
fact, since for the case of irradiated Cu-rich RPV steels theCu-precipitation hard-
ening is accompanied with matrix damage hardening, a softening effect equivalent
to the overaging of thermally aged model alloys (which is only affected by Cu-
precipitates and not by matrix damage) is never observed, and is not likely to
occur in irradiated Cu-rich steels.

Remark that the amount of experimental scatter on the Charpyimpact test results
(DBTT and USE) is quite large (see figure 5.14(b) and (c)), butthis is however
inherent to the nature of the Charpy impact test itself4. The uncertainty of the
yield stress is about 6%, whereas the uncertainty on the Charpy parameters is
typically much larger. As can be seen in figure 5.14, for the JRQ steel the USE
is monotonically decreasing. For the three irradiated JRQ samples the value for
DBTT is more or less the same, but however much higher than theDBTT of the
unirradiated JRQ sample. For the BSP steel it is more or less the opposite: the
DBTT is monotonically increasing (with some scatter on the results), whereas the
USE is not much decreased and moreover non-monotonic.

Magnetic hysteretic characterization

Magnetic hysteretic measurements are performed on both irradiated sample sets
(JRQ and BSP) using a miniature single sheet tester (SST) which is put inside a
hot-cell at SCK·CEN allowing remote and safe manipulation of active samples.
This SST is now designed especially at EELAB for a sample cross section of 10
mm by 1 mm (instead of 1.3 mm by 1.3 mm, as in section 5.1.2), andagain with
closing yokes made of nanocrystalline soft magnetic material (Finemet). The prin-
ciples and the specific experimental details concerning magnetic measurements in
general, and more specifically about single sheet testers, are treated in chapter 3.

Dealing with the sample shape: remember that the specific sample shape and size

4Typically a minimum of 8 samples are used to reconstruct withreasonable accuracy the
ductile-to-brittle transition curve, which is the relation of the impact energyE as a function of
the testing temperature T. Then atanh is fitted through these resulting data points,E(T ) =
E0/2[1+tanh((T −T0)/C)], with parameterE0 the upper shelf energy (USE) andT0 the ductile-
to-brittle transition temperature.
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of the irradiated pure iron and Fe-Cu model alloy samples, which were in fact de-
signed for internal friction measurements [VanOuytsel2000, Konstantinovic2008]
and not for magnetic hysteresis measurements, resulted in some repeatability
problems for the magnetic measurements, caused by parasitic air gaps due to
the inaccurate remote positioning inside the hot-cell of samples with such small
square cross section (1.3 mm x 1.3 mm), a topic which is treated in section 5.1.2.

However, in this section 5.1.3 dealing with actual reactor pressure vessel steels,
the samples being used for the magnetic hysteretic characterization now originate
from irradiated Charpy impact or tensile test samples, thathave been first tested up
to destruction. In this case, we are now free to cut the brokensurveillance samples
into dimensions that are more suitable for magnetic hysteresis measurements and
also for the associated remote positioning inside the hot-cell of the sample in
between the two closing yokes of the miniature single sheet tester.

The JRQ and BSP steel sample sets that are characterized magnetically, originate
from irradiated broken Charpy and tensile samples. Here, aschosen dimensions,
all JRQ and BSP samples being used for the magnetic characterization have now
a rectangular cross section of 1 mm by 10 mm, and a length of 26 mm.

For the magnetic measurements on JRQ and BSP steel samples reported in this
section 5.1.3, the repeatability of the sample-yoke contact and the remote posi-
tioning of the sample (with dimensions 1 mm x 10 mm x 26 mm) in the closing
yokes is now improved significantly, when compared to the repeatability of the
magnetic results on IF-sized samples (1.3 mm x 1.3 mm x 26 mm) such as in
section 5.1.2. Estimates of the repeatability on the measurement of maximum dif-
ferential permeability are 2% deviation for the (10 mm x 1 mm)RPV steel sam-
ples, compared to 7% deviation for the (1.3 mm x 1.3 mm) Fe and Fe-Cu samples,
whereas the highest measured irradiation-induced permeability variation is about
30% and 35% for RPV steels and model alloys, respectively.

Moreover, to minimize the effect of residual plastic deformation induced by the
Charpy test itself, the sample is cut from an irradiated broken Charpy piece, tested
to fracture at the lowest test temperature5, hence the fracture is brittle and the
plastic deformation is minimal. In more detail, the (1 mm x 10mm x 26 mm)
sample for the magnetic hysteretic measurements is cut fromthe (10 mm x 10
mm x 27.5 mm) broken Charpy piece, at the same sample side as the notch, and
some material closest to the notch is removed. The purpose ofthose two last
specifications related with the notch is again the minimization of residual plastic
deformation in the (1 mm x 10 mm x 26 mm) sample.

5As an illustration of the importance of this specification tocut a sample from the broken Charpy
piece tested at the lowest temperature: also a sample cut from a broken Charpy piece tested at 300
◦C originating from the second BSP surveillance capsule is characterized magnetically, resulting
in for instanceµr,d,max = 1235, whereas the value corresponding to the sample with the lowest
Charpy test temperature is 1623, see figure 5.15.
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Results and discussion

Magnetic hysteretic measurements are performed on both sample sets (JRQ and
BSP). In order to fully characterize the magnetic hysteretic behaviour, again for
each specimen a set of 40 quasi-static first order symmetric magnetization loops
is measured, for a range of peak magnetization values. To avoid dynamic effects,
all magnetic measurements are performed at 0.2 Hz excitation frequency.

Again, as in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, it appears that valuable information con-
cerning the progression of the hardening and the embrittlement is present in the
change of the magnetic hysteresis loop shape with increasing neutron fluence. The
loop shape can be indicated by the relative differential permeabilityµr,d(H) (see
equation 5.1), the Preisach distribution function, and thePreisach-related distri-
bution of the local interaction fieldQm(hm) (5.2) and the distribution of the local
coercive fieldQc(hc) (5.3), see also section 4.2.

In the case of the JRQ and BSP irradiated sample sets, the following parameters
are investigated, parameters that are already defined in section 4.2:

• µr,d,max: maximum of the differential permeabilityµr,d(H))

• Qc,max: peak intensity of the local coercive field distributionQc(hc)

• Qm,max: peak intensity of the local interaction field distributionQm(hm)

• hm,fwhm: full width at half maximum of the distributionQm(hm)

• S: the ‘shape’ parameter of the local interaction field distributionQm(hm)

• W : the ‘wing’ parameter of the local interaction field distributionQm(hm)

In figure 5.15 those six magnetic characterization parameters are shown as a func-
tion of neutron fluence, and this for both materials (BSP and JRQ). The uncer-
tainty of the magnetic parameters is typically 2–3%. The decrease of the maxi-
mum differential permeabilityµr,d,max, and the decrease of the peak intensities of
both the local interaction field and local coercive field distributions,Qm,max and
Qc,max, with increasing neutron fluence, and the increase of the FWHM are fully
in agreement with the results in section 5.1.2 dealing with the irradiation-induced
hardening of the Fe-Cu model alloys, and with the mechanicalhardening stage of
the thermally aged Fe-Cu model alloys (section 5.1.1).

Again, as in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, the variation of the coercive fieldHc with
increasing fluence, and also the related variation of thehc value at the peak posi-
tion of theQc distribution, is much smaller than the six parameters defined above
and depicted in figure 5.15. For instance, for JRQhc atQc,max is 630 A/m for the
unirradiated sample, and about 710 A/m for the three irradiated samples.

In figure 5.16 two out of six characteristic parameters, i.e.µr,d,max, the maximum
value of the relative differential permeability, andQm,max, the peak intensity of
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Figure 5.15. Six magnetic parameters, viz. (a)µr,d,max (maximum of relative differential
permeability), (b)Qm,max, (c) S, (d)W and (e)hm,fwhm (respectively peak intensity,
S-parameter (‘shape’),W -parameter (‘wing’), and full width at half maximum (FWHM),
of the local interaction field distributionQm(hm)), and (f)Qc,max (peak intensity of
Qc(hc)), all as a function of neutron fluence, for both JRQ and BSP sample sets.
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Figure 5.16. Two magnetic parameters, viz.µr,d,max (maximum of relative differen-
tial permeability) andQm,max (peak intensity of the local interaction field distribution
Qm(hm)), both as a function of three mechanical parameters, viz. relative yield stress
increase compared to the unirradiated state,σy(i)−σy(0)

σy(0) , ductile-to-brittle transition tem-
perature, DBTT, and upper shelf energy, USE, for both JRQ andBSP sample sets.
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the local interaction field distribution, are depicted as a function of three mechan-
ical parameters, i.e. the yield stress increase, the DBTT, and the USE. Monotonic
curves are observed for both magnetic parameters and for both BSP and JRQ
steels, as a function of the relative yield stress increase.Dealing with the Charpy
test data, for the BSP samples a consistent trend in the magnetic parameters is
apparent as a function of the DBTT, and for the JRQ samples a trend is visible as
a function of USE. This is inherently connected with the typical DBTT-shift and
USE behaviour of both sample sets, see figure 5.14.

5.1.4 General conclusion about iradiation-induced hardening and em-
brittlement

The formation of nano-size defects during neutron irradiation, i.e. the irradiation-
assisted Cu-precipitation accompanied with matrix damage, leads to variations
in the magnetic hysteretic behaviour for all investigated materials, i.e. nominally
pure Fe, Fe-Cu model alloys, and RPV steel (both a reference quality RPV steel,
‘JRQ’, and the surveillance samples of the reactor pressurevessel of an actual
nuclear reactor, ‘BSP’.

Two parameters related to the magnetization loop shape (maximum relative dif-
ferential permeability and peak intensity of the local interaction field distribution)
are investigated: both parameters decrease with increasing neutron fluence for all
investigated materials.

The magnetic behaviour is sensitive to both irradiation-induced hardening mech-
anisms: a decreasing trend in magnetic parameters during the mechanical hard-
ening is noticeable, regardless the origin of hardening, which can be either Cu-
precipitation (thermal aging of Fe-Cu), only matrix damage(irradiation of pure
Fe), or both mechanisms (irradiation of Fe-Cu or steel). These results suggest
that the magnetic domain wall movement is hindered by the nano-sized defects
induced by irradiation.

The change of the magnetic parameters is found to be up to 40%,which indicates
the sensitivity and the potential of magnetic characterization for the assessment of
irradiation-induced material hardening and embrittlement.
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5.2 Plastic deformation, due to tensile straining or cold
rolling

5.2.1 Plastic deformation due to tensile straining

In this section, the results are shown of the magnetic characterization performed at
different plastic deformation levels, which are obtained by unidirectional tensile
straining, but after release of the applied stress. Figure 5.17 shows the flow stress
∆σ as a function of plastic strainεpl. The flow stress∆σ is defined as(σ − σy),
with σy the yield stress, and withσ the maximum applied stress just before the
stress release. The release to zero stress results in a certain permanent plastic
strain,εpl.

For this experiment one particular sample is used, and this sample is first stressed
up toσ = σ1, which is slightly higher thanσy. Then the stress is released to zero,
and a certain plastic strainεpl,1 remains. This results in the second data point
on figure 5.17 (the first point corresponds with the elastic state). At the unloaded
plastically strained state, magnetic measurements are performed. Then the sample
is reloaded again, now up toσ2 > σ1, resulting inεpl,2 after stress release. This
loading-unloading procedure is repeated several times, resulting in 14 data points
(13 plastic strain values and one data point for the as-received sample obtained
before the plastic deformation).
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strain hardening stages (stage I:εpl ≈ 0 to 1.5%, stage II:εpl ≈ 1.5 to 6.5%, stage III:
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In the flow stress∆σ versus plastic strainεpl behaviour corresponding with our
particular experiment, three strain-hardening stages canbe determined (as indi-
cated in figure 5.17 with I, II and III), which nicely corresponds with results in
literature [Astié1981, Iordache2003]. As is shown, the stage II corresponds with
a linear strain hardening rate, whereas stage I and stage IIIcorrespond with a
higher and a lower strain hardening rate, respectively.

These different stages in the mechanical behaviour correspond with differences in
microstructure. As is shown in section 5.2.2, together withan increase in disloca-
tion density, the dislocation arrangement also evolves from isolated dislocations
(stage I) towards structures with dislocation tangles, walls and cells (stage III)
[Astié1981]. This has an influence on the mechanical behaviour, but also on the
magnetic behaviour.

Quasi-static magnetic measurements are performed on one particular steel sample,
for all plastic strain settings as shown in figure 5.17. The material under test is
an hour-glass shaped strip sample of a non-oriented electrical steel sheet, with
a thickness of 0.35 mm and with a electromagnetic loss of 2.3 W/kg at 50 Hz
sinusoidal induction and at a peak induction value of 1.5 T (grade V230-35A).
Such electrical steel has a typical Si-content of 3 wt%, and atypical grain size of
0.15 mm. Length of the sample is 200 mm, sample width is 15 mm.

Figure 5.19 shows the dependence of the coercive field on the flow stress and on
the square root of the plastic strain. The coercive field versus flow stress behaviour
shows the same three strain-hardening stages as indicated in the flow stress versus
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Figure 5.18. A subset of the measured quasi-static magnetization loops for several plastic
strain values.
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plastic strain behaviour, see figure 5.17. These step-wise linear trends correspond
also with other results in the literature, on other types of steel [Küpferling2007,
Iordache2003].

The use of the square root of the plastic strain can be attributed to the following
line of reasoning. It is theoretically predicted that the increase ofHc depends on
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the dislocation densityρd, and this according to∆Hc ∼ ρ
1/2
d [Kronmüller1972],

see section 1.1.3. Also, within a few percent deformationεpl ∼ ρd is reasonably

valid. Hence, it can be predicted that∆Hc = k ε
1/2
pl , with parameterk somewhat

dependent on the dislocation structure [Küpferling2007].
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Also shown in figure 5.20 is the dependence of the remanent induction and of
the maximum relative differential permeability on the square root of the plastic
strain. For these parameters the large difference between the as-received and the
first plastically deformed state is a typical feature, see also in the next paragraph
about the effect of cold rolling (figure 5.25).

5.2.2 Plastic deformation due to cold rolling

Concerning the effect of plastic deformation, also a secondset of experiments is
conducted. Instead of the tensile strained sample treated in section 5.2.1, now
the magnetic hysteretic characterization is performed on aset of cold-rolled low
carbon steel samples.

This set of samples is part of a Round Robin test between different laborato-
ries that is executed in the frame of the “Universal Network for Magnetic Non-
Destructive Evaluation” [UNMNDE], an international scientific consortium with
academic partners from Japan, UK, USA, Italy, Czech Republic, South Korea,
Germany, France, Greece, Hongary, Brazil,... For Belgium,our laboratory EE-
LAB takes part in this consortium.

This set of cold-rolled samples originates from Iwate University, Japan, and some
details about the samples are already published [Takahashi2006a, Vértesy2008].
The sample preparation is as follows: five low-carbon steel plates (0.16 wt% C,
0.20 wt% Si, 0.44 wt% Mn) were annealed at 900◦C for 1 h, followed by air-
cooling. Then, four of them were cold-rolled to a thickness reduction of 5%,
10%, 20% and 40%. Specifically for the Round Robin test magnetic measure-
ments, both Charpy impact test samples and “picture frame” shaped samples are
machined out of each plate (also out of the original, not cold-rolled plate), with
the longest sample axis along the rolling direction. Dimensions and shape of such
samples are shown in figure 5.21.

The microstructure is examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The

Figure 5.21. Shape and dimensions of the Charpy impact and the picture frame samples.
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Figure 5.22. TEM images for the five cold rolled samples underinvestigation
[Takahashi2006a].
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results are shown in figure 5.22. For the as-received sample (0% rolling reduc-
tion) homogeneously distibuted dislocations are visible whereas for higher rolling
reduction dense dislocation tangles and dislocation cellsare formed. Also the
dislocation density increases, from109 cm−2 to 1011 cm−2 [Takahashi2006a].

As destructive mechanical tests, both Charpy impact tests and Vickers hardness
measurements are carried out. For the Charpy tests, the absorption energy curves
as function of the testing temperature are shown in figure 5.23. The ductile-to-
brittle transition temperature (DBTT) and the Vickers hardness are given in fig-
ure 5.24 for the five cold-rolled samples. Both parameters increase more or less
linearly with the square root of the rolling reduction. Details about both tests can
again be found in [Takahashi2006a].
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Figure 5.23. Charpy energy versus testing temperature, forthe five cold rolled samples
under investigation. Since Charpy impact tests give rise toconsiderable scatter, for each
testing temperature five samples were tested and both the largest and smallest values of
absorption energy were eliminated when averaging the data [Takahashi2006a].

Magnetic measurements are carried out at EELAB on both the Charpy shaped
samples and on the ‘picture frame’ samples, see figure 5.21 for an illustration
about the sample shapes. From the magnetic measurements point of view, the
Charpy sample is an open magnetic circuit, whereas the ‘picture frame’ is a closed
magnetic circuit, see chapter 3 for more details about this distinction and the as-
sociated differences. For the picture frame, magnetic measurements can easily be
performed by adding two windings around the frame, an excitation winding and a
measurement winding for the induced voltage.

For the Charpy samples however, magnetic measurements are less straight-forward.
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Figure 5.24. Variation of Vickers hardness and DBTT with square root of rolling reduc-
tion. The square root dependence is introduced in section 5.2.1. Details about the Charpy
test can be found in figure 5.23. For the Vickers hardness, fivesamples were tested for
each reduction and 10 indents were taken for each sample [Takahashi2006a].

The measurements are performed with a specially designed miniature single sheet
tester at EELAB, with the incorporation of an array of 3 Hall sensors which are
used to determine the magnetic field at the sample surface by extrapolation. This
is certainly necessary, since the cross section of the Charpy sample is of the same
order of magnitude as the cross section of the closing yoke. As a matter of fact, in
section 3.2.2 the measurement setup that is designed especially to measure Charpy
samples is treated in more detail.

For both sample types (open and closed), field-metric measurements are per-
formed. Each time, a set of 40 first order symmetric quasistatic magnetization
loops is measured (for a range of field amplitudes) at an excitation frequency
of 0.05 Hz. The experimentally obtained magnetization loops are then analyzed
based on the conventional saturation loop and virgin curve parameters, and based
on Preisach hysteresis model features, see chapter 4 for more details about these
parameters. The results are combined in figure 5.25. For bothCharpy and picture
frame measurements, the same trends in the magnetic hysteretic parameters as a
function of Vickers hardness is apparent. Remark however that there is no rea-
son to obtain exactly the same absolute values on both Charpyand picture frame
samples, since both measurement setups introduce systematic deviations.

Conclusion about the topic of plastic deformation

For both plastic deformation mechanisms (cold-rolling andtensile straining) the
degradation of the magnetic parameters with increasing plastic strain is a conse-
quence of the strong pinning effect of the dislocation tangles, walls and clusters,
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Figure 5.25. Results of the magnetic characterization on both the open (Charpy) and the
closed (picture frame) samples.

which obstruct the domain wall motion. The plastic deformation also gives rise
to additional stress anisotropy originating from the internal residual stresses that
remain in the material after release of applied stresses in the plastic deformation
regime. Both effects contribute to the changes in the magnetic behaviour with
increasing plastic deformation.
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5.3 Localized residual stress, due to cyclic bending

So far, in sections 5.1 to 5.2, we utilized the field-metric method to characterize
themagnetic hysteretic behaviourin order to evaluate several material degradation
processes. The research treated in this section is conceived in a different way,
since the underlying motive here is to investigate the potential of another method,
i.e. the magnetic drag force method, more specifically its potential for application
in the field of magnetic evaluation oflocalizedmaterial degradation.

The magnetic drag force method is introduced and treated extensively in sec-
tion 3.4. The method is based on measuring the force that resists the longitudinal
motion of a ferromagnetic strip moving through the magneticfield in the vicinity
of a permanent magnet. Considering the underlying mechanism giving rise to the
drag force during the sample movement, i.e. the traversal ofmagnetization loops
in the ferromagnetic sample or in other words the reorganisation of the magnetic
domain configuration, it is expected that the microstructural changes that affect
this magnetic domain reorganisation and consequently the macroscopic magnetic
hysteretic behaviour, are also reflected in the experimentally obtained drag force
profiles. Therefore, the drag force method shows potential in the field of non-
destructive evaluation of ferromagnetic materials.

Moreover, there are two main indications in favour for the drag force method as a
magnetic NDE tool forlocalizedmaterial degradation. Firstly, one of the inherent
features of the drag force method is that the force is measured as a function of
longitudinal sample positionx and that the majority of the drag force is developed
on a small region of the sample localized along its longitudinal axis. Experiments
indicate that the measured drag force as a function of longitudinal position shows
local minima and maxima (see for example figure 3.30), givingrise to a drag force
signature that is repeatable and unique for each investigated strip. This opens
perspectives to utilize the drag force method to investigate material properties that
are inhomogeneous along the longitudinal axis of the sample.

Secondly, when using one single magnet in the drag force setup (as shown on
figure 3.27 and also in this chapter on figure 5.32), the magnetic field inside the
strip attenuates with increasing depth from the surface, and therefore the contri-
bution to the resulting drag force decreases with increasing depth. In other words,
the drag force measurement is more responsive to the magnetic characteristics of
the material closest to the surface, which opens perspectives to exploit the drag
force method for the determination of surface localized material properties. These
two considerations that are typical for the drag force method, are in contrast with
field-metric methods where intrinsically only the bulk magnetic properties, aver-
aged out over a certain volume of the sample, can be determined.

In this context of analyzing the possibilities and the sensitivity of the magnetic
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Figure 5.26. Schematical overview of the four-point cyclicbending principle, with indi-
cation of the main dimensions. The cyclic forceFc is always applied in the downwards
direction, leading to cyclic compressive stresses on the upper sample side and cyclic ten-
sile stresses on the lower sample side. The amplitude of these cyclic stresses is maximal
and uniform between the two central upper contact points.

drag force method for the evaluation of localized inhomogeneities in material
properties, the method is applied to the assessment of samples subjected to cyclic
bending in one direction (see figure 5.26). As we will see in the next paragraph, in
that particular case both sample sides are cyclically stressed differently (in com-
pression or in tension). Hence, we assume to see differencesin the drag force
signature between both sample sides, due to changes in residual micro stress dis-
tributions.

Experimental details and procedure

For the cyclic bending of the ferromagnetic samples under investigation, a four-
point bending test is used. The principle of four-point cyclic bending is given
schematically in figure 5.26, whereas figure 5.27 shows the practical realization
of the cyclic bending apparatus designed at EELAB [DierickWarlop2005]. The
two upper contact points provide the application of the cyclic forceFc(t) and face
the sample side that will be denoted further as the upper sample side, whereas the
sample is simply lying with the lower sample side on the two static contact points.

One of the main features of a cyclic bending test implementedwith four contact
points is that the flexure or the bending momentMb(t) for all t, is maximal and
also uniform in the central part of the sample between the twoupper contact points
(i.e. sample section [-15 mm ; 15 mm] for our particular setup), leading to stress
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Figure 5.27. Four-point cyclic bending apparatus, designed and constructed at EELAB.
A linear magnetic actuator consisting of a static permanentmagnet and a moving coil
is used for the application of the cyclic force. Attached to the moving coil are the two
upper contact points. During operation, this ensemble is moving up and down in such a
way that the contact with the investigated sample is always preserved. For this particular
application, the typical advantages of a magnetic implementation for the linear actuator
are (1) linear dependence of the force on the excitation current, leading to easy control of
the force amplitudes; and (2) high acceleration, leading tohigh mechanical frequencies
of the cyclic bending test. For the following experiments, the linear magnetic actuator is
operating at a mechanical frequency of 8 Hz.

amplitudes which are maximal for the central sample region and decrease with
positionx in a linear fashion to reach zero amplitude at the location ofthe static
contact points.

This particular configuration of figures 5.26 and 5.27 restricts the cyclic applied
force to be always in downwards direction (Fc(t) > 0). Therefore, this apparatus
provides the maximal and uniform flexure to the central 30 mm region of the strip
in one direction only: during the test, the upper sample sideis subjected to cyclic
time varying compressive stress, whereas the lower sample side is subjected to
cyclic time varying tensile stress.

With this four-point bending machine the following experiment is carried out:
three strips, denoted by S1, S2 and S3, are cyclically bent with different set points
of flexural stress amplitudes, respectively 165, 175 and 185MPa, each time for
400 000 cycles. The samples under investigation are made of annealed low car-
bon AISI C1018 steel, with a yield strength of 320 MPa, and have the following
dimensions: 300 mm long, 1.6 mm thick and 25 mm wide.

Both before and after the cyclic bending test, the samples are characterized: (1)
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by measuring the drag force signature during forward and backward movement
at both surface sides of the sample, and (2) by determining the bulk magnetic
hysteretic properties using the field-metric method (with aminiature single sheet
tester, see section 3.2.1). For part (1), the magnetic drag force setup is the same
as the one that is treated throughout the introduction of thedrag force method in
section 3.4: one permanent magnet is present above the sample under test, with
its magnetic moment parallel to the sample’s longitudinal axis (see figure 3.27).

Results and discussion

The drag force experiment is treated extensively in section3.4: during the for-
ward and backward movement of the ferromagnetic sample underneath a perma-
nent magnet, both the drag force and the positionx is measured as a function of
time. The measured force is further analyzed and interpreted as a function of strip
positionx, by relatively aligning the force signals of the two movement directions
at equal sample positionsx. In the following, the positionx = 0 corresponds with
both the center of the sample along its length, and with the center of the 30 mm
region of maximum flexural stress during the cyclic bending test. Figure 5.28
shows the measured force as a function of positionx, experimentally determined
on sample S3 for three conditions: (a) before cyclic bending, (b) after cyclic bend-
ing, measured with the upper sample side closest to the permanent magnet, and (c)
after cyclic bending, measured with the lower sample side closest to the magnet.

When compared to the measured force signature of the initialmaterial condition,
it can be seen that the measured force signatures, both for the upper and lower
sample side, vary largely over the total sample movement. Moreover, after cyclic
bending the force signatures of all the examined strips contain characteristic fea-
tures which make it possible to distinguish between the upper or the lower sample
side: e.g. for the central sample region,Fmeas during forward movement increases
at the upper side, and decreases at the lower side.

Additional and useful information is found when the obtained experimental results
are analyzed in terms of thedifferenceof both drag force signatures in the two
movement directions, defined by∆Fdrag(x), the drag force difference. Notice
that this is an intermediate quantity in the energy balance as derived at p. 128:

Wmech = Whyst∫ x2

x1

∆Fdrag(x) dx =

∫

V

(∫ t3

t1
H · dB

dt
dt

)
dV. (5.4)

During the drag force measurement, the sample is moved forward from x(t1) =
x1 to x(t2) = x2, and then backward fromx2 to x(t3) = x1, and it is provided
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Figure 5.28. Measured force as a function of positionx, for sample S3, during movement
in forward and backward direction: (a) before the bending test, (b) after the test, with
upper sample side closest to magnet, (c) after the test, withlower sample side closest
to magnet. Due to the attractive forces between the magnet and the sample ends, the
maximum possible travel during the experiment is≈ 160 mm (for a sample length of 300
mm). In subplots (b) and (c) atx = 0,x = -20 mm andx = -40 mm, three position marker
pulses of optical origin are noticeable, which were intentionally added to the load cell
voltage, to check the position measurement by the linear encoder.
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Figure 5.29. Drag force difference∆Fdrag as a function of positionx, for sample S3,
for the initial case and after the test, measured on the upperand lower sample side. To
indicate the repeatability, the results are given for two consecutive runs under identical
experimental conditions (marked in the figure by ‘m1’ and ‘m2’).

that the end magnetic state att3 is equal to the initial one att1, in other words, the
traversed magnetization loops are closed. Therefore the mechanical work done to
move the strip fromx1 to x2 and back tox1 equals the hysteresis losses of the
strip.

Figure 5.29 shows the drag force difference∆Fdrag as a function of strip position
x, in case of the experiments on sample S3, for the same three conditions as in
figure 5.28. For the initial material condition∆Fdrag(x) is more or less constant,
illustrating the homogeneous properties of the initial sample. For the lower sam-
ple side,∆Fdrag(x) is shown to be lower for positions in the central section of
the sample where the maximal uniform flexural stress is applied (-15 mm< x <
15 mm), whereas at the upper sample side,∆Fdrag(x) shows higher values for
the central section of the sample. This indicates that by investigating the quan-
tity ∆Fdrag(x) it becomes again possible to distinguish between the lower side
(decrease of∆Fdrag) and the upper side (increase of∆Fdrag) of the sample.

Define the parameter∆Fcenter as the average of the drag force difference∆Fdrag

for the central 20 mm of the sample:∆Fcenter = 1
b−a

∫ b
a ∆Fdrag(x)dx, with a =

-10 mm and b = 10 mm. In figure 5.30 the post-stressed values of this parameter
∆Fcenter are compared with its initial values (before the bending test) for each
of the three investigated samples, i.e. as a function of the flexural stress ampli-
tude. This is done by introducing the parameterR, defined as the ratio between
∆Fcenter(after test) and∆Fcenter(initial). For the upper sample side,R > 1 (i.e.
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Figure 5.30. RatioR between∆Fcenter(after test) and∆Fcenter(initial), as a function
of flexural stress amplitude, for both the upper and the lowersample side. The markers
indicate two experimental results under identical conditions to give an idea about the
repeatability of the experiments.

∆Fcenter(upper side, after test)>∆Fcenter(initial), see also figure 5.29), and this
ratio R is found to increase with increasing flexural stress amplitude. For the
lower sample side,R < 1, and this ratio decreases with increasing flexural stress
amplitude.

In figure 5.31 the drag force results, obtained on both samplesides, are compared
with field-metric results measured on the same samples. The comparison is car-
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Figure 5.31. Comparison between drag force results, obtained on both sample sides, and
field-metric results measured on the same samples, based on the ratio between the hys-
teresis lossesWhyst after bending and the initial values of the hysteresis lossesWhyst,init

before the tests.
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ried out based on hysteresis loss values; remember that hysteresis lossesWhyst

can be estimated based on the drag force difference∆Fdrag(x), see formula (5.4).
The parameter that is used for this comparison is the loss ratio between the hys-
teresis lossesWhyst after bending (at a certain flexural stress amplitude) and the
initial values of the hysteresis lossesWhyst,init before the tests. It is seen that
compared to the field-metric method the drag force measurement is more sensi-
tive, and moreover based on the results one can distinguish between both sides of
the cyclicly bent samples.

Drag force simulations

Furthermore, numerical simulations are performed on the geometry of figure 5.32
to qualitatively check some of the obtained experimental results. To calculate the
drag force during the forward and backward movement of the strip under the mag-
net, a numerical time-stepping model is used, introduced insection 3.4 (pp. 130–
134), which is based on 2D finite element computations, with incorporation of
the magnetic hysteretic material behaviour using the Preisach model. Firstly, the
drag force is simulated for a strip with homogeneous magnetic properties (see fig-
ure 5.33, ‘initial’): the drag force difference∆Fdrag as a function of positionx is
constant, which is consistent with the experimentally obtained results. Secondly,
simulations are performed for a strip with the same magneticproperties, except for
the upper half of the central region (-10 mm< x < 10 mm): this region, marked
as ‘B’ in figure 5.32, is described by a modified Preisach distribution function
corresponding with a decreased (case 1) or increased (case 2) differential relative
permeabilityµr,d(H). The simulation results indicate that a locally decreased
permeability results in a locally increased drag force difference, whereas a locally

G

PM
drag force

m

motion

SUT

Fdrag

region B
with altered
permeability

20 mmregion A with
initial permeability

Figure 5.32. Geometry that is used for the numerical drag force simulations treated in
this paragraph. Simulations are performed with different differential relative permeability
µr,d(H) in subregion ‘B’ of the sample. Additional simulation details: the total travel of
the sample is 120 mm, the sample length is 300 mm, the sample thickness is 1 mm and
the air gapG is 3.5 mm. Due to numerical stability considerations it was necessary to
work in the simulations with a largerG than the experimental one.
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Figure 5.33. Calculated drag force difference∆Fdrag as a function ofx, as a result of
three simulations with different differential relative permeabilityµr,d(H) in subregion B
of the sample. (‘initial’): permeability of subregion B is same as for the rest of the sam-
ple. (‘decreased’): permeability of subregion B is lower than for the rest of the sample.
(‘increased’): permeability of subregion B is lower than for the rest of the sample.

decreased drag force difference is seen for a locally increased permeability.

Conclusion about drag force results (section 5.3)

By analyzing the difference in drag force signature betweenboth forward and
backward movement directions, it is possible to deduce whether a part of mate-
rial was, during a cyclic bending test, subjected to appliedcyclic compression or
tension. Moreover, the position of the localized stressed region can be indicated.
Further quantitative analysis shows that the increase of flexural stress amplitude
leads to an increased variation between the drag force difference corresponding to
the localized stressed region, and the drag force difference of an unaffected part
of the material.

The experimentally observed changes in drag force signature after the cyclic bend-
ing test indicate the occurrence of a certain degree of structural damage, which
apparently has magnetic consequences. It is presumed that the difference in drag
force signature is due to changes in micro residual stress distribution across the
thickness of the sample, altering the magnetic anisotropy.

Based on the difference of the drag force profiles in both movement directions, it
is possible to deduce whether some part of material was, during a bending test,
subjected to applied compression or tension, and also the position of the localized
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stressed region can be indicated. Hence the drag force method shows potential
towards magnetic NDE of macro and micro residual stress inhomogeneities that
are located on/near the surface.



Chapter 6

Effect of fatigue damage on the
magnetomechanical behaviour

Mechanical stress is, together with magnetic field, one of the primary factors that
can change the magnetization of a ferromagnetic substance.In section 6.1 we ex-
plore some features of the so-called magnetomechanical behaviour, i.e. the com-
bined effects of elastic mechanical stress and magnetic field on the magnetization.
Magnetomechanical experiments are conducted for three different material classes
(different, concerning their magnetomechanical behaviour), and for different con-
ditions of elastic stress and magnetic field (both as static or dynamic quantities).

Such an experimental study of the magnetomechanical behaviour is performed in
order to better understand the physical mechanisms involved, with the aim to de-
velop magnetic non-destructive evaluation methods for thecontinuous monitoring
of the metal fatigue damage process, a subject which is treated in section 6.2.

6.1 Magnetomechanical behaviour

6.1.1 Magnetomechanical behaviour on the magnetic domain scale

As introduced in the framework of the micromagnetic theory (section 2.3), not
only the application of an external magnetic field, but also the application of an
external mechanical stress1 can lead to the rotation of the local magnetic moments
at the microscopic scale. In other words, an applied mechanical stress leads to

1The following convention is valid throughout this work: tensile stress is positive (σ > 0),
compressive stress is negative (σ < 0).
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the motion of magnetic domain walls and therefore can have aninfluence on the
macroscopic magnetization of a ferromagnetic substance.

When mechanical stress is applied to a ferromagnetic material, the direction of
the local magnetic moments is mainly controlled by the combined action of the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy and the magnetoelastic interaction energy.

Themagnetocrystalline anisotropy energygives rise to the existence of preferred
crystallographic directions for the local magnetic moments (so-called easy direc-
tions), such as for instance the〈100〉 directions in case of iron crystals. A de-
magnetized ferromagnetic crystal for instance is composedof multiple magnetic
domains with for each magnetic domain the domain magnetization vector along
one of the possible easy directions.

The magnetoelastic energyarises from the micro-scale interactions between the
magnetization and the mechanical strain in the crystal lattice. As a reminder, start-
ing from formula (2.37) describing the magnetoelastic coupling energy according
to the so-called relaxed approach (see section 2.3.4, page 64), and when only con-
sidering here the macroscopically applied stressσappl (so disregardingσdef , the
stress field due to crystal defects):

wme = −σappl ·· ελ,sp. (6.1)

A simplified but nevertheless instructive formula for the magnetoelastic energy
contribution arising from an unidirectionally applied mechanical stressσappl, as-
suming unidirectional magnetostrictionλ, and withθ equal to the angle between
the spontaneous magnetization and the applied uniaxial stressσappl is [Sablik1988]:

wme = −3

2
λ σappl cos

2 θ. (6.2)

This formula reflects qualitatively that if the unidirectional magnetostrictionλ
and the applied stressσappl have the same sign, then the magnetoelastic energy is
lowest for magnetic domains withθ = 0 (spontaneous magnetization and applied
stress direction are parallel). On the other hand, ifλ andσappl have opposite sign,
then the magnetoelastic energy is lowest for magnetic domains with θ = 90◦

(spontaneous magnetization and applied stress direction are perpendicular).

Let us start the description of the magnetomechanical behaviour with the effect of
aconstant uniaxial stress applied to a demagnetized specimen, so without any
applied magnetic field. Figure 6.1 visualizes the stress-induced magnetic domain
processes in a simplified but qualitative way with the aid of adomain configuration
consisting of four domains separated by 90◦ and 180◦ domain walls. Domain
configuration (a) corresponds in this simplified scheme to the demagnetized state.

Further, consider a material that elongates if a magnetic field is applied, in other
words a material with positive magnetostrictive behaviour(λ > 0). When ap-
plying a certain value of tensile stress (σappl > 0) along theey-direction to a
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Figure 6.1. Effect of constant applied elastic tension (σ > 0) or elastic compression
(σ < 0) on a simplified configuration with four domainsα, α′, β andβ′, starting from
the demagnetized state (a). Here, to keep the notation shortin this figureσ stands for
the applied stress. Situation (b) corresponds withλσ > 0, (c) corresponds withλσ < 0.
Here, a material with positive magnetostrictive behaviour(λ > 0) is considered. In part
two of this figure, (d)(e)(f), the effect of applying a constant uniaxial magnetic field, after
the application of a constant elastic stress, is illustrated on the four-domain configuration.
More description in the accompanying text.
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material having positive magnetostrictive behaviour, as shown in figure 6.1(b),
then the magnetic domainsα andα′ along theey-direction become energetically
favoured: the magnetoelastic energy of domainsα andα′ in situation (b) is de-
creased compared to the demagnetized situation (a), according to (6.2), whereas
the magnetoelastic energy ofβ andβ′ remains invariant when comparing situation
(b) to (a), sincecos2 θ = 0, for β andβ′. Therefore domainsα andα′ grow at the
expense of domainsβ andβ′, by the motion of the 90◦ domain walls, leading to
the domain configuration of figure 6.1(b).

On the other hand, when applying a certain value of compressive stress (σappl <
0) alongey to a demagnetized ferromagnetic sample with positive magnetostric-
tive behaviour, then the magnetoelastic energy of domainsα andα′ increases
compared to the demagnetized state, according to (6.2). Therefore these mag-
netic domains shrink in size, again by the motion of 90◦ domain walls, compare
figure 6.1(c) with (a).

For a material with negative magnetostrictive behaviour (λ < 0), the effect is
just the opposite as the one described above, i.e. for materials with negative mag-
netostriction situation (b) corresponds with compression, whereas situation (c)
corresponds with tension.

Also, the second part of figure 6.1 shows the effect ofapplying a constant uni-
axial magnetic field, after the application of a constant uniaxial stress, see
situation (d) for tensile stress and (f) for compressive stress (in case of a ma-
terial with positive magnetostrictive behaviour). As a comparison, situation (e)
shows schematically the domain configuration at zero stressdue to applied mag-
netic field. Now, due to the applied field energy only domainα is energetically
favoured and all other domainsα′, β andβ′ shrink in size by both 180◦ and 90◦

domain wall motion.

The change in magnetizationM along theey-direction is given at the bottom of
figure 6.1 for all mentioned situations. As can be seen from the domain configura-
tions (b) and (c), it is theoretically predicted that a mechanical stress applied to a
demagnetized specimen does not produce any net magnetization, which is verified
by experiments, see further in section 6.1.4: applying a cyclic elastic stress on a
demagnetized sample does not alter the magnetization.

Although the configuration of figure 6.1 is a simplified one, since the stress direc-
tion and the field direction are taken parallel to an easy axis, generally speaking
the conclusions remain the same for an applied uniaxial mechanical stress and an
applied uniaxial magnetic field which both make a certain angle with an easy axis:

• Mechanical stress induces a preferential occupancy of one of the three easy
directions, an effect which is calledstress anisotropy. This stress anisotropy
is determined by the sign of the productλσappl. When dealing with positive
magnetostrictive behaviour and tensile applied stress, then the domain mag-
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netization vectors along the easy crystallographic direction that is oriented
closest to the uniaxial applied stress axis are favoured. When dealing with
positive magnetostrictive behaviour and compressive applied stress, then
the domain magnetization vectors along the nearest easy crystallographic
direction that is oriented perpendicular to the uniaxial applied stress axis
are favoured. For a material with negative magnetostrictive behaviour the
effect is just the opposite as the one described above.

• Mechanical applied stress leads to the motion of 90◦ domain walls but not
to the motion of 180◦ walls, since the magnetoelastic energy of both do-
mains separated by a 180◦ wall is equal: according to (6.2), and even if
the applied mechanical stress makes a certain angleθ 6= 0 with the domain
magnetization vector, the expressioncos2 θ is equal for domainsα andα′.

• Mechanical stress applied to a demagnetized specimen does not produce
any net magnetization. This theoretical result is verified experimentally by
applying a cyclic elastic stress on a demagnetized sample, see section 6.1.4.

6.1.2 Magnetomechanical behaviour on the macroscopic scale

The effect of applied mechanical stress on the macroscopic magnetization, in most
cases in combination with the application of a certain magnetic field, is called the
magnetomechanical effect. Such magnetomechanical behaviour is, together with
the tightly connected phenomenon of magnetostriction, themacroscopic outcome
of the magnetoelastic coupling. The general conceptual framework of the macro-
scopic magnetoelastic coupling, as introduced already in section 2.1, is shown
schematically in figure 6.2. In our study, all four macroscopic properties mag-
netic fieldH, mechanical stressσ, magnetizationM and strainε are considered
along the same direction and can be expressed as scalar properties.

In the most general case the ferromagnetic material under test is subjected to both
a time-dependent applied magnetic field and a time-dependent applied mechanical

magnetic field

H(t)
magnetization

M(t) = M( , )H(t) (t)s

strain

e(t) = ( (t), H(t) )e s

stress

s(t)

INPUT OUTPUT

ferromagnetic
material

Figure 6.2. Concept of macroscopic magnetoelastic coupling, shown schematically as an
input-output system with the applied magnetic field and the applied mechanical stress as
inputs and the resulting bulk magnetization and longitudinal strain as outputs.
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stress. Both the resulting magnetization and the elongation appear to be dependent
on both inputs:

[
M
ε

]
=

[
M(H,σ)
ε(H,σ)

]
=

[
χ(H,σ) f1(H,σ)
f2(H,σ) s(H,σ)

] [
H
σ

]
(6.3)

with χ(H,σ) the magnetic susceptibility,s(H,σ) the mechanical compliance,
and with the cross termsf1(H,σ) and f2(H,σ) representing the macroscopic
magnetoelastic coupling.

In the following we focus on the magnetomechanical effectM = M(σ,H). In
order to investigate the magnetomechanical behaviour experimentally, a combined
mechanical and magnetic setup is designed and built at EELAB, see section 3.3.

Both magnetic field and mechanical stress can be static or dynamic quantities.
Therefore in the following paragraphs three distinct casesof magnetomechanical
behaviour are examined:

1. magnetization variation under the application of a constant elastic stressσ0

and a time-dependent magnetic field (section 6.1.3):

M(t) = M(σ0,H(t)); (6.4)

2. magnetization variation under the application of a time-dependent cyclic
elastic stress and a constant magnetic fieldH0 (section 6.1.4):

M(t) = M(σ(t),H0); (6.5)

3. magnetization variation under the application of a time-dependent cyclic
elastic stress and a time-dependent cyclic magnetic field, with the magnetic
excitation frequency significantly larger than the mechanical frequency (sec-
tion 6.1.5):

M(t) = M(σ(t),H(t)). (6.6)

The theoretical description at the beginning of this chapter (section 6.1.1) indi-
cates that the magnetostrictive and magnetomechanical behaviour are tightly cou-
pled. Therefore, concerning their magnetomechanical behaviour, ferromagnetic
materials can be divided into three different classes:

• materials with negative magnetostriction (e.g. nickel andcobalt),
• materials with positive magnetostriction (e.g. Fe-Ni alloys with less than

80% Ni-content [Bozorth1951]), and last but not least:
• materials for which the sign of the magnetostriction (positive or negative)

depends on the applied magnetic field and/or the applied mechanical stress
(e.g. iron and low-alloyed ferritic steels).
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Table 6.1. Some details about the three different materialson which the magnetomechan-
ical behaviour is examined in section 6.1.

material nickel 18%-Ni maraging steel low-carbon steel

magneto- always negative always positive positive or negative,
striction depends onH andσ
composition 100% Ni 77% Fe, 18.5% Ni, 99.1% Fe,
(wt%) 3% Mo, 1.4% Ti, 0.52 % Mn,

0.1% Al, 0.03% C 0.12% C
yield stress 70 MPa 350 MPa 390 MPa
sample strip strip cylindrical rod
dimensions 0.254 mm thick 0.69 mm thick hour-glass shape

25 mm wide 25 mm wide 4 mm diameter
remarks as received “maraging” stands for: hot-rolled

nickel martensitic, obtained ferritic steel
after thermal aging (also called ‘mat-B’

In the next paragraphs we shall discuss the experimentally observed magnetome-
chanical behaviour of three materials which are characteristic for the three mate-
rial classes described above, see table 6.1.

In this research work our interest is mainly on ferritic low-carbon steels. Com-
pared to the other two material classes, we shall see that themagnetomechanical
behaviour of ferritic steels is less straight-forward: forinstance the magnetization
versus stress dependence shows non-monotonic features, reflecting the also more
complex magnetostrictive features.

6.1.3 Case 1: static elastic stress and dynamic magnetic field

In this paragraph the results are combined of the experimentally observed mag-
netic hysteretic and magnetic anhysteretic behaviour, measured under the appli-
cation of various values of static elastic stress, and this for the three materials that
are introduced in table 6.1. The experimental procedure is as follows:

1. After demagnetizing the sample, a certain value of staticelastic tensile or
compressive uniaxial stress is applied.

2. For each set point of static elastic stressσ0, the anhysteretic magnetization
curve is measured on a point by point basis with the field-metric method.
The anhysteretic magnetization valueManh is determined experimentally
for a certain valueH0 of the magnetic field by applying to the sample under
constant stressσ0 a particular magnetic field waveformH(t), which is the
superposition of that particular valueH0 and an alternating magnetic field
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waveform with decaying field amplitude. During this processthe magneti-
zation evolves towards the final magnetization value at equilibrium (when
H(t) has becomeH0) which is the anhysteretic magnetization valueManh

that corresponds withH = H0. To obtain the complete magnetization
curveManh(H), this procedure is then repeated for a set of magnetic field
values.

The results of such measurements are given in figures 6.3 to 6.5 for the three
materials introduced in table 6.1. Part (a) of these figures showsManh as
a function ofH, for a selection ofσ0 values. Part (b) of these three figures
gives an alternative presentation of the magnetic anhysteretic behaviour,
i.e. Manh as a function ofσ0, for a selection ofH values, and can be
envisaged as the anhysteretic or reversible magnetomechanical behaviour
[Hubert2008, Langman1985].

3. For each set point of elastic stress also the hysteretic behaviour is measured.
Results are in figures 6.6 to 6.8 for the three investigated materials.

In case ofnickel, for a given value of magnetic field theanhystereticmagnetiza-
tion decreases with increasing (tensile) stress, in other words dManh

dσ < 0 for all
considered values of elasticσ andH, see figure 6.3.

For nickel the magnetostriction is negative, with a saturation magnetostriction
value at zero stress equal toλs = −35·10−6, and dλ

dH < 0 for all considered elastic
σ and positiveH values [Cullity1972]. In other words, from the experimentson
nickel it follows that the sign ofdManh

dσ corresponds with the sign ofdλ
dH , both are

negative for all considered static elasticσ and positiveH.

Dealing with thehystereticproperties, the coercive field increases linearly, the
remanent induction decreases linearly, and the permeability also decreases with
increasing (tensile) elastic stress, see figure 6.6.

For18%-Ni maraging steel2, a material with positive magnetostrictive behaviour

(λs ≈ 32·10−6 at zero stress, anddλ
dH > 0, for all considered elasticσ and positive

H [Garshelis1990]), the effect of stress on the reversible anhysteretic magnetome-
chanical behaviour, and the effect of stress on the magnetichysteretic properties
are just the opposite as compared to negative magnetostrictive materials.

For a given value of magnetic field theanhystereticmagnetization increases with
increasing (tensile) stress, in other wordsdManh

dσ > 0, for all considered values of
elasticσ andH, see figure 6.4. So, again the sign ofdManh

dσ corresponds with the
sign of dλ

dH , both are positive for all considered static elasticσ and positiveH.

2The generic term “maraging” is derived from the martensitic phase of the matrix, and from
the fact that the material is heat treated by a moderate temperature agingprocess to obtain high
mechanical strength.
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Figure 6.3. Fornickel: (a) experimentally determined anhysteretic curvesManh(H), for
a selection of applied static elastic tensile stress valuesσ0 (yield stress = 70 MPa); (b)
alternative presentation of the anhysteretic magnetomechanical behaviour, i.e.Manh as a
function ofσ0, for a selection ofH values (step inH : 250 A/m). Due to the small thick-
ness of the strip-shaped sample (0.254 mm) the sample is buckling under compressive
stress, so it is not possible to perform experiments under compression.
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Figure 6.6. Fornickel: (a) experimentally obtained hysteresis loops (Bmax = 0.5 T) for
a selection of applied static elastic tensile stress valuesσ0 (yield stress = 70 MPa); (b)
hysteresis loop parameters as a function of the applied static elastic stressσ0. Due to the
small thickness of the strip-shaped sample (see table 6.1) the sample is buckling under
compressive stress, so it is not possible to perform experiments under compression.
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Figure 6.7. For18%-Ni maraging steel: (a) experimentally obtained hysteresis loops
(Bmax = 1.5 T) for a selection of applied static elastic tensile stress valuesσ0 (yield
stress = 350 MPa); (b) hysteresis loop parameters as a function of the applied static elastic
stressσ0. Due to the small thickness of the strip-shaped sample (see table 6.1) the sample
is buckling under compressive stress, so it is not possible to perform experiments under
compression.
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Figure 6.8. Forlow-carbon steel: (a) experimentally obtained hysteresis loops (Hmax =
10 kA/m) for a selection of applied static elastic tensile and compressive stress valuesσ0

(yield stress = 390 MPa); (b) hysteresis loop parameters as afunction of the applied static
elastic stressσ0. Remark:σ0 ≈ 150 MPa corresponds with the Villari reversal (maximum
permeability and remanence), see (a) and (b). Material: steel mat-B.
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Dealing with thehystereticproperties of 18%-Ni maraging steel, again the effect
of stress is just the opposite compared to nickel: the coercitive field decreases
linearly, the remanent induction increases linearly and the permeability also in-
creases with increasing (tensile) elastic stress, see figure 6.7.

For iron and low carbon steel the magnetostriction at zero stress is positive at
low magnetic fields, but becomes zero and even negative at high magnetic fields,
as depicted by the thick black line in figure 6.9. Moreover, the magnetostriction
also depends on the applied stress: tensile stress results in lower magnetostriction
values whereas compression gives higher magnetostrictionvalues, see figure 6.9.

Therefore the magnetomechanical behaviour of iron and ferritic steels is more
complicated than the magnetomechanical behaviour of materials with strictly pos-
itive or strictly negative magnetostriction: the most remarkable feature is the
non-monotonic anhystereticManh(σ0) behaviour for a given value ofH, see fig-
ure 6.5(b) in case of low-carbon steel:Manh first increases, reaches a maximum
for a certainσ0 and then decreases. Moreover the stress value that corresponds
to the change of sign ofdManh

dσ depends onH. This can be clearly noticed in fig-

ure 6.10 whereµ0

(
dManh

dσ

)
is shown as a function of magnetic field and applied

elastic stress: the higher the magnetic field, the lower the elastic stress value that
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Figure 6.9. Anhysteretic magnetostriction of iron as a function of magnetic field, for a
number of applied tensile and compressive stress values. Data taken from [Kuruzar1971].
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corresponds withdManh

dσ = 0.

Those (H,σ) values at zerodManh

dσ can be assigned to the so-calledVillari rever-
sal. The classical definition of the Villari reversal [Villari1865] starts from the
anhysteretic magnetization curveManh(H), experimentally obtained at different
applied static elastic stress values, such as the set of curves shown in figure 6.5(a):
when comparing the anhysteretic curve under applied tensile stress with the zero
stress curve,Manh increases for lowH, whereasManh decreases for highH.
Moreover, theH value that corresponds with the crossing of both tensile andzero
stress curves decreases with increasing applied stressσ.

This non-monotonic property of the anhysteretic magnetomechanical behaviour,
in other words theVillari reversal, is connected with the corresponding magne-
tostrictive behaviour as a function ofH andσ. Dealing with the magnetostrictive
behaviour of iron, see figure 6.9, also the lower the elastic stress, the higher the
magnetic field value that corresponds with the extremum magnetostriction (dλ

dH =
0). Although figure 6.9 and figure 6.10 are the result from experiments on differ-
ent ferritic materials, nevertheless the (H,σ) region for whichdManh

dσ is positive,
respectively negative (see figure 6.10) roughly corresponds with the region of pos-
itive, respectively negativedλ

dH , see figure 6.9.
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As a conclusion, the experimental results in this paragraph indicate that for all
three investigated materials (nickel, 18%-Ni maraging steel and low-carbon steel),
there is a correspondence in the anhysteretic magnetomechanical behaviour de-
scribed bydManh

dσ (σ,H) and the anhysteretic magnetostrictive behaviour described
by dλ

dH (σ,H). This macroscopic magnetoelastic coupling can be described con-
ceptually as follows, for reversible (incremental) changes in stress and magnetic
field, with σ0 andH0 respectively the stress and field value at the considered
working point [Bozorth1951]:

dManh

dσ
(σ,H0)

∣∣∣∣
σ=σ0

∼ dλ
dH

(σ0,H)

∣∣∣∣
H=H0

(6.7)

6.1.4 Case 2: dynamic elastic stress and static magnetic field

In this paragraph the magnetization variation resulting from a time-dependent ap-
plied stressσ(t) under a constant applied magnetic fieldH0 is investigated:

M(t) = M(σ(t),H0). (6.8)

Actually, in the literature the general term“magnetomechanical effect”is pre-
dominantly used for such processes. In this context, some authors [Craik1971,
Jiles1995, Makar1995] have investigated the magnetization variation of a single
increase and decrease of stress (zero-tensile-zero or zero-compressive-zero) under
the application of a constant magnetic field, starting from the demagnetized state.
Others [Ruuskanen1991, Vandenbossche2006, Hubert2008] have studied the pe-
riodical variation of magnetization due to the periodical stress cycling under the
application of a constant magnetic field.

In fact, the first category deals with a initial or transitional stress-induced change
in magnetization (analogous to the initial or virgin magnetization curveM(H)),
whereas following the second approach, one typically concentrates on the steady-
state “regime” of closed and repeatedM(σ) hysteresis loops, occurring after the
transitional stage during the very first stress cycle is completed.

In this work the focus is on the stress-magnetization loops,not on the transi-
tional stress-magnetization behaviour. The experimentalprocedure to measure
the stress-magnetization loops under static magnetic fieldis as follows:

• demagnetization of the sample at zero mechanical stress;
• application of the constant magnetic fieldH0;
• application of the cyclic elastic stressσ(t): (a) manually fromσ = 0 to
σmin < 0 (compression); (b) the motor is switched on starting fromσmin in
order to avoid overshoot during first stress cycle; the motortorque settings
are modified if necessary by the labview program in order to control the
maxima and minima of the stress cycles.
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Table 6.2. Some details about the three different low-carbon steels that are examined
further in this chapter 6.

mat-A mat-B mat-C
material free-cutting steel hot-rolled low-carbon hot-rolled

rod (11SMn30), steel rod, as-received low-carbon
stress-relief annealed after machining to steel strip

after machining to hour-glass shape (S235JR)
hour-glass shape

chemical 98.3% Fe 99.1% Fe 98.6% Fe
composition 0.14% C 0.12% C 0.20% C
(wt%) 1.1 % Mn 0.52% Mn 0.80% Mn

0.3 % S 0.01% S 0.01% S
0.05% Si 0.22% Si 0.28% Si
0.1 % P 0.01% P 0.06% P

yield stress 285 MPa 390 MPa 238 MPa
sample cylindrical rod cylindrical rod rectangular strip
shape hour-glass shape hour-glass shape hour-glass shape
sample 4 mm diameter 4 mm diameter 2 mm thick
size 12 mm wide

During the cyclic stressing the magnetizationM is obtained by analog integration
of the measured induced voltage, see chapter 3. However, theintegration constant
is not known a priori. A similar approach as in [Hubert2008] is followed to de-
termine this integration constant when measuring magnetomechanical hysteresis
loops: defineX as the average of theM values at the mean cyclic stressσm (one
M value at the descending branch and the other one along the ascending branch
of theM(σ) loop), and then makeX equal to theManh value corresponding to
the mean cyclic stressσm and the static magnetic fieldH0:

Mhyst,desc(σm,H0) +Mhyst,asc(σm,H0)

2
= Manh(σm,H0) (6.9)

As an illustration of the experimentally obtained magnetomechanical hysteresis
loops, in figure 6.11 the magnetizationM(σ(t),H = H0) is shown as a function
of one cycle of completely reversed mechanical stressσ(t) obtained under the
application of a static magnetic fieldH = H0 = 800 A/m, for two different low-
carbon ferritic steels: mat-A in (a) and mat-B in (b). In table 6.2 the details can be
found about the three low-carbon steels mat-A, mat-B3 and mat-C, three materials
which are examined further in this chapter 6.

3Mat-B is also the low-carbon steel that is used in section 6.1.3, see figures 6.5, 6.8 and 6.10.
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Figure 6.11. MagnetizationM(σ(t), H = H0) as a function of one cycle of mechanical
stressσ(t), obtained experimentally under the application of a constant magnetic field
H0 = 800 A/m, for two different low-carbon ferritic steels: mat-A in (a) and mat-B in (b).
In both examples the stress cycle is completely reversed: the average of the mechanical
stress cycle equals zero.
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For low-carbon ferritic steels the magnetization-stress behaviour has the following
typical features:

1. hystereticbehaviour: in general, the magnetization during the increase and
the decrease of stress does not coincide with each other;

2. asymmetric non-linearmagnetization variation: different behaviour in ten-
sion compared to compression (even if the mean stress is zero), and more-
over non-monotonicbehaviour: the maximum magnetization corresponds
with a certain tensile stress not equal to the maximum tensile stress (non-
monotonic behaviour is also one of the main features of the anhysteretic
stress-magnetization for low-carbon steels, see section 6.1.3);

3. for some materials and sufficiently highσmax, the stress-magnetization
curve shows acrossing point[Craik1971], see example (a) in figure 6.11.

The main mechanisms of theM(σ(t),H0) magnetomechanical effect can be listed
as follows [Jiles1995]:

1. the stress-induced preferential occupancy of one of the three easy directions
(stress anisotropy), determined by the sign of the productλσappl, with λ
the unidirectional magnetostriction andσappl the applied elastic stress. The
associated magnetic domain mechanism is the stress-induced unpinning and
motion of the90◦ domain walls;

2. the time-dependent applied elastic stressσ(t) causes not only domain wall
motion but also motion of dislocations and changes in the internal stress
fields around defects such as inclusions, vacancies, point defects, internal
stresses which in turn alter the domain wall pinning energies.

Next, for the same three ferromagnetic materials as the onesused in the preced-
ing section 6.1.3, namely nickel, 18%-Ni maraging steel andlow-carbon ferritic
steel (see table 6.1 for details), figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the hysteretic magne-
tomechanical behaviourM(σ(t)) during one particular stress cycle, for different
settings of static magnetic fieldH0. Also, such hysteretic magnetomechanical be-
haviour is compared to the reversible anhysteretic magnetomechanical behaviour
as already shown and discussed in section 6.1.3. For all three materials there is
a fair correspondence between the anhysteretic and the hysteretic magnetization
versus stress behaviour: for nickel the hysteresis loops correspond withdM

dσ < 0,
for the maraging steel the slope of the hysteresis loop is positive, whereas for the
low-carbon steel again the typical non-monotonic behaviour is apparent.

Dealing with the effect of the static magnetic field magnitude H0: the hystere-
sis loop width is higher at low static magnetic fieldsH0, for all three materials.
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Figure 6.12. Fornickel (top) and18%-Ni maraging steel(bottom): experimentally ob-
tained magnetomechanical hysteresis loopsM(σ(t)), for different settings of static mag-
netic fieldH0 (full lines), and compared to the reversible anhysteretic magnetomechanical
behaviour at corresponding settings ofH0 (dashed lines with symbols). Samples are strips
with small thickness, therefore compression is not possible due to buckling of the sample.
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Figure 6.13. Forlow carbon steel: experimentally obtained magnetomechanical hys-
teresis loopsM(σ(t)), for different settings of static magnetic fieldH0 (full lines), and
compared to the reversible anhysteretic magnetomechanical behaviour at corresponding
settings ofH0 (dashed lines with symbols). In this case, the sample is an hour-glass
shaped cylindrical rod, hence completely reversed cyclic stress is possible. Material:
steel mat-B.

At low H0 the domain configuration consists of a high number of domainsand
domain walls, which take part in the stress-induced domain wall unpinning and
domain wall motion processes, leading to hysteretic behaviour. AsH0 increases,
the number of moving domain walls decreases since the domainconfiguration
evolves to almost one single domain with magnetization vector near or along the
field direction, therefore there is less hysteretic behaviour and the loop width be-
comes smaller for highH0.

In section 6.1.1 it was derived theoretically that startingfrom a demagnetized
sample and applying a certain elastic stress to it (so without magnetic field,H0 =
0), this results in the stress-induced motion of 90◦ domain walls, but it does not
result in a change in magnetization. Some authors [Craik1971, Ruuskanen1991,
Hubert2008] have verified this experimentally and have found that this is approxi-
mately true. We also performed magnetization measurementsunder cyclic elastic
stress on demagnetized samples, and found a peak-to-peak magnetization vari-
ation of about 27 mT, or approximately 3% of the peak-to-peakmagnetization
variation when an static magnetic fieldH0 = 800 A/m is applied before the start
of the stress cycling under the same stress conditions on thesame sample.
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6.1.5 Case 3: dynamic elastic stress and dynamic magnetic field

In the two preceding sections the magnetomechanical behaviourM(σ,H) is in-
vestigated with one of both inputs (σ orH) held constant. The obvious next step
is to consider the effect on magnetization when applying both a time-dependent
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Figure 6.14. MagnetizationM(σ(t), H(t)) for one cycle of mechanical stressσ(t) =
σa sin(2πfmecht), obtained experimentally under the application of a time-varying mag-
netic fieldH(t) = Ha sin(2πfmagt). In (a)M(t) is shown as a function ofH(t) and
in (b) as a function ofσ(t), both for one mechanical cycle. Material: low-carbon steel
mat-A.Ha = 2 kA/m, fmag = 25 Hz,σa = 200 MPa, andfmech = fmag/35 = 0.714 Hz,
i.e. exactly 35 magnetic periods in one mechanical period.
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elastic stress and time-dependent magnetic field:

M(t) = M(σ(t),H(t)). (6.10)

In more detail, a time-dependent magnetic field is continuously applied to the
sample during the stress-controlled cyclic loading, and for each cycle the magneti-
zation variationM(σ,H) due to the magnetomechanical effect is measured. Here,
the magnetic excitation frequency is significantly larger than the mechanical fre-
quency, withfmag/fmech an integer. An example of such typicalM(σ(t),H(t))
behaviour is depicted in figure 6.14 for the low-carbon ferritic steel mat-A as in-
troduced in table 6.2.

6.2 Fatigue damage assessment by magnetomechanical
monitoring

During the service life of constructions or machines the cyclic mechanical load-
ing of steel parts can lead to an accumulation of fatigue damage. As introduced
in section 1.1.4, the fatigue damage progression can be divided into different
(partially overlapping) stages, based on studies of the basic structural changes
[Dieter1988, Cui2002, Socha2003]:

• Fatigue damage initiation: microstructural changes associated with local-
ized micro-plastic deformation in some individual grains,i.e. the generation
of dislocations (increase of dislocation density), the rearrangement of dislo-
cations into dislocation tangles and walls, and the development of persistent
slip bands. Result is the nucleation of micro-sized cracks along the devel-
oped slip bands in a number of grains.

• Slip-band (stage-I) crack growth: inside unfavourably oriented grains,
micro-cracks develop along slip planes of high shear stress. To develop
further, such crack must propagate into the neighbouring grains, which
have different lattice orientations and therefore different slip systems, so
the crack needs to reorientate at the grain boundary towardsa particular
slip direction of the surrounding grain. Typically, the majority of the fa-
tigue lifetime (i.e. the majority of the number of stress cycles) corresponds
with micro-crack (nucleation and) growth, which is a regimeof stable dam-
age progression. Result is the formation of dominant crack(s).

• Transgranular (stage-II) crack growth : as the crack propagates, the plas-
tic zone around the crack tip increases and the resistance tocrack growth
diminishes: the crack becomes insensitive to grain boundary obstacles and
to the particular slip systems of individual grains: the crack now develops
in the plane normal to the tensile stress direction, and at much faster rates
per loading cycle compared to stage-I crack growth. Result is the growth of
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a well-defined macro-crack with such critical macroscopic dimensions, that
the remaining cross-sectional area of the material can no longer support the
maximum applied load, and the material fails by ultimate fracture during
the last stress cycle.

To avoid that the fatigue damage process ends in a sudden fracture, it is vital
to assess the material degradation, preferably in a non-destructive fashion. Con-
cerning ferromagnetic materials, the microstructural dependence of the magnetic
behaviour (as introduced in chapters 1 and 2) makes magnetictechniques ap-
propriate for non-destructive evaluation. In such contexttypically the change in
magnetic hysteresis loop parameters can be determinedat several interruptions
of the cyclic loading [Bose1986, Lo2000, Melikhov2002, Vandenbossche2005].
However, due to the abrupt character of metal fatigue it can be difficult to make
predictions about the onset of fatigue failure based on experimental data obtained
at only a limited number of load interruptions.

Therefore we explore in this section 6.2 the possibility to examine the fatigue
processduring the cyclic mechanical loading itself, in order to experimentally
obtain information for every single mechanical loading cycle. For this purpose the
magnetomechanical effect can be exploited, as introduced in section 6.1: the mag-
netization depends on both magnetic field and mechanical stress, hence during the
cyclic mechanical loading the application of a magnetic field can be considered,
and the magnetization variation resulting from both the applied mechanical stress
and the enforced magnetic field can be continuously monitored throughout the
cyclic mechanical loading test. In the following section 6.2.1 two such magne-
tomechanical evaluation techniques are introduced, differing only in the magnetic
field that is continuously applied during the cyclic loading, which can be either a
time-independent (static) magnetic field, or a time-dependent (dynamic) field.

The setup to investigate experimentally the magnetomechanical effect is the incor-
poration of a magnetic measurement setup inside a mechanical testing apparatus.
During the cyclic mechanical uniaxial loading, a magnetic fieldH is continuously
enforced parallel to the stress direction and the followingproperties are monitored
continuously along the stress direction: magnetization M(t), strain ε(t), stress
σ(t), and magnetic fieldH(t). In section 3.3 this magnetomechanical setup is
described in more detail.

6.2.1 Introduction of two magnetomechanical methods

Method Hstat: monitoring magnetomechanical behaviour at constant field

As a first method, a constant magnetic field is continuously applied to the sam-
ple during a stress-controlled cyclic loading test, and foreach stress cycle the
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Figure 6.15. MethodHstat: the magnetizationM(σ(t), H = H0) as a function of one
stress cycleσ(t) = σa sin(2πfmecht) is obtained experimentally under the application of
a constant magnetic fieldH = H0. The monitoring parameter∆M is indicated graph-
ically. TheM(σ) behaviour shown here corresponds with cycle numbern = 5000 of a
fatigue test on material mat-A.H0 = 800 A/m,σa = 208 MPa, andfmech = 0.714 Hz.

stress-induced change in magnetizationM(σ) due to the magnetomechanical ef-
fect is measured. ThisM(σ) behaviour is showing hysteretic, asymmetric and
non-monotonic features, see figure 6.15, which are typical for iron and ferritic
steels [Ruuskanen1991, Hubert2008]. When following a particular M(σ) loop
one can see that, starting at maximum magnetizationMmax situated at ca. 14 MPa
and withσ decreasing,M decreases toMmin. Whenσ again increases,M in-
creases to a local maximum at ca. 100 MPa and then decreases slightly. With σ
again decreasing,M increases toMmax.

For methodHstat, the parameter which is continuously monitored throughoutthe
fatigue test, is the peak-to-peak magnetization∆M for each particular mechanical
stress cycle, defined as follows:

∆M = max(M(σ)) − min(M(σ)). (6.11)

Method Hdyn: monitoring magnetomechanical behaviour at cyclic field

As a second method, a time-dependent periodic magnetic fieldis continuously
applied to the sample during a stress-controlled cyclic loading test, and for each
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Figure 6.16. MethodHdyn: the magnetizationM(σ(t), H(t)) for one cycle of mechan-
ical stressσ(t) = σa sin(2πfmecht) is obtained experimentally under the application
of a time-varying magnetic fieldH(t) = Ha sin(2πfmagt). In (a)M(t) is shown as
a function ofH(t) and in (b) as a function ofσ(t), both for one mechanical cycle. The
monitoring parameter∆Mr is indicated graphically. TheM(σ,H) behaviour shown here
corresponds with cycle numbern = 5000 of a fatigue test on material mat-A.Ha = 2000
A/m, fmag = 25 Hz,σa = 200 MPa, andfmech = fmag/35 = 0.714 Hz, i.e. exactly 35 mag-
netic periods in one mechanical period. Also shown in (b) is the remanent magnetization
Mr as a function ofσ.
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stress cycle the magnetizationM(σ,H) due to the magnetomechanical effect is
measured. Here, the magnetic excitation frequency is significantly larger than the
mechanical frequency, withfmag/fmech an integer (here typically of the order of
35). This second method can be considered as the most generalcase of the mag-
netomechanical effect where the ferromagnetic material under test is subjected
to both a time-dependent magnetic field and a time-dependentmechanical stress.
The typicalM(σ,H) behaviour is depicted in fig. 6.16.

For methodHdyn, the parameter which is continuously monitored throughoutthe
fatigue test, is the peak-to-peak remanent magnetization∆Mr for each particular
mechanical stress cycle, defined as follows:

∆Mr = max(Mr(σ)) − min(Mr(σ)). (6.12)
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Figure 6.17. Definition of the inelastic strain range∆εi, as the stress-strain hysteresis
loop width.

Validation by monitoring the mechanical stress-strain behaviour

Furthermore, to validate both magnetomechanical methods,also the stress-strain
hysteresis loops4 σ(ε) are measured simultaneously throughout the same fatigue
test. In figure 6.17 a typical stress-strain hysteresis loopis depicted. Such mechan-
ical behaviour during each single stress cycle is due to bothreversible (elastic) and

4The applied stressσ and the longitudinal strainε are derived from the applied force to the
sample and the elongation of the sample, which are measured with a load cell and a linear encoder,
respectively, see section 3.3 for more details.
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irreversible (inelastic) deformation. The elastic deformation by reversible dislo-
cation motion is the largest contribution to the overall deformation, whereas the
inelastic deformation due to irreversible slip takes only asmall part in the overall
deformation. In such context, the assessment of the different stages in the fatigue
life is carried out on the basis of the inelastic strainεi = ε − σ/E, with E the
elastic modulus. During the fatigue test the local inelastic deformation associated
with the stress field around a crack tip can be observed on a macroscopic scale as
an increase of the stress versus elastic strain hysteresis loop width, also called the
inelastic strain range [Socha2003]:

∆εi = max(εi) − min(εi), (6.13)

a parameter which is then monitored throughout the fatigue test for each mechan-
ical stress cyclen.

6.2.2 Results for uniaxial fatigue tests with non-zero meanstress

In this paragraph the results are shown that are obtained on mat-C steel samples
(see table 6.2 for details about this material). Such samples are hour-glass shaped
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Figure 6.18. Selection ofM(σ) hysteresis loops throughout the fatigue lifetimen/nf (as
indicated in the legend), obtained by methodHstat on material mat-C. Fatigue test details:
stress amplitudeσa = 160 MPa, mean stressσm = 65 MPa (in other words:σmin = −95
MPa,σmax = 225 MPa). Number of cycles to failurenf = 35502. Continuously applied
static magnetic fieldH0 = 370 A/m.
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Figure 6.19. (a) Peak-to-peak magnetization∆M as a function of the fatigue lifetime
n/nf , corresponding with the fatigue test of figure 6.18. For clarity, only one data point is
shown every1% of the relative fatigue lifetime. (b) Slope of∆M(n), corresponding with
the result shown in part (a) of the same figure. The annotationsntr,i (n at the end of the
initial transition stage),nmax (n at the maximum of the magnetomechanical monitoring
parameter∆M ), ns (n at the change in slope of∆M ), andntr,f (n at the begin of the
final transition stage) are explained further in the text, see pages 229–233.
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strip samples with a thickness of 2 mm, which start to buckle at compressive
stresses of about -110 MPa. Therefore the uniaxial fatigue tests on these samples
are executed with a minimum stress value of about -95 MPa, andwith a non-zero
positive mean value of the cyclic stress,σm (typically σm = 65 MPa), in other
words the fatigue tests are not fully reversed.

For such fatigue tests, during the cyclic mechanical loading, a constant magnetic
field is applied to the sample, and the magnetization variation during each stress
cycle due to the magnetomechanical effect is measured continuously. Such mag-
netomechanical monitoring method is introduced in section6.2.1 as methodHstat.

In figures 6.18 and 6.19 the results are shown for a particularfatigue test executed
on a mat-C steel sample, with the following specifications: stress amplitudeσa =
160 MPa, and mean stressσm = 65 MPa. The characteristic trends are similar for
tests with other specifications.

Figure 6.18 shows the magnetization variation as a functionof cyclic mechanical
stress, for several stress cycles during the fatigue lifetime, under continuously
applied static magnetic fieldH0 = 370 A/m .

The variation of the peak-to-peak value of the magnetization ∆M under con-
stant applied magnetic fieldH0 and during a certain stress cyclen, is shown in
figure 6.19, as a function of the fatigue lifetimen/nf . Three stages can be distin-
guished in this parameter with respect to the fatigue lifetime: ∆M first increases,
then stabilizes (a slow decrease is visible), and finally starts to decrease fastly.

In order to determine the start of the final transition stage,the following approach
is taken: at each cycle numbern the long-term linearized trend of∆M(n) is
calculated from the last (typically 50) cycles. Figure 6.19(b) shows the slope,
corresponding with the result in part (a) of the same figure. The number of cycles
ntr,f at the start of the final transition stage corresponds with the instant when
the slope of∆M(n) becomes lower than a certain threshold value, as indicated
in figure 6.19(b). For the particular fatigue test corresponding with figures 6.18
and 6.19, a significant decrease - compared with the long-term linearized trend -
is visible starting fromntr,f/nf = 95%.

6.2.3 Results for uniaxial fully reversed fatigue tests

Fully reversed uniaxial fatigue tests are cyclic mechanical loading tests with con-
stant stress amplitudeσa and zero mean stressσm. In order to prevent buckling
of the samples during the compressive part of the fully reversed stress cycle, the
investigated samples are hour-glass shaped samples with circular cross section,
machined out of cylindrical rods (diameter 8 mm). Only the central sample region
with smaller cross section (diameter 4 mm; length 60 mm), which is subjected to
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Figure 6.20. S-N curve obtained from fatigue tests on steel mat-B. Markers are the actual
test results, whereas the line represents a logarithmic fit.

the highest stress levels, is further examined.

Samples of two different ferritic structural steels are considered, mat-A and mat-
B, see table 6.2 for more details about these materials. For both steels mat-A
and mat-B, a number of fully reversed fatigue tests are performed, with typically
the number of cycles to failurenf in between104 and2 · 105, see for instance
on figure 6.20 the S-N curve corresponding with the performedfatigue tests on
mat-B.

The two considered magnetomechanical examination techniques, as introduced in
section 6.2.1 (Hstat andHdyn), are carried out for both materials mat-A and mat-
B, hence resulting in four characteristic fatigue assessment results, as depicted in
the four figures 6.21 to 6.24. The fatigue test details corresponding with those
figures are given in table 6.3. The trends are similar for fatigue tests on the same
material with other test specifications concerningσa.

Some remarks related with these fatigue tests and the magnetomechanical moni-
toring methods:

• For methodHstat, H0 is set to 800 A/m, and for methodHdyn, Ha is set
to 2 kA/m. This choice of settings is motivated by the fact that, at the first
stress cycle, these magnetic field values result in the highest absolute values
of the considered parameters, respectively∆M and∆Mr.
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Figure 6.21. Peak-to-peak magnetization∆M and inelastic strain range∆εi versus rela-
tive fatigue lifetime,n/nf , obtained on mat-A with methodHstat (H0 = 800 A/m).
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Figure 6.22. Peak-to-peak magnetization∆M and inelastic strain range∆εi versus rela-
tive fatigue lifetime,n/nf , obtained on mat-B with methodHstat (H0 = 800 A/m).
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Figure 6.23. Peak-to-peak remanent magnetization∆Mr and inelastic strain range∆εi

versus relative fatigue lifetime,n/nf , obtained on mat-A with methodHdyn (Ha = 2
kA/m, fmag = 25 Hz).
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Figure 6.24. Peak-to-peak remanent magnetization∆Mr and inelastic strain range∆εi

versus relative fatigue lifetime,n/nf , obtained on mat-B with methodHdyn (Ha = 2
kA/m, fmag = 25 Hz).
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• In figures 6.21 to 6.24, the monitoring parameters∆M (or ∆Mr) and∆εi
are depicted with data points rather than with trend curves.Such a way of
presentation gives a good impression about the experimental scatter on the
considered parameters. For clarity, only one data point is shown for every
25 load cycles.

• The magnetization is determined from the measured magneticflux and the
cross section of the sample. Here a constant cross section isassumed
throughout the fatigue test, which is justified by the fact that the plastic
deformation during the performed fatigue tests is very small: the plastic
strain is always smaller than10−4, hence also the cross section of the sam-
ple changes with less than10−4 during the fatigue tests.

When comparing both magnetomechanical methods performed on one particular
material (i.e. comparing figure 6.21 with 6.23, and comparing figure 6.22 with
6.24), the same trends become apparent: for the annealed material mat-A three
stages in the fatigue lifetime can be distinguished: both∆M and∆Mr first in-
crease, then stabilize, and finally start to decrease significantly at about 96% of
the fatigue lifetime. For the as-received material mat-B only two stages in the fa-
tigue lifetime can be distinguished: both∆M and∆Mr are quasi-constant during
the majority of the fatigue lifetime and finally start to decrease at about 98% of
the fatigue lifetime. Here, for both methodsHstat andHdyn the same approach
as in figure 6.19 is followed to determine the start of the finaltransition stage:
at each cycle numbern the long-term linearized trend of∆M(n) (or ∆εi(n)) is
calculated from the last (typically 50) cycles. The number of cyclesntr,f at the
start of the final transition stage corresponds with the instant when the absolute
value of the slope of∆M(n) (or ∆εi(n)) becomes higher than a certain threshold
value, defined as 5 times the absolute value of the average slope during the second
fatigue stage.

Table 6.3. Material details (yield strengthσy) and fatigue test details (stress amplitude
σa and number of cycles to failurenf ), combined with results of the magnetomechanical
techniques, corresponding to figures 6.21 to 6.24. Based on both ∆M(r) and∆εi, esti-
mates are made about the fatigue lifetimentr,f/nf at the transition to the final fatigue
stage.

σy σa nf ntr,f/nf , ntr,f/nf ,
material method fig. (MPa) (MPa) (-) transition transition

of ∆M(r) of ∆εi
mat-A Hstat (6.21) 285 208 21 244 95.5% 96%
mat-A Hdyn (6.23) 285 200 36 947 97% 98.5%
mat-B Hstat (6.22) 390 250 29 352 98.4% 98.6%
mat-B Hdyn (6.24) 390 246 41 215 98% 98.8%
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Figure 6.25. Selection of stress-strain hysteresis loops throughout the fatigue lifetime
n/nf (as indicated in the legend) for material mat-A.

In the last two columns of table 6.3, the resulting values ofntr,f/nf are given
for both tests, for both materials, and for both monitoring parameters∆M(r) and
∆εi. Also, the start of the final transition stage, described by the number of cycles
at the transition,ntr,f , is determined for all performed fatigue tests. For all fatigue
tests performed on material mat-B for instance (see the S-N curve in figure 6.20),
the number of cycles of the final fatigue stage,(nf − ntr,f ), is found to be in the
range of 400 to 600 cycles.

The obtained mechanical validation results making use of the inelastic strain range
∆εi, are in agreement with the results of [Socha2003]. Also three stages can be
distinguished: first a high increase, then a slow increase, and finally a high in-
crease of∆εi. Figure 6.25 shows the variation of the stress-strain hysteresis loops
for a fatigue test on material mat-A. Also in agreement with [Socha2003] is the
decrease of the elasticity modulus with increasing fatiguedamage progression (in
other words the stress-strain loops become less and less steep), especially during
the final fatigue stage.

Moreover, the fatigue-induced variation of the inelastic strain-stress hysteresis
loop width∆εi fully mimics the observed trends in the magnetomechanical para-
meters (i.e. also three stages for mat-A and two stages for mat-B), showing clearly
the correlation between the changes of the magnetomechanical and the mechan-
ical properties. For both∆M and∆Mr, and also for∆εi, an initial transition
stage at the beginning of the fatigue test is not present for mat-B, probably due to
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Figure 6.26. Selection ofM(σ) loops throughout the fatigue lifetimen/nf (as indicated
in the legend) obtained by methodHstat on material mat-A.
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Figure 6.27. Selection ofMr(σ) curves throughout the fatigue lifetimen/nf (as indicated
in the legend) obtained by methodHdyn on material mat-A.
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the higher initial dislocation density of the as-received steel mat-B compared to
the stress-relief annealed steel mat-A.

In addition, figures 6.26 to 6.27 show in more detail the particular variation of the
M(σ) hysteresis loops and of theMr(σ) curves, for methodHstat and method
Hdyn respectively. These figures indicate that starting from this particular mag-
netomechanical behaviour, also other parameters than∆M(r) can be determined.
For example, for methodHstat, theM(σ) loop area, the maximum value of the
slope dM/dσ, or the local maximum of the magnetization along the descending
branch (at the so-called Villari reversal, see section 6.1)are possible alternative
monitoring parameters. For methodHdyn, theM(H) loop area (losses) at a cer-
tain mechanical stress value shows potential as monitoringparameter. Neverthe-
less, when analyzing the results it appeared that the originally defined monitoring
parameters∆M and∆Mr are more robust to experimental noise, and slightly
more sensitive to the fatigue damage progression.

Concerning the fatigue assessment and the estimation ofntr,f , both methods
(Hstat andHdyn) give rise to comparable results. In practice however, method
Hstat is much more convenient thanHdyn, which becomes apparent when com-
paring the number of measuring points to obtain the magnetization experimen-
tally during each mechanical period: typically600 instead of21000 (35 magnetic
periods per mechanical period, multiplied by600 points per magnetic period) re-
spectively forHstat andHdyn.

As a conclusion, both magnetomechanical methods provide information about the
different fatigue stages and also of the final fatigue stage.This is the case for the
three investigated materials (mat-A, mat-B and mat-C). As been said before, three
stages can be clearly identified for mat-A and mat-C, whereasfor mat-B the first
initial transition stage is not present, and only the equivalent of stages 2 and 3 are
observed.

However, a closer inspection – especially of the steady-state stage 2 – of all per-
formed magnetomechanically monitored fatigue tests on mat-A, mat-B and mat-C
(8 tests are performed on mat-A, 12 tests on mat-B, see figure 6.20, and 6 tests
on mat-C) reveal the following typical features that are always observed in such
three-stage magnetomechanical behaviour:

1. The first fatigue stage is always characterized by an increase of the magne-
tomechanical monitoring parameter (∆M or ∆Mr), in case of mat-A and
mat-C (as been mentioned earlier, for mat-B, no first fatiguestage is present,
not in the magnetomechanical behaviour and also not in the mechanical be-
haviour, see figures 6.21 and 6.23).

2. During the second (steady-state) fatigue stage, the magnetomechanical be-
haviour is quasi-constant, although when looking closer, some finer scale
trends can be observed. Concerning the second stage itself,one of three
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possible trends are always observed for each of the 26 performed fatigue
tests:

• Second stage, possible trend (a): during the second stage first a small
increase of the magnetomechanical monitoring parameter∆M(r) is
observed, followed by a small decrease. In other words, the cycle
numbernmax corresponding to the maximum of the monitoring pa-
rameter∆M(r), is in betweenntr,i andntr,f , which respectively de-
note the cycle number at the initial transition (from stage 1to stage
2) and the cycle number of the final transition (from stage 2 tostage
3), see figure 6.19 for a graphical representation ofntr,i andntr,f . A
typical example of such a possible trend (a) is shown in figure6.21:
for material mat-A the maximum of∆M occurs at about 62% of the
fatigue lifetime.

• Second stage, possible trend (b): a continuous decrease of the mag-
netomechanical monitoring parameter∆M(r) is observed during the
second stage. In other words, the cycle numbernmax corresponding
to the maximum of∆M(r) is more or less equal tontr,i. A typical ex-
ample of such a possible trend (b) is shown in figure 6.19: for material
mat-C the maximum of∆M occurs at aboutnmax/nf = 13% of the
fatigue lifetime, whereasntr,i/nf equals 12%.

• Second stage, possible trend (c): a continuous decrease of the mag-
netomechanical monitoring parameter∆M(r) is observed during the
second stage, but with a change in slope: first the behaviour is quasi-
constant, and atns the slope becomes larger. A typical example of
such a possible trend (c) is shown in figures 6.23 and 6.24:ns is about
63% of the fatigue lifetimenf for mat-A, and 73% for mat-B. More-
over, second stage trend (b) and trend (c) can be both present, a typical
example is shown in figure 6.19:ns is about 85% of the fatigue life-
timenf .

3. During the final third stage the magnetomechanical monitoring parameter
is always sharply decreasing with respect to the cycle number.

The variation of the magnetomechanical monitoring parameters, such as∆M and
∆Mr, can be used to estimate the remaining life of steel components. The finer-
scale features of the magnetomechanical monitoring parameters in the second
stage, making use of the four parametersntr,i, nmax, ns andntr,f , as defined
above, see for instance figure 6.19(b), show some potential to be used in order to
define and evaluate a ‘stop’ criterion for the cyclic load operation of steel compo-
nents:

• The most obvious transition to the final fatigue stage is occurring at ap-
proximatelyntr,f = 97% of the fatigue lifetime, but from a safety point of
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view this is rather late in the fatigue lifetime in order to beused as a stop
criterion.

• A more defensive stop criterion can be based on the maximum value of
the magnetomechanical monitoring parameter, occurring atnmax. For the
typical result of second stage trend (a) see figure 6.21,nmax/nf equals 62%
of the fatigue lifetime, but for the typical result of secondstage trend (b),
see figure 6.19,nmax/nf equals 13% of the fatigue lifetime.

• A stop criterion based onns is also possible, but the actual estimation of it
can be somewhat arbitrary in some cases.

• A stop criterion based onntr,i is not always possible, since for material
mat-B for instance, the initial transition stage is not present, and moreover
ntr,i occurs at fatigue lifetimes at or sometimes below 10%, whichgives
rise to a very defensive stop criterion.

Nevertheless, a more detailed experimental study is neededto refine these tech-
niques further towards an actual estimation tool in order todetermine a safe mo-
ment to stop the operation of cyclicly loaded steel components.



Chapter 7

General conclusions and
suggestions for further research

7.1 General conclusions

This Ph.D. research has as general aim the exploration of thepossibilities and
the sensitivity of the magnetic and magnetomechanical hysteretic characteriza-
tion to non-destructively evaluate the progression of microstructural degradation
phenomena in ferromagnetic materials. The main material degradation processes
that are treated in this research work are (1) the hardening and embrittlement phe-
nomena due to neutron irradiation in nuclear reactor pressure vessel steels, and
(2) the process of metal fatigue in ferromagnetic materials.

Ferromagnetic behaviour. In order to motivate such an approach of magnetic
non-destructive evaluation of material degradation, the fundamental principles
dealing with the relation between the magnetization processes and the micro-
structural features of iron-based materials are elucidated (chapter 2). The general
aspects, the internal mechanisms and the underlying originof ferromagnetic be-
haviour are discussed, with special emphasis on the influence of the microstruc-
tural features and the lattice imperfections which are inherent to ferromagnetic
materials such as iron and ferritic steels.

To gain an in-depth knowledge about this topic, the micromagnetic theory of com-
peting energy contributions which are the origin for the equilibrium magnetic do-
main structure, is shown to be very useful. Micromagnetism provides a theoreti-
cal framework for the interaction of microstructural defects and inhomogeneities
on the one hand and the equilibrium magnetic domain configuration on the other
hand, since the defects and inhomogeneities slip into the micromagnetic equations
via the magnetoelastic energy term as a residual internal stress distribution.
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Making use of the micromagnetic energy concepts, a magneticdomain wall model
is derived giving some qualitative results about the influence of defect density and
pinning strength on macroscopic magnetic parameters such as coercive field and
initial permeability.

The approach of this research work is merely experimental, therefore the devel-
opment of magnetic characterization methods is a primordial and important issue.
Versatile experimental setups and measuring techniques are developed, in combi-
nation with advanced analyzing techniques of the experimental data, in order to
facilitate and enhance the characterization of the manifold features related to both
the magnetic and the magnetomechanical hysteretic behaviour.

Magnetic measurement methods.The experimental approach taken during the
performed research is almost entirely based upon the field-metric method (chap-
ter 3), under the condition of unidirectional quasi-static excitation, with the spe-
cific aim to determine the macroscopic scalar relation between the magnetic field
H(t) and the magnetizationM(t) of the sample. Of primary interest is the typical
hysteretic behaviour present in the constitutive relationM(H) of ferromagnetic
materials. The magnetic measurement methods and setups under consideration
are deployed to experimentally explore all features of thishysteretic magnetic
behaviour.

However, in our experimental investigations on mechanically degraded materials,
the sample dimensions are constrained to much smaller dimensions than the di-
mensions prescribed in international standards for low-frequency magnetic mea-
surements on sheets, strips or rods. To give an idea about theorder of magnitude,
samples under test can have a length of circa 30 mm, a width of 10 mm and a
thickness of 1 mm. Also the sample shape is in many cases constrained to bars
with square or circular cross sections.

Even for such samples with constrained size and shape we succeeded in designing
modified and miniaturized single sheet tester (SST) configurations, inspired by
and as close as possible to the standardized SST, resulting in reasonable accuracy
and good repeatability for the magnetic characterization of the different samples
under investigation.

When down-sizing the magnetic circuit of the setup in order to suit the samples,
the following topics need to be carefully considered. The reluctances of the clos-
ing yoke and of the sample-yoke contact needs to be as low as possible compared
to the reluctance of the sample under test. Therefore closing yokes are used with
much higher permeability than the material under investigation – by using nano-
crystalline soft magnetic material yokes – and the contact between the sample and
the closing yokes needs to be preserved as good as possible, which becomes more
problematic for smaller sample sizes. Nevertheless, for samples with square or
circular cross section, the cross section of the yoke becomes of the same order of
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magnitude as the cross section of the sample under test, and then it becomes more
appropriate to directly measure the magnetic fieldH. In such cases the extrapo-
lation towards the sample surface of the magnetic field measurements of several
Hall sensors placed at several distances as close as possible to the sample surface
is utilized in this research work.

Moreover, at EELAB a magnetomechanical experimental setupis designed and
constructed, which is in principle the incorporation of a magnetic measurement
setup inside a mechanical testing apparatus. This setup hasthe additional pos-
sibility, apart from applying a time-dependent magnetic field to the sample and
simultaneously measuringM(t) andH(t), to apply also a time-dependent me-
chanical stress to the sample (mechanical loading is possible both in tension and
in compression), and at the same time to measure both stressσ(t) and strainε(t).
With this setup it becomes possible to investigate the magnetomechanical effect
on a macroscopic scale.

Magnetic hysteretic characterization.Magnetic hysteretic characterization meth-
ods for non-destructive evaluation (NDE) purposes (chapter 4), are in general
based on the knowledge that the development of microstructural defects and the
variations of the internal micro stress distributions around those defects influence
the magnetic domain wall motion, leading to altered macroscopic magnetic hys-
teretic properties. In principle, we may identify microstructural changes, even
before the initiation of cracks, and the deterioration of mechanical properties of
ferromagnetic materials in a non-destructive manner by thecharacterization of the
electromagnetic behaviour.

The core issue in relation to magnetic hysteretic NDE techniques is to define mag-
netic parameters that are sensitive enough to identify the changes of microstruc-
tural properties under investigation. As a first step, the classical magnetic hystere-
sis parameters characterizing the saturation magnetization loop such as coercive
field, remanent induction, permeability, can be used for NDEpurposes.

In this research work, the magnetic hysteresis non-destructive evaluation method
is extended by increasing the input of experimental data forthe evaluation tech-
nique. This is done by considering a whole set of minor magnetization loops from
low to high magnetic induction levels, instead of taking into account only the (ma-
jor) saturation magnetization loop. In such context a hysteresis model such as the
Preisach model that takes the overall magnetic hysteresis behaviour into account
is shown to be useful for non-destructive evaluation of microstructural changes.

Effect of microstructural degradation on the magnetic behaviour. Based on
a number of experimental case studies for several material degradation processes,
carried out during this research inside a laboratory environment, the possibili-
ties and limitations of the field-metric magnetic hysteresis characterization are
investigated (chapter 5). One of the main topics related to the effect of micro-
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structural changes on the magnetic hysteretic behaviour that is investigated in this
research work, is the irradiation-induced embrittlement and hardening of iron-
based materials. In the nuclear industry this effect can be detrimental for reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) steels. The underlying reason of suchmaterial degradation
process is the formation of nano-size defects during neutron irradiation, i.e. the
irradiation-assisted Cu-precipitation accompanied withmatrix damage.

Conventionally, the material status concerning embrittlement, hardening and frac-
ture toughness is evaluated destructively on the basis of surveillance specimens
(e.g. Charpy impact and tensile test samples), made of exactly the same material
as the pressure vessel. In order to cope with extended life times of nuclear power
plants and considering the limited number of specimens originally inserted into
the reactor in order to perform such destructive mechanicaltests, there is a ten-
dency to develop non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques. Such NDE tech-
niques can be considered as additional and/or possible replacement techniques to
assess the material condition. Their advantage is that the surveillance specimens
can be reused, so without losing precious surveillance material.

In this research work, the magnetic hysteretic characterization method is exam-
ined as a possible NDE technique. Two related topics are investigated here: the
thermal aging (and over-aging) of Fe-Cu model alloys, and the irradiation of Fe,
Fe-Cu and ferritic steels.

Firstly, in order to study in detail the hardening and embrittlement processes due
to Cu-precipitation, separately from the effects of the irradiation-induced matrix
damage, the investigation of the thermal aging of Fe-Cu model alloys is a common
and adequate practice, since during thermal aging experiments of Fe-Cu model
alloys, one observes hardening processes due to Cu-precipitation, quite similar to
the irradiation-enhanced Cu-precipitation hardening.

The formation and growth of Cu-precipitates during the thermal aging process at
500◦C leads to variations of the investigated magnetic hysteretic properties, such
as remanence, maximum permeability, width and peak value ofthe local interac-
tion field distributionQm(hm) (which is defined within the frame of the Preisach
hysteresis model). Moreover, the regimes that can be indicated in their relation to
the aging time correspond with the mechanical hardening andsoftening regimes,
in other words the magnetic parameters fully mimic the yieldstress variation.

The hardening regime corresponds to small coherent Cu-precipitates, which ob-
struct the dislocation motion and the magnetic domain wall movement, whereas
the softening regime corresponds to larger and well separated incoherent Cu-
precipitates, which are softer obstacles to both dislocations and magnetic domain
walls. Furthermore, the extremum values of all investigated magnetic parameters
correspond with the mechanical peak hardening, at an aging time of 15h.

Moreover, when compared to the initial case, the peak hardening values of the
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magnetic parameters, such as remanence, maximum permeability, width and peak
value of the local interaction field distribution, change with approximately 50% or
more. This pronounced sensitivity indicates the potentialof magnetic NDE for the
evaluation of hardening and softening phenomena induced byCu-precipitation.

Secondly, the actual irradiation-induced embrittlement and hardening is studied.
The irradiation-induced microstructural changes not onlyaffect the mechanical
behaviour, but also lead to variations in the magnetic hysteretic behaviour for
all investigated materials, i.e. nominally pure Fe, Fe-Cu model alloys, and RPV
steels, both for a reference quality of RPV steel, ‘JRQ’ (Japanese Reference Qual-
ity), and for the surveillance samples of the reactor pressure vessel of an actual
nuclear reactor, ‘BSP’ (Belgian Surveillance Program).

The main two parameters related to the magnetization loop shape that are investi-
gated are the maximum relative differential permeability,and the peak intensity of
the Preisach-based local interaction field distribution. Both parameters decrease
with increasing neutron fluence and with increasing yield stress for all investigated
materials.

The magnetic behaviour is sensitive to both irradiation-induced hardening mech-
anisms: a decreasing trend in the above-mentioned magneticparameters during
the mechanical hardening is noticeable, regardless the origin of hardening, which
can be either Cu-precipitation (thermal aging of Fe-Cu model alloys), only matrix
damage (irradiation of pure Fe), or both mechanisms (irradiation of Fe-Cu model
alloys or ferritic RPV steels). These results suggest that the magnetic domain
wall movement is hindered by the nano-sized defects inducedby irradiation. The
change of the magnetic parameters is found to be up to 40%, which indicates the
sensitivity and the potential of magnetic hysteretic characterization for the assess-
ment of irradiation-induced material hardening and embrittlement.

Effect of microstructural degradation on the magnetomechanical behaviour.
The magnetomechanical behaviour can be considered as the combined effect of
elastic mechanical stress and magnetic field on the magnetization (chapter 6).
Magnetomechanical experiments are conducted for three different material classes
(different, concerning their magnetomechanical behaviour), and for different con-
ditions of elastic stress and magnetic field (both as static or dynamic quantities).

For all three investigated material classes (Fe, Ni and Fe-Ni), there is a corre-
spondence in the anhysteretic magnetomechanical behaviour and the anhysteretic
magnetostrictive behaviour, which is the outcome of the macroscopic magnetoe-
lastic coupling. Moreover, in case of constant applied magnetic field and cyclic
varying mechanical stress, for low-carbon ferritic steelsthe magnetization-stress
behaviour shows hysteretic, asymmetric, non-linear and non-monotonic features.
A fair correspondence in the non-linearity of such hysteretic stress-magnetization
behaviour and of the anhysteretic stress-magnetization behaviour is observed.
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Such an experimental study of the magnetomechanical behaviour is performed in
order to better understand the physical mechanisms involved, with the aim to de-
velop magnetic non-destructive evaluation methods for thecontinuous monitoring
of the metal fatigue damage process.

During the service life of constructions or machines the cyclic mechanical load-
ing of steel parts can lead to an accumulation of fatigue damage. To avoid that the
fatigue damage process ends in a sudden fracture, it is vitalto assess the material
degradation, preferably in a non-destructive fashion. In the context of magnetic
NDE, typically the change in magnetic hysteresis loop parameters can be deter-
mined at several interruptions of the cyclic loading. However, due to the abrupt
character of metal fatigue it can be difficult to make predictions about the onset
of fatigue failure based on experimental data obtained at only a limited number of
load interruptions.

Therefore we explore in this research work the possibility to examine the fatigue
process during the cyclic mechanical loading itself, in order to experimentally ob-
tain information for every single mechanical loading cycle. For this purpose the
magnetomechanical effect can be exploited: during the cyclic mechanical loading
the application of a magnetic field can be considered, and themagnetization vari-
ation resulting from both the applied mechanical stress andthe enforced magnetic
field can be continuously monitored throughout the cyclic mechanical loading
test.

Two magnetomechanical examination methods are investigated, differing only in
the magnetic field that is continuously applied to the sampleduring the stress-
controlled cyclic mechanical loading: i.e. a constant magnetic field (methodHstat)
or a time-varying magnetic field (methodHdyn), with the magnetic frequency sig-
nificantly larger than the mechanical frequency. In both methods the magnetiza-
tion variationM(σ,H) during each stress cycle due to the magnetomechanical
effect, is continuously measured throughout the complete cyclic mechanical load-
ing test.

Both magnetomechanical methods provide information aboutthe different stages
in the fatigue lifetime and also about the final fatigue stage. This is the case for the
three investigated ferritic steels. The finer-scale features of the magnetomechan-
ical monitoring parameters in the steady-state stage, showpotential to be used in
order to define and evaluate a stop criterion for the cyclic load operation of steel
components.

This method of continuous monitoring the changes in the magnetomechanical
behaviour during the cyclic mechanical loading is validated by comparing with
the continuous examination of changes in the mechanical stress-strain behaviour:
the different fatigue stages in the inelastic strain-stress behaviour fully mimic the
corresponding fatigue stages in the magnetomechanical behaviour.
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In conclusion, changes in the microstructural features of the crystal lattice de-
fects influence the dislocation dynamics, but also affect the magnetic domain wall
motion in ferromagnetic materials, which lead to altered mechanical and mag-
netic macroscopic properties, respectively. Although theunderlying mechanisms
of magnetic and mechanical behaviour are different, there exists a certain interre-
lation between the macroscopic magnetic behaviour, the macroscopic mechanical
behaviour and the underlying microstructural features of the material.

The developed magnetic characterization techniques can beexploited for the non-
destructive evaluation of macroscopic mechanical properties, microstructural fea-
tures and/or localized flaws, aiming for the assessment of ferromagnetic material
integrity during their operation or for the quality controlduring material process-
ing.

Like every other NDE technique, also the magnetic hysteretic characterization is
inherently an indirect evaluation method. The microstructure of a polycrystalline
iron-based material is a very complex system, and a variety of microstructural fea-
tures have their influence on the magnetic hysteretic behaviour on the one hand,
and on the mechanical behaviour on the other hand. Hence thisinterrelation be-
tween the magnetic properties, the microstructure and the mechanical properties
is not a one-on-one relationship.

Due to the always increasing concern for improved safety in industrial environ-
ments and engineering structures, but also in the society ingeneral, there remains
a continuous need for the development of alternative and improved NDE tech-
nologies, which can offer greater capacity when used in combination with already
existing non-destructive and destructive techniques. Indeed, the sensitivity of the
material integrity assessment can be enhanced by using a combination of multiple
methods for the same materials evaluation task, and magnetic hysteretic NDE can
certainly play its role to intensify such multi-parameter and multi-method material
integrity assessment.

7.2 Collaboration with scientific partners

During the research described in the preceding chapters, especially in chapters
3 to 6, there has been some close and very much appreciated collaboration with
other scientific partners. In the following paragraph I givecredit to my scientific
partners for the work they performed.

Generally speaking, the research treated in this thesis canbe divided into three
parts, according to the three different developed and applied magnetic NDE meth-
ods: (a) magnetic hysteretic NDE, (b) magnetomechanical NDE and (c) magnetic
drag force NDE.
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(a) Magnetic hysteretic NDE.This method (described in sections 3.1–3.2 and
chapter 4) is developed by myself, in more detail both the experimental setup
(concept, design, sensors, electronics, hardware, software) and the characteriza-
tion tools (post-processing of data). Also the application-specific modifications to
the method and carrying out the magnetic hysteresis measurements are my work.
Four applications of this method are considered: (1) hardening by thermal aging,
(2) irradiation-induced embrittlement, (3) plastic deformation by tensile straining
and (4) plastic deformation by cold rolling.

For the first two applications (section 5.1) there was close collaboration with the
Belgian nuclear research center SCK·CEN. They prepared the thermally aged and
irradiated samples and performed the mechanical and microstructural character-
ization. I had the very much appreciated opportunity to perform magnetic hys-
teretic experiments on irradiated samples inside the hot-cells of the Institute for
Nuclear Materials at SCK·CEN. This research resulted so far in a number of joint
publications (A1-papers 21 and 25 of my curriculum, see page255).

Concerning the plastic deformation (section 5.2), the experiments on tensile strain-
ing are my work, whereas the cold rolled samples are part of a Round Robin test
between different laboratories, executed in the frame of the “Universal Network
for Magnetic Non-Destructive Evaluation”, an international scientific consortium
with academic partners from Japan, UK, USA, Italy, Czech Republic, South Ko-
rea, Germany, France, Greece, Hongary, Brazil,... For Belgium, our laboratory
EELAB takes part in this consortium. The sample preparation, the mechanical and
the microstructural characterization is performed byIwate University, Morioka,
Japan. The magnetic measurements are entirely my work.

(b) Magnetomechanical NDE.The method development (section 3.3), the mag-
netomechanical preliminary study (section 6.1) and the applications towards con-
tinuous monitoring of metal fatigue (section 6.2) are entirely my work.

(c) Magnetic drag force NDE.The initial research and development of the mag-
netic drag force method (section 3.4) is carried out in closecollaboration with
the R&D companiesMagnova (Pittsfield, MA, USA)andMagCanica (San Diego,
CA, USA). The concept, design and the hardware development is their work, I
performed a feasibility study of the concept and did a comparison study between
the drag force measurements and magnetic hysteresis measurements. Concerning
the application towards localized residual stress, due to cyclic bending (section
5.3), the methodology, the construction of the cyclic bending machine, the sample
preparation and the magnetic hysteretic measurements are my work. The drag
force measurements on the cyclicly bent samples are performed by Magnova and
MagCanica. This collaboration resulted so far in a number ofjoint publications
(A1-papers 15, 18, 22 and 24 of my curriculum, see page 255).
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7.3 Suggestions for further research

7.3.1 Applied experimental research

In this research work, we explored and investigated the possibilities, the limi-
tations and the sensitivity of the macroscopic magnetic andmagnetomechanical
hysteretic characterization of ferromagnetic materials to non-destructively evalu-
ate the progression of microstructural degradation phenomena. The main goal was
to deliver a proof of concept of magnetic hysteretic NDE methods by experimen-
tal sensitivity studies in a laboratory environment, for several material degradation
processes.

Irradiation-induced hardening and embrittlement. Some direct extensions can
be made in the research considering the topic of irradiation-induced hardening and
embrittlement, by still making use of the present magnetic hysteretic characteri-
zation techniques. As shown in figure 5.16, a promising trendis apparent when
plotting the investigated magnetic hysteretic parametersagainst yield stress for
instance. However, the number of data points is rather low todraw already strong
conclusions. For instance for the Belgian surveillance program (BSP) results, the
number of data points is inherently restricted to the numberof surveillance cap-
sules that are over the years taken out of the pressure vesselof the nuclear reactor
(i.e. for the moment already five capsules).

To investigate in more detail this trend between magnetic and mechanical parame-
ters, and in order to be able to make predictions about the results at future neutron
fluence (or dose) values, one of the suggestions is to irradiate already tested (bro-
ken) surveillance samples to higher fluence values in an accelerated way by mak-
ing use of a nuclear test reactor. This opens perspectives toinvestigate the future
trends in the magnetic parameters as a function of neutron fluence or mechanical
parameters. However, a disadvantage of such approach can bea possible effect of
the higher neutron flux (or dose rate) values when comparing the test reactor with
the actual BSP reactor data [Chaouadi2005, Odette2005].

Another suggestion to enlarge the number of points in figuressuch as 5.16, is to
consider so-called post-irradiation annealing (and re-irradiation) [Chaouadi2005,
Kryukov1998, Ulbricht2007]. Post-irradiation annealingleads to (partial) recov-
ery of the initial mechanical properties before irradiation-induced degradation.
Magnetic hysteretic characterization and mechanical testing experiments can be
conducted on post-irradiation annealed (and even re-irradiated) RPV steels in or-
der to see whether such results can also be correlated with the present magnetic
versus mechanical parameter trend, which for the moment consists of five data
points, in case of the Belgian Surveillance Program (BSP).

The results on irradiated RPV steels are obtained on sampleswith 10 mm by 1
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mm cross section, samples that are cut from broken Charpy specimens. In order
to be really non-destructive, the magnetic hysteretic characterization should be
conducted on the actual Charpy specimens itself (with preference to the unbroken
Charpy specimens). A setup to magnetically measure unbroken Charpy specimen
was constructed at EELAB in the frame of a round robin test of the ‘Universal
Network for Magnetic NDE’ (see section 3.2.2 for details about the setup, and
section 5.2 for some results). This setup shows promising results when com-
pared to the alternative setups constructed, in the frame ofthe above-mentioned
round robin test, at other magnetic measurement laboratories around the world,
but at the moment no measurements on irradiated Charpy samples are performed
with it. Magnetic measurements on irradiated non-broken Charpy specimens of
model alloys or JRQ steel can be considered as a next step related to this research.
However, for the actual surveillance program samples (BSP)such approach is dif-
ficult to perform due to the possible unavailability of unbroken samples of earlier
surveillance capsules. On the other hand when considering broken Charpy or bro-
ken tensile samples, if we can chose between magnetic measurements on the 10
mm by 1 mm by 26 mm samples that are cut from broken Charpy pieces, or mag-
netic measurements on the broken Charpy piece as a whole, then the first option
is preferred.

A next step in this research about the irradiation-induced hardening and embrittle-
ment can be to consider in-situ (in-core) magnetic measurements on closed ring
cores made of RPV steels, enclosed in the surveillance capsules inside the reactor
pressure vessel, during the operation of the nuclear reactor. By such strategy, the
material integrity of the surveillance samples can be monitored non-destructively
on a continuous time scale during operation.

On-site magnetic sensor.Another future target is the extension of the research
towards practical applications in general. As been said before, the research work
of this Ph.D. aims to deliver a proof of concept of magnetic hysteretic NDE meth-
ods by experimental sensitivity studies in a laboratory environment, for several
material degradation processes. In other words, the aim is to investigate if the
sensitivity is sufficient to develop techniques based on theinvestigated princi-
ples that are applicable in the field, concerning material integrity issues in electric
power plants, bridges, pipelines and so on.

Hence, in a further stadium, which can be part of future research, the results of
the investigations treated in this Ph.D. can serve as the necessary knowledge to de-
velop prototype experimental systems for the in-situ material integrity inspection
of critical components of actual engineering structures and industrial installations.
The development of a suitable on-site sensor is a prerequisite for such purposes. In
a laboratory environment the single sheet tester with two closing yokes above and
underneath the sample, and with both excitation coil and measuring coil wound
around the sample, is the best choice as magnetic circuit [DeWulf2002]. On site,
it can however be impossible to encircle the material under test, but neverthe-
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less a suitable sensor can be constructed with both coils around a single yoke for
instance.

More applied research is of course necessary to develop suchon-site magnetic
NDE techniques, and practical considerations shall resultin the fact that some
of the suggested techniques can be implemented in non-laboratory environments,
and others not. Also other application areas (other than theones that are currently
investigated) can be considered, such as creep and thermal fatigue.

7.3.2 Fundamental experimental research

The experimental techniques that are utilized predominantly throughout this re-
search work are based on volumetric field-metric magnetic hysteresis measure-
ments. As an extension, the experience acquired during thisresearch can also be
employed to develop two other promising fundamental experimental techniques
that can be used for magnetic NDE purposes, i.e. the magnetic(and magne-
tomechanical) Barkhausen effect and the magnetic relaxation (or magnetic after-
effect).

Magnetic and magnetomechanical Barkhausen effect.The Barkhausen effect
is related to irreversible magnetization processes: discontinuous magnetic domain
wall movements lead to step-like changes in magnetization and such behaviour is
detected as stochastic fluctuations in the induced voltage,known as Barkhausen
noise, as is also introduced in section 2.4. Such discontinuous domain wall motion
is due to temporary pinning of domain walls by the internal micro-stress fields as-
sociated with defects. Hence the Barkhausen noise evaluation shows potential for
the assessment of microstructural changes. Both applied magnetic field and ap-
plied elastic mechanical stress can lead to the motion of magnetic domain walls.
Hence Barkhausen noise can be observed both by magnetic excitation (varying
magnetic field, static elastic stress) or by mechanical excitation (varying elastic
stress, static magnetic field), which is termed as magnetic Barkhausen and mag-
netomechanical Barkhausen effect, respectively [Augustyniak1995].

In this context a comprehensive study can be carried out on the magnetic and
magnetomechanical Barkhausen effect, a study which is by the way an obvious
extension of this Ph.D. study on bulk magnetic and magnetomechanical hysteretic
behaviour. In such research the development of an experimental setup for the
Barkhausen noise acquisition is of course a prerequisite. The concept can be as
follows: starting from an appropriately designed sensor topick up the induced
voltage, after band-pass filtering and amplification, the Barkhausen noise signal
is further post-processed and analyzed digitally. A study of the Barkhausen-
related literature revealed numerous alternatives related to (i) the sensor design
and concept, (ii) the excitation waveform, (iii) the frequency window of the band-
pass filter, and (iv) the post-processing and the definition of suitable Barkhausen
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NDE parameters. Therefore a fundamental study can be carried out to investi-
gate all these aspects. Moreover, we propose to support the interpretation of the
Barkhausen experimental data by stochastic modelling of the domain wall dy-
namics [Alessandro1990]. As possible application of both magnetic and magne-
tomechanical Barkhausen noise, the metal fatigue and creepmaterial degradation
processes are put forward.

Magnetic relaxation or magnetic after-effect. The study of the magnetic re-
laxation, which is based on the interaction between the magnetic domain walls
and the thermal activation of crystal lattice defects such as point defects and dis-
locations, shows potential for the investigation of the mechanical hardening and
embrittlement phenomena due to point defect matrix damage and due to precipita-
tion of e.g. Cu-clusters. Owing to the interaction between magnetic domain walls
and crystal lattice defects, the thermally activated motion of such defects leads,
after demagnetization, to a reduced domain wall mobility with time and there-
fore leads to a corresponding time-dependent decrease of the initial permeability.
This decrease in initial permeability is the outcome of the magnetic relaxation or
magnetic after-effect phenomenon and can be experimentally observed for several
fixed temperatures in a broad range to obtain knowledge aboutthe thermally ac-
tivated relaxations. The characterization of magnetic relaxation shows potential
for the investigation of mechanical hardening and embrittlement phenomena in
iron-based materials (for a review see [Blythe2000]).

In such research the development of an experimental setup for the magnetic relax-
ation is of course a prerequisite. The concept can be as follows: an open magnetic
circuit (which means without additional means to close the flux path) can be con-
structed with one pick-up coil and two excitation coils which are located around
the bar-shaped sample. After sample demagnetization by using the outer excita-
tion coil, a small alternating magnetic field is applied to the sample by using the
inner excitation coil. The resulting induced voltage is measured using the pick-up
coil, located closest to the sample. The decay of initial permeability is recorded
as a function of time. Such experiment is then repeated for a set of fixed tem-
peratures within the range T = 100 to 500 K. The magnetic relaxation spectrum
is determined as the relative permeability change (for a given time) as a function
of temperature. As possible application the irradiation-induced embrittlement and
hardening is put forward. The magnetic relaxation technique will be utilized for
such purpose in close connection with another relaxation technique, namely inter-
nal friction. Recently, a joint Ph.D. research program together with SCK·CEN is
started to investigate this topic.
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7.3.3 Fundamental numerical research

In this research work, building up the qualitative and quantitative relation be-
tween microstructural aspects, mechanical properties andmacroscopic magnetic
behaviour, relied almost exclusively on the experimental research, in some cases
supported by a macroscopic magnetic hysteretic model.

On the other hand, dealing with a numerical approach, the computational mi-
cromagnetism (see also section 2.3) on a nanometer scale leads to a deeper un-
derstanding of magnetic hysteretic effects by visualization of the magnetization
reversal process by interacting magnetic dipoles. With present computing capa-
bilities it is nowadays possible to apply the micromagnetictheory for the numeri-
cal modelling of three-dimensional ferromagnetic crystals with dimensions of the
order of 10µm [VandeWiele2008a].

Moreover, in the micromagnetic theory, microstructural defects can be taken into
account as an internal stress tensor via the magnetoelasticenergy term, whereas
non-magnetic inhomogeneities can be considered via the magnetostatic energy
term in the micromagnetic formalism. Therefore, starting from a predefined micro-
structural state, the micromagnetic model permits to investigate the macroscopic
magnetic behaviour of realistic materials.

In such context, a fundamental and systematic approach is necessary: starting
from an acceptable physical description of the phenomena, one must first build
up a mathematical model and next develop robust numerical methods, where both
tasks have to be validated experimentally and analytically.

Aiming at the micromagnetic computation of macroscopic hysteretic behaviour
of polycrystalline material samples (with dimensions in the mm and cm range), in
order to investigate the influence of the microstructure on the macroscopic mag-
netic behaviour, is however very complex and challenging. As a matter of fact
the numerical modelling of the experimental phenomena thatare determined in
this and also earlier Ph.D. research works conducted at EELAB, is actually the
subject of two current Ph.D. researchers. Two different approaches are followed,
the full-scope micromagnetic numerical approach [VandeWiele2008b], and a so-
called mesoscopic approach on the magnetic domain level [VandenBerg2009].

One of the strengths of the numerical micromagnetic approach to investigate
macroscopic magnetic behaviour is that it becomes possibleto examine in theory
the effect of one particular microstructural parameter, which is hard to achieve
or to control in case of the experimental determination of the magnetic hysteresis
loops on samples with different microstructures.





Appendix A

Tensor notation for elastic stress
and strain relations

A.1 Tensor notation: an introduction

A tensor of rankn in am-dimensional space is a mathematical object that uses
n indices to describe itsmn components. Tensors with rankn higher than 2 can
be envisaged as multi-dimensional array generalizations of the concepts ‘matrix’
(n = 2), ‘vector’ (n = 1) and ‘scalar’ (n = 0). In general a tensor can be denoted
asui1i2...in , with each indexik ranging from 1 tom. When both its rank and
dimension are known, the same tensor can be written down morecompactly asu.

In this work only Cartesian tensors are considered: these are tensors in a three-
dimensional space (m = 3) spanned byei (i = 1...3), the unit vectors of a
three-dimensional orthogonal (Cartesian) coordinate system. Some examples of
Cartesian tensors:

• ui : tensor of rank 1, with31 scalar components, which can be considered
as vectoru = u1e1 + u2e2 + u3e3 , or as array[u1 u2 u3]

T .
• uij : tensor of rank 2, with32 scalar components, which can be considered

as (3x3) matrix:

uij =




u11 u12 u13

u21 u22 u23

u31 u32 u33



 . (A.1)

• uijk : tensor of rank 3, with33 scalar components.
• uijkl : tensor of rank 4, with34 scalar components.
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Concerning Cartesian tensors, two tensor notation conventions can be introduced:

• when an index occurs in an expression, this index has to be considered from
1 to 3 (unless otherwise indicated);

• Einstein summation convention: when an index appears twice in the same
term, it implies summation with respect to that index (from 1to 3, unless
otherwise indicated).

As an example,u = viwi corresponds withu =
∑3

i=1 viwi = v1w1 + v2w2 +
v3w3, whereas the expressionui = vijwj corresponds with the following three
equations:






u1 = v11w1 + v12w2 + v13w3

u2 = v21w1 + v22w2 + v23w3

u3 = v31w1 + v32w2 + v33w3

(A.2)

These examples illustrate that expressions and equations can be written into a
more concise and compact form by using tensor notation.

A.2 Elastic stress and strain relations in continuum me-
chanics

In linear elastic continuum mechanics theory, stress and strain can be defined in
three-dimensional space assymmetricCartesian tensors of rank two,σ andε. In
matrix notation:

σ(r) =




σ11(r) σ12(r) σ13(r)
σ12(r) σ22(r) σ23(r)
σ13(r) σ23(r) σ33(r)



 (A.3)

ε(r) =




ε11(r) ε12(r) ε13(r)
ε12(r) ε22(r) ε23(r)
ε13(r) ε23(r) ε33(r)



 (A.4)

As a matter of fact, both tensors are defined in each point of spacer and can vary
continuously with position. In analogy with vector fields such as for instance elec-
tromagnetic fields (magnetic fieldH(r), electric fieldE(r),...), one could speak
here in terms of stress and straintensor fieldsσ(r) and ε(r).

More precisely, the strain tensor fieldε quantifies the strain in a certain pointr of
an object when this object is undergoing a small three-dimensional deformation
due to a stress tensor fieldσ(r). The three diagonal elementsεkk(k = 1...3) are
the relative changes in length in the direction alongek, whereas the off-diagonal
elementsεkl are the shear strains.
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General elastic constitutive law

The general constitutive relation between elastic stressσ = σij and elastic strain
ε = εkl, takes into account that the elastic constants of a crystal vary with ori-
entation (i.e. the elasticity of crystals is anisotropic).The constitutive relation of
a single-crystal can be envisaged as a generalized Hooke’s law, which in tensor
notation takes the following form:

σ = c ·· ε, or alternatively: σij = cijklεkl (i, j, k, l = 1...3), (A.5)

with c = cijkl the fourth rank tensor of material dependent elastic constants,
the so-called stiffness tensor. Since both stress and strain tensors are symmetric,
σij = σji andεkl = εlk, see (A.3) and (A.4), also the fourth rank stiffness tensor
is symmetric with respect to its first two and last two indices, i.e.

cijkl = cjikl = cijlk = cjilk. (A.6)

Due to these symmetry properties ofσ, ε and c, the originally nine equations
represented by the tensor expression (A.5) reduce to six unique equations. For
instance the first equation becomes, when taking into account that c11kl = c11lk

andεkl = εlk:

σ11 = c11klεkl = c1111ε11 + c1112(2ε12) + c1113(2ε13) (A.7)

+ c1122ε22 + c1123(2ε23) + c1133ε33.

In other words, the general elastic stress–strain behaviour can be described by six
relations between six independent stress and six independent strain components.

Voigt’s contracted notation of symmetric tensors

A useful approach when dealing with symmetric tensors is theso-called Voigt’s
contracted notation, which in fact is a way to reformulate asymmetric tensorby
reducing its rank [Mura1987, Dieter1988]:

• a symmetric tensor of rankn = 2 and dimensionm = 3, has 6 unique
components, and can be represented by a tensor of rankn′ = 1 andm′ = 6,
in other words by a (6x1) array.

• a symmetric tensor of rankn = 4 and dimensionm = 3, has 36 unique
components, see (A.6), and can be represented by a tensor of rankn′ = 2
andm′ = 6, in other words by a (6x6) matrix.
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One can see that in the contracted notation of a symmetric tensor the number of
indices is reduced, on the condition that the new index should be interpreted from
1 to 6 (instead of from 1 to 3). The relation between the index pair ij of the ‘old’
tensor component, and the new indexi′ of the matrix element is unambiguous
[Mura1987]:

ij 11 22 33 23 13 12
i′ 1 2 3 4 5 6

(A.8)

Elastic constitutive law of b.c.c. iron in Voigt’s notation

In Voigt’s notation, the six relations between the six stress and six strain com-
ponents that constitute the generalized Hooke’s law (A.5) can then be written as
follows:

σi = cijεj (i, j = 1...6), (A.9)

with, when carefully considering (A.7) and (A.8),σi andεj equal to:

σi =





σ1

σ2

σ3

σ4

σ5

σ6




=





σ11

σ22

σ33

σ23

σ13

σ12




, and εj =





ε1
ε2
ε3
ε4
ε5
ε6




=





ε11
ε22
ε33
2ε23
2ε13
2ε12




. (A.10)

The relation between the fourth rank stiffness tensor,cijkl and Voigt’s notation by
a stiffness matrix,cij , is described by (A.8).

Moreover, the Voigt’s stiffness matrix is also symmetric:cij = cji (i, j = 1...6).
In other words, to describe the anisotropy of a linear elastic solid in the most
general case, the stiffness tensorcij consists of 21 independent Voigt elastic con-
stants.

For b.c.c. iron however, the number of independent elastic constants reduces to
three, as a result of the symmetry conditions of cubic crystals, if the Cartesian co-
ordinate systemei is chosen along the crystallographic axes (i.e. the cube edges)
[Mura1987]. For b.c.c. iron the values for the three stiffness constantsc11, c12
andc44 are given in table 2.1.

As a conclusion, for b.c.c. iron the relation between the sixindependent stress
tensor components and six independent strain tensor components can be written
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in terms of (c11, c12, c44) as follows:





σ11

σ22

σ33

σ23

σ13

σ12




=





c11 c12 c12 0 0 0
c12 c11 c12 0 0 0
c12 c12 c11 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0
0 0 0 0 0 c44









ε11
ε22
ε33
2ε23
2ε13
2ε12




. (A.11)

Expression for the elastic energy density of cubic crystalsin Voigt’s notation

As been said, for cubic crystalsc can be described by three independent elastic
stiffness constants (c11, c12 andc44, in Voigt’s notation). Hence, by making use
of (A.11), for cubic crystals the general tensor productε ·· c ·· ε can be written in
the following form:

ε ·· c ·· ε = c11
(
ε211 + ε222 + ε233

)
(A.12)

+ 2c12 (ε11ε33 + ε22ε33 + ε11ε22)

+ c44
(
(2ε12)

2 + (2ε13)
2 + (2ε23)

2
)
.
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cle fatigue damage accumulation by the online monitoring ofmagneto-
mechanical properties”,Book of abstracts of the 9th International Workshop
on 1&2 Dimensional Magnetic Measurements and Testing, Czestochowa,
Poland, 18–19 Sept 2006 (ISBN 83-7193-308-8), pp. 28–29.

9. G. Crevecoeur, L. Dupré, L. Vandenbossche, R. Van de Walle (2006), “Mag-
netic material characterization using the needle probe method”, Book of ab-
stracts of the 9th International Workshop on 1&2 Dimensional Magnetic
Measurements and Testing, Czestochowa, Poland, 18–19 Sept 2006 (ISBN
83-7193-308-8), pp. 76–77.

10. L. Vandenbossche, M. Konstantinović, L. Dupré, E. vanWalle (2007), “Mag-
netic evaluation of the hardening and softening of thermally aged iron-
copper alloys”,Book of abstracts of the 10th Joint MMM-Intermag Con-
ference, Baltimore, Maryland, USA, 7–11 Jan 2007, p. 348.

Attended conferences/workshops with own presentation

• International Conference on Magnetism (ICM), Rome, Italy,July 2003.

• Soft Magnetic Materials Conference (SMM), Düsseldorf, Germany, Sept
2003.
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• Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (Joint MMM-Intermag),
Anaheim, CA, USA, Jan 2004.

• Joint European Magnetics Symposia (JEMS), Dresden, Germany, Sept 2004.

• International Workshop on 1 & 2 Dimensional Magnetic Measurement and
Testing (2DM), Ghent, Belgium, Sept 2004.

• Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (MMM), Jacksonville,
FL, USA, Nov 2004.

• International Symposium on Interdisciplinary Electromagnetic, Mechanic
& Biomedical Problems (ISEM), Bad Gastein, Austria, Sept 2005.

• Universal Network for Magnetic Non-Destructive Evaluation (UN-MNDE),
Vienna, Austria, Sept 2005.

• Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (MMM), San Jose, CA,
USA, Nov 2005.

• International Magnetics Conference (Intermag), San Diego, CA, USA, May
2006.

• Universal Network for Magnetic Non-Destructive Evaluation (UN-MNDE),
Prague, Czech Republic, Sept 2006.

• International Workshop on 1 & 2 Dimensional Magnetic Measurement and
Testing (2DM), Czestochowa, Poland, Sept 2006.

• Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (Joint MMM-Intermag),
Baltimore, MD, USA, Jan 2007.

• Soft Magnetic Materials Conference (SMM), Cardiff, Wales,UK, Sept 2007.

• Universal Network for Magnetic Non-Destructive Evaluation (UN-MNDE),
Cardiff, Wales, UK, Sept 2007.

• Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (MMM), Austin, TX,
USA, Nov 2008.
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